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National SBE Under Fire
Dues Increase Decried
by Bruce Ingram
and Pamela Watkins

Viva Las Vegas:
The NAB spring show is just around the corner.
For details, see our preview, p. 29.

CHICAGO The Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE) is facing
a major crisis with local chapters: open rebellion against the national headquarters because of recent actions, including an 83 percent dues increase and questionable by-law changes. One chapter
is even suggesting that the current board of directors step down
(see related story).
The dues increase, from $30 to $55, was announced as afait accompli in the SBE's Nov./Dec. newsletter, having been instituted by
the board of directors in aclosed session at the October national convention in Houston.
Members were surprised, shocked and antagonistic. "They woke
the membership up," said Chip Fetrow, chairman of the Washington
chapter. "It was kind of like asleeping bear. Now the bear is awake
and it's hungry."
Secession from the national SBE has been discussed all over the
country, including the larger chapters of Washington, Philadelphia and
Baltimore, Seattle, ano Los Angeles.
The topic of resignation also has come up in many other chapters,
according to Baltimore SBE Chapter Chairman Dwight Weller, who
continued on page 9

WARC: Exceptions, No Rule
by Alan Carter
TORREMOLINOS, Spain The ideal
of aworldwide digital audio broadcasting
(DAB) allocation may have been lost at
WARC '92.
The World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC), which concluded here
March 3after meeting for approximately
four weeks, allocated 40 MHz at 1.5 GHz
for satellite broadcasting of digital audio
but left countries the option to place
the new service in other areas of the spectrum.
Consensus on aworldwide frequency allocation is anything but unified with countries opting to broadcast at different frequencies.
WARC delegates, numbering about 1,400
from almost 130 countries that are members of the ITU, also passed aresolution
stating that frequency assignment or allotment for asatellite service, and coordination of acomplementary terrestrial service, would be decided at alater conference
to be convened before 1998.
But the U.S. entered footnotes stating 1.5
GHz is unacceptable stateside, and DAB
would be broadcast at 2.3 GHz (2310-2360
MHz) on aprimary basis terrestrially and
via satellite.
The US. went to WARC as the lone
proponent of 2.3 GHz and was
successful—if by default.
"This is ahappy group," said Judy Jamison, spokesperson for the U.S. delegation.
"We were the only country looking at 2.3."
The resolution WARC adopted was alast-

minute compromise that seemingly gave the
U.S. an opportunity to get what it wanted for
digital radio. The real division was among
European countries, some favoring 1.5 GHz

(1452-1492 MHz) and other supporting 2.6
GHz (2535-2655 MHz).
Japan entered footnotes similar to the
U.S. but at 2.6 GHz.
As the closing days approached, it had
appeared WARC '92 would end with no
consensus on DAB allocations.
continued on page 3 v.

LA Chapter's
Views To Be
Aired at NAB
by Pamela Watkins
LOS ANGELES With chapters up
in arms over perceived problems in
the society ( see accompanying
story), local SBE Chapter 47 Chairman Sandra Woodruff has proposed
the following action on SBE Day,
April 14, at the NAB convention.
•Three representatives selected by
the chapter chairs will confront the
national board of directors at the
3:00 p.m. meeting on April 14.
•The representatives request that the
National Board of Directors submit
their resignations effective October
1992, on the normal expiration date
of term, which is during the national
SBE convention.
•Elections be held that reflect aslate
of candidates selected to represent
regions, each region consisting of 8
to 10 chapters. At present the national
board is elected on an at-large basis.
which the chapters feel dilutes accountability.
Regions (11 or 12) will select their
own representative(s) to the national
board of directors and that person(s)
will be directly answerable to the
chapter members in their region.
Regional representation is not a
new idea circulating in the thoughts
of the SBE membership, according
to Wbodruff. Charlie Hallinan,
founder of the National Society of
Broadcast Engineers, was amember
of the By-Laws Advisory Committee
in 1983 and wrote aproposal which
outlined the need and the way to implement
region- representative
government.
At that time the national board refused to put it on the ballot,
Woodruff said, but she promises to
sustain the momentum of the current
chapters' indignation in order to meet
face to face with the board.
There are no guarantees that the
board will agree to meet with the active chapters' three representathes.
But there is agrowing fear that if the
national board does not begin to reflect the wishes and concerns of their
constituents, the chapters will withdraw. possibly to become stand-alone
entities, according to Woodruff.
•
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N EWS WATCH
Pioneer's Rule Clarified
WASHINGTON The FCC
has "amended and clarified"
its so-called "pioneer's preference" rules for individuals developing new communications
technology.
The decision is ablow to two
digital audio broadcasting ( DAB)
proponents in particular. The
NAB and Strother Communications (SCI) had petitioned the
FCC to review its ruling, but each
for its own reasons. The NAB

contended that the pioneer's
preference rule was vague; SCI
that it did not constitute sufficient
incentive for pioneers.
Responding to apetition filed
by SCI, the FCC ruled that atentative preference will not be
awarded at the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking ( NPRM) stage of a
proceeding unless a "pioneer"
applicant has either "commenced
an experiment or submitted an acceptable technical showing." Such
apreference will be awarded for
only one service area, the Com-

March 25, 1992

mission said.
The FCC also stood by its decision to award preference generally for only one service area.
SCI, which planned DAB testing
in anumber of cities, had hoped
for preference in more than one
service area.
The Commission also decided
that a petition for rulemaking
would not be required from a "pioneer" applicant when a new
technology under consideration in
an existing proceeding hasn't
reached the NPRM stage.
As for the NAB's criticism of
the rule as vague, the FCC maintained that the pioneer's preference criteria are "sufficiently
clear, that aguarantee of alicense
is necessary to induce innovators

to submit proposals, and that a in broadcasting, remote transmittechnical showing can be as useter control, new radio technoloful as an experiment in some ingies, digital radio broadcasting,
stances."
transmitter maintenance, fiber optic and broadcasting, and digital
hard disk recording.
SBE Papers Deadline Near
Those interested in participatINDIANAPOLIS Proposed
ing in apanel discussion or servengineering paper abstracts are
ing in some other capacity at the
now being accepted for the 1992
engineering conference should
Society of Broadcast Engineers
continued on page 8 lb(SBE) engineering conference at
the national convention in San
Jose. The deadline is April 1.
Those interested in preparing a
FEATURES
technical paper for presentation at

Index

the conference should submit an
abstract outlining the scope of the
paper and its importance to the industry. Some of the topics include: broadcast automation, PCs
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BUYERS GUIDE
User Reports:
Telex V- Series headsets
by Tom Mac Donald, WWDI3 IFM)96

SOMETIMES all you need is one small high quality console. No complicated features— just crisp
reliable perforin‘ulce. The R-10 is that console: it has the features you need and all the performance
and componentry that you could wish for. And by PERFORMANCE we mean adynamic range of 113dB.
afrequency response of 1/4dB (20Hz-20KHz) and aTHD of . 002% 1
THE R-10 is just the console for small stations in small markets— or BIG stations chasing down
remotes— or ANY station needing areliable small format console.
So, put the magic to work for you. Contact AUDIOARTS.

Technology Updates:
Studer A807 Series

93

Electro Voice RE27N/D

93

Shure VP64 Microphone

95

AKG Acoustics C414
Micrphone

95

Peavy DPS-1000

97

Beyerdynamics M 59,
HM 560, DT 158
•111.•••
••

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
6720 V.I.P. Parkway. Syracuse. NY

(
tel

100

Neumann KMS140/150

101

Also:
315-455-7740/fax 315-454-8104)

Information

from

Audio-

Technica, Saki Magnetics and Bruel &
Kjaer

See Us at NAB Booth 5000
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No WARC
Consensus
11.- continued from page 1

The division between countries is
"fairly significant," according to
Francine Lambert, spokesperson for
the WARC organizing committee.
She cited the U.S. backing 2.3 GHz
and Canada adopting 1.5 GHz—two
neighboring countries that traditionally support each other.
"We'll work out the coordination
we need with Canada," Jamison
said.
At press time, the list of countries
that noted objections to 1.5 GHz and
referenced their spectrum preference
was unavailable. The document was
not expected to be released for four
weeks, until final edits were completed.
In Europe. strong differences existed between the EBU, which
hacked 1.5 GHz for the Eureka 147
DAB system, and the 32-member
Conference of European Postal and
Telecommunications Administrators
(
CEPT) that endorsed 2.6 GHz.
At the end of the debate. CEPT
relented to the 1.5 GHz compromise.
But the organization had the strong
hacking of the U.K.. Germany and
Italy, all of whom supported 2.6 GHz
throughout WARC.
DAB proponents in the U.S. were
not surprised by the outcome, but
said the lack of a worldwide consensus on satellite delivery will not
affect pursuit of adomestic terrestrial
DAB standard. In the U.S., terrestrial
DAB appears headed toward an inband approach.
Strother Communications President Ron Strother said he "sees
WARC as asatellite issue, not aterrestrial issue."
Tony Masiello, director of technical operations for CBS Radio, said
whatever the outcome at WARC, the
U.S. approach to DAB will be adriving force. "Any smart manufacturer
is going to wait to see what happens
in the U.S." he said, "because this
is the largest market for radios."
From the perspective of receiver
manufacturers, a worldwide DAB
standard would be " ideal" according
to Gary Shapiro, Electronic Industries Association ( EIA) Consumer
Electronics Group VP. But, he
added, the lack of one will not adversely impact receiver production in
the U.S.
One negative stemming from a
proliferation of DAB frequency assignments, however, would be that
new product introductions may be
slower because diffèrent designs
would have to be made for each market, Shapiro said.
NAB Science and Technology
Senior VP Michael Rau agreed, noting an international satellite plan
would have benefited shortwave services such as VOA and the BBC.
which may have switched. The NAB,
however, opposes satellite delivery
for domestic broadcasting.
News Editor John Gatski contributed to this report.
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Site Care Linked to Clear Reception
by Bill Young
and Tim Wilde
ATLANTA Of the thousands of network
affiliates broadcasting satellite-delivered digital audio, the overwhelming majority enjoy
clear, high-quality reception.
Softie stations, however, have been plagued
by C-band radio frequency problems, or site
problems, for years. These site problems are
often misdiagnosed as being caused by the
conversion to compressed digital audio technology. For example. recent difficulties with
muting on the SEDAT system, and its
predecessor DATS. have been traced to site
problems at individual stations.
Here are afew simple and inexpensive
guidelines for identifying, repairing, and
preventing the most common site problems.
Maintain your electronics
Poor equipment maintenance is probably the most common of all site problems.
Stations broadcasting digital audio since the
early 1980s must realize that their receivers
and RF cabling are 10 years old and may
require complete refurbishing.
Defective LNAs can lead to lower signal
or higher noise levels, which often causes interference or muting. Most older LNA.s have
anoise temperature of 120 degrees. while today's models have atypical noise temperature of 40 degrees. By replacing your LNA
for as little as $150. you can provide more
margin to your system, thus eliminating
many interference problems.
Now that you've worked your way out to
the antenna, check to make sure nothing
is obstructing the satellite feed. Clear all
organic debris ( birds' nests, fallen
branches. etc.) from the surface of the receive dish and eliminate tree growth that
inay obstruct aclear view of the satellite.
Also, check for any possible damage that
may have occurred to the antenna.
Microwave interference from nearby major phone company towers is the most common form of terrestrial interference. Also,
the insurgence of cellular phone towers has
become more than aminor annoyance for
many station operators. This may cause
popping and thumping noises in the older
audio decoders and occasional muting in
newer compressed digital audio decoders.
Simultaneously, fault indications will likely
be observed on demodulator or error correction modules.
If you suspect the interference is being
caused by local microwave towers, you can
always use aspectrum analyzer to verify
if that transmitter's signals are overriding
your signal. You may also contact Cornsearch ( Reston. Va.), afrequency database
listing service, to check for known C-band
transmitters in your area.
If the interference seems minor, the easiest fix is the installation of anotch filter between your downconverter and demodulator.
Stabilize the AC
When checking the condition of your receiver unit, first examine the power supply. As power supplies age, filter components wear out, leading to AC ripple in the
supply lines. The best way to minimize this
possibility is to maintain your indoor electronics in astable environment, at aroom
temperature between 50 degrees to 80
degrees Fahrenheit.
Also, make sure your power supply DC
output voltage is within manufacturerspecified levels. Because today's new digital circuits provide higher functionality

with fewer parts, they may require more
current and are more sensitive to power
supply voltage tolerances.
As you examine your receiver, use ablower
to clear any dust that may have accumulated
on removable modules. It's best to repeat this
procedure annually. When you reinstall a
module, check to verify that it's seated
properly. If you suspect an intermittent connection, try inserting the same module into
another slot in the chassis.
Over time, oxidation may occur on connector contacts. You would be surprised at
how many reception problems have been
eliminated simply by cleaning contacts or
reconnecting cards.
Outdoors, the deterioration of RF cabling
is among the most common sources of
weak signals and reception problems. With
buried cabling. extreme low temperatures
that cause the ground to freeze often lead
to cracked or split cabling.
When inspecting the connectors, look for
damage caused by moisture intrusion or
corrosion. If the damage is severe, immediately replace and weatherproof the connections. Make sure to remove all DC power
before attempting to clean the connections.
In severe cases, where the interference
levels are overloading your outdoor electronics. you have two primary choices: 1)
Erect awire screen barrier to shield your
antenna from the offending microwave

tower, or 2) Move your antenna. A relocation of as little as afew blocks may provide natural shielding by surrounding
buildings or other sources.
Check dish direction and size
The recommended size for all receive
dishes is 2.8 meters or larger. If your station is located on the edge of the satellite
footprint— in Maine or Seattle, for
example—you may want to increase the antenna size to at least 3 meters.
Finally, don't forget that your receive
dish can easily become mispointed due to
environmental conditions. Severe flooding
or frequent freezing can cause the ground
to shift and affect the antenna direction.
High winds or an improperly laid cement
foundation can also result in tilting. If
you're going to attempt to re-direct your antenna. move the dish slowly and carefully
until you reach the peak signal level. It's
also an excellent idea to mark the antenna
before moving it to allow you to return to
the original position. if necessary.
Bill Young is an associate service engineer ilith Scientific-Atlanta Broadcast
Radio and Data Systems in Melbourne,
Fla. at 407-255-3000. Tim Wilde is asystems service technician with ScientificAtlanta Network Systems Group in Atlanta
at 404-903-6001.
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Who's
Here's One for the Record Books
running
the ship?
adopted it for automation. It's a proven
commodity, and a real enhancement to
Gentner's stable of products, which now inWASHINGTON If you heard something land with athud on your desk earlier cludes telco equipment, processing gear
today, don't worry. It was just this issue of and hard disk storage devices.
RW—our NAB Preview issue, all 104
** *
It will be interesting to see what happens
pages of it.
at NAB '92 in the way of DAB system deThis isn't just our biggest NAB Prevelopment, especially in light of the recent
view issue, it's our biggest issue of RW,
decision?) on specperiod. And Ithink this is one that peo- decision (or is it anonple are going to remember for a long
trum allocations for DAB made during the
time. Not only do you get abigger- than- World Administrative Radio Conference
(WARC) earlier this month.
ever preview section with expanded exAn eleventh-hour decision by WARC
hibitor listings and session information,
you also get Running Radio, with its own
delegates has given space in the 1.5 GHz
L-band for satellite and complementary termanagement-oriented take on the Las
restrial DAB service. The catch is that all
Vegas get-together.
nations have the option to footnote the decision. In essence, it means afree-for-all
with no rules, only exceptions.
For the U.S., the heat's been turned up
alittle with this decision. The NAB thinks
that Canada and Mexico—both of whom
are going with the L-band allocation for
their DAB efforts—will try to influence the
... Radio A to Z
U.S. to move its telemetry operations from
the L-band to the S-band. (The U.S., by
the way, was way out in left field with its
That, combined with our Buyers Guide
2.3 GHz recommendation—we were the
on tape recorders, microphones and monitors, and RW's usual first-rate news
only country asking for it.)
reporting and practical, informative feaAccording to the NAB, "For the U.S. terrestrial broadcasting system to remain comtures make this an issue you'll be coming
petitive, it is urgent now that all proponents
back to long after NAB '92 is a dim
of terrestrial DAB systems develop them
memory. Just don't hurt yourself carryquickly."
ing it around. Remember: Lift with your
Perhaps the only clear winner in the
knees.
WARC decision was Satellite CD Radio,
* * *
one of the earliest proponents of DAB. The
Ordinarily around the convention season,
we start to get wind of mergers and acquiWARC delegates allocated the U.S. its 2.3
GHz DAB recommendation, which suits
sitions in the industry. Although I'm sure
more are to come, the first has just been
Satellite CD Radio's purposes quite well.
announced, and it's ahot one at that.
The company's VP, David Margolese,
On March 4, Gentner Communications
noted that the allocated Sband frequency is
issued astatement that it had signed alet"more than twice the size of the AM and FM
bands combined, ensuring arobust service
ter of intent for the purchase of all products
and technology of MacroMedia, Inc. Mac- of many dozens of subscription digital audio
roMedia is best known as the maker of the
and mobile point-to-multipoint services."
"Audisk," adigital audio storage device for
Satellite CD Radio plans a satellitestation automation.
delivered, commercial-free CD music
Gentner sees the Audisk as a compleservice for car listeners. Since most radio
listening is done in the car, the NAB perment to its own Digital Audio Workstation
Network (DAWN). Company CEO Russ
ceives this as alegitimate threat. A terresGentner said Audisk—which earned $1.5
trial DAB system would be astrong defense
million for MacroMedia in just ayear and
against this threat.
ahalf—will enable Gentner CommunicaThe only problem is acertain lack of litions to fill the needs of any broadcaster,
quidity among terrestrial DAB system proponents. Word on the street is that some propo"regardless of size or format."
No mention was made by Genter as to
nents are slowing down on system developwhether the Audisk will be changed in any
ment until the cash starts flowing again.
way, which Itake to mean the product will
And where does Eureka fit into all of
stay essentially the same. The Audisk has
this? It kind of makes you wonder ...
been very popular in the United Kingdom,
* * *
where anumber of smaller stations have
By the time you read this, the dreaded
by Alex ZavIstovich

U

nattended
operation is
one way to keep your
station profitable, but
you still have to mind
the store.
The acclaimed Burk
Technology ARC- 16
Remote Control System
is the first step. You can
control transmitter and
studio from any phone.
But wait. There's more!

J

ntroducing AutoPilot"
from Burk Technology.

AutoPilot is break-through
computer software that
makes automatic operation
of your studio/transmitter
facility adream come true.
Automatic power changes
Automatic pattern changes
Automatic site changes
Automatic power trim
Automatic fault recovery
Automatic logging

Now your imagination is
the only limit.
The new FCC fine schedule
is imposing. Why risk abig
penalty when AutoPilot
can help you stay within
the rules?

Pilot
Tone

Shively FM
Antennas
BuRK NAB BOOTH 2102
Call usat508-433-8877
or toll free at
1-800 255-8090
for more information
and aFREE DEMO.

TECHNOLOGY
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"Michelangelo" computer virus has come
and gone. Preliminary reports are that a
number of computer systems on the African continent were thrown into turmoil;
domestically, things seemed to be pretty
much business as usual. Ihope none of you
were affected.
With the increasing acceptance of computers at radio stations—particularly systems that tie together avariety of station
functions—the threat from such esoteric
viruses has become areal cause for concern. Iwouldn't relish the idea of some
rogue software deleting files on what has
become the brain and heart of my radio station while Istand by, powerless.
Now, Idon't want to throw ascare into
any stations that are ramping up their level
of computerization; these days, if you want
to compete, you have to have acomputer.
Still, with all these viruses floating
about, it's just good sense to practice Safe
Computing. In particular, try to avoid pirated disks. Iknow, Iknow: It's cheaper
than buying the software outright. That's
fine, until you pick up atainted disk and
lose your list of accounts receivable, or
your program log—or both. Idon't want
to sound like your mother, but don't put
something in your machine if you don't
know where it's been.
That's it for now. Tune in next time,

"Synergetic Audio Concepts has announced a 1992 schedule for its
three-day audio engineering seminars, to be held in Norman, Ind.
The Sound Engineering Seminars,
which carry a $525 price tag, will be
held May 21-23, June 18-20, July 1618, Aug. 20-22, Sept. 17-19 and Oct.
15-17. The sessions will be conducted
at the company's farm complex.
For additional information, contact
Syn-Aud-Con at 812-995-8212; fax:
812-995-2110, or write the company
at 12370 W. Co. RD. 100 N, Norman, Ind. 47264.
Silent Keys:
>Robert Hyland, senior VP for CBS
Radio and GM of KMOX/KLOU St.
Louis, died March 5. He was 71 and
had been undergoing treatment for
cancer of the liver. He joined CBS
in 1950 as an account executive at
WBBM(AM) Chicago.
00-Tom Humphrey, asales person for
Visual Electronics, McMartin, and
most recently Broadcast Electronics,
passed away Feb. 19 in Quincy, Illinois.
>Dr. Andrew Alford, engineer,
founder of the Alford Manufacturing
Company and inventor of the Alford
combiner system, died Jan. 25. Alford was a resident of Winchester,
Mass. He was 87.
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READERS FORUM

NAB '92:

If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers Forum
(Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters received
become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.
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If economic indicators continue upward,
the National Association of Broadcasters'
annual convention ( NAB '92) in Las Vegas
could take place just as the country starts
to emerge from the recession. Now, more
than ever, broadcasters should make every

effort to attend the convention and exhibition.
WCBS:

A Story or a Crusade?

Dear RW ,
Retèrence Frank Beacham's article on the
Emergency Broadcast System in RW
("WCBS Escapes Fine for EBS Violation."
Feb. 19, 1992).
I'm beginning to wonder whether Mr.
Beacham hasn't turned his earlier pursuit
of alegitimate story into acrusade to hold
WCBS up to ridicule for something that's
not at all uncommon.
Sure, someone at WCBS admittedly
goofed during Hurricane Bob last August
and caused apre-recorded two-tone EBS
Attention Signal to be aired instead of the
live tones prescribed in Section 73.940 of
the Commission's rules and regulations.
Equally certain is the fact that this slip-up
caused abreak in the fragile "over-the-air"
relay chain that EBS has depended on for
local program distribution since its inception in 1964. But, the specific circumstances here were little different than you'll
find in most areas of the country.
EBS is avaluable tool that's become dull
and rusty, largely through years of disinterest and disuse on the part of government
and the broadcast industry. Industry
deregulation has also become a culprit
through the elimination of the longstanding requirement that control operators be
licensed on the basis of their tested knowledge of rules, regulations and procedures.
As Mr. Beacham knows from one of the
interviews he conducted in connection with
this article, at least 50 percent of the stations inspected by one FCC field office
have either been fined or issued violation
notices in recent years because of EBS deficiencies. Most of these have been in the
areas of improper operator performance
and the logging of weekly tests, both sent
and received by the stations. Inoperative
EBS monitoring and signaling equipment
have run aclose second. The story is much
the same throughout the country.
But this is only part of what prompted
Chautauqua Broadcasting's specific troubles at WDOE. The notice of apparent liability served against the company cited a
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series of administrative and technical deficiencies which, as agroup led to the $1,250
forfeiture that was levied on WDOE.
As aresult of the Hurricane Bob situation, WCBS instructed its personnel to use
only the EBS encoder in the future. It also
made aspecific commitment to the Commission last October that it would conduct
periodic instructional classes in EBS procedures for its personnel, both as refresher
courses and to train new employees. As Mr.
Beacham knew full well prior to writing
his article, these are two of the actions specifically mentioned in the FCC's letter of
admonishment to WCBS that mitigated
against a fine or forfeiture.
Enough is enough, already! Someone
made an honest, if ill-informed mistake, and
while not reflected in Mr. Beacham's article,
everyone associated with it has learned from
it in the intervening six months.
Perhaps the time has come for abit of
positive trade reporting on EBS. The cold
war may be over, but there's still avery important day-to-day role for the Emergency
Broadcast System. A lot of people in
broadcasting and government are putting
considerable effort into revitalizing it to
meet this role, and it is astory that should
be told.
John Nelsen, Vice Chairman
New York State Emergency
Communications Committee
Albany. N.Y.

Recent surveys show that ad revenues in radio sales have started
to climb again. For stations that have operated at aloss for so long,
such a trend is encouraging.
From the standpoint of equipment manufacturers, alarge number of product introductions have been announced by companies
exhibiting at NAB '92. This wave of new products also supports
the feeling that business is improving.
So, with the convention less than three weeks away, the NAB
is faced with the happy prospect of atrade show full of new products.
attended by station owners who, for the first time in countless
months, have fresh money in their budgets and a renewed optimism about the industry.
The high-tech parade of equipment innovations is aclassic signature of the NAB convention. It's important, however, not to lose
sight of the fact that NAB '92 is also aplace to sharpen one's skills
at running radio. From the engineering sessions to the management
presentations, to the sessions on opportunities in overseas broadcasting, the annual gathering offers something to enhance the performance
of anyone working in radio today.
Yes, there is a light at the end of the tunnel, and no, it's not the
headlight of an oncoming train. Better times are ahead, and attending
NAB '92 is one good way to lead yourself out of the tunnel and toward abrighter future. Be there.

Frank Beacham replies: In an earlier letter, Mr. Nelsen praised me for managing
to sort through "a lot of smoke and mirmrs" involving EBS issues. This letter,
which Iwould put in the "smoke" category,

—RW

cites not one error offact in my RW story
on WCBS. The reason this story strikes a
nerve is that it holds up a big mirror to
what is wrong with EBS and why it never
seems to work in big emergencies.

GUEST EDITORIAL

In Defense of an Industry-Wide FM Freeze
by Robert Fox

and their diverse voices never heard. Your
editorial stated that afreeze is inconsistent
Ventura, Calif. The RW editorial of with this country's free enterprise system.
Feb. 19, 1992, titled "A Freeze Is Wrong,"
A " free market system" did not create all
misses the point. You apparently misunderof those new stations. The government
stood the thrust of the NAB's petition. The
(FCC) arbitrarily created thousands of new
petition specifically asks the Commission
stations. The marketplace neither created nor
to suspend temporarily its acceptance and
requested those new allocations. Broadcastprocessing of applications for new coming is a regulated industry and regulators
mercial FM broadcast stations and petitions
don't always regulate in the world of reality.
to add new station allotments through
Economic conditions in good times and bad
amendment of the FM Table of Allotments.
will not support the number of stations curThe petition filed by the NAB is based
rently on the air and absolutely will not supon technical, policy and economic condiport additional stations.
tions. The petition requests areview simiThere are now 4,570 commercial FM
lar to the FCC's recently completed reexstations and 4,985 AM stations operating.
amination of the AM broadcast service.
In addition, there are 1,507 nonThe Commission chose to suspend
commercial FM stations as well as 1,892
processing of AM broadcast applications
FM translators. Another 1,015 FM CPs
during the pendency of its review of AM
have been issued—making a22 percent inallocations, technical and licensing policy.
crease imminent. In 1970 there were 2,636
A very important part of the request for a FM stations on the air.
freeze is the fact that the integrity of the FM
The average radio listener has access to
band has been compromised because of the
26.4 radio stations. For the largest
proliferation of stations and short spacing.
metropolitan areas, well over 100 radio staYour editorial called the petition "protions are available to listeners. In the
tectionism." Apparently, you misundersmallest markets—those with under 1,000
stand the difference between protectionism
population—the average number of radio
and the need to maintain technical stanstations available to listeners is 10.5.
dards that will preserve an interference-free
It is possible for aspiring broadcasters to
FM band. Unfortunately, 80-90 and the
enter the business of broadcasting. There
present demand system of FM allocations
is nothing that precludes them from purhas already caused adeterioration of the
chasing an existing station. Stations are
technical quality of the band.
bought and sold every week.
Your editorial stated that it cannot be said,
Regarding allocations ( 80-90 and
categorically, that the marketplace has been
others), they are never made to major marovercrowded and you are concerned that
kets such as Los Angeles, New York,
aspiring broadcasters may be turned away
Chicago, etc. The allocations have been

made to small and medium markets that
cannot support additional stations regardless of the economic climate. What is happening is that the proliferation of stations
in small markets is making it difficult, if
not impossible, for existing broadcasters to
generate enough business that will allow
them to properly serve the listening public.
Several months ago, Ideveloped the idea
for afreeze on allocations. Icalled the Legal Department of the NAB and we
proceeded to develop the petition that is
presently before the FCC. One of the
aspects of the petition is that any request
for anew allocation must include astudy
that will demonstrate that the economics
of the market will support an additional station. The petition also requests the study
of greater incentives for the entry of
minorities into FM broadcasting.
The petition is not against free enterprise. What we are attempting to do is preserve the integrity of the FM band and the
quality of broadcast service that the American public deserves. Local broadcasters
will find it increasingly difficult to serve
their communities given acontinuation of
past regulatory policies. With respect to future allocations, we're asking that technical and market factors be considered as
they should be in any free market.
nnn
Robert Fox is director of the National Association of Broadcasters' Radio Board,
and chairman/CEO of KVEN-AM/KHAYFM in Ventura, Calif: He can be contacted
at KVEN Broadcasting Corp., RO. Box 699,
Ventura, Calif, 93002.
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Hard Disk Storage/Automation Can

SAVE YOUR STATION
Lots of Money

Satellite, automation, live assist: hard disk storage systems offer lots of ways to reduce staffing demands
and make your operation more efficient— without a big investment in tape, carousels, and the other
paraphernalia of analog systems.

"The first AUDISK we bought has been our satellite system for two years, and
it's reliable as can be. It just sits there day and night, slamming out liners, spots
and what have you. It sounds so natural, sometimes you'd swear it was live. For
a market like Dayton, ranked #48 in the country, tape-based analog automation
just can't compare."
Will Bevis, Chief Engineer, WING-AM & WIZE-AM, Dayton, OH

"With AUDISK, we went from an 18 hour day to a 24 hour operation, yet we
were able to reduce our announcing staff. The system has been totally reliable.
We don't even have a cart machine in the control room any more. We're
already seeing a substantial return on our investment, and I'm expecting
payback in one year."
John Pritchard, Owner, KKMI-FM, Burlington, IA

AUDISK

"DigiLink works equally well for both live and satellite programming. It all fits on
the hard drive, in one little box. Because the satellite automation runs so well,
we've been able to save on payroll expenses. Both the software and hardware
have been wonderfully reliable. DigiLink has made our whole operation more
efficient."
John Ingram, Operations Manager, WBLE-FM, Batesville, MS

"Thanks to DigiLink's reliability, our staff is free to do other things and expand
their roles. Now that we can get through the weekends without part-timer ' babysitters,' our operating costs are definitely lower."
Frank Giardina, Chief Engineer, WAPI-AM, Birmingham, AL

DIGITAL

DigiLink

With results like these, it's no wonder AUDISK and DigiLink lead the industry with more systems installed
and on the air. With a track record like ours, it's no wonder more people come to Harris Allied for experienced advice, financing, installation, training and service. Call today for more information on hard disk
storage/automation systems as low as $500/month.

HARRIS
AALLIED
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

nnn r ii nn i
-1
uLi -orr-uurr
Fax (317) 966-0623 • In Canada (800) 268-6817
1992 Harris Allied

"Call me, I'm interested." Circle ( 14)

"Send me literature." Circle (87)
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Engineer Claims RF Exposure Injuries
by Arthur Cole
ARLINGTON, Va. A local radio engineer who said he was burned by radiation from an illegal microwave transmitter
has sued aUtah communications company
for $5 million dollars plus damages.
Keith Angstadt, an engineer for Mutual
Broadcasting, is charging that an unlicensed, jury-rigged microwave transmitter operated by Multicom Telecommunications, based in Salt Lake City, doused him
with enough microwave radiation to impair
his eyesight and cause possible brain damage.
The suit was filed in Arlington County
Circuit Court in January and also names
as defendants the Amway Corp., which the
suit said was Multicom's parent company
at the time, Raymond Rask, Multicom's
president and CEO. The two owners of the
building where the transmitter was installed
and the Texas company that installed the
device also were named in the suit.
Angstadt said his troubles began May 31,
1991, when he was preparing coverage of
Mikhail Gorbachev's visit to Washington
for the NBC radio network. Mutual Broadcasting, adivision of Westwood One, provides satellite service to NBC.
"I was getting our antenna oriented the
right way for our receive sites in Washington when Iheard astrange noise coming
from somewhere else on the roof," Angstadt told RW. "Istarted to investigate."
Strange dish
An2stadt said the source of the sounds
came from what he believed to be amicrowave receiver. But the dish was not one of
Mutual's and it was making such astrange
sound that he said he did not examine it too
closely. Using his engineer's training, Angstadt said he remained several feet behind
the unit to avoid any harmful radiation.
Nevertheless, by the time Angstadt
returned to the building, co-workers told
him that his face was extremely red.
"By the time Igot home, my face was

on fire and had started to blister," he said.
"The next day, Inoticed my eyesight was
considerably worse. It was like looking
through adirty glass. Iwent to adoctor and
he said the cornea in both eyes had been
burned."
Angstadt said he learned the truth about
what happened several weeks later—that he
had received aharmful dose of microwave
radiation.

gal transmitters are considered acceptable
by numerous standards groups and enforcement authorities—if aperson takes precautions around the dish.
"If a guy sticks his head in front of
the feed horn with a full kilowatt of
microwave power coming from the transmitter, obviously he's going to get hit
with ahigh level of radiation," said noted
RF consultant Richard A. Tell. " But if

According to one RF expert, however, the
radiation levels posed by licensed, legal
transmitters are considered acceptable — if a

working ability.
Luckily, Angstadt noted, he has received
support from Mutual and so far has been
able to work around his disability. But he
said it has been difficult getting through
each day.
"My life has been a living hell," Angstadt said. "I've gone from being a very
productive person to being limited in what
Ican do.
"If aproblem arises at the network at
night, Ican't drive in. Iconstantly worry
that Iwon't be able to do my job someday.
Ialso have to consider the possibility of
cancer."

person takes precautions around the dish.
According to the suit, Angstadt claimed
the receiver he had examined had been
rebuilt into aC-band uplink, but was operating without an FCC license. Multicom
was later fined $2,000 by the FCC for operating the transmitter without alicense.
Radiation poisoning
Even though Angstadt said he took
precautions when approaching the unit, he
said he still took alarge enough dose to
permanently damage his eyes and cause
possible brain damage as well.
Angstadt said he brought the suit not only
to make up for the damage done to him, but
to bring about public awareness to the danger posed by microwave transmitters.
"It's aproliferating problem, especially
with mobile units," he said. " Digital compression has made these systems smaller
and more portable. I've seen engineers
standing directly in front of these dishes
without even realizing what is happening
to them. "Ithink the government should
tighten up radiation level regulations and
require transmitters to be cordoned off."

Acceptable levels
According to one RF expert, however,
the radiation levels posed by licensed, le-

you are several feet away, the microwave
beam is so tight that there is very little
chance of exposure."
Groups such as the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) and the National
Counsel of Radiation Protection say microwave levels of 5 milliwatts/cm 2 for 1500
MHz and up is safe for areas limited to
broadcast and satellite professionals. The
levels are stricter for areas open to the public.
That, however, assumes that the equipment is licensed and operating correctly.
In Angstadt's case, there is no telling how
much radiation was absorbed because the
actual cause of his symptoms was not discovered until after the transmitter had been
dismantled.

DRY AM- FM LOADS

IMPULSE, INC.

Failing eyesight
Angstadt said his doctors at Johns Hopkins University told him that he now has
extensive health problems including vision loss. "I am now nightblind and I
suffer from colorblindness. I've lost 50
percent of my eyesight in my left eye,"
he said.
For now, Angstadt said he has to contend
with the failing eyesight and possible brain
damage, all of which have hampered his
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CALL OR WRITE
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TRANSMITTERS

Eliminate the usual press conference microphone
clutter with just asingle or aback-up pair of microphones.

•Rack or desk mount

Feed each of eight transformer isolated channels
from either input or both Mic/Line inputs mixed.

•Phantom power, low cut filter

Drive ahigh level XLR and amedium or low
level IRS line simultaneously from each output.

•Calibrated test oscillator

•Two low noise Mic/Line inputs
•Loop thru expansion inputs
•Switchable bargraph VU meter

Use os a2X8 DA, stereo 1X4 DA or two input mi.ier.

•XLR, 1/4" and 3.5mm IRS lacks

Studio grade performance, field proven ruggedness.

•Headphone output
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See Us at NAB Booth 12203/4
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Spectrum Reserved for New Technolo
by Arthur Cole
WASHINGTON Continuing its drive
to introduce new products and services to
the marketplace, the FCC recently earmarked approximately 220 MHz of spectrum for advanced technology.
While the action could open the door to
such advancements as digital audio broadcasting (DAB) and Low Earth Orbiting
(LEO) satellite technology, its most immediate impact will likely be the introduction of
Personal Communications Services (PCS),
which use hand-held, microwave telephones.
For these and other advanced technologies, some of which are still on the draw-

ing board, the commission has reserved
spectrum between 1850-1990 MHz, 21102150 MHz and 2160-2200 MHz.
While some of those ranges are currently
being used by other services, primarily fixed
microwave and cellular operations, the Commission is hopeful that, given enough time,
there could be an easy transition between the
older services and the newer ones.
"It will probably be tough to move them
out forcibly," said Thomas Stanley, chief
engineer for the Office of Engineering and
Technology. "But we are thinking that they
can be bought out."
To that end, the FCC has determined that
new technologies will be granted co-

primary status with existing services up to
apoint. During this phase, neither service
will be allowed to interfere with the other.
The Commission will eventually reduce
the incumbent service to secondary status,
opening the possibility of interference from
the primary service. But by this time, it is
hoped that the two services will have
reached an agreement to relocate the incumbent to another area.
Stanley said the entire process could take
up to 15 years.
"Our view is that there are avariety of
places that the existing services could go,"
he said. "We feel with some confidence that
it is very likely that there is available fre-

quency not too far from that being used now."
While the decision was made unanimously by those at the meeting (with Commissioner Sherrie Marshall absent), it was
not without reservations.
"I am always concerned when the Commission considers displacing existing,
proven users of spectrum for speculative,
unproven technologies," Commissioner Ervin Duggan said.
However, Chairman Al Sikes lauded the
ruling, calling it "one of the landmark efforts by this Commission in recent years."
While the ruling sets the broad range of
spectrum for new technologies, it does not
identify specific allocations for particular
technologies.

N EWSWATCH
continued from page 2
send aletter of intent to SBE. Paper abstracts or letters of intent should be sent to:
Engineering Conference Chair, SBE, P.O.
Box 20450, Indianapolis, IN 46220.
Digital Recorder Bill Progresses

TFT's Frequency Synthesized STL Systems
140 MHz — 1.7 GHz field programmable,
cost-effective, low distortion, built-in receiver
auto-switchover. Model 9100/9107— Composite,
Model 9200/9205 — Mono.

Model 8910 Reciter Better audio quality
by combining STL Rx and FM exciter plus
building block for synchronous booster.

MORE VAL
Model 844A Stereo Modulation Monitor/
Analyzer Maximize modulation. Use for proof
of performance.

Our approach to More Value in RF
broadcast is quite simple. We give you
more performance, more versatility and
more serviceability at alower cost.
TFT leads the way in innovative contributions to broadcasting through FM
synchronous boosters, IF repeaters,
field frequency programmability in
STL systems, an STL receiver and FM
exciter combined into one Reciter
system, and modulation monitors that
separate spikes from true peak overmodulation.
We have patented numerous
innovations over the past 20 years,
with satisfied customers in over 30
countries worldwide.
Make certain you are getting the peak
broadcast performance you need today.
For More Value, call TFT.
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Model 8888 RPU Transmitter Dip switch
frequency programmable, excellent audio
quality and DTMF control.
See Us at NAB Booth 2508

WASHINGTON A U.S. House of
Representatives subcommittee recently held
the last of the scheduled hearings on legislation that would require aroyalty tax on digital media and recorders as well as digital
copylimiting circuitry on new equipment.
HR 3204 and its companion Senate bill,
SB-1623, known as the Audio Home Recording Act, would assess atwo percent levy on
hardware and three percent levy on digital
media (tapes, recordable discs, etc. to be paid
by the manufacturers. The levy, however,
would likely be passed on to consumers.
The bill would cover existing technologies,
such as DAT, DCC, Sony MD, and recordable CDs, as well as any future digital recording technology designed for consumer use
that is imported or produced in the U.S.
The bill also would require the Serial
Management Copy System, (SCMS), the
Philipsdeveloped technology that only allows one digital copy, to be included in
hardware.
Proponents hail the legislation as acompromise between the equipment manufacturers and recording artists groups and away
to allow digital audio technology to flourish
while justly compensating the artists.
Legislation critics point out that such a
law would, for the first time, tax the consumer's right to make recordings, and the
SCMS would hurt fledgling recording artists who cannot afford the exempted
professional equipment.
According to opponents, many musicians, amateur recording buffs and even
professionals make tape dubs on consumer
equipment during their editing process. If
the law passes, this capability would be
eliminated if the person wanted to make
high quality digital dubs on a consumer
machine.
Although there is concern about whether
approval of abill that levies atax is possible during an election year, congressional
proponents believe the bill could be approved by April.
EEPA Conference Scheduled

n
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INC

3090 Oalcmead Village Drive,
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Tel 408-727-7272, FAX 408-727-5942,
1-800-347-3383
Sound Quality for 20 Years
Circle ( 177) On Reader Service Card

ALEXANDRIA, Va. The Electromagnetic Energy Policy Alliance
(EEPA) will hold its eighth annual symposium at the Radisson Mark Plaza Hotel
May 4-6.
Write EEPA, 1255 23rd St, NW,
Washington, DC 20037-1174.
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SBE Chapters in Uproar The digital cart machine
Over Increase in Dues you've been looking for
is here
NOW!

continued from page 1
said "alot of them are ready to cast the national aside and function within their own
local chapters."

Seattle chapter did not include enough concurring petitions to be in accordance with
SBE rules.
Although criticism has been intense and
resignation/secession rhetoric is running
high among the chapters, effbrts are underfoot to change the SBE from within.
The SBE has more than doubled its
membership over the past decade— from
roughly 1000 to 6,000 members in about
100 chapters. In an effort to hold on to SBE
members but address chapter concerns.
Los Angeles SBE Chapter Chairman Sandra Woodruff has devised a widely circulated and supported plan ( see sidebar
story) that calls on members to refuse to
pay their dues until the national organization has been completely reorganized.

Members threaten to quit
Formal secession 1.)) an) chapter seems
unlikely at this point, but may not be necessary either if the chapter chairs are correct
in estimating that 30 to 50 percent or more
of their members are ready to quit.
"If enough people withdraw their dues.
the SBE is out of business anyway,"
Philadelphia SBE Chapter Chairman Ron
Simpson said.
Reportedly, the SBE board expected a
membership loss of 20 percent in response
to the increased dues, which would leave
them with aclear profit of about 50 percent in increased revenue. The actual reWitholding dues?
sult, however, may be very different.
Fe t
ro\\ clearly approved of at least some
"The SBE is going to lose alot of memaspects of Woodruff's plan and said he
bers over this," Washington SBE Chapter
would urge his members not to pay the dues
Vice
Chairman
increase. He had
Tom
McGinley
struggled unsucSecession from
said. " Ithink this is
cessfully for aweek
avery negative, illto secure annual
the national SBE
timed increase, durreports from SBE
ing a recession
headquarters for his
has been discussed
when fewer and
chapter,
which
all over the
fewer stations are
wanted to know
hanging on to fullwhy such a large
country.
time engineering
dues increase was
staffs."
necessary.
SBE Executive Director Stephen Ingram
Although SBE by-laws clearly say annual
said the dues increase was well thought out
reports should be made available to chapby the board and was long overdue. He
ter chairs, Fetrow said Ingram told him that
conceded, however, that the membership
he would not release the information beneeded abetter explanation.
fore the April 14 meeting, and SBE TreasChapter leaders are also angry about the
urer Robert Goza claimed he didn't have it.
SBE national handling of recent by-law
Fetrow said Goza told him he was "treaschanges that limited member right to vote
urer in name only" and that only President
and/or participate in future SBE by-law
Richard Farquhar could release the report.
changes.
Farquhar, according to Fetrow. said he
would try to get him the information beBy-laws adoption questioned
fore April 14 but probably not in time for
According to Seattle SBE Chapter Chairhis chapter's next meeting.
man John Schneider. the by-law change
In fact, no financial accounting has ever
proposals were attached to the back of the
been released to the chapter leaders at any
1991 officer election ballot—Articles 1 time in the organization's history, although
through 7. All members were asked to apIngram says as far as he knows, the infirprove or reject the attached articles.
mation has never been requested. Ingram.
The national SBE allegedly said approval
however, has recommended that the SBE
should be given because it was the best
board release a 1991 annual report to the
thing for the society. Several chapter
chapters.
leaders said the language of the by-law
Clearly, the days of complacency on the
proposals was " lawyer-cumbersome." So
part of the individual chapters are over, acthe membership. not knowing the full imcording to various chapter leaders.
plications. approved the by-laws by a7to
"People are suspicious about what's hap1margin.
pened to the organization's money." said
The Seattle chapter membership later
SBE Board Member Mike Fast, who oprealized what had happened and argued that
posed the 83 percent dues increase in fathey didn't know the general members' apvor of atwo-year increase at 25 percent per
proval of the new by-laws would indeed
year, subject to membership approval.
change them. They wanted the issue
redressed. Schneider put together apetiExpenses under scrutiny
tion that requested the by-law changes
Baltimore Chairman Weller said some
passed in October of 1991 be held in "abeypeople are so suspicious they are talking
ance" until adequate discussions and
about an investigation. " It has been alleged
specific knowledge about the changes were
by many members that there's been misaddressed.
appropriation or mismanagement of
In December of 1991 Schneider sent the
funds," he said. " But of course that's not
Seattle petition with 30 names to SBE Nasomething that can really be claimed withtional President Richard Farquhar. The peout evidence."
tition requested that the new by-laws be put
The SBE national conventions, a sore
in abeyance and the old by-laws restored
point for many rank and file members who
until the issue was settled. The SBE, howcannot afford to attend them, are also the
ever, rejected the petition because it did not
source of the national organization's
meet by-law conditions, stating that the
continued on page 19
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And we've got
...., it!
The NEW Dynamax
DCR1000
Digital Cartridge Recorder
DCR1020 Stereo

Play

$ 2,775 List

DCR1040 Record Amp $ 2,600

List

Call for introductory pricing!
Ideal for complementing all-CD formats or as astand-alone system, the
DCR1000 provides over 5minutes of 15kHz stereo audio on a 10MB
floppy at about the price of apremium NAB tape cartridge. Standard 3'/,"
diskettes, readily available for under $ 1.00, are ideal for spots, liners, IDs
and jingles. The DCR1000 delivers top quality audio and instant relief
from the ongoing maintenance and wear-and-tear problems associated
with magnetic tape and analog cart machines, WITH ABSOLUTELY NO
OPERATIONAL SACRIFICES!

Check these features:
Virtually instant start and cueing • Secondary and tertiary cues • Remote
control via closure to ground or RS232 • One-third rack width • ASCII
logging output • Digital or analog input • Low cost drive with 20,000
hour life • Simple, 15 minute drive replacement • Automatic generation
of cart labels with external printer Inot included) • Record unit supports
simultaneous record/playback and multiple sampling rates • Automatic
detection of sample rate and disk type • Optional PC-AT keyboard
allows titling and ahr)st of other functions • AND MORE!

from The Preferred Source
for digital broadcast equipment...

• BROADCAST

SERVIC ES/EME

The Davis Communications Group, Inc.
Mid-Atlantic: 80D/345-7112

West Coast: 800/523-1037

Southeast: 800/525-1037

Video Sales: 800/942-6005
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Understanding "Short" AM Antennas
by Ron Rackley
WASHINGTON In the FCC's recently
concluded AM improvement rulemaking,
changes were made in the requirements
governing post- sunset antennas for
daytime-only AM stations. These rules will
allow alternative, less costly antenna designs for enhanced nighttime operation.
AM stations, which have been authorized
nighttime power of less than 250 watts up
until now, will have the opportunity to install new antennas designed and situated for
optimum coverage during post-sunset operation.
The FCC has allowed daytime
stations—which can operate with low
power at night and not cause objectionable interference to other stations—to operate after sunset for many years. Stations
within the nighttime skywave service areas
of clear-channel stations on their frequencies cannot meet the no-interference requirement, but most other daytime stations
have received authorizations for powers
ranging from afew watts to over 200 W.
In the old days
In the past, post-sunset power had to be
based on the use of astation's authorized
daytime antenna. Stations were not allowed
to propose alternative antennas for postsunset operation. In some cases, stations
were penalized in the determination of
post-sunset power because other stations
imposing the most stringent nighttime pro-

tection limitations received major-lobe
radiation from their daytime directional antenna patterns.
For many stations, however, their daytime transmitter sites are not situated to
provide coverage to populated areas with
the nighttime powers authorized for them.
The new rules bring relief to these stations in two ways. It will be possible to use
adirectional antenna designed specifically
for nighttime operation to increase astation's post-sunset power to any level up to
250 W, providing that the interference protection requirements can be met. It also
will be possible for asecond post-sunset
site, with adirectional or non-directional
antenna, to be selected nearer the populated
areas.
It is likely that any station that can operate with 250 W at night with an affordable
directional antenna would have done so by
now, since it could have become licensed
as afull-time station under the old rules.
Some stations operating with daytime
directional antennas, however, might find
it possible to improve their nighttime lowpower coverage by modifying their directional antenna systems for two-pattern
operation.
Keeping a " low profile"
Any daytime station with post-sunset
authorization, whether directional or nondirectional, might install an inexpensive,
"low-profile" non-directional antenna at a
more advantageous site. The new rules

Uniformity
Durability.
Dependability.

make such an antenna possible.
In the past, all AM stations were required to use antennas which met certain
minimum radiation efficiency requirements, depending on the class of station.
This requirement was imposed during the
early years of radio regulation to promote
efficient spectrum use.
The FCC now recognizes that better

nighttime coverage could be provided during post-sunset operation with antennas located in places where cost, land-use and
FAA considerations might mitigate against
the installation of aconventional tall tower.
Antennas with much lower height than
required for AM stations have been in use
in other services for many decades. Aircraft beacons, for instance, operate on frequencies below the AM band, where wavelength is even greater, with antennas constructed from wire and telephone poles.
The VLF stations that transmit to submarines operate with antennas which are
about one-tenth the height, in terms of
wavelength, of the minimum required for
AM stations.
Such technology should interest AM
broadcasters considering separate low-

profile antennas situated for optimum postsunset coverage.
Some drawbacks
There are three disadvantages of lowprofile antennas. First of all, antenna and
ground system losses are much more significant because of the high currents necessary to drive power into their low selfresistances. Electrically short antennas
have poorer inherent bandwidth, as well.
Additionally, because of the higher currents necessary to drive electrically short
antennas, near-field radio frequency (RF)
exposure levels are greater for a given
power level than for conventional towers—
on the order of a quarter wavelength or
higher.
In order for a station to use what the
Commission has termed an "unconventional" antenna, it "will require detailed
engineering showings to accompany any
application where such an antenna is proposed as well as a subsequent proof-ofperformance demonstrating proper system
operation," according to the FCC's Report
and Order, MM Docket No. 87-267.
The new rules were not yet effective at
the time of this writing, and the meaning
of "detailed engineering showings" is still
abit vague. It is my belief, though, that the
Commission intends to allow operation
with sufficient power to overcome the
losses of short antennas, provided that field
strength measurements are submitted to
confirm proper operation after construction
is complete.
On the issue of bandwidth, corrective
matching circuitry can be constructed with
relatively low cost components, if necessary, because of the relatively low power.
A licensee will have the same responsibility to ensure that persons will not be exposed to excessive RF fields as at its daytime site.
Designs vary widely
Low-profile antenna designs can range
from the ridiculous to the sublime. Design
possibilities to attempt optimization of radiation and bandwidth are limited only by the
imaginations of antenna design engineers.
continued on page 13 Ili-
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LOWPOINER LOWDOWN

FM DXing: Improving In-Home Reception
by Howard L. Enstrom
MOUNT DORA, Fla. Low power accomplishes amazing things when it's used
intelligently. With important communications work, each transmission circuit end
is controlled by a professional. But in
broadcasting, only one end of the circuit
is so attended—which is why there can be
so much difficulty in reception.
Consider shortwave communications—
say, 2 to 30 MHz, where circuits may be
hundreds or thousands of miles long.
Propagation data is consulted, equipment
and antennas are set up for the most useful

frequency for the particular time of day,
season of the year and signal path over dark
or daylight parts of the earth.
The latter is important because of the sun's
effect upon the ionosphere, the electrically
charged layers of the earth's uppermost atmosphere roughly 50 to 250 miles high.
Long-haul HF signal transmission and
reception manipulators are like pool
sharks. They keenly calculate billiard shots
using wave energy—deliberate and controlled signal multipathing involving the
ionosphere.
There's another factor about the transmission circuit, antenna orientation and

aperture in the E-plane (horizontal) and Hplane (vertical) with respect to the earth's
surface. Among other things, even signal
launch and intercept angles are optimized.
On the receiving end
All this interests few broadcast listeners,
whether they crave drums, horns and
shrieking, or meaningful programming.
Broadcast promoters and managers hardly
care, either.
They just want the whole world to hear
their thing— if only limitless power could
be used to blast and knock'em down.
Ideally, many AM listeners wouldn't even
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knowing that sometimes reception could be
greatly improved simply by turning the radio abit, because the ferrite devices have
directional characteristics.
Things aren't much different today. A listener may have made afinancial contribution to fund atranslator, then complained
because his $20 doesn't deliver aloud and
clear signal from aflea-power station. Yet,
he makes no effort to do anything to improve his receiving conditions.
It is axiomatic that alistener's complaints
are directly proportional to the height and
mass of his TV antenna. People will spend
plenty on component-type entertainment
centers, complete with receiver, amplifier,
speakers, equalizer, turntable, CD player, and
cassette playback. But, no decent FM antenna.
Probably in the same grouping, they have
aTV set connected to an outside antenna,
cable TV system or even satellite dish. How
many do you know to have an outside FM
antenna? The only one Iknow is me.
FM DXing for fun
For our home, Ihave rotatable master TV
and FM antennas. On FM, Ican really dig
signals out of the the noise and can select
against interfering co-channel and adjacent
channel signals. The system, of course,
greatly improves single-pathing for asignal,
to provide the excellence of recovered audio.
If Ihad the time and inclination, FM
DXing could be fun, because when you see
the carrier level meter going through excursions you know it's not being transmitted exactly around the corner. But Ihave waited,
usually at the top of an hour, only to hear
some uninformative ID like "Q100 Radio:'
Often you can tell more about astation's
location by the commercials on the air than
by the station ID. I'm not about to write
down the antenna's heading and go through
the FCC database in the computer.
Here in Florida, "coastaltropo" is a
term for irregularity in the atmosphere
caused by heat variations between land and
the Atlantic Ocean. Temperature inversions
occur mostly in fall months, when days are
warm and nights are cool.
continued on page 21
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Dataworld Software Ready for AM Thaw
by Timothy Sawyer
CHEVY CHASE, Md. Many station
managers and owners are anticipating the
lifting of the AM freeze and the allowance
of major changes to existing AM stations.
Many have expressed an interest in the possibility of improving daytime or nighttime
transmission facilities.
The new set of frequency allocation rules
may have an impact on any previous plans
for improvements astation may have had
in the works before the freeze. Although
improvements will be possible under the
new rules, the bad news is that in almost

daytime horizontal radiation from agiven
location based upon applicable protection
contours and the new interference ratios.
In general, AMSTUDY is the program
to run first. Using the program, the engineer can almost immediately determine
if it is possible to improve the present daytime operation of the facility to be studied.
AMSTUDY is acomputerized study of the
AM band by frequency.
All that is necessary to run this program
is the station location (geographical coordinates), and the frequency. Given that information, the program searches through
its databases for all station records that have

Dataworld
Bethesda, Maryland

Figure 1.
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End of study for frequency

every case it is now more difficult to accomplish improvements allowed under the
old rules.
Engineers and managers can look for some
answers with the help of Dataworld, aprovider of computerized frequency database
searches and other services. The company
has anumber of computerized allocation programs available to assist the station engineer,
or frequency allocation engineer, with acost
efficient answer to these questions. For the
purpose of this article we'll focus our efforts
on apossible improvement to astation's daytime coverage area.

840 «

an impact on the proposed facility. It then
provides the user with the maximum permissible horizontal radiation value (mV/m)
to stations on co-channel, first, second and
third adjacency channels-a calculation
based upon facilities of the stations to be
protected and the soil conductivities
retrieved from adigitalized version of the
FCC M3 Conductivity Map.

The program will provide this informaate with its present non-directional antenna,
tion in a tabulated form, along with a because of the tighter first adjacency prodetailed printout of the stations considered
tection now required. In the past, we would
in the study. Additionally, an option is
use the 0.5 mV/m contour of the proposed
provided in the program to request that the
station and the 0.5 mV/m protected contour
company mail you a
map with the contours to
be protected plotted on it
for later analysis by the
engineer.
Case study
To give you an example
of the use of the program
AMSTUDY, let's look at
an existing facility and
see if any improvements
can be made. Station
WPGS(AM) Mims, Fla.,
is adaytime-only operation on 840 kHz with 250
W and anon-directional
antenna system.
The station's location
is presently overlapped
at night by the 0.5 mV/m
50 percent skywave contour of a Class IA cochannel station; that beProposed 3-tower dogleg design at 500 watts.
ing the case, no operaPattern is plotted with a maximum scale of 500 mV/m at Ikilometer.
tion at night is possible.
Inner circle at 141 mV/m is present nondirectional operation at 250 watts.
Given that information,
we'll take alook at what, if any, are the
of the first adjacency station.
possibilities of improvement to the daytime
Under the new rules, the first adjacency
operation of WPGS.
protection ratio has been increased to 6dB.
Most of DATAWORLD's computer proIn other words, our 0.5 mV/m contour (programs can be accessed remotely via composed) must not overlap the 0.25 mV/m
puter modem after setting up auser's account contour of the station to be protected. Nor
with DATAWORLD. If you don't have access
are we allowed to receive interference; our
to acomputer and modem, DATAWORLD's 0.25 mV/m contour must not be overlapped
staff can run the program in-house for you,
by the first adjacency's 0.5 mV/m contour.
and mail or fax the results to you.
In this particular study the 0.25 mV/m
Back to WPGS. Given the station's locontour of station WNZQ(CP) from 175
cation coordinates and frequency, AMdegrees to 275 degrees true must be proSTUDY generates atable of daytime pertected. The present inverse field strength
missible horizontal radiation values in
value from the 250 W operation of WPGS
mV/m at akilometer ( see Figure 1).
is 141 mV/m at one kilometer. A 500 W
This table is based upon the values of soil
non-directional operation would yield an
conductivities as provided on the FCC M3
inverse field strength value of approxiConductivity Map, the station's facilities,
mately 200 mV/m; at 1kW, the inverse field
and the "to be protected" contours and
strength would be 282 mV/m.
their pertinent azimuths from WPGS. The
From the permissible table we can
user can quickly determine from this table
rapidly determine which areas must be supif improvements can be made to the facilipressed by the use of adirectional antenna
ties at WPGS.
in order to increase the power at WPGS.
It should be pointed out that the permissiNew rules, new map
ble table is generated by the M3 conducIn this particular example, if WPGS were
tivity values.
anew station, it would not be able to opercontinued on page 21

AM Antenna Primer
10- continued from page 10

Two kinds of software
When looking for possible improvements
to an AM station's daytime operation, there
are two major programs to consider. The
first is GWAVE, which calculates the
groundwave contours of the proposed facility using the FCC "equivalent distance"
method, combined with the retrieval of the
M3 Map soil conductive data to predict the
distance to "contour" of all contours required to be studied. GWAVE also allows
for the substitution of measured conductivities from those provided by the M3 Conductivity Map, as requited by the Commission's rules.
The second program is AMSTUDY,
which calculates the maximum allowable

Two very important principles for design are: loading to shift
the current distribution upward on the vertical conductor (such
as top-loading) and providing sufficiently large effective element diameters for improved bandwidth.
In the case of wire antennas, multiple-wire cages instead of
single wires should be employed to increase effective diameters
of the radiating elements. Many other design features might
offer improvement in antenna characteristics for some cases,
such as skirt-wire feeding to simplify antenna matching circuitry.
When designing for top-loading, particular care must be
taken to avoid horizontally-polarized radiation which might
contribute to high-angle skywave interference.
A very simple, time-honored design which
polarized
large amounts
radiation
of top-loading
is the T antewith

antenna can be constructed between two telephone poles or
other suitable supports.
The symmetry of the horizontal-wire currents in aT antenna
ensures that radiation from the two horizontal segments will
almost completely cancel at all azimuths and vertical angles.
It is likely that the use of T antennas will increase to enhance
nighttime performance.
With the new rules, astation with adaytime directional antenna should explore whether improved nighttime coverage
might result from employing adifferent directional pattern,
or anon-directional antenna.
A station with a transmitter locPf- .'
distant from the populated ••.- •
to severely 1;• •
sunçe• -
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A Look into Accessible Word Processing
by Barry Mishkind
TUCSON, Ariz. Finding the right word
processor may seem like adifficult task. Indeed, software manufacturers have spent alot
of time and effort to provide asolution to
everyone's needs. Programs exist from the
very simple to the highly complex.
Possibly one of the biggest problems that
users encounter is feature overkill. Many
fine word processors have many more features than you'll ever use. It's rather like
buying an expensive sports car to commute
three blocks to work; the seats sure are
nice, but you never get past second gear.
Similarly, if you are asmall station, or need
something for your personal computer at
home, there are several options costing well
under $ 100 at your local software shop. One
impressive package is Microsoft WorksTM.
Actually several programs in one, Works contains aword processor, spreadsheet, database,
telephone dialer, and mail merger in one program shell. It's also mouse aware.
You see what you get
The word processor includes a spell
checker and thesaurus. And since it can
display in agraphical mode, you can actually see the print enhancements you have
added; italics., bolding, and underlining appear right on the screen.
Furthermore, Works uses aconsistent set
of keystrokes to carry out commands, so you
don't have to learn new commands for each
feature group. This speeds up learning, and
makes it easier to teach the program to other
users. All of this has made Works avery

popular program—many computers are bundled with Works already installed.
To illustrate one of the best features of
Works, consider what happens when you
are working on something and need to
check another file for some information,
or do acalculation. In most programs, you
must close the application, open another
and seek the information, then close that
and reopen the first program. Whew.
In Works, all you do is create another

It's a strong performer
on virtually any
computer you might
be using—even a
laptop.
"window." Several documents, or spreadsheets, etc, can share the screen or tile one
over the next. Even better, you can exchange
information from one "window" to another.
Now, perhaps you're thinking, "with all
this graphics and sharing ability, that
sounds alot like Microsoft WindowsTm."
And you'd be right. But, to really grasp
what comes next, we have to return to the
sports car metaphor.
BMW or VW?
While asports car is nice for long pleasure drives, if you live only 10 blocks from
work, you'll likely choose acompact car
for commuting. You'd want something eco-

nomical that simply gets the job done; a
sports car would be awaste of resources.
The same applies with Works. It's a
strong performer on virtually any computer
you might be using—even alaptop. Neither
high speed nor color is required. And although it has many features, it's not
designed for highly complex projects.
On the other hand, maybe you like long
drives on the weekends. Maybe you long
for some of the more sophisticated features
of Windows. Could Works be improved for
use in Windows?
Absolutely. Microsoft has developed asister program to Works, Windows WorksTM,
that picks up where Works left off, and provides links to other Windows programs.
What does this mean? For one thing,
you're no longer limited to the Works shell.
Windows Works can import and export to
any Windows program you may have as
well as specific companion programs like
Microsoft PublisherTM, and Microsoft
MoneyTm.
For example, if you want to utilize some
of your documents in adesktop publishing
environment, Works screens can be abit
limited. Instead, Windows Works operates in
atrue graphic enviornment, and allows you
greater ability to manipulate the various elements. Using built-in WorksWizards, you can
easily set up custom documents such as address books or mailing labels.
Windows Works even has drawing capabilities, but being in the Windows environment, you can use Windows DrawTM or
graphics power tools like Core1DRAWTM
to create everything from letterheads to ad-

vertising layouts.
In fact, anything available in Windows is
now available to you in Windows Works.
Telecommunications, cardfiles, calendars—the whole Windows world.
Virus watch
With more than 60 percent of business organizations now having had some encounter
with acomputer virus, aprogram upgrade
that just arrived may strongly interest you.
Version 2.0 of the Symantec's Norton
AntiVirusTm now can find and repair damage from over 1,000 viruses, as well as detect unknown viruses by their activity. Windows users will be happy to know that Norton AntiVirus now works both under DOS
and inside Windows.
One major improvement to the package
is that the checksum feature no longer creates hundreds of 77 byte files on your hard
drive. Now Norton AntiVirus puts all the
data in one file per disk.
According to Symantec, as many as 20
new viruses can turn up in an average week,
many of them from new computer hackers
from Eastern Europe. They can turn up anywhere, even in new machines. One local vendor here had aworker bring in agame from
home to test new machines, and the result
was Jerusalem Virus on every unit sold.
Symantec provides several low cost ways
to update your virus database, so the program
won't necessarily go out of date and leave you
defenseless. It sure wouldn't hurt to check every machine in your shop from time to time,
including new units you may be installing.
Barry Mishkind, aka RW '
s "Eclectic
Engineer," is aconsultant in Tucson, Ariz.
He can be reached at 602-296-3797, or
70631,116 on CompuServe, or "barry@coyote.datalog.com" on Internet.
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Crouse-Kirnzey Co.

Crouse-Kimzey of Annapolis

P.O. Box 155999

P.O. Box 6300

Fort Worth, TX 76155

Prices good ( bru 5/1/92.

Main Office
(800) 433-2105

Annapolis Office
(800) 955-6800

Annapolis, MD 21401
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TEAC

TAS CAM

Portable!

DA30 DAT Recorder

DAP20

The Tascam DA30 offers the advanced A/D
converter with MX oversampling and 1-bit technology for optimum sound. The AES/EBU digital
interface supports 48, 44.1 and 32 kHz sampling

Get digital recordings at an analog price! The DA-

rates. Also comes with Bal and unbal analog I/O
and rackmount.
Suggested List

$ 1,499

Special $1,199

Panasonic
Professional Audio Systems

r

20 from TEAC offers the best in portable recording with many features including: XLR balanced
mic/line inputs, SP/D11.type digital I/0, fast cue &
review function, headphone jack with level control, and many other features.
Suggested List

$999

Special $795
Carry case
Extra battery pack

$59
$99

Technics

SV-3700 DAT Recorder
With shuttlewheel cueing, +4balanced I/O, AES/
EBU digital 1/0; the Panasonic SV-3700 comes
complete. They even throw in arack mount kit
and aremote control!

SV-DA10 DAT Recorder
The SV-DA10 feature MASH 1-bit A/D & D/A

Suggested List

converter system with high precision digital filters.
Includes 37-key wireless remote control.

$ 1,599

Special $1,349
Also available:
SV-3900 DAT recorder
SH-MK390 remote for SV-3900
Mr. ge}

$1,999
$395

Suggested List

Special $695

See our Sony page for more DAT technology and Tapes.

$999

telos systems

-

71
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digital telephone hybrids

telos

The Telos 100 is atrue digital processing
system. Because it uses state-of-the-art
digital techniques to subtract the send audio
from the caller output, it allows smooth,
natural, two-way conversation without upcutting or announcer voice distortion. On
many telephone lines, trans- hybrid loss of

The Telos One brings the superb Telos digital
hybrid performance to applications where cost is an
important consideration. All processing is performed in the digital domain. It's housed in asmall
modem- style case and may be used with the Telos
100 family members for line selection.

better than 50dB can be expected.

Telos Pricing Guide
The switch console and 1A2
key system interface
module provide line
selection, dialing, and
conferencing capabilities
in systems using standard
key telephone equipment.
Depending upon configuration, each console can
control 9to 20
lines. Each
interface module
handles 10 lines and two hybrids.

Telos Link

A. Hybrids
Telos 100 Digital hybrid
Telos One Digital hybrid

OTS100 $2450
TS1 $985

Ii Interface Modules
Telos 100 1A2 interface module
Telos 100 Direct interface Module

TS1001A2 $ 1050
TSIOODIM $ 1840

C. Controls.
Telos 100 switch console
Mitel Superset IV Phone Set
Mitel Superset IV Phone Set Refurb.

TSIOOSC $650
TSMIT-1 $350
TS1VIIT-2 $250

PR&E Radiomixer 10 Line Panel
PR&E AMX/BMX2 10 Line Panel
PR&E AMX/BMX3 10 Line Panel
PR&E AMX/BMX3 30 Line Panel
PR&E ABX 10 Line Panel
PR&E ABX 30 Line Panel
PR&E Turret 10 Line Panel
PR&E Turret 30 Line Panel

PRRMX-10 $ 840
PRB2-10 $980
PRB3-10 $980
PRB3 -30 $2450
PRABX-I 0 $ 980
PRABX-30 $2450
PRTRT-10 $980
PRTRT-30 $2450

Telos 100 Local Power Supply
Telos Dual Redundant Power Supply

TSIOOPS $ 185
TSDR2 $ 840

Accessories
Telos
Telos
Telos
Telos
Telos

A state-of-the-art solution to interconnecting 2-wire intercom production
systems with dial- up phone lines. With

100 Auto Answer Board
One Super Auto Answer Board
One Auto Answer Board
One Single Rack Mount Panel
One Dual Rack Mount Panel

TS1OOAA
TS1AA
TS1AA
TS1SRMP
TS IDRMP

$50
$ 150
$ 50
$75
$75

Telephone-to-Intercom Interface
Telos LINK

TSL1NK $ 1680

digital auto- nulling hybrids on both the
Telco and corn paths, the Link provides
full- duplex communication without the
usual level and feedback hassles.

MI>

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

Note: PR&E Panels allow simple, logical multi-line
selection and dialing functions to be accomplished at panels
mounted within Pacific Recorders & Engineering consoles.

Main Office (800) 433-2105

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800

marantz

4

Model FSK-221 field support kit
Marantz announces the introduction of the FSK-221
field support kit designed specifically for the broadcast professional using the popular PMD portable
recorders. Parts in the kit include: switches, belts,
levers, screws, jacks, door, springs, and retainers. The
parts come in ahandy plastic partitioned box with
diagrams and asmall screw driver.
List $ 60.00

PMD-500 Dual Well Cassette Deck
The Marantz PMD-500 gives the sound professional
unprecedented flexibility in adual well cassette deck.
Both wells record and play offering the option of
either simultaneous or serial recording as well as
continuous/relay playback. Optically sensing quick
auto-reverse on both wells provides up to three hours

your price $49.95

of continuous recording.
PMD-500

Marantz portable recorders

List $599

Your price $499

Package deals for
remote recordings:
PMD-201 (mono)
PMD-221 (mono 3head)

$219
$269

PMD-222 (mono 3head with bal. XLR)

$299

PMD-420 (stereo)
PMD-430 (stereo 3head)

$359
$449

Package 1:

$289

1. PMD-201 deck
1. AT- 804 mic
1. custom mic cable

Add $40 more for EV-635A

Package 2:

$348

1. PMD-221 deck
1. AT- 804 mic
1. custom mic cable

Add $40 more for EV-635A
AT- 804 MicrophoneI
The AT- 804 News/Sports microphone is built to meet
the demands of remote/news/sports broadcasting.
And it sounds great!
AT- 804

04>

List $95
CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

Package 3:

$378
$69

Main Office (800) 433-2105

1. PMD-222 deck
1. AT- 804 mic
1. custom mic cable

Add $40 more for EV-635A
Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800
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AudioArts

DIEE111
Otari's new audio
recorders for radio
give you features to
fit any application or
budget. This means
you're not forced to
make compromises
when choosing a
recorder, so your
station sounds better
to listeners, and is

R-30

more efficient. And,
of course, Otari's legendary

Due to the incredible success of the Audioarts
A-50 line of audio consoles, Audioarts has now
added two new lines. The first is the R-10, a

reliability means less down- time.

lower priced console than the A-50. The second
is the R-30, amore sophisticated console than the
A-50.

Call us for pricing and information on:
• DDR-10 2- track digital workstation

The fully modular R-10 arrives at alist price of
only $4495 with 10 inputs and more features than
we have space to list.
The R-30 is available in an 18 and 12- input
mainframe and is completely modular. It will

• ProDisk 464 with up to 64- tracks
•New MX- 50508111 workhorse
•New 5050 Mark IV Series
• MX- 50 II Economical 2- track
• MX- 55 Series
• New MTR-15 pro deck

meet the requirements for " higher end" consoles

• CTM-10 cart machine

and yet beats the price of most.

Before you purchase any audio
machine, look into
Otari's line-up for
the broadcaster.
We think you'll
find exactly what
you need, at a
price that fits your
budget. Call one
of Crouse-

The popular A-50 is available in 8, 12 and
18- input mainframes. Call for pricing on the one
that best fits your needs.

"

A

gee

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

Kimzey's professionals for more
information.
We still have afew of the discontinued
Mark
Mark III- 4, and Mark HI-8
tape decks in stock. Call for pricing

Main Office (800) 433-2105

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800
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DigiCarr

audio:technica.
)ii

I

-no—lwanniv
DisiCart
Please

1 05

Insert

D.sk

-• •
Now, for alimited time, save an extra 10%
when you buy any of the popular ATW Series
of wireless mic systems! These systems deliver
crystal clear sound that is perfect for remote
broadcasts and any live sound reinforcement
application.

All the advantages of digital with the convenience
of acart machine! The DigiCart allows you to
store several hours of stereo audio on optional hard
disks, while removeable disks hold up to 10
minutes in stereo.

ATW-1031/831 (lavalier system)
ATW-1032 (handheld system)

List $730
List $750

Suggested List

$3,995

Call for pricing!

Your Choice

$439"
UBL

AKG

4200 Series

OCOUSCICS

AKG TriPowered Series
AKG introduces the new TriPower series designed
specifically for the stage performer. With the latest
technology in: transducer designs, shock mount
designs and chassis construction, the TriPower series
is ready to perform as great as the performer.
Call to see which mie is best for you!

=

4e

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

"Designed for the Control Room not the Living
Room," is the 4200 series by JBL. With newly
designed magnetically shielded pure titanium
tweeters, low frequency transducers and the
uniquely sculpted Multi-Radial baffle, you get the
latest in technological advances right in your ears.
Call for pricing!

Main Office (800) 433-2105

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800
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Tower Flasher
-K BRAND LABELS

Bulbs
SSAC solid state tower flashers
are highly immune to lightning
and totally encapsulated for
protection from the elements.
SS AC Flasher

$69

part #FS155-30T

Beacon lamp 620W 120V....$34.00
part #620PS4OP
Beacon lamp 620W 120V....$39.95
part #620PS4OP Durotest
Sidelights
116W 120V....$3.50
part # 116A21TS

C-K BRAND LABELS

EMEET
-K BRAND LABELS

C-K BRAND LABELS

C- K Brand Cart Labels
Crouse-Kimzey has developed the perfect cart label,
working closely with the largest label manufacturer in
the U.S. Guaranteed to stick as as long as you want it
to, then easily removed leaving no residue. Matte
surface easy to type on. Six colors plus white. Packs
of 1000, call for afree sample.
C-K Brand cart labels

$18 per 1000
$85 per 5000

WILL- BURT
HURRY- UP MAST
Will-Burt's 25' HURRY-UP
telescoping mast is designed
' for fast and easy deployment
of lightweight antennas.
Great for Marti remotes!
List $ 1,225

Special $ 1089
It's called the "Rowi" clamp.
It's the perfect mic stand for
every situation. Fits in your
pocket, attaches to any table-desk-lecturn. Adjusts to

.....-.44e8.4.4m4oelirsigostoreillelleallare-41111111101t1111111

any angle and holds. Standard thread to fit your mic's
stand adaptor. Use them for press conferences,
remotes, disco gigs, interviews. Throw acouple in
with your remote broadcast equipment and never
search for aplace to put amic again.
Rowi clamp
=

gla

$29.95
CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

Main Office (800) 433-2105

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800

SHURE
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ATA 19- Inch
Rack Mount Cases

SM57-LC
List $ 141

SM58-LC
List $ 181

$89

$109

SM7
Suggested List

$ 550

$299 00

Line Matching
Transformers

SKB

made in U.S.A.

W/G/4Ar

Special Purchase
While Supplies Last

WEST PENN WIRE CORP.

list $ 31

$9.95

Wire in Colors???
Did you know that West Penn 291
wire comes in red, white & blue,
black, gray, brown, violet,
orange, and yellow?

CP-8201
The Audio-Technica CP-8201 line
matching transformer is ideal for
using low impedance microphones
with hi impedance equipment.

2.
_
MZENINHEIZEIT

Lightweight, yet strong the SKB-19 inch
racks are made of military grade 50-100
ultra high molecular weight polyethylene
material. They are stackable and less than
half the weight of wooden racks. The
draw-tight latch front and rear covers are
gasket-sealed to keep out moisture and
dirt.
2-space
4-space
6-space
8-space
10-space
12-space

List $ 139.95
149.95
169.95
199.95
219.95
239.95

$99
105
119
139
149
169

middle atlantic products
Rack Rails

HD-450
Stereo headphones

HMD-224
Sportscaster Headset
RR- 3

Suggested List

$99

Suggested List

One for $69 95
Two for $ 129 00
veNA1

040

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

$239 00

$ 315

RR- 12
RR- 15
RR- 18
RR-27

Main Office (800) 433-2105

5-1/4" (pair)
21"
26-1/4"
31-1/2"
47-1/4"

(pair)
(pair)
(pair)
(pair)

$9
21
27
29
39

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800
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Rack Shelves

Sgittete.
Switchcraft or Neutrik
XLR Connectors
YOUR CHOICE $2.75

Ul
U2
RMT-3
RMT-4

1space
2space
3space
4space

x 11"
x 15"
x 14"
x 14"

D
D
D
D

$34.95
46.50
49.95
55.00

The Littlelite L-3 comes with
attached base, power cord and
mounting instruction. Great for the
studio or your workbench!
L-3/18" gooseneck

List $57

While supplies last $39

Microphone Arms

MIC CABLES
CK-5
CK-10
CK-15
CK-20
CK-25
CK-50

5-footer $ 12.95
10-footer
13.95
15-footer
14.95
20- footer
15.95
25- footer
16.95
50- footer
24.95

Westclox Studio Clocks
Luxo LM-1
(includes base)

$59

#709 AC powered
#710 battery powered

$29
29

1

11/0

SYSTEMS

Luxo KM- 1
(for heavier mics)

69

O.C. White
(includes 12" riser)

99

Warning Signs
24- X 18'
white beckground
with black lettering
and yellow triangle

USS Stands
Sturdy lightweight tripod stands are
ideal for mounting PA speakers.
Available in black or silver.

CAUTION!
MGM LEVEL

"ekneevd'ifine"
9 X 12.5'
*lien background
with red letters

DANGER
HIGH VOLTAGE
CROO
BILIIPMEST

Available in metal or "peel & stick" v.nyl:

Copy Holders
Letter size
Computer size

mst

$49
69

Radiation sign (metal)

$25

Radiation sign (vinyl)
High voltage (metal)
High voltage (vinyl)

14
20

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY
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TS -30BT (6'7" -black) List $ 120
Special $89

TS -33BT (9'2" -black)
Special $ 119

Main Office (800) 433-2105

List $ 145

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800
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OPTIMOD FM

Gentner

Lazer/Prizm
Get the cleanest stereo separation and limiting possible! The
all-digital Lazer/Prizm combination delivers excellent aural
specs while providing you with
total modulation control. Front
panel pushbuttons and anumerical readout allow you to preset
specific parameters.
List $8,995

8200U3S
Paragon-Digital
Give your station alouder, more
competitive sound with this complete system. The Paragon's unique
touch- screen permits easy adjustment of all parameters and On-Air
A/B comparisons of different
setups.
List $ 10,000

CALL

The all-digital Optimod audio
processor offers superior performance and powerful new features. Multiple Variable Processing (MVP) architecture allows
you to change processing configurations with the push of a
button. Edit any parameter easily
using front panel controls.
Optimod FM 8200

CALL

CALL

lnovonics
"Affordable AM Stereo"
•
Model 705 FM Stereo Generator
A full-featrured stand-alone stereo generator featuring digitally-generated subcarrier
and pilot signals for optimum performance
and drift-free operation. Patented overshoot compensation, built-in peak
overmodulation protection, easy setup and
maintenance, FMX plug-in option.
705
705-01 w/FMX

$1,375
$1,990

•

Delta ASE-2
Go AM stereo with the ASE-2C-QUAM AM stereo exciter
from Delta. You get state-of-the-art performance for about
half the cost of other AM stereo exciters. The ASE-2is easy
to install, requires only 1rack space and is backed by Delta's
full 1-year warranty.
Delta ASE-2AM Stereo Exciter

=

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

Main Office (
800) 433-2105

$3,155

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800
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TTC

A dial-up
remote control
for how much?

TTC Model X FM Exciter
For Breakthrough performance with
digital audio and multiple subcarrier
opportunities. Can handle up to five

tauterestal

.1

•1

subcarriers with no loss in quality.
Backed by an unbeatable 2- year
warranty.
Model X ... List $5,695 . . . CALL

modulation
sciences, inc.

You would probably expect to pay $2,500
or more for what the Sine Systems RFC- 1remote
control offers for just $1,498 complete.
(That leaves $ 1,002 for something else!)

ModMinderTm
Accurately measure & display
peak FM deviation.
ModMinder
w/ Demod card upgrade

List $2,395
List $695

APHEX

SYSTEMS

• Expandable up to 64 channels
of status, control & metering
II User programmable dial out
• Easy installation & operation
III Full one-year factory warranty
Primary Components:
RFC- 1/8

Remote Facilities Controller $ 1099

RP-8

Eight Channel Relay Panel $399

Accessories
AFS-1
UPS- 1
SP-8

Model 400 Digicoder
The Aphex stereo generator...a leap
beyond digital utilizing aproprietary
PPDM (Parallel Path Digital Modulation)

SP-9/TO

circuit to provide adynamic range better

ACM- 1

the 110dB. Class A analog with the

RK-3

separation and stability of digital. Totally interfaces with your existing equip-

TM- 1

Dual Channel Audio Failsafe $ 249
Urtinterruptable Power Supply $249
Heavy Duty Surge Protector, for
telephone line & 8telemetry
channels; highly recommended
for sites prone to lightning damage
(mounts on RP-8panel) $ 129
Telemetry Surge Protector, 8
channel telemetry-only version
of above
$ 89
AC Current Monitor, for tower
light monitoring $99
Rack Mount Kit for RFC- 1, AFS-1
& UPS- 1; mounts up to 3units. $35
Temperature Monitor module;
mounts on RP- 8
$29

ment.
Call for price!
",
1re

gle

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

Main Office (800) 433-2105

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800

aarrakis
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SYSTEMS, INC.

Arrakis consoles have quickly become one of the most popular audio
broadcast consoles in the industry providing outstanding performance at
areasonable cost. Choose from over adozen models from six to 28 channels. All come backed by a2-year factory warranty.

150SC 6-channel w/18 inputs, program output, rotary faders
mono $2395
stereo $2495
250SC 6-channel rack mount w/18 inputs, program and audition outputs, rotary faders
mono $2895
stereo $2995
500SC 8-channel w/22 inputs, program and audition outputs, rotary faders
mono $3495
stereo $3595
1500SC 8-channel w/22 inputs, Penny and Giles slide faders, program and audition outputs
mono $4395
stereo $4495
2000SC 12-channel w/24 inputs, Penny and Giles slide faders, program & audition outputs
mono $4895
stereo $4995
2100SC 12-channel w/34 inputs, Penny and Giles slide faders, program and audition ourputs
mono $5895

stereo $5995

5000 series is a16-channel modular version of the SC series at under $ 10,000 when fully
loaded.
10,000 series is ArraIds' top-of-the-line total broadcast product combining complete "ON
AIR", stereo production, and multitrack production capability within asingle
product specifically designed for contemporary radio and TV broadcasting.
12 to 24-input mainframes are available with many optional modules to
choose from.
12,000 series offers alarge variety of modules and mainframes from 8to 28-input at avalue
that is unmatched in features and performance.
15,000 series modular console was designed specifically to maximize reliability and
durability. It features 8to 28-input mainframes with many modules to
choose from.

VISA

all>

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

Main Office (800) 433-2105

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800

Gentner
Teleswitch
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Frequency Extenders
EFT-100
$549
•Extender Only
•Requires Hybrid
•2-Way Communication

..41M11111a..
Ka. T-909^

•Easily connects 5lines to your hybrid
•Works like an old business phone
•Connects via RJ-11 jacks
$995
•Even has music on hold!

EFT-900A
$829

•Stand alone unit
•250 Hz shift
•2- way communication

VRC 2000 Remote Control

Hybrids
Hybid Coupler

GENTIVER

$169
VRC-2000 Remote control including telephone
surge protector
List $3,195

SPH-3A
$549

Package 1includes VRC-2000, command relay
and two screw barrier strips
SPH-5
$829

Digital Hybrid II
$1,795

alIME16

List $3,449

Package 2includes VRC-2000, command relay,
two screw barrier strips, data interface, and setup
software
List $4,349
Many, many other communications, special purpose, interconnection, and miscellaneous accessories are available. Call for
all the details and apackage price for your configuration.

Micro-Tel

•‘/IP
mow

It doesn't get any easier!
Plug into standard phone,
plug microphone in, plug
headphone in, you're
broadcasting!
$249

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

Need apre-wired patch bay?
Gentner has what you need.
Call for prices
Main Office (800) 433-2105

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800
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STOP

START

Dura Trak 90A
Dura Trak cart machines offer outstanding audio
performance and reliability at avery affordable price.
Stereo playback
Stereo rec/play

List $ 1,900
List $2,850

CALL
CALL

Phase Trak 90
The PT-90's continuous non-encoded phase correction and Dynafex noise reduction ensure consistently
superior audio.
Stereo playback
Stereo rec/play

List $2,750
List $4,550

CALL
CALL

150A/250A
Both the 150A and the 250A series consoles offer
the best in noise-free performance. The 150A
utilizes sealed pots with cue positition for attenuation while the 250A offers step-type attenuators for
precise level control. Many other features too
numerous to list. Available in 5, 8, and 10 channel.
Call for the one that is right for you.

Splice Trak 90
Dual erase heads thoroughly erase and NAB standard
cart to atypical depth of 90 dB, while splice detector
accurately positions the splice.
Suggested List $ 1,150

=

41*

CALL

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

5S150A 5-mixer stereo
5M250A 5-mixer mono
5S250A 5-mixer stereo

List $3450
List $3450
List
$4350

8S150A 8-mixer stereo
8M250A 8-mixer mono
8S250A 8-mixer stereo
List
10M250A 10-mixer mono
10S250A 10-mixer stereo
Call for pricing!

Main Office (800) 433-2105

List $4650
List $4650
$5650
List $5950
List $7000

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800
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DENON

HENRY ENGINEERING

111111111111111

Denon DN950FA
CD Cart Player
DIGISTOR
Henry Engineering presents DIGISTOR, adigital
message storage system that stores up to 4minutes

The first CD cart player for broadcast and still the

of audio for playback via aregular telephone line.
Features include:

prints and scratches.
ACD-5B disc housing

• 4minutes of recording time
• Single or Continuous playback mode
• Play, Stop, Record functions remotely controllable
• Battery backup prevents memory loss during AC failure
• Records from amicrophone, or from tape deck or studio

DIGISTOR

best! The industry standard DN-950FA uses aprotective housing to keep your CD's free of dust, finger-

LIST $350

$299

3.50

38C39-7147 test CD
AMC-9lens cleaning cart

19.95
19.95

DN950FA TOOL alignment kit
Extra labels (per sheet)
Extra screws

91.00
.
50
.
10

WANT TO PLACE AN ORDER
OR BE ADDED TO OUR MAILING LIST?
Mailing & Billing address:
Company naine
Attn:
Address
City
Signature
Model

Qty.

Crouse-Kimmy
Box 155999
Ft. Worth, TX 76155
(800) 433-2105
fax (817) 283-8133

VISA

j

gie

El

Call letters
Purchase order #
P.O. Box
Ste
ZIP
Phone( )

Shipping charges
are not included and
will be billed.

Amount

Description

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

Total

Sub-Total

Crouse-Kimzey of Annapolis
Box 6300
Annapolis, MD 21401
(800) 955-6800
fax (410) 757-6666

Add to mail list ONLY

Tax (TX & MD only)
TOTAL

Main Office (800) 433-2105

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800
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SONY

PCM-2300 DAT Recorder
The affordable new PCM-2300 DAT recorder from
Sony has all the features and performance you need
at aprice you'll like!
SONY UHF Wireless System
SONY introduces the new UHF wireless system
which operates in the vacant UHF TV band in arange
of 794 to 806 MHz giving you atotal of 94 different
frequencies! Never worry about interference again.
Also many, many other features, so many we can't list

• XLR balanced inputs & outputs 3 wired
remote control 3 standard 19" rack mountable 3
3sampling frequencies U 1-bit delta type A/D
converter for outstanding audio quality!

them!

PCM-2300

Call for details!

List $ 1,590

$1,295

Special pricing on SONY
DAT Cassettes
CDP-2700 CD Player
The CDP-2700 is perfect for ON-AIR or production
rooms. Loaded with professional features:
3 XLR balanced inputs & outputs 3 AES/EBU
standard digital outputs I advanced 18-bit, 8-times
oversampling I standard 19" rack mountable II
auto-cue• remote connector for console fader start/
stop
CDP-2700

List $ 1,295

$1,099

SONY STEREO HEADPHONES

=

SONY
45-minute
60-minute
90-minute
120-minute

6.90
8.50
9.75
10.95

PBR-330
Parabolic Reflector
Focuses sound waves directly to a
microphone for increased sen-

Both the MDR-7502 and MDR-7506 feature arugged closed ear design, gold connectors and oxygen
free cord with frequency response from 10 Hz to 20
kHz. The MDR-7502 is acompact version of the
full-size MDR-7506.

sitivity. The PBR-330 is widely
used in sports and other remote
recording applications. Will
accept most
hand- held microphones.

MDR-7502 $49

PBR-330

MDR-7506 $89

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY

Main Office (800) 433-2105

$89

Annapolis Office (800) 955-6800

Digital DJ
18 Months 180 Systems
Thanks Everybody!
In our first 18 months of delivery, Digital DJ has become the most popular digital Satellite automation system on the
market. A combination of low cost, great flexibility and rock stable operation has propelled Digital DJ into the lead.
We are constantly adding features in response to customer requests that make Digital DJ even better.

Complete Digital DJ Satellite systems from $7,995 - Lease from $198/month
Digital DJ is acomplete satellite automation system that easily runs all SMN, Unistar, JSA and other music networks including alternate news network feeds. Each system includes apremium 386 computer with VGA monitor and fast hard
disks. Complete, Live Assist operation included at no extra cost. Fully station programmable with no relays and an integrated 5 channel stereo audio switcher, Digital DJ will air your current format and will adapt to any future changes
in programming. Many advanced options are available for special requirements.
New Product:

New Product:

Compact Disk Automation
with Music Log from $10,995
E Complete live or auto-sequencing 180 CD system with full time
update and over programming capability.

E Standard selection capacity as high as 576 CD's, with fast access.
You select the number of storage devices.
L.] Stand alone or interface to optional Digital DJ hard disk spot
storage.
El Complete with the famous Music Log ‘' CD based music
selector with integrated interface. ( limited offer)
El Accepts play lists from Selectorl`i and other music selector
systems.
Includes 386 computer, monitor, special CD audio switcher with
interface, CD players, cabling & Music Log.

SmartCartlm Audio Cart Machine
Replacement System from $3,995
C Replaces all the old audio Cart machines in your station.
I Supply your own Computers, hard disks and monitors.
7

A complete setup: includes separate Record and Playback units
with high speed interconnection.

111 Full break sequencing under total operator control. The full
Broadcast Log is on the operator screen.
E Free SOS ( Station Operations System) with on screen pop-up info
windows and utilities.
E Special quick play mode for last minute insertions.
E Not a Cart machine wannabe, or cheap floppy disk device.
SmartCart is acomplete audio handling system.

Integrated Traffic & Billing from $695

CD Music Log from $895

Li All Traffic 8.r Billing Systems store sales Orders, generate Traffic
Logs, handle complete A/R, produces Invoices, Affidavits and
Statements and tracks sales staff.

El Exclusive PWW scheduling gives complete control of any format
style.

Li Three Separate price and performance levels to fit your exact

needs.
0 Complete interface to Digital DJ and other automation is available.
E Traffic systems may be upgraded to higher level at low cost.
0 Traffic systems use standard PC compatible computers with hard
disk.
CI Over 1100 Traffic & Billing systems in the field.

El Handles singles, albums, carts, and CD's interchangeably.
El Specially optimized for use with multi-player CD control
systems including optional interfaces to Digital DJ-CD''' and
Format SentryT\I

El The music director has full control of tempo in/out, artist,
category, daypart restriction, media ID separations and many other
formatting and control parameters.
— Uses standard PC compatible computer with hard disk.
ii Sets up quick, runs fast, simple to use, very powerful.

See Digital DJ, Music Log and the Traffic systems at the NAB
Las Vegas Hilton - North Tower - Suite 868
The Management - Box 1-36457 - Ft. Worth TX 76136
Phone 1-800-334-7823
See Us at NAB Hilton Suite 868 N Tower

FAX: 817-624-9741
Circle ( 183) On Reader Service Card

DYNAMAX DC1311300

Digital Cartridge Recorder
The Reproducer

The Recorder

•Simple cart- like operation
•No on- air personality training
•Just three front panel buttons

•Selectable sampling rates
•Secondary and Tertiary cues
•Extended scale peak metering
•AES/EBii digital input

•Instant start and cue
•Maintenance- free design
•No head cleaning or alignment
•Awesome audio quality

•Start on audio
•Direct digital dubbing from CD
•PC keyboard for titling

The Media
•Standard low cost floppy disks
•2MB holds 60 second commercials
•10MB stores over 5 minutes stereo
audio with 15kHz bandwidth and
15 minutes mono with 10k1-Iz

Call your nearest RF Specialties office
lor more information or to schedule a demonstration.
The remarkable new DCR1000 is available now,
and it's priced like an analog cart machine.

•
-onl
-

RF 5peciciltiec®
11 Group

A. NORTHWEST
Seattle, WA
Phone ( 206) 546-6546
FAX ( 206) 546-2633
John Schneider

D. SOUTHWEST
Amarillo, TX
Phone ( 8)6) 372-4518
FAX ( 806$ 373-8036
Don Jones & Tim Hawks

B. WEST COAST
Santa Barbara, CA
Phone ( 805) 682-9429
FAX ( 805) 682-5170
Sam Lane

E. NORTHEAST
Pittsburgh, PA
Phone (
412) 733-1994
FAX ( 412) 327-9336
Tom Monahan

C. MIDWEST
Kearney, MO
Phone ( 816) 635-5959
FAX ( 816) 635-4508
Chris Kreger

F. SOUTHEAST
Niceville, FL
Phone ( 904) 678-8943
FAX ( 904) 729-2744
Bill Hoisington & Bill Turney
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FROM
THE
TRENCHES
by Alan Peterson

Magic Memo Machine
Dear Alex,
We're getting into my favorite time of
year, only ashort shake away from the beginning of warmer weather here in the
Northeast. Log is plenty full again and the
Spring book could be promising.
The entire broadcast world is NABhappy right now (sure is enough in print
about it), but for me, it's prep time for the
1992 Intercollegiate Broadcast convention
in New York. I'll be reprising my role from
last year as panelist in several sessions, and
I'm always happy to comply.
I'm writing this during a break in my
search through countless folders of material I've saved over 15 years; hundreds of
articles, clippings, schematics and graphs,
all to help me put anew spin on some of
my workshops.
Too bad Icouldn't do aworkshop on one
folder I've labelled "M3." It would have
been abeauty.
M3 is the Magic Memo Machine; an accumulation of the most imbecilic, unimportant memos ever to roll off athermal drum.
My collection is stunning.
Iwill admit memos are very important.
They serve the need to notify all departments of important news all at once, and
they become awritten record of apolicy
or decision. Very important indeed. But,
are they always necessary? My M3 folder
is the final resting place of the ones that
astound me with their idiocy.
Such as the "Megabucks Memo" of
seven years ago.
While Iwas PD/OM of acombo, aPD-

wannabe memoed me about alecture she
gave our FM evening guy about giving the
"Megabucks" lottery game winning numbers over the phone. He should be restricted from doing so, as any listener can
get them by merely tuning us in.
The memo ran three paragraphs, and was
so niggling you could almost hear her whining right through the page: "A listener's job
is to listen, If he continues, Irecommend discipline" .. . and more fun.
My reaction? Number one, my nighttimer has enough to do—stop hassling him.
Number two, listeners don't know their
"job" is to listen, they just want to be entertained. Number three, tell the caller,
"Hey, I'll have them on the air at 8:45, listen for them." If the caller persists, he gets
the statewide lottery call-in line for instant
winning numbers. Her memo got saved.
Insecure PDs run the Magic Memo Machine like it was Mr. CoffeeTM, which has
blossomed into what Icall Peterson's Paranoia Constant: A PD's level of insecurity
is exponentially proportional to the insignificance of the memo's subject, times the
emptiness of the phrase "subject to immediate termination."
These guys love using that phrase, as it
gives them an omnipotence they've never before experienced. Ihave about eight pages in
the M3 folder from the same guy, threatening the staff with ahousecleaning for some
really globally-significant infractions.
Among the gems: agreen record before
ablue one; leaving an electric typewriter
on, and placing objects on the floor by his

Lines no Waiting.
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door instead of in the plastic catch-all.
Ihave never met aperson who's lost his
job because he's forgotten to sponge off a
coffee ring in the newsbooth. Memos like
those only serve to crush morale and waste
paper. Once that PD moves on, he leaves
the new PD alot of damage to be undone.
Part of the M3 folder is devoted to
memos handed me by aperson who could
have simply told me what was on his mind
as he stood there handing it to me. " Dear
Al: No." Wonderfully to the point. "Al:
Have you done an EBS test this week, as
FCC rules strictly state yatta, yatta "
Check the op log, willya?
"Al: Corporation and Idecided on your
raise, and why you're not getting one.
There will be no more discussion on the
matter." No doubt I'd be subject to immediate termination, right?
No one's immune, Alex. My own contribution to the M3 folder proves EvvaBuddy Plays Da Fool. When someone
began graffiti-izing my schedules and announcements to the staff at one place, the
Magic Memo Machine was activated to announce that the culprit—when caught—
would be booted off the air for three days.
No pay. Never mind Icould have simply
compared handwriting styles between the
program log and the "artwork," keeping it
quiet. No, Ihad to show my horns and come
out of it looking like adoofus. My own handiwork is in my own Hall of Shame.
Maybe Ican't make aworkshop out of
the Magic Memo Machine, Alex, but I
hope people reading this may recognize
themselves or someone they work with.
For the folks who send out effluvia such
as I've described, what kind of aggravation
will the next memo cause?

Will it resolve aproblem or start three
new ones? And why can't there be further
discussion, especially since there probably
was never any initial discussion?
The typewriter is not what dictates policy
at your station, folks—you do. There is a
difference between management and manglement, and the Magic Memo Machine is
the distinction.
To any jocks reading this, take along look
at your staff bulletin board. Is it filled with
paper that basically says nothing? All
threatening discipline for wallcing and chewing gum? If you're working for aguy like this,
just keep doing the best work you can.
Don't take Magic Memos personally;
everybody gets them. Do what Idid—save
them over 15 years and laugh at them later.
And, if you do get immediately terminated,
adopt the attitude of Richard Dreyfus from
the movie "The Goodbye Girl": it gives
you the chance to consider that other job
(whatever it turns out to be).
I'm happy to say I've not seen the or Machine activated for over two years, as it
hasn't been necessary. Where Iam now, it's
plain old pick-up-the-phone-and-work- itout. If it needs to be in writing, so be it.
When it doesn't, it saves electricity, toner.
and atree somewhere. Not to mention a
little more dust atop the Magic Memo Machine that would've been disturbed.
I'll be in touch around April or so. If you
don't hear from me, send amemo. Naaah,
never mind.
—Al
nE7 C-1
A/ Peterson writes from WL4D, Danbury,
Conn., 06810. Got a lame memo to show
him? Send it along to Al, in full confidence
he won't show your boss.

The World's finest professional antennas
for broadcast applic ations, including:
Precision Off-air Monitoring ( FM & TV)
450 and 950 MHz Program Links (STUTSL/ICR)
Broadcast Microwave Relays (2to 20 GHz)
Radio Communications Systems (35-960 MHz)
Low Power Television Systems (VHF & UHF)
FM & TV Translators and Boosters
Remote Control & Data Links
CATV Headends

With more than 35 years of experience in the design, manufacture and
application of professional antennas of the highest quality, we are in a
position to help you achieve optimum system performance and reliability
no matter what your antenna requirement. You are welcome to contact
us at your convenience for complete information on our standard
products as well as special models and arrays to meet your specific
needs. Discover the advantage of Scala's superior customer service!

SCALA ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
SIX complete lines of studio
furniture, from economical to elegant.
Shipped in as little as two weeks.
EXPRESS GROUP. ( 619) 298-2834
Furniture at NAB booths: Auditronics 3902, B.E. 2312,

Post Office Box 4580
Medford, OR 97501 ( USA)

Phone: (503) 779-6500
Fax: ( 503) 779-3991

Visit Scala at NAB '92 in Las Vegas (Booth 15715)
and at BroadcastAsia '92 in Singapore

tic 1208, TM Century 2525
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PRODUCTS 8t SERVICES SHOWCASE
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(sj
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

LDL COMMUNICATIONS INC

SEE US
AT
NAB
LAS VEGAS
BOOTH 19258

ON AIR LIGHT SERIES
A TRULY BEAUTIFUL ON AIR LIGHT
SOLID OAK BASE
GOLD or SILVER trim
Horizontal or Vertical lettering
"ON AIR" or " RECORDING"
Custom Woods, Finishes, Lettering, and Engraving available

For your full turn- key or individual component
needs...LDL supplies a full range of product
and services for the FM broadcaster. RF
transmission products include low power,
side- mount antennas as well as high power,
broadband, multi- channel antennas and
combiners.

CONTACT:
LDL COMMUNICATIONS INC

AND MANY MORE OPTIONS...CALL FOR DETAILS

TE

TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES

77 Kreiger Lane

BSL Guardian transmitter management
software allows remote control & analysis of remote transmitter sites utilizing the
Gentner VRC-2000 or Burk ARC16 remote control systems.
The new generation of the ESL Guardian is " Smart Software," asoftware package that allows a central monitor
computer to operate the Gentner
VRC-2000 or Burk ARC- : 6on the same
computer and will also support the Gentner VRC-1000.
For information regarding the BSL
Guardian or " Smart Software," contact
Gary Schmidt at:

Broadcast Software Ltd.

14440 CHERRY LANE CT, # 201
LAUREL, MD

Glastonbury, CT 06033

(203) 633-5472

ATTENTION
BURK® & GENTNER® USERS

1076 Sixth Avenue North
Naples, Florida 33940

20707

Telephone: 301-498-2200

FAX ( 203) 633-8244

Phone: 813-649-5978 Fax: 813-649-1933

Fax: 301-498-7952
READER SERVICE NO. 81

READER SERVICE NO. 184

Digital DJTM

READER SE VICE NO. 193

20th ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

Digital DJ Satellite System
$7,995.00!
SMN - JSA - UNISTAR - Moody - Etc
Digital DJ replaces all your old audio Cart sources with
high quality &gita/audio from acomputer hard disk.
Complete Satellite Systems From $ 198.00 IMo
Multi- day Satellite programming is a snap. Full ID,
Jingle. Magic Call & Liner rotation and live assist
options. Auto spot Set fill, Subs for illegal spots. Real
Time operation with auto update after power failure.
Many options. Easy installation and operation. Eliminate
your paper Log. It's all on the screen including live
rotating tap & copy, news and lists. Call for new Demo
disk and brochure.
J Satellite Stations: Eliminate book tapes, stacks of
carts, super switches and old automation with a
complete programming system.
J Automation: Replace all your multi-cart playbacks.
Get real walk- away.
j CD Programming: Soon Digital DJ will random
program CD tracks with playfists from Music Log.
Our 12th Year - 1000+ Stations

Made in
U.S.A.
by EIMAC

Warranted to

CORPORATION

EIMAC Original
Manufacturer's
Specifications

For your continued support over the past 20 years, we would like to show
our appreciation by making this special offer:
SET of FOUR
4-400A TUBES

S400.00

SAVE
S2001

Reg. Price $ 600.

SET of FOUR
4PR400A TUBES

SET of FOUR
4-400C TUBES

500.°°

800.°°

SAVE
S2401

SAVE
S4001

Reg. Price SI 200.

Reg. Price ; 740.

Limited Availability. This offer expires 4/30/92. Offer limited to Broadcast Customers Only.

The Management
1-800-334-7823 - 1-817-625-9761 - Fax 817-624-9741
P.O. Box 1-36457 Ft. Worth, Tx. 76136

CALL P18)787-3334 • (
800)235-6222 IFAX (818)787-4732
VISA

13406 Saticoy Street • No. Hollywood, CA

91 605

C.O.D.s
Accepted

READER SERVICE NO. 68

FM Antennas
Systems VVith Reliability

Performance - Reliability

Superior bandwidth characteristics for minimal VSWR related signal loss: The SWR FM antennas have excellent VSWR bandwidth. To assure lowest VSWR, each antenna is completely assembled and tuned at the factory
on astructure similar to that of the customer. The antenna must meet aVSWR of 1:1:1 or better + 200 kHz of carrier
before it leaves the factory. Under the normal conditions the antenna will not require field tuning to maintain the
factory VSWR specification because of this factory tuning.
Durable corrosion resistant construction ( copper elements, stainless steel or galvanized supports): All SWR
FM antennas employ copper tubular radiating element and support stem. Each antenna is assembled, pressure
checked, and tuned to the desired frequency prior to shipment. Stainless steel or galvanized mounting brackets
are supplied for uniform cross section towers having face dimensions of 4 feet or less. Optional brackets are also
available for mounting the antenna on tapered towers.
Directional antennas: Custom directional antenna patterns are available to meet FCC requirements, or for use in
countries where such directional antennas are readily useable. Nulls may be produced depending on direction requirements of azimuth fading and null depth. Full-scale antenna range testing and pattern certification are offered
for directional antennas. Special requirements will be handled on an individual basis upon request.
Five Year Warranty: A limited warranty is offered on all SWR FM antennas to the original purchase of the antenna.
The warranty covers defects in material and workmanship for a period of 60 months after the date of delivery of
the antenna.

FACTORY DIRECT SALES
CALL JIMMY JOYNT 1-800 -279 -3326
READER SERVICE NO. 112

ANDREW HELIAX ®
Cable & connec -,ors
Cable up to 2-1/4", connectors up to 6".
Cable cut to length, pressurized, connectors attached. Cable hardware too!

In Stock.... Ships Next Day!
Call for our FREE 96 vage pricebook

ret GIR1WRIGH-1"
COMMUNICATIONS COIV1PANY

eee

7812 Red Sky Dr ve
Ohlo 45249

800-543-8614
READER SERVICE NO. 70
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STATION SKETCHES

Using AM Noise as aDiagnostic Tool
by Tom Vernon
HARRISBURG, Pa. Many FM stations only monitor AM noise when proofof-performance measurements are taken.
That's too bad, because AM noise can reveal deficiencies in the FM transmitter system that would otherwise take expensive
test equipment to diagnose.
This month's Station Sketches looks at
static and synchronous AM noise as adiagnostic tool, and touches on some of the
historical background for the current FCC
AM noise regulations.
By definition, AM noise is amplitude
modulation of the FM carrier at an audio
rate. It is measured in dB, and calculated
by the formula:
noise = 20 xlog10 E2/E1

where El equals the carrier voltage, and
E2 is the variation from that voltage.
Modulated and unmodulated
Static AM noise is what you measure
with an unmodulated carrier. Synchronous
noise is additional amplitude variation occurring when the carrier is frequency
modulated. It is so named because the
power output dips at the edges of the passband in synchronization with modulation.
Current FCC regulations require that
AM noise be at least — 50 dB down, and
that the measurement be de-emphasized.
The reasons are related to the nature of the

first FM receivers. Early discriminator circuits were very sensitive to AM noise,
resulting in additional signal at the audio
output.
Better quality FM receivers had limiter
circuits ahead of the discriminator to reduce this noise, but most sets did not. This
is the original reason that the FCC set up
stringent AM noise regulations. The reason for de-emphasized noise measurements
should now be clear, since the AM component would have the same effect on the
audio as the demodulated program material.
Static AM noise must first be minimized

before tackling synchronous noise problems. While the FM monitor will reveal
AM noise level, you will need to connect
an oscilloscope to the monitor's output to
locate the source(s) of noise. If you can obtain aspectrum analyzer, so much the better.
By determining the frequency of the
noise, the source often can be located. A
60 Hz noise can usually be traced to an offcenter filament ground. Noise at 120 Hz
often indicates poor filtering of the screen
or grid supplies. Finally, if the transmitter
is fed from athree-phase source, 180 Hz
or 360 Hz ripple indicates problems with
the plate supply.
Noise is everywhere
Other sources of noise may remain after
the power supply is cleaned. One of the
continued on page 26

SBE Ups Dues; •
Chapters Riled
III- continued from page 9

The inventor of
high powered
solid-state AM
has perfected
solid-state FM

financial woes, according to Fast.
Ingram confirmed that last year's national SBE convention in Houston lost
more than $20.000. But, he argued. many
trade shows suffered the same fate. He also
said the Houston convention is the only national SBE convention that has ever lost
money.
Fetrow also said that a highly-placed
source in the SBE organization told him
that much of the money lost in Houston was
the result of inept budgeting, such as allocating no money for shuttle buses that
wound up costing $ 10.000 and underestimating postage costs by 100 percent.
Membership needs
Apparently, the SBE national conventions have become asymbol to the average
SBE member of the national organization's
overreaching ambition—of its desire to be
seen as an important player in the industry. instead of concentrating on the needs
of the membership, chapter officials said.
Although some applaud the SBE's involvement with the FCC on regulatory issues as being of practical value to members, most believe national headquarters
has completely lost touch with the average
member. As aresult, ill feelings have been
accumulating slowly over the years, then
they were ignited by the dues increase.
McGinley, who supports participation
with the FCC, said that most of the national
organization's activities are grandiose, including the national convention. "What
they should concentrate on is regional
shows and local chapters, instead of blowing money on annual conventions that are
poorly attended at best."
As SBE's executive director, Ingram said
he will do all he can to resolve resentment
among the members and chapters by establishing more open communication, beginning with discussions at the Chapter Chair
meeting on the 14th.
As for the direction the SBE has taken
nationally, concentrating on conventions
and regulatory issues in addition to its primary task of overseeing the broadcast engineers' certification process, Ingram said
he will try to determine if the membership
perceives value in advancing the profession
and the society along those lines.

You know us as worldwide suppliers of cost-effective,
power-efficient solid-state AM transmitters.
Now we're proud to offer Nautel reliability, efficiency and
serviceabiltiy in two new solid-state FM transmitters.
AMPFET FM4 4kW
AMPFET FM7 7kW
Get the full story on our complete line.
Call, write or FAX today

Phone: (902) 823-2233 Canada • Fax: (902) 823-3183 • Telex: 019-22552

Nautel

Nautel Maine Inc.

(Nautical Electronic Laboratories Limited)

201 Target Industrial Circle

It.R. # 1, Tantallon, Halifax County,

Bangor, Maine 04401 U.S.A.

Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0

Soo Us at NAB Booth 4520

route
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Tips on Pinch Roller Restoration
by John Bisset
FALLS CHURCH, Va. Igot involved
in areplacement reel-to-reel head project
recently, which put me in touch with some
great folks in Texas. The heads supplied
lacked the little brass "clips" to which the
head leads are soldered. The clips are then
pushed onto the pins sticking out of the
back of the head.

Figure 1.— Plastic boxes that hold
stylii can double as handy parts containers

After several calls, Ifound Icould buy
abag of these clips for $250. Ionly needed
12! More phone calls routed me to American Media Services in Weatherford, Texas.
This was the break Ineeded.
The company's down-home friendly approach was a 180 degree change from the
others Ihad talked to. After finding out that

long. In fact, it was from firsthand experience
that AMS found it could slightly modify the
center boring of the
pinch roller, to permit it to work with other cart machines.
For example, the 70 Durometer pinch
roller, used in the Series 99 machines, will

rrc

AMS stocked the clips, that Icould buy 12
for only acouple of dollars, and that they
would be shipped to me that day, Iwas eager to do more business with these folks.
Co-owner Genie Sims told me about the
tape, carts, and accessories they supply.
Somehow we got onto the subject of cart machine pinch rollers, and Iknew that what she
had to say needed to show up in the pages of
Workbench. So here's apinch roller primer.
from the folks at American Media Services.
Did you know that inferior rubber can
and is used on some pinch rollers? Furthermore, these boot-legged " look-alikes" can
stand up to the closest visual scrutiny? It's
only after hours of service that the rubber
fit on the shaft of aBE 2100, but won't turn
used in these imports will deteriorate—
easily. The inner boring of the roller can
melt, if you will—and gum up your cart
be quickly modified using apiece of emmachine. Gosh, was this sounding familiar.
ery cloth or grey machine cloth.
And did you know that the nr 70 duromRoll the abrasive paper into asmall tube,
eter pinch roller is made of some of the densest rubber available? The durometer is a small enough to permit the pinch roller to
slide on. By holding the ends of the emery
means of grading rubber density, and many
pinch rollers are rated at only 50. The result cloth "tube," once the roller is in place, the
pinch roller is rolled back and forth along
of the heavier rubber and brass center post
a flat table—as you would a rolling pin.
construction as specified in the ITC 70
As the pinch roller rolls around, the emdurometer is alonger wearing pinch roller.
ery cloth grinds down the one- or twoGenie's advice wasn't just sales fluff. She
thousandths of an inch clearance needed to
speaks from experience. American Media
permit the pinch roller to spin nicely on
Services also rebuilds carts, and has several
the cart machine shaft. Genie points out
cart machines playing rebuilt carts all da)
that you don't have to take off much, and
the tolerances for some pinch rollers are
such that no grinding is necessary at all.
Using the tube of emery paper ensures
against an out-of-round condition.
In the meantime, if you want to discuss
your cart machine pinch roller problems
with Genie, you can call American Media
Services at 817-598-0985. If you'd like to
get afree catalog, circle Reader Service
Number 71.
By the way, Genie told me they have areal
need for the old Fidelipac 300 series cartridges. AMS buys these for rebuilding, and

have several customers who need the older 300
series carts.
* * *
If you're assembling an antenna or
radome—or for that matter, anything
mounted on atower—consider this tip from
aseasoned tower professional. Insert any vertically-mounted bolts
from the bottom. This way, if the
nuts loosen and fall off, the bolt
will drop out.
If the bolt is pointing down, with
the nut underneath and the nut falls
off, the bolt may still look like its
doing its job. Missing bolts are alot

Figure 2.—Push bolts up trom tbe bottom
on vertically mounted parts. If the nut
loosens, the bolt will fall out. This is
easier to see when inspecting towers
for missing hardware,

A Broadcast Industry

BEST BUY
Mono Play

Stereo Play

$920 $ 1000

easier to see during an inspection than miss-

ing nuts. ( See Figure 2.)
* * *
Speaking of re-cycling, the 35 mm film
canister tips got you thinking (RW, Feb. 25,
1992). Now consider the little plastic box that
stylii come in. Several engineers wrote to tell
how useful these are for sorting nuts and
screws (see Figure 1) or simply holding parts
continued on page 25
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Dataworld Software Ready for AM Thaw
Di- continued from page 13

We could possibly improve our maximum allowable permissible horizontal radiation values by the use of measured data
to determine what the actual conductive of
the soil is in the directions that we are concerned with—in fact, the Commission requires the use of measured data where
available.
But for now, we will assume that the M3
map is correct. A review of our permissible table shows that directions with apermissible value greater than our present
radiation value ( 141 mV/m) are directions
in which we can increase power. We also
know that under the new allocation rules
we must reduce the power in an arc beginning at approximately 215 degrees and extending to 270 degrees.
So with the use of the AMSTUDY program, we can determine that a simple

increase in power of the present operation of WPGS is not possible. The station management must then make the decision, if they wish, to pursue the possibility of a power increase by utilizing
a directional antenna.
Directional option
Using the data pulled by the software,
station management can see that if they
wish to consider that option, the area of increased power would lie to the north and
northwest, and given the permissible radiation in the other directions, an increase
of power above 500 W would most likely
not be possible, without the design of a
complex directional antenna system.

In order to provide ahappy ending to this
scenario, I've taken the liberty of designing a three-tower dogleg directional an-

The Commission
requires the
use of measured
data where
available.
tenna system that meets the requirements
of the permissible table generated by the
AMSTUDY program. Utilizing this direc-

tional antenna (as shown in Figure 2),
WPGS would be able to increase its daytime power to 500 W.
The population within the station's 0.5
mV/m protected contour increases from
294,627 to 443,539 persons, based upon
data from the 1990 census—not too bad for
an afternoon's work.
fl
n
Timothy Sawyer has been in the broadcast engineering field for more than 23
years. Prior to the establishment of his own
firm two years ago, he was astaff engineer
with the consulting engineering firms of
A.D. Ring & Associates, and du Treil, Lundin and Rackley, both located in Washington, D.C.
For more information on GWAVE, AMSTUDY or other program services from
Data world, contact John Neff at 800-3685754, or circle Reader Service 83.

Improving Your
FM Reception
continued from page 12

TV's affected too. I'm not mentioning
these things to try to convert you to become
an FM DXer, but to show you how rewarding a decent antenna can be. And about
completing the other end of atransmission
circuit.
How will aTV antenna work for FM? That
depends on what the TV antenna is, but in
general, probably better than what you ain't
got now. A typical TV antenna's frequency
response is broad, to accommodate TV channels 2 to 6 (just below the FM band) and
Channels 7to 13 (just above the FM band).
So FM frequencies are included.
Rotatable pros and cons
But the antenna's pattern aperture, or directionality, can be zilch for some FM station
directionals if the hardware is non-rotatable.
If agood, outside TV antenna is rotatable,
however, you're in for some surprises ifyou try •
using it on agood FM receiver.
Some listeners might be better off if they
were to pick up a Radio Shack antenna.
The Archer model, Catalog No. 15-1636 is
a6element Yagi-type antenna that sells for
$16.95. Catalog No. 15-1636 is aone-bay
omni-directional type, and sells for $11.95.
If the FM receiver takes a75 Ohm coaxial
input, use a300 to 75 Ohm matching transformer. (If you're real serious, you can even
look into aprofessional type antenna.)
Stooping pretty low, get an indoor TV
antenna that uses telescoping rods, and experiment with location and orientation to
receive a wanted FM station. Here's a
cheap deal: Make afolded dipole antenna
from 300 Ohm twinlead.
For full-grown people, hold alength between your thumb and forefinger with sidestretched arms. That's about ahalf wavelength (velocity of propagation factor excluded) for the FM band. Short each end,
fold to find center, cut one conductor, strip
insulation and connect another length to the
two points. Thumb-tack the thing to awall.
n [
7]
Howard L. Enstrom is abroadcast consultant. He has owned and managed an AM
station and is president of FM Technology
Associates, Inc., specializing in engineering design and sale of FM translator equipment. He can reached at 904-383-3682 or
by FAX: 904-383-4077
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The U\ITY 2000 Digital Audio Processor
from Cutting Edge Technologies
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making your sound more open and musical than ever,
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2501 West Third Street • Cleveland, OH 44113 • TEL 216.241.3343 • FAX 216.621.2801
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then evaluate how many yards you gained
each time. Then you make adjustments with
the next call to correct whatever did not produce the desired result from the last play.
This system worked well for Geneen. His
leadership
produced an incredible 58 conthrough
a
job,
but
the
only
absolute
indiHow well did it perform in the economic
by John Cummuta
secutive quarters, fourteen and ahalf years,
environment? And unlike many other cator of results is the output. It's either betof increased earnings. And those increases
ter or worse after the change is made. And
American corporate leaders, Geneen beDOWNERS GROVE, III. Last month
were between 10 and 15 percent per quarter.
whether or not you want to accept what the
lieves that performance can only truly be
Iintroduced to you the consummate manBut these increases were not surprises to
output is telling you, it is the only correct
measured over the long haul.
ager, Harold Geneen. Itold you what miraGeneen
and his managers. They were their
determinant
of
success
or
failure.
This
approach
should
be
right
up
the
alcles he worked at ITT, and about his sogoals.
These
were the outputs that he had
It's
the
same
on
the
programming
side.
ley
for
engineers.
We're
always
fiddling
with
called "G" theory of management. But
probably the most telling attribute of the components in the chain, looking for a The PD may believe with all his or her determined were reasonable to attain. He
and his team simply did whatever they had
certain result or output. That is exactly what
Harold Geneen's approach to managing is
to, to produce the desired output- 10 to 15
Geneen
is
saying
is
the
proper
approach
to,
his conciseness.
Geneen would say
percent growth.
as he puts it, "Bare Bones Management."
For example, here's his three-sentence
This is the same as when you're workWhen he took over the top job at ITT, most
course on Business Management: " You
that you should
ing
with the audio chain. You want acerof
the
company's
operations
and
assets
were
read abook from the beginning to the end.
tain distortion level or other output measoutside of the United States. It was aglobal
You run abusiness the opposite way. You
look at your
urement, and you tweak or adjust compobusiness, with operating companies across
start with the end, and then you do everydepartment as a
nents of the chain until you achieve the
Europe, South America and Australia.
thing you must to reach it."
desired
output.
To
get
a
handle
on
what
all
these
busiNo fluff there. But maybe you don't run
business within a
Well, according to Geneen, that's the
the whole business, maybe you run a nesses were really accomplishing, he spent
same way you run an organization. You
the first year in his job just analyzing finanbusiness, so the
department. Geneen would say that you
make the goal clear, for overall achievecial statements and other output numbers.
should look at your department as abusisame
approach
ment as well as for each task along the way,
Then
he
hit
the
road
to
actually
meet
the
ness within a business, so the same apthen you measure the results and make
people and see the operations.
proach applies.
applies.
whatever adjustments are necessary to keep
From that base-line he began changing
performance within specifications.
the
way
problems
and
opportunities
were
Performance barometer
Those corrections and adjustments might
strength that acertain change will build the
Whether ou run the business or a addressed. He and his managers would
mean you need to provide additional trainnumbers. But, if the surveys show otherwise,
make achange then watch what it did to
department, you are still the person at the
ing, motivation, clearer instructions, pay inthe fact is that the change worsened rather
the numbers. Sound familiar?
top. And the top executive determines the
creases,
responsibility changes, demotions,
than
improved
station
performance.
While
character and performance of the whole
promotions or any other tweaking that is
we could rationalize why it didn't work as
Manager/engineer
team. But again, Geneen says, the manager
within amanager's purview. It's your job to
hoped, those speculations are of questionaThat's the same closed-loop process that
and his or her team should be evaluated on
look at the problems in the work output or
ble
value.
It's
the
result
that
is
reality.
you
use
when
you
make
an
adjustment
to
only one of those attributes—performance.
result from an employee or department, and
When
he
finally
felt
he
had
the
ITT
pica
piece
of
equipment.
You
change
someHe preaches that what lasts in abusiness
then know what adjustments are likely to
ture, Geneen determined the result or outthing then look at the output.
or department, after all the ballyhoo and
bring that performance back into spec.
You're using your experience, instinct put he wanted for the company and said,
promotion fade, is its performance. What
Just remember that performance is the
"I
was
well
aware
of
its
ultimate
imporand
a
host
of
other
conscious
and
uncondid the company and its management do
only spec that counts. When you're running
tance. It was the end to which all my efscious pieces of knowledge to lead you
in comparison with similar companies?
abusiness, profit is the performance result
forts at ITT would be directed, an end to
that you're looking for.
which I would commit myself without
In an engineering department it might be
reservation. It would serve also as ameasareduction in equipment downtime, acerure by which my own performance could
tain level of audio quality or agiven level
be measured at ITT."
of satisfaction from your customers—
programming, sales and management.
Just like Joe Montana
Whatever it is, that performance is your
As the chief executive, Geneen saw his
goal, and your job as amanager is to conrole as the team's quarterback, showing
tinually do whatever it takes to get your
them where the goalposts were and how
best to get there. Finally, he saw himself team to reach the goal.
ELiL
leading them down the field. As the leader
John Cummuta is an independent marof your department, your quarterbacking
keting and management consultant. He can
responsibilities are the same.
be reached at 708-960-5999.
You must make the call, lead the play and
ENGINEERING MANAGER

Management, Engineering and Performance
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1
L
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At acost comparable to your current backup.
The INTRAPLEX 4800 DDAT LINK Discrete Digital
Audio Transmission LINK with 16-bit linear coding and
no compression gives you far better audio performance than agood analog system.
The 4800 DDAT LINK and the Ti line available
from all telephone companies offer enough bandwidth
for your 15 kHz stereo (or dual
monaural) signal...and more.
Call us at INTRAPLEX for full
details and aquotation.

e
Intraplex

Intraplex, Incorporated, 80 Taylor Street, Littleton, MA 01460-3427
TEL: ( 508) 486-3722 / FAX (508) 486-0709

See Us at NAB Booth 5206/7
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COLE'S LAW

Don't Be Complacent about Payola
by Harry Cole
WASHINGTON One of the more serious of the multiple adverse side-effects of
deregulation is complacency—complacency
about rules and regulations still on the
books.
The Commission threw out rule after
rule, and declined (informally or otherwise) to aggressively enforce the rules that
remained. Broadcasters found it easier and
easier simply to assume that there was no
real need to worry about complying with
the rules, since it did not appear that anyone ever got punished.
While understandable, such an attitude
is not the kind of thing that lawyers like to
encourage. That attitude can be particularly
troublesome for broadcasters if the regulatory pendulum is in fact swinging back
toward a more enforcement-oriented position.
The rules and policies governing broadcast indecency and lowest unit rate charges
have remained largely constant (if arguably less than crystal-clear) over aperiod of
time. Yet suddenly, for some reason, asignificant number of licensees have found
themselves on the wrong end of some ugly
fines and forfeitures for violating those
rules and policies.
Napping at the talc
Why? It is at least possible, if not likely,
that those stations had become complacent,
comfortable with the misguided assumption
that aderegulation-minded FCC would not
enforce the rules which are on the books.
But the times are a-changin'.
All of this is just an introduction to the
real topic today, which is payola. What does
payola have to do with complacency?
Maybe nothing, maybe something.
In early December of last year an edition of the CBS Television news magazine
"48 Hours" focused on the radio industry.
One segment of the show followed the efforts of apromotion company to get airplay for one of its acts. The segment
included interviews with the company's executives and sales people, and also with
one radio station which was being pressed
hard to add the company's act.
The thrust of the piece was that recording acts need airplay. Radio stations are in
a position to obtain various benefits in
return for adding particular songs or artists
to their playlists.
The "48 Hours" segment showed what
appeared to be a kind of bargaining between the record promoters and the radio
station. The station was expressing reservations about adding the artist to its playlist unless the promoter was willing to
commit to assisting in the promotion of the
artist through the availability of tickets.
If it quacks like a duck ...
Let's be quick to point out that what was
shown in this segment may not have been
payola. It is at least arguable that the station was making its decision to add or not
to add the artist to its playlist on the basis
of factors having nothing to do with the
promoter's willingness to provide certain
material incentives.
The problem, though, is that it was very
possible to watch the segment and to come
away with the conclusion that the station
was willing to add the artist in large part
because of sweeteners the promoter was
willing to provide. And that at least begins

to smell like payola.
For the innocents among you out there,
payola is the nickname for violations of
Sections 317 and 507 of the Communications Act. Those sections require that,
when astation (or any of its employees) is
given "any money, service or other valuable consideration for the inclusion of any
matter as apart" of any program or program matter to be broadcast, the station
must broadcast an announcement to that effect at the time of the broadcast of the affected program or program matter.
The idea is that, if certain songs (or other
program matter) are getting on the air only

because someone is paying money (or other
consideration) for the airplay, the public is
entitled to know that. It is important to note
that these provisions were written by Congress, and not the Commission—as a
result, no matter how deregulatory-minded
the Commission may be, the payola laws
will be with us until Congress changes the
Communications Act.
Fortunately or otherwise, the FCC has
demonstrated no substantial interest in
payola questions for some time (perhaps
because no such questions have come up).
That, and a vague exception written into
the payola law in order to permit the record

companies to provide stations with record
service free of charge, may account for
what seemed to be arelatively cavalier attitude in the "48 Hours" segment vis-a-vis
the possibility that somebody might think
payola was afoot.
Just a reminder
Whatever may be the case, though, it's
agood idea not to lose sight of the fact that,
whether or not we like them or agree with
them, the payola laws are still in effect.
And, just as fines for indecency and political advertising violations have recently
flourished, it is possible that the FCC's interest in payola enforcement may pop up
again.
Which brings us back to the question of
complacency. What was striking (at least
to this communications lawyer) about the
continued on page 26
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that takes the feed from that clock
and sets it in the computer system,
and each of the workstations update from that," said Whitney.
"It's dead-on. It even compensates for the length of time it takes
prised of two 386DX file servers
live at 50 minutes, and then fed
for the signal to get from GOES
with over 700 megabytes of audio
again at the top and the bottom of satellite to earth."
storage each. DAWN is used for the hour—with up-to-the-minute
Unistar's news and sports opersequencing commercials and
news spots inserted into newscasts
ation stores its entire commercial
newscasts. One file server is mir- at the bottom of the hour—the and newscast library on the
rored with redundant programpotential for error was great. Added
DAWN system at 48 kHz samming and storage for on-line
up, even small time errors could
pling rate. A selectable function
backup of the system, which supwreak havoc on Unistar's roughly
in the system, 48 kHz sampling
ports six PC workstations
400 news subscribers, who depend
was selected because, said Whiton the radio network
ney, "we wanted to retain as much
as
an
accurate quality as possible."
timekeeper for their
More than 10 hours of stereo auprogramming.
dio storage are available on the raFortunately,
dio network's existing file servers,
DAWN proved to be a thanks to DAWN's MUSICAM bitreliable solution. Not
rate reduction algorithm.
only did the NovellStill on tape are the actualities
based automation
that are integrated into newscasts.
system enable the raBut with storage not aproblem,
dio network to autoWhitney will be integrating these
mate timing of cominto the DAWN system as well.
Kirsten Olson in one
mercials and newsThis next level of expansion into
of Unistar's five editing rooms
casts, it enabled
digital technology is currently unthroughout the news operation.
Unistar to synchronize its network
derway at Unistar.
The biggest DAWN benefit
feeds to GOES (Geostationary
D
realized by Unistar is the system's
Operational Environmental SatelDee McVicker is afree-lance
ability to track time accurately,
lites), the most accurate clock in
writer and regular contributor to
according to Whitney.
existence today.
RW. She can be reached at
With Unistar news and sports fed
"We have a (computer) card
602-545-7363.

Unistar Leaves for D.C. with the DAWN
by Dee McVicker
ARLINGTON, Va. To those
who know the news business, it
came as no surprise when Unistar
Radio Networks moved its news
and sports operation from New
York City to the Washington, D.C.
area. "This is where the news is
if you're in the news business,"
observed Richard Rieman,
Unistar VP of news and sports.
Here, overlooking the Washington Monument, and just a few
miles from the Potomac River, is
also where Unistar reinforced its

CE Kyle Whitney
with the DAWN system

position as aleader in digital technology.
The news operation was completed in February when Unistar
acquired Gentner's new Digital
Audio Workstation Network, or
DAWN, a PC-based system for
digital storage and automation of
programming.
Commented
Unistar Chief Engineer Kyle
Whitney, who has been with the
radio network since its RKO days,
"I see us as reinforcing our posi-

tion as aleader in technology with
this product."
The project began in early
1990, when Unistar moved into its
news facility near Washington,
D.C. Previously used for an auxiliary team of 10 Unistar news
reporters, with only one production studio and two editing rooms,
the facility was refurbished to
house an on-air studio, aproduction studio, anewsroom, and five
editing rooms.
Unistar set up its news operation with the same considerations
as any radio station—using Pacific
Recorders &
Engineering
(PR&E) BMX consoles, PR&E
Tomcat cart recorders and Sony
APR 5000 recorders, as well as
PR&E solid wood furnishings
throughout. The driving force behind the choices, Unistar said, is
to deliver its news and sports service on time and with as much
quality as technology and budget
will permit.
These efforts paid off, particularly in the on-air studio, which
is furnished with aguest wing for
live audio inserts by guest correspondents.
"The interesting part about the
on-air studio is that it's a completely modular construction,"
said Whitney. "The walls are nine
inches thick of different tested
materials, which were preassembled at the factory, tested for
sound integrity, disassembled,
and brought here and assembled
on-site."
The radio network's efforts also
paid off in the newsroom, where
the BASYS computerized news
system resides along with rackmounted Pacific Recorders Newsmixers for the desk editor and
several anchors.
The DAWN system is com-
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IN- continued from page 20
the transmitter.
until they are needed. One of
The larger, plasticized version
our kin even told about his wife's
costs $6.00, but the pressure senTupperwareTm getting into the
sitive chart for the wattmeter is
act by providing a sectionalized
free. If you'd like a wattmeter
plastic container that works well
VSWR chart, circle Reader
for
keeping
RF
connecService Number 143, or drop by
tor/adapters sorted according to
the Coaxial Dynamics booth at
the NAB show next month.
sex and type.
They'll be exhibiting in booth
***
12905, and will have the VSWR
The folks at Coaxial Dynamics
have taken the VSWR chart charts there as well.
(offered by Elenos in RW, Nov.
By the way, if you thought all
24, 1991) a step further. For a these folks manufactured was
number of years, Coaxial Dywattmeters and line sections, call
namics has provided a VSWR
for a catalog. A wide range of
chart or nomograph with a lowpass, highpass, and bandpass
filters round out their product
pressure-sensitive stick-on backing.
line. Coaxial Dynamics is located
in Cleveland, Ohio. Call Bob
The chart is reduced in size so
Scott at 216-267-2233.
it will fit on the back of awattDOD
meter (either Coaxial Dynamics'
or Bird's). In addition to this
John Bisset is aprincipal with
stick-on chart, the same chart has Multiphase Consulting, acontract
been enlarged and coated in plasengineering and projects comtic. The eyelet in the corner per- pany. He can be reached at
mits it to be hung on ascrew near
703-379-1665.

CONSULTANTS CORNER

Working with the New AM Rules
by Steve Crowley
WASHINGTON By the time you read this, the
FCC's new AM rules should be in effect. After
playing around with the rules, we've found some
interesting things. lighter technical standards make
it harder to make station changes, but other rules,
such as those to allow stations to buy and turn-off
precluding stations, are, to some extent, offsetting.
The most significant changes to the rules are
daytime and nighttime protection standards. The
increase in the daytime protection ratio to 6dB
creates large areas of existing "prohibited" overlap. That makes it tough to get an increase in radiation in any direction, unless you do something
about the station you are up against.
Paying for coverage
Fortunately, the FCC is concurrently putting
into effect rules that will make it much easier to
pay aconflicting station to go off the air and then
expand into its coverage area. The catch is that
often more than one station needs to be neutralized. Still, this may not take a whole lot of
money—five percent of licensed AM stations are
dark anyway.
The power limit increase from 5kW to 50 kW
for the new Class B stations (the old Class III) is
great, but you may not be able to do much unless
you buy alot of coverage. The Class Bstations with
the best chances of benefiting immediately are those
along the coasts, because they can often increase
power by blowing most of it over the ocean.
That sounds like awaste, but you can achieve
dramatic increases in population served within
high quality, high field-strength contours. This
helps overcome natural and man-made noise and
improves the ability of the signal to penetrate
buildings. It may be possible to achieve this increase without any increase in prohibited contour
overlap over land.
At night, applying the tighter first-adjacent protection ratios doesn't seem to make awhole lot
of difference. The major concern is the notorious "ratchet clause" that is already causing sta-

tions to think twice about making improvements
to their nighttime signals.
Ratchet is the name given to the rule that requires your station, if it enters into the 50 percent RSS of another station, to reduce radiation
10 percent toward that station if you make any
changes. You might be willing to spend $30,000
to fill adeep null, but not willing to pay the additional price of taking ahit in your main lobe.
The ratchet clause is the one provision most
objected to in the petitions for reconsideration.
Since market forces such as coverage negotiations
can be an even greater help to reducing overall
interference than forced coverage reductions, perhaps we will get some relief here.
Expanded AM band
The expanded band? So far, not a whole lot
of interest. A filing window will be opened for
existing stations to file petitions for the expanded
band, which the FCC will rank according to an
improvement factor based on aratio of interference to coverage. (Class IV, or Class C stations
are not eligible.)
Many petitions probably will be filed, just as
many letters of intent were filed earlier in this
proceeding. Interest may wane, however, once
stations seriously look at costs and benefits. The
greatest interest I've seen is from daytimers that
would get nighttime service at 1kW in the expanded band. However, fulltime stations get apriority in moving to the expanded band.
The new rules aren't acure for AM, but they
weren't meant to be. The idea is to make the service as competitive as possible.
We're looking for improvement opportunities
for our clients and have found some good ones.
If the ratchet clause is wrenched from the rules,
there will be even more.
DOD

Steve Crowley is aconsulting engineer with du
Treil, Lundin & Rackley Inc., 1019 19th Street,
N.W, Suite 300, Kfishington, D.C. 20036 He can
be reached at 202-223-6700 or by far at 202-4662042.
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Using AM Noise as aDiagnostic Tool
IN- continued from page 19

worst offenders in older transmitters is sliding contacts. Ihave seen improvements of
15-20 dB simply by cleaning and relubricating these contacts.
Fans and blowers also contribute to the
overall noise picture. Temporarily disconnect the blowers and observe AM noise.
If it drops, you might have loose components and other vibration-related problems.
Once you've gone as far as you can with
minimizing static AM noise, begin on synchronous noise problems. If the passband of
the transmitter, transmission line, and antenna is not flat for at least 150 kHz, (±75
kHz from the carrier frequency) then you

have asource of synchronous AM noise that
will degrade overall performance.
The narrower the passband, the more that
power is reduced during modulation swings,
and the higher the synchronous noise level.
From basic curcuit theory we know that in
aresonant LC circuit XL=XC.
For frequencies above resonance, XL is
greater than XC; below resonance, XC is
greater than XL. When modulation is applied to asystem with less than a 150 kHz
passband, the load of the PA tube alternates
between capacitive and inductive resonance. This varying reactance equals a
varying phase shift in the circuit.
This is where the trouble starts. Phase

modulation is similar enough to frequency
modulation to fool the discriminator, which
will demodulate it as distortion in the composite signal. This distortion can result in
degraded main-to-subchannel crosstalk
figures, or leakage of the L—Rinto the SCA.
Tuning for performance
Tuning for minimum AM noise is critical
to good performance. Theoretically, the AM
noise null and peak power output occur at the
same point, but tuning for minimum AM
noise is always preferred. Being off the peak
power curve by afew degrees may result in
an unmeasurable power loss, with an increase in synchronous noise of several dB.

The future of entertainment was
changed 43,000 feet over Greenlan
Garry Greth, chief engineer of radio station KLON, was
on aflight from L.A. to Frankfurt. He didn't know it at the
time, but he was about to make history
Somewhere over Greenland, he was going through the
SV-3900 Pro-DAT manual, when he first realized what he
could do with this new technology from Panasonic. The
SV-3900 was the system he had chosen to link KLON and
the Eurojazz network for the first American produced
continuous jazz programming ever heard on the
Continent. Only then did it dawn on him how endless the
possibilities were. And that they were to take him far
beyond the applications he was used to.
What Garry did was create an automated network of
SV-3900s which broadcast 22 hours of jazz every day for
Eurojazz. Custom programming, recorded at KLON, was
sent to Germany daily for automated transmission.
Commercials, features and music were programmed on the
SV-3900s to start and stop at precise times day and night,
with no operator intervention. There was no room for error.
The SV-3900 provides bidirectional serial remote
control via industry standard protocols. lb Garry this
meant an unparalleled opportunity to excel in agame
where you can make up your own rules, simply because
there are none.
That's why the SV-3900 represents such an
unprecedented array of endless applications for broadcast,
recording, and installed sound. Like automated replay for
radio. Or programmable, random access playback of
satellite network broadcasts.
In mastering sessions, you can control up to 32 Pro-DO
with the MK-390 remote controller. Or hundreds with a

computer. And you have automated random access highspeed search of up to two hours of stereo material stored on
multiple Pro-DAl.
Commercial DAT duplication, not to mention automated
replay in installed sound systems are handled with the
greatest of ease.
So, if you'll ever need more than one DAT machine, the
SV-3900 is your only choice.
And with the Software Developer's IbolKit available for
Macintosh' and DOS-based systems, you can customize
your SV-3900 to your needs, whether it's making history
somewhere over Greenland or somewhere closer to home.
For more information on the SV-3900, contact
Panasonic, 6550 Katella Ave., Cypress, California 90632.
Or call (714) 373-7278.
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Out of the norm
Some transmitters are possessed with
more bizarre AM noise problems, such as a
shift in AM noise null and peak power points
as afunction of varying power output. In
these cases, acall to the manufacturer's customer service department may be in order.
As if all this weren't enough, the transmission line, filter, and antenna also can
cause problems. This can be afunction of
older narrowband design, lightning damage, corrosion, or mistuning.
There are two paths to investigating antenna
problems. The quickest is usually to substitute
adummy load for the antenna, and note the
noise figure. Discrepancies between the
dummy load and antenna figures indicate
trouble. Another approach is to look for
changes in the VSWR readings over the 150
kHz passband, as this also indicates problems.
Careful investigation and reduction of
AM noise in the FM transmission system
can yield vast improvements in the quality
of the stereo signal. A systematic inspection of the exciter, transmitter, and antenna
as subsystems should enable you to pinpoint the location of AM noise.
For agood discussion of spectrum analysis in the diagnosis of AM noise problem, see Tektronix Application Note
26AX-3582-3, "FM Broadcast Measurements Using the Spectrum Analyzer."
DELI

Tom Vernon divides his time between
consulting and completion of aPh.D. He
can be reached at 717-367-5595.

Don't Ignore
Payola Laws
le- continued from page 23

"48 Hours" piece was the apparent lack of
concern about the potential appearance of
any possible payola problem. It was almost
as if payola as aconcept had no negative
implications.
Why else would the participants be willing to allow themselves to be taped for broadcast on aprime-time network television news
show—ashow that might be watched by FCC
personnel, members of Congress and competing broadcasters, among others?
If the "48 Hours" segment did indeed reflect some industry-wide complacency, it is
probably time for the industry to recognize
that the laws against payola are still on the
books, and they can be enforced at any time.

Panasonic
Professional Audio Systems

CI991 Panasorm Macintosh is aregistered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

To tune the entire transmitter for minimum
AM noise, modulate it at 400 Hz, 100 percent modulation. Now go back and adjust all
tuning controls for minimum noise. There
will be some interaction, so this procedure
may have to be repeated. Such retuning may
change other operating parameters, so some
compromises may have to be made. When
you're all done, a —50 dB to —55 dB synchronous noise level should be possible.
It's interesting to note the effect that temperature can have on these adjustments.
Optimal adjustments for hot weather may
not be optimal for winter months. Usually
this is afunction of the antenna, and seasonal re-tweaking is advisable.
In the real world, the AM noise null and
the peak power curve may not coincide. This
indicates asymmetry in the system, which
should be investigated. In such instances,
tune for the null and not the power peak.

11

Harry Cole is a partner in the
Washington-based law firm of Bechtel &
Cole, Chartered. He can be reached at
202-833-4190.
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A Mambo with Mackie's 1604 Mixer
by Ty Ford
BALTIMORE Flexibility, RF rejection
and physical ruggedness are absolutely essential attributes for any piece of broadcast
gear. My recent mambo with the Mackie
1604 mixer leads me to believe that it possesses these attributes. Even though it
wasn't really designed to be a broadcast
mixer, at alist price of $1,099 it deserves
aclose look.
My interest in the Mackie 1604 doesn't
stem as much from the main on-air use of
amixer as it does from production studio.
MIDI rig or remote broadcast use. Like
me, maybe you've noticed that there are a
lot of musical instrument (MI) market
devices like synthesizers and samplers that
have been creeping into radio stations over
the past 10 years. Fortunately, the specs are
getting better and better on this gear.
Some of it, the Mackie included, even surpasses broadcast specs. Equivalent input
noise for the mic preamps is — 129 dBm 20
Hz-20 kHz. Distortion is less than .025 percent, 20 Hz-20 kHz. S/N ratio is —90 dBu,
with all channels and master output operating at unity gain—not counting the relatively
inaudible 4dBm of hum due to placing the
power supply inside the mixer instead of using awall wart. Maximum output is +28
dBu balanced and +22 dBu unbalanced.
As good as the best
Ifound the Mackie preamps sounded as
good as preamps in other much more expensive consoles. The 1604 has six 48V
phantom-powered mie preamps (16 with the
optional XLR10). Line inputs on inputs 1-6
are TRS balanced, 7-16 are TS unbalanced.
Each of the 16 inputs has an input trim.
Because of the somewhat exponential taper of the trim pot, close adjustment becomes more difficult the more you open the
pot.
Also on each input strip is apeak flasher,
insert/direct out jack, an " in place" solo
button that lets you hear where your solos
are panned and seven Aux sends (with up
to four operating at atime per channel).
Each of the channels has three-band
fixed Q equalizer consisting of ± 15 dB HF
shelving at 12.5 kHz, ± 12 dB midrange
peaking at 2.5 kHz and + 15 dB bass shelving at 80Hz. There are four stereo (eight
mono) returns, left and right channel bus
inserts before the master faders, amaster
output mute switch and left, right and mono
balanced main outputs.
With this kind of "Gozinta-Gozouta" design you can use all of your
MIDI/synth/sampler gear at the same time,
without running out of inputs. If you have
alot of this kind of gear, you can mix it
all down to stereo on the 1604 and feed that
mix to your main console.
Worth considering
If your old production console is dying,
think about using the 1604 as afull-service
replacement.
The input/output module can be pivoted
to so that the jacks are on the face, top or
back of the mixer; this allows it to be
mounted in 12 inches to 17 inches of rack
space, depending on the chosen configuration.
The 1604 has enough sends to feed phone
lines and air-check machines, set up separate headphone mixes ( with aheadphone
amp) and create separate mixes for live remote broadcasts all at the same time. You

can even do two different mixes simultaneously, routing one to the main stereo outputs, and the other to apair of alternate stereo outputs.
The only hangup is, because the 1604 was
primarily designed for live music and studio
recording, it doesn't mute the monitors when
you open amie. If you can build asimple reay box, there are anumber of ways to mute
the monitors when the mie is on

The Mackie 1604 Mixer
For on-air or combo work you could
make abox with aswitch and triple relay.
Wire one set of contacts to a cable that
plugs into the main mie channel access "insert" jacks on the mixer's back panel (any
of the first eight channels, all of which have
mie preamps, can be used).
The other side of the relay would break
or make contacts that connect the main left
and right bus insert jacks with the monitor
amp inputs (yes, you'd need a monitor
amp).
More than one use
Because the Mackie 1604 has left, right
and mono main outputs, you could also use
the main mono output for monitors, if stereo isn't important. If you have aspare stereo distribution amp, hang it off the main
outputs and wire the second side of the relay between one of the DA stereo outputs
and the monitor amp input.
For cueing, just hit the " Mute Alt 3/4"
button on each channel and hook an amp
and speakers up to the "Alt 3/4" output
busses and feed them to an amp and
speakers. If you don't need or want cue
speakers, hit the "Alt preview" button on
the right side of the mixer and you'll be able
to hear any channel assigned to the "Alt
3/4" busses.
I called on Ken Cardosa, CE at
WBSB(FM) here in Baltimore, to help me
check out how RF resistant the 1604 was.
The parking lot of WBSB is atop "TV
Hill," so named because, in addition to a
number of microwave repeaters and other
shortwave communications radio transmitters, there are three VHF TV stations and
aclass C FM on its 950-foot tower. Less
than amile away there's another tower with
amegawatt UHF TV station, another FM
and a few other sticks.
We plugged in amie known to be very
sensitive to RF. We first used it without its
recommended double shielded cable, put
on the cans and ran the fader up. We heard
FM and TV interference, birds and traffic. Switching to the special shielded mie
cable we tried it again. This time we heard
no RF—just birds and traffic.
To make sure the balanced line out was
as clean as the headphones, Iran aline out
into aportable DAT and recorded the birds,
traffic and some spoken word. Hearing no
RF at the DAT machine headphone jack

I rewound to the top of the tape, and
plugged the unbalanced DAT machine outputs into the unbalanced 1604 line inputs.
Still nothing but birds, traffic and our
somewhat aimless vocalizations.
Try and try again
Later that afternoon Itried the same test
at Producer's Video, avideo production facility across the street from our first test.
On the sound stage Iwas
able to get the mie to
faintly pickup some FM,
but Ireally had to go out
of my way to move the
mie and cable around to
make it happen. Knowing how RF sensitive the
mie was, I'm sure the little noise Idid get was
due to the mie and not
the mixer.
When I mentioned
how well the RF test had
gone to Mackie's marketing director Doug
Shauer, he explained that the 1604 is
bandwidth-limited from front to back. Instead of going " from DC to light," coupling capacitors between stages throughout
the mixer begin rolloff at 40 kHz and are
9 dB down by 80 kHz.
Back at the studio, the mixer performed
very well. In fact, Iswitched to the Mackie
during arecording of two acoustic finger-

picked guitars because the preamps of my
own mixer were too noisy, even with relatively high output condenser mies.
The outputs of my Roland U-20 passed
avery usable +2level to the mixer's meters
with the input trims turned all the way
down.
Idid notice audible leakage at the headphone and main outputs when signals were
applied to the mixer's line inputs and Aux
returns, even when the faders and pots were
turned all the way down. Idon't have any
applications that this small amount of leakage would compromise. If you're astickler about this sort of thing, you're probably going to spend a lot more to find a
mixer that has the same features with less
leakage.
A steel chassis, sealed rotary pots and
extra circuit board stand-offs backed by a
three-year warranty are testament to Mackie's attention to detailed durability. They
even include little features like designing
the knobs so they transfer shock to the
mixer surface, and not to the pot.
When Imentioned the lack of lip seals
for the slide faders to Shauer, he said, " Lip
seals often keep in as much dirt as they
keep out. With no seals you can get to them
to spray them out, even turn them upside
down and shake them if they ever get dirty."
As always, every application is different.
If price, space flexibility and performance
are the issues, however, take aMackie 1604
for atest drive. For more information call
Doug Shauer at Mackie 800-258-6883.
Elfin

Ty Ford is an audio producer/voice talent. Reach him by phone at 301-889-6201,
via MCI mail (#347-6635), or via America
Online (7ford).

Speak Easy
with the
Comrex
Talk
Console'

Radio just took abig step forward with this
Talk Radio Package. Easy to set up and easy to
use anywhere,
putcallers
on the
it includes
air.
everything needed to
It conferences one or two phone lines with two
microphone channels for host and guest. The
second mie channel will also accept inputs like
CDs or tape decks.
"CUE" lets you talk with the caller off air.
"HOLD" puts callers on hold and feeds program
elillfirex Talk Console/1F
back to them. Integral
mix-minus circuitry
insures that callers won't 1
yudicated Talk Programs
hear their own echo
adio Features Production
when on air.
'
Remote Talk Show
,
Broadcasts
•Newsroom Interviews

Asophisticated
solution in a
simple package.
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Comrex Corporation
65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
800-237-1776 In MA 508-263-1800
Fax 508-635-0401
See Us at NAB Booth 13101

Convex (UK) Ltd.
75 The Grove, Ealing
London W5 5LL, UK
081-579-9143 Fax 081-840-0018
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" There have been many
broadcast automation!"
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"but there's only one right way."
SMARTCASTER Digital Automation simplifies the process to a single
computer, and cuts your operating expenses by taking over many tasks at
your radio station.
SMARTCASTER interfaces to satellite, CD or Automation systems, and
offers features found only in the most expensive systems, but at an
affordable price, Simultaneous record-playback, automatic spot fill,
automatic recording and logging. Of course it interfaces to the popular
SMARTS Billing and Traffic System.
SMARTS BROADCAST SYSTEMS
BOX 293
EMMETSBURG, IA 50536
800 747-6278
712 852- 4047
FAX 712 852-3061
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IS Engineering Conference
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Las Vegas Convention Center

The Greatest (Broadcast) Show on Earth
LAS VEGAS NAB '92, the National Association of Broadcasters' annual convention
and trade show, is to be held April 12-16 at
the Las Vegas Convention Center and the adjoining Hilton Hotel. But the behind-thescenes action actually begins April 11.
That's when the Digital Interface Standards
Committee is expected to have its next meeting. An industry-wide gathering of concerned
digital equipment manufficturers, the committee is attempting to establish a broadcastspecific standard for digital interconnection.
This meeting, however, is only one reason
why more than 700 exhibitors are expected
to participate in NAB '92. The association's
annual convention is generally acknowledged
to be the largest, most comprehensive gathering of its kind in the broadcast industry.
According to the NAB, the trade show's
440,000 square feet of exhibit space at the Las
Vegas Convention Center represents a "10mile walking tour" for attendees.
That's 10 miles of dense crowds, too. NAB
'92's attendance is estimated to be approximately 50,000, of which asignificant percentage is expected to be from outside the U.S.
More than 5,000 attendees from 25 different
nations attended NAB '91; the association anticipates a similar number for this year's
gathering.
In fact, NAB spokesperson Doug Wills

predicted that international attendance will
continue to be the growth area for future
conventions.

These sessions will be held during the
Radio Management Conference which,
along with the NAB Engineering conference,

This year, the NAB trade show will benefit from
the re-opening of the now- remodeled convention center rotunda.

To respond to this overseas interest, the
NAB has organized three sessions for international visitors: "Assessing Investment
Opportunities in International Media," "Rise
& Shine: Morning Programming for Profit"
and "Doing Effective Research: An International Experience."

will start the day before the trade show opens.
(For acomprehensive look at the engineering sessions, see Andy Butler's overview
elsewhere in this section.)

WHO SAYS
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU?

Sessions Focus on Digital Topics
by Andy Butler
NAB Staff Engineer
Conference Programming
Activities
LAS VEGAS Opportunities for radio engineers continue to expand at the NAB '92's
Broadcast Engineering Conference. This
year's schedule includes four full days of
seminars with afifth day devoted to handson workshops.
Attendees will be able to hear more than
100 papers and panel discussions on all
aspects of broadcasting. The workshops
cover topics ranging from FAA and FCC
regulations to splicing fiber optic cable.
This year also marks the beginning of a
new era of cooperation. The Society of
Broadcast Engineers is programming all of
the engineering sessions for Tuesday.
Engineers will want to get up early on Sunday. Dr. Larry Hinderlcs from Corporate
Computer Systems will kick off the Digital
Audio Systems Session (Convention Center,
Room N113, 8:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m.) with his
Introduction to digital audio. Fidelipac's Bill
Eranldin follows with alook at low cost digital audio storage utilizing 3.5-inch floppy
discs and Paul De Wit from Phillips Consumer Electronics examines the audio coding technique used in the Digital Compact
Cassette.
RF considerations
After acoffee break, Richard Bell from
Dolby Labs will discuss RF design considerations in the development of a highly
spectrum-efficient multichannel all-digital
STL. Bob Weirather from Harris will consider the digital audio interface and Steve Ly-

man from the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation will review digital audio production
in the CBC, past, present and future.
Sunday afternoon the study of digital
audio expands by aconsideration of digital

The SBE has cooperated with the NAB in
developing three technical sessions for this
year's convention. Slated for Tuesday, April
14, the sessions embrace new technology and
regulatory concerns for broadcasters. SBE
certification exams will also be held that day.
Part of the session schedule for this year
is the return on April 14 of Sports & Events
Marketing Day. Five sessions, including
"Sports Marketing Money-Makers," will
help attendees understand the finer points of
event marketing.
A "must-attend event," according to the
NAB, is the "table-topic luncheon" slated for
Wednesday, April 15. Seventeen NAB Radio
Board members and industry leaders will
guide discussions at tables divided into areas
of interest including LMAs, Spanish-language media and revenue-generating ideas.
Also on April 15, Tom Lewis, author of the
book Empire of the Air, will address the engineering conference. Lewis, an English
professor at Skidmore College in N.Y., will
discuss his research into the careers of Lee
de Forest, Edwin Howard Armstrong and
David Sarnoff.
Finally, although not aradio event, "Trekkies" attending the convention will want to
catch the salute to "Star Trek." The television series has been named the 1992 television inductee into the Broadcasting Hall of
Fame. Series cast members are expected to
attend the luncheon presentation.
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Sinstle Iair AllIii1
Clark SPA22GS Audio Wire.
Available in 10 Jacket colors—or more.
Highly flexible and very easy to strip.
Bonded foil shield comes off with jacket.

Clark Ribbon Sterec Cables

2cables in one for left and right channels.
Eliminate shrink tubing and cable ties.
Each line of audio color coded for easy I.D.
Available in various color combinations.

Clark ¡CC Series Audit Snake
Ask about our color coded
and numbered audio snakes.

Available from 3to 16 channels.
These snakes are simply multiples of our
SPA22GS audio wire.
WE ARE HAPPY TO CUT CABLES TO
LENGTH, AND TERMINATE.
CALL US FOR FREE
SAMPLES AND CATALOGUE.
1801 Holste, Northbrook, IL 60062
(708)272-9889, FAX (708)272-9564
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The eyitek Stereorack
Taking studio sound out of the
studio used to be difficult. Not any
longer! All you need is the Logitek
Stereorack.
Our Stereorack console is a
complete stereo studio console in
a 19" rack- mountable package.
And when we say complete, we
mean complete!
The Stereorack has 6balanced
stereo input channels selectable
from 11 stereo sources or abuiltin tone generator.
Each input channel can feed
either or both fully metered stereo
output channels and their built-in
1x4 stereo distribution amps.

eogitek

Any of the input sources can
be pre- routed through 1of 7builtin mic preamps for maximum
Separate headphone feeds are
provided for the operator and for
3talent positions. And the built-in
talent cueing system will make
history of complicated outboard
IFB setups.
When it comes to 2rdio performance, the Stereorack takes a
back seat to nobody. And, if your
audio needs are monaural, we
offer these same great features in
our mono version -- the
Audiorack.

When it has
to work right!

Call 800-231-5870 for your nearest Logitek Dealer.
(Alaska, Hawaii, Canada: 713-782-4592)
See Us at NAB Booth 4820
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With Modulation
Assurance, you'll
never pay afine for
overmodulation.

No one else makes this offer.
Because nothing else can
match ModMinder's total
system accuracy (±1%, two to
five times better than conventional monitors whose accuracy is widely acclaimed).
Nothing else can match ModMinder's
stability (readings are fully accurate from
32° to 114° F). Nor can anything else
match the DeMod Board's reliability.
DeMod requires no user calibration, and
it's the only modulation measurement device whose
calibration can be traced to areference maintained
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(formerly the NB S),
aFederal agency.

OVERIVIOD
FNE?

e've said all along that
ModMinder's digital
technology produces the most accurate, stable and reliable measurements
of peak modulation. Now we're
putting it writing: If you faithfully
follow the Modulation Assurance program and
still run afoul of an overzealous FCC Field Inspector, we assume full responsibility for your defense
and, if necessary,
pay any penalties.

IVIODM ND
PAYS!

This unique program
lets you cross overmodulation off your
list of things to
worry about—forever. And it costs you
nothing when you register your purchase of aModMinder' with the
internal DeMod Board or have your
existing unit retrofitted at the factory

Now, you do have certain obligations: to install your
ModMinder at the transmitter site, to connect it to your
transmitter room
telephone with an
inexpensive modem, and to adjust
your air chain so
that peak modulation does not exceed legal limits. (The modem lets you
check modulation levels from any modem-equipped
PC using ModMinder Remote software.)

If there was any
confusion about
who makes the best
FM peak modulation monitor, this
settles it. But
you may have
other questions. If so,
please call us
toll free at (800) 826-2603
for full information on ModMinder, the DeMod
Board and the
Modulation
Assurance program. We'll show
you how to stop
wondering what
your modulation really is—and how to stop
worrying about overmodulation once and for all.

GUARANTEED.

Of course nothing can release you from the responsibilities that come with your FCC License. But we do
promise you that with Modulation Assurance, you'll
never pay afine for overmodulation.

modulation sciences, inc.
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Sessions Highlight Digital Topics
110- continued from page 29
audio processing (Convention Center, Room
N113, 1:15 p.m.-5:00 p.m.). John Stautner
from AWARE Inc. will discuss developments, standards and implementation of
compressed audio test standards.
Stephen Smyth, Hamish Eassie and
Michael Smyth from Audio Processing Technology, Ltd. in Belfast will profile their experiments in broadcasting on the ISDN. This
system utilizes telephone company digital
lines to deliver high quality audio services
directly to homes.
Grant Davison and Marina Bosi from
Dolby Laboratories will describe the development of AC-2, Dolby's audio coding for
broadcasting and storage.
Dr. Gerhard Stoll from the Institut fur
Rundfunktechnik will conclude the afternoon
by following the road from MASCAM via
MUSICAM to ISO/MPEG/Audio Layer II,
in alook at audio coding for the '90s and
beyond.
On Sunday, the International Broadcasting
session gets underway. Presenters will include updates on WARC, reports from the
EBU, Asian-Pacific Broadcast Union, and
Eurocrypt.
Monday is Digital Audio Broadcast day at
NAB '92. During the day, every current DAB
system proponent will be able to present its
views. The session (Convention Center,
Room N113, 8:45 a.m.-11:50 a.m.,) opens
with areport on interference tests for DAB
in the FM band from Ken Springer of NAB.
DAB and cars
Also on Monday, Mark Kady from Delco
will consider the automotive impact on DAB
system needs. Stephen Edwards from the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters will
then discuss Canadian Eureka test results,
followed by Ted Schober from Radiotechniques Engineering Corporation with the
American Digital Report.
The American profile continues with Perry
Spooner from EMCEE Broadcast Products
describing delivery methods for DAB. The
morning concludes with Dr. George Plenge
from MT. Dr. Plenge will report on the continued growth of the Eureka system in Europe.
The digital parade resumes Monday afternoon (1:15 p.m.-4:35 p.m.) with Gerald
Chouinard from the Communications Research Center in Ottawa. Chouinard will report on his experiments with digital sound
broadcasting. Then the American proponents return, beginning with areport from
Steve Kuh of LinCom Corp. Lloyd Englebrecht of Stanford Telecommunications follows with "Terrestrial Delivery of DAB."
Paul Donahue from Gannett Broadcasting
will deliver the USA Digital report and
Etienne Resweber will present the Synetcom
report. The day concludes with ano-holdsbarred panel featuring all of the system
proponents.
Engineers can get tips on maximizing
broadcast signal coverage on Monday afternoon (Convention Center, Roon N111, 1:15
p.m.-5:L5 p.m.). The session begins with
Dick Biby analyzing contemporary signal
analysis methods in acommunications engineering tutorial.
Former NAB engineer Stan Salek, now
with Hammett and Edison, delivers his analysis of FM booster system considerations,
while Bill Ruck from KFOG/KNBR recounts the harrowing tale of "The Mount Diablo Booster System."
ERI's Tom Silliman will give some tips for
maintaining FM coverage while reducing
rooftop EMR exposure by examining the de-

sign process for the Prudential Building multiplex FM antenna project in Boston. Dr. Ali
Mahnad from Jampro also considers shared
sites in apaper titled "A New Multi-Channel
Community Antenna for FM Broadcast."
It's SBE Day
The Society of Broadcast Engineers takes
over on Tuesday for SBE Day at NAB '92.
During the "Radio: Coping with New Technology" session (Convention Center, Room
N113, 8:45 a.m.-11:30 a.m.), past SBE President Brad Dick opens with "Radio in the
1990s: Challengers and Opportunities."

Don Lockett of NPR continues the look
forward with "Digital Cable Audio, When
and Where." Michael Collins from Motorola
takes over to consider the expanding role of
DSP in audio technology.
The morning concludes with the most often ignored part of today's radio station as
David Cripe of Broadcast Electronics talks
about improving transmitter performance
through Class E operation. Broadcast consultant Jerry Westberg examines the dependence of AM stereo separation on transmitter load phase.
Tuesday afternoon the SBE radio session
continues with "Broadcasters' Rules of the
Road" (Convention Center, Room N109,
12:45 p.m.-5:00 p.m.), asession which will
consider matters of importance to all engineers.
Jim Zoulek from the FCC's Los Angeles
Field office continues that theme with "Beta
Testing: A Self-Inspection Program."
John Windle from Stainless Inc. brings
things back to earth with his presentation,
"Changes in Structural Standards for Communications Towers." The chairman of the
SBE Frequency Coordination Committee,
Richard Rudman from KFWB(AM), then
will explore new issues facing frequency
coordination.
Things also are changing for EBS. Gerry
Lebow from Sage Alerting Systems will describe the Sage Isystem for EBS, while Bill
Ruck from KFOG/KNBR examines EBS'
future. The FCC's John Reiser will conclude
the formal presentations with "WARC-92:
What Is It and Why Should ICare?" All of
the panelists will then consider the challenge
of "Dealing with aChanging World."
Sounding good
How good can radio really sound? That's
the question at the AM/FM improvement
session on Wednesday morning (Convention
Center, Room N113, 8:45 a.m.-11:30 a.m.).
The NAB and Denon have joined forces to
create aradio that allows listeners to hear radio that sounds as good as broadcasters know
it can. Denon of America President Robert
Heiblim will describe the design of the
Denon/NAB SuperRadio.
Consultant Karl Lahm will examine the
results of the FM technical study he supervised for NAB. Dietmar Kopitz from the European Broadcasting Union will provide an
RDS technical update, describing the EBU's
latest results in information broadcasting.
Tim Cutforth of Vir James Broadcast Engineering Consultants will help you improve
the originating end of the chain in apaper titled, "Improving the Intermodulation Distor-

tion Characteristics of Your Present AM
Transmitter."
Geoffrey Mendenhall turns to the FM side
by considering "Optimization of FM Performance by Tuning for Symmetrical Group
Delay."
Honoring radio engineers
Engineering history takes center stage at the
annual Engineering Luncheon at noon on
Wednesday. Tom Lewis, the author of Empire
of the Air—The Men Who Made Radio, talks
about the role engineers have played in the
building of the American broadcast system.
The luncheon will also honor three men
who have made major contributions to
broadcast engineering. Bill Hammett, Sr.
and Ed Edison have distinguished themselves
through their individual accomplishments as
well as through the work of their consulting
partnership. Also honored will be James C.
McKinney, who served the engineering community's interests first through his work at the
FCC and now as head of the Advanced Television Systems Committee.
All engineers will get help tackling one of
the '90s toughest challenges on Wednesday
afternoon during the Reducing Station Operating Costs session (Convention Center,
Room N111, 1:15 p.m.-5:00 p.m.). Patrick J.
O'Hare of Cost Analysis Inc. begins by discussing bargaining with the power company
and other methods to reduce power costs.
Steve Pilling of Telecom Consultants
tackles "How to Get the Most Out of Telephone and Data Services." Following, John

Sullivan of Econco has anumber of practical suggestions on obtaining the greatest
number of tube life hours, and John Jenson
of Kinetech looks at "Demand Side Energy
Management." You can get specific answers
to your problems from all of the panelists as
the session concludes with acost reduction
panel.
After worrying about cost containment all
afternoon, engineers will be ready to cut
loose and socialize. The 14th Annual Ham
Radio Operators Reception is the perfect
place. All Ham operators and friends are invited to share snacks, liquid refreshment,
good fellowship and the ever-popular attendance prizes. This year, 32 companies and
organizations have donated avariety of enticing goodies.
Getting enough fiber?
On Thursday the emphasis shifts to practical hands-on experiences during the Fiber
Optic workshop (Convention Center, Room
N109, 8:45 a.m.-11:55 a.m.). J. Repi from
AT&T Network Cable Systems Services will
teach engineers how to route and connect fiber optic cables for broadcasting. FCC and
FAA representatives will discuss individual
attendee's questions at the FAA/FCC workshop (Convention Center Room, N113, 8:45
a.m.-10:30 a.m.).
Four veteran contract engineers—John
Bisset, Mark Persons, Mike Patton and
Grady Moates—talk about striking out on
your own in the contract engineers workshop.
The Broadcast Engineering Conference at
NAB '92 offers radio engineers aunique opportunity to stay up to date. Anyone with
questions or suggestions about the conference program is encouraged to call me at
202-429-5345.

OFS
IMPROVED
FM and TV-BTSC AUDIO PROOF TESTING is reduced from hours to minutes with System One from Audio Precision... Automatic proofs run properly
at constant deviation, plotting the required generator amplitude.., and
when finished, the results are stored in graphic form for your records.
SPLIT SITE proofs are simple with System Ones available separate generator and analyzer configuration. With immedtate capability to view and
control both instruments, it like being in two places at once.
THE REST OF THE TIME System One is the universal audio test set for
maintaining any audio device or channel... STLs, consoles, carts, cassettes
and RDATs, digital recorders and workstations...System One is the only
product that can completely test both your analog and digital audio.
Call 800/231-7350 for our 36
page color catalog.., and when
you're ready our representative
will arrange for an on-site
demonstration.

Audio
precision
! ! !

PO.Box 2209, Beaverton, OR 97075
503/627-0832, 800/231-7350
FAX: 503/641-9806
TELEX: 283957 AUDIO UR
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NAB and Denon Unveil Super Tuner at Last
C-QUAM AM stereo, switchable noise blanking to reduce electrical interference, a
wide/narrow bandwidth switch to reduce
LAS VEGAS After four years of delays
nighttime station interference, and external
due to design changes, and difficulty finding
antenna connection.
avendor, the radio industry finally will get
Notably absent from the list of features for
alook at the NAB "SuperRadio" at the NAB
FM, however, is the FM stereo enhancing
convention here.
technology FMX, which was claimed by its
Denon, the super tuner's builder, is planinventors to improve stereo performance.
ning to host asession on the tuner, anearly
Clegg said no company is producing FMX
everything-but-the-kitchen-sink project on
chips on alarge enough scale to meet NAB
which the NAB spent more than $75,000 since
specifications for the tuner. The initial design
1988. The Denon/NAB SuperRadio will be
with FMX was based on achip that had been
highlighted during the AM and FM Improveproduced by Sprague Semiconductors, but is
ments session, Wednesday, April 15, in Room
no longer made.
N113 at the Las Vegas Convention Center.
The NAB was apartner in the initial deThe tuner will be called the TU680 NAB
tuner; it is based on Denon's high-end TU- velopment of the technology and had
navigated FMX through several super tuner
660 tuner that has been on the market acouple of years. Suggested retail will be about
$450.
Several preproduction models will be demonstrated at the convention; NAB said it
by John Gatski
will be selling the tuner to members by late
spring. Later in the year, Denon will be sellLAS VEGAS Digital audio broadcasting
ing the tuner through its retail outlets.
(DAB) again will be a popular topic at
As the TU660, the tuner already has qualNAB—the third year the subject will be dealt
ity performance and features, but Denon was
with in numerous sessions.
able to add the latest improvements, including
One session, "Digital Radio Issues and Inaddition of the Electronics Industries Associsights," will focus on the history and future
ation/NAB's voluntary AMAX standard for
of this technology and the numerous diverimproved AM performance.
gent proposals being put forward. The sesTuner technology consultant Almon Clegg
sion is scheduled for Sunday, April 12 at 9:40
said the TU680's AM features will include
a.m. in Room N113 at the Las Vegas Convenexpanded wideband AM (50 Hz to 7.5 kHz),
by John Gatski

proposals. According to the association, a
later version of the tuner could include FMX.
Although the NAB has decided to drop

The TU 680 NAB: Denon's AMAX certified " Super Radio"

FMX, the FM section of the TU680 will
be slightly improved over the TU660,
Clegg said, with the additions of ahigher
grade FM decoder chip designed to lower
distortion and improve stereo separation at

Sorting Out the DAB Puzzle

CHRT

IBM

tion Center.
Skip Pizzi, chairman for the industry
group Committee for Digital Radio Broadcasting (CDRB), and its technology chairman
Robert Culver will sort through numerous
factors that have to be considered for the eventual adoption of aU.S. DAB system.
Announcements will be made for the
launching of two DAB surveys: aprofessional
survey by Broadcast Engineering magazine
and aconsumer survey by an unnamed consumer publication, according to Pizzi.
One of the issues Pizzi plans to address
concerns an emerging dichotomy of viewpoints as to whether DAB should be an enhancement to existing service or anew service.
From comments he has heard concerning
DAB, Pizzi said management sees DAB as
an enhancement to existing service via permanent simulcast while those on the engineering side look at it as an eventual new
service with only temporary simulcasting on
the existing bands.
Pizzi added that the DAB as-anenhancement concept was solidified by
NAB's backing away from its out-of-band Lhand position and subsequent embracing of

for AM • FM • TV audio
•Delivered
on time
•Within budget
•Outstanding
workmanship
•Stunning
performance
•Pre-wires,
turn-key

Let's get our
heads together!
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

in-band.
Also to be discussed at the session is the
Electronic Industries Association's (EIA) efforts to arrive at aU.S standard—possibly by
1993 or 1994.
With enormous resources to push for a
standard ( it was EIA that got MTh TV stereo approved), the organization formed adigital audio radio subcommittee last year.
According to Culver, the subcommittee's
five working groups are engaged in all
areas related to the pursuit of astandard,
including establishment of test procedures
and facilities, and system selection procedures.
In personal comments about the issue,
Culver, who heads Technical Working Group
A (source coding, channel characteristics and
coding), said that although there have been
a lot of in-band systems proposals so far,
there is no perfect one yet.
Culver noted that astandard could end up
being amix of technology elements from
several system proponents that pool their
resources together—similar to the coalitions
of high definition television system proponents that have gotten together to develop systems being considered for U.S. standardization.
"I don't think any one (proponent) has all
the ideas yet." Culver said.

Studio Systems

brought to you by
BASYS Automation Systems.

Stop by Booth
#18777 for alook at
the future or call
1-800-869-7009

Logic programs have to be updated each year
to accommodate format and other changes.
Clegg said it is possible that ID Logic
could be added to subsequent TU680 versions. RDS also could become afeature.

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT AND HUMAN ENGINEERED STUDIO SYSTEMS

AST INDU.

Don't miss seeing
the hottest new
digital audio
solution for radio,

higher frequencies.
The tuner also will not have the ID Logic
technology. Radios equipped with such technology can lock onto aformat based on an
internal computer program of U.S. stations
in the ID Logic unit. Unlike the Radio Data
System, which is broadcaster-dependent, ID
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Grand Rapids, MI
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QUALITY CONSOLES
NO LONGER HAVE TO
COST AN ARM & A LEG!

INCREDIBLE PRICING...
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY...
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE.

A NEW MEANING TO THE WORD VALUE.
More than ever the word "value" is playing an increasingly
important role in all our lives. Life of the product for the
dollar spent, performance of the product relative to our
needs, serviceability and total dollars spent from the
initial purchase through the products useful life. In
essence....how much satisfaction will the product
bring for the dollar spent. The new xL SERIES brings
a new meaning to the word "VALUE" and does it in
capitals!

bring you the finest sound possible and, construction
unmatched by anything else in it's price range. From the
attractive exterior finish of carbide black, muted greys
and white polyurethanes, thru the full one tenth inch
thick aluminum control surface to the individually
housed and shielded plug-in modules and bussing system. And, quiet switches that are guaranteed for 2million operations, not the 50,000 other manufactureres
provide.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY RAISES PERFORMANCE AND SMASHES PRICES!
Dramatic developments in IC technology have allowed us
to design aseries of consoles with fewer components, less
manufacturing labor and higher performance than previously possible. The end results are significant price
reductions for the features provided and a quality of
sound reproduction unsurpassed by units costing thousands of dollars more. Plus, the double module shielding.
extensive bypassing, instrumentation "STAR" grounding
system and MOV protected outputs assure you of pure
sound uncontaminated by outside interference.

Padded arm rest
LP VGA controlled audio mixing
All RAMKO products are shipped on atwo week free tria-I O High voltage solid state audio switching
basis. No ifs, ands, or buts! If at any time within two Cl On air lights relay (programmable follow mute)
weeks of receipt, you are not entirely satisfied, ship it
Illuminated, 5million operation, input/output select
back. Upon receipt & vrrification of condition, an immeswitches
diate refund or account credit will be issued. What more LP Mono sum output, balanced
could anyone ask? Pricing that will save you hundreds to UI Plug-in ICs throughout
thousands of dollars...Unsurpassed quality and perform- O Optional remote equipment starVstop
ance ... two weeks ta make sure this is what you want to O Optional 9input, programmable mix/minus
buss with balanced out
live with for years to come.. and everything we manufacture is backed by a 2year warranty!
O Unique internal decals & labels for complete installation
without refering to the manual

COMMON FEATURES:
3 Miciline select jumpers on each channel
O Mono/stereo feed selects on each channel
3 Gain select patch panel on each input
3 Programmable muting on each input
3 Nine inputs on last mixer
Two inputs on all mixers except the last
3 2watt internal CUE amp & speaker
3 20 watt stereo external monitor amp.

THE ULTIMATE INSURANCE POLICY!

TAILORED TO YOUR OPERATORS...NOT OUR
MACHINERY.
Our Director of Engineering didn't have just ahand in the
design he had his whole arm in it. Before one PC board
was laid out or pencil put to paper for any part of the metal
structure, our Engineering Manager sat down and measured the most critical parts of the console's operation.
The arm, the hand. the fingers and the operators line of
sight. The arm had to rest comfortably when at the
controls: the input and output select switches had to be
reachable while simultaneously controlling the faders;
the selectors had to be illuminated and clearly discernable at any angle: and the meters had to be properly
angled for normal seated operation and clearly show the
levels, even across the room. The final design is alayout
that is exceptionally easy to control without operator
strain or unusual manipulations. Science calls this
ergonomics but we call it just plain common sense and a
concern about you the user.
FIELD PROVEN WORLD WIDE.
As you are reading this, the xL SERIES is proving itself in
hundreds of stations just like yours. "No RF problems of
any kind...."Our sound has noticably improved since
installing your boards..."Our people really enjoy the ease
of operation"..."Our console actually tested out better
than your spec's"..."The installation time saved was fantastic. We were on the air one day after reciept while it had
taken five days to set up one of your competitors consoles".
ROCK SOLID CONSTRUCTION.
From the moment you put your hands on an xL console
it will be evident that nothing has been skimped upon to

SPECIAL MONTHLY DISCOUNTS it EASY PAY-

STEREO CONSOLES:

MENT PLANS.

xL41S
xL42S
xL61S
xL62S
xL81S
xL82S
xt.12/1S
xl_12/2S
RS4
RS8
RS12
MMB 1/9
SLF

We are celebrating our 21st year with monthly specials on
over 90 broadcast products. Substantial cash discounts
are being offered along with easy lease plans with minimul down payments. The savings can amount to thousands of dollars when compared to any other competitive
product.

DON'T DELAY!

WE ARE ONLY A FREE CALL

AWAY.
Call Toll Free:

4mixer, single channel
4mixer, dual channel
6mixer, single channel
6mixer, dual channel
8mixer, single channel
8mixer, dual channel
12 mixer, single channel
12 mixer, dual channel
2mixer, 4machine start/stop
4mixer, 8machine start/stop
6mixer, 12 machine start/stop
9input mix/minus buss, bal. out
Super Fong life linear faders(per mixer)

sug. list price
$2,095
2,410
2,515
2,830
3,040
3,355
4,043
4,358
263
325
415
184
79

(800) 678-1357
or fax:

(
916) 635-0907

for additional information on our complete product lise
and our special discounts. You have nothing to lose
except perhaps some preconceived notions about how
much quality really costs.
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Consulting Pioneers Win Achievement Award
from Mike Rau ( NAB Science and Technology senior VP) was normal. Who wouldn't
be pleased?
Edison: A complete surprise!

Editor's Note: The NAB has awarded its
1992 Radio Engineering Achievement
Award to Robert Hammett and Edward Edison, partners in the noted radio and television engineering firm, Hammett and Edison, located in San Francisco.
Hammett, 62, graduatedfrom Stanford in
1942 and received his Master's degree in
electrical engineering in 1943. From 1943-45,
he worked as aresearch assistant at Harvard
University, specializing in radar. After Hbrkl
War 11, he became apartner in the Dallasbased engineering firm A. Earl Cullum.
Hammett then opened his own consulting
firm in 1952 andformed the partnership with
Edison in 1957.
Edison, 62, graduatedfrom the University
of Nebraska with his electrical engineering
degree in 1942. He worked in various capacities for NBC and RCA from 1942 to 1955, including engineering, sales and management.
His accomplishments included submarine
radar installations and managing the first
RCA Service Company television receiver
shop on the West Coast. Edison also lectured
on television systems design at the University of California. Hejoined Hammett 'sfirm
in 1955.
RW News Editor John Gatski recently interviewed the two engineering leaders to get
their perspectives on the industry.

RW: You both go back a long way in the
business. How did each ofyou get involved

The analog world is not going to go away and
we expect to see afair amount of activity in consolidation of AM transmitting facilities
— Robert L. Hammett

RW: Congratulations on being selected as
the NAB 's1992 Radio Engineering Achievement Award winners. What was your reaction when you first heard the news?
Hammett: My reaction on hearing the news

in radia engineering?
Hammett: Ifirst became involved in radio engineering at Stanford where Istud-

e

%

jeKINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.

WE CAN HELP PUT YOUR STATION AT
THE TOP OF THE RATINGS CHART!
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Edison: My dad was a professor at the
University of Nebraska who taught and
practiced electrical engineering. He introduced me to the wonders of radio by way
of crystal sets and early shortwave receivers
that we built together.
In 1946, my RCA supervisor inquired as
to my desire in converting from military electronics to RCA's civilian activities. Having
just been exposed to the potential of commercial television at alecture and meeting with
V.K. Zworykin of television fame, Ishot for
the moon and suggested as my first choice the
studio aspects of television—particularly the
applications of the orthicon camera and
thousand-line scanning to the production of
motion pictures.
It was another 40 years before improved
systems made television techniques fully
competitive with modern picture film.
RW: In terms of RF engineering, what important changes have occurred since you
both started?
Edison: Fifty years of evolutionary changes
in broadcast technology are overshadowed
by the revolutionary changes brought about
by the invention of the transistor and its
adaptation to microchips, television tube
improvements, the development and application of digital computers to the solution

THE QUALITY LEADER IN CUSTOM
AM ANTENNA SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

)

ied under Dr. Frederick Terman, one of the
pioneers in radio engineering. His textbook, Radio Engineering, and subsequent
handbooks are classics that Istill refer to
for concepts that Ihave either forgotten or
never really understood in the first place.
I became involved in broadcasting
through A. Earl Cullum Jr. who was associate director of the Radio Research
Laboratory at Harvard during World War
II. He invited me to join his firm at the
conclusion of the war.
Cullum was one of the pioneers in directional antenna design and was very active
in allocations and forensic engineering before the FCC. Ihandled alarge part of the
television work for that firm during the six
years Iwas in Dallas.

EBS EQUIPMENT

of broadcasting engineering problems, and
the ongoing conversion of audio and video
technology from analog to digital formats.
RW: Can you tell us about some of the advances your firm has been involved with,
such as your airborne measurement system
and AM diplexing?
Hammett: The firm has always tried to
lead the industry in its capabilities. The
roots of our airborne measurement system

"In my opinion, there will always be a place
within our industry for competent engineers,
technicians and operators ..."
— Edward Edison

go back to 1949. Ideveloped asystem that
used two radio altimeters as atransponder
pair to maintain aconstant radius, and used
optical tracking with amotor-driven telescope to provide azimuth control.
Our accuracy was good enough to duplicate complex AM directional antenna patterns within two percent on successive
runs. We also succeeded in persuading the
FCC staff to accept our aerial measurements at that time.
Our present system, which we use for
AM, FM and TV pattern measurements,
no longer requires any ground-based equipment for navigation. It uses the global positioning systems (GPS) for navigation and
collects field strength data on aportable
computer. The data is analyzed later by
computer programs written by our staff—
who are younger and brighter software engineers than I.
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AM Directional Anterna System
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6- Tower, DA WNIS Radio- Norfolk, VA
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All
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equipment are made through abarrier
terminal block. No special connectors
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immediate delivery.
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Edison: Our first effort at AM diplexing
was some 29 years ago when we combined KFWB and KLAC in Los Angles
on three common towers, with one station being directional and the other nondirectional. The original filter system we
designed is still operating with no problems. We have done many since, even
diplexing radio stations in Alaska on FAA
towers used for aeronautical communications, to get around aeronautical hazard
problems.
We are just finishing two big diplexing
projects. We moved WNYC in New York
City to share three WMCA towers. The
diplexing works fine. The reradiation environment is aproblem for all directional
antennas in that area. In Seattle, KULL
is moving to the three-tower KING site.
Both stations are 50 kW with different
night and day patterns, which made for
achallenging design. Several nearby stations also are being equipped with detuning filters.
RW: Iunderstand thefirm's computer capability is one of the best in the country for RF
continued on page 39
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COMING FACE TO FACE WITH THE FUTURE
IS A LOT MORE FAMILIAR THAN YOU MIGHT
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We don't ship tape recorders to you
in pieces; you won't get our new disk
recorders that way either.
Our new DDR-10 digital disk

buss (rather than aproprietary design), means you're free to take

recorder is afully integrated system

advantage of future advances in the

that comes ready to roll in and turn

computer industry. This way, you're

on. There's no assembly, no cabling,

not lockedin to asystem which

nothing more to buy. And because it

seemed "special" at first, but quickly

looks great, clients. simply love it!

became ancient.

If you know tape recorders,

For your convenience, CD repli-

you're ready to go the minute you sit

cation directly from your DDR-10

down at the DDR-10's control panel.

soundfile is now available. For more

The buttons and knobs are familiar,

information about this service, and

and they do what you expect. It's the

the DDR-10, call your nearest

only audio disk recorder in the world

regional office below for information

designed in this way — designed for the

from Otani; acompany famous for

professional.

technical support and customer

With up to 60 hours of the

servie, worldwide.

highest quality, full-bandwidth digital
audio, and extensive editing capabilities, the DDR-10 delivers the best
"powertoprice" ratio you can buy.
And its standard Macintosh ® SCSI

Otari, Inc., Tokyo (0424) 81-8626
Otan i
Corp., California (415) 341-5900
Otari (UK) Ltd., United Kingdom (0753) 580777
Otari Singapore Pte., Ltd. (65) 743-7711
Otari Deutschland GmbH., Germany 02159/50861-3
Otari 1991
Macintosh Is aregistered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

See Us et NAB &tees 2806
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Source Gear Develops aHigh Profile
machines, to make the transition to digital
technology easier for non-technical operators.
The proliferation of digital technology in
source equipment has been so rapid and allembracing that even systems whose primary
function is station automation—like the nr
DigiCenter—feature some operational
modes intended to work as "cart replacements!' (For information on digital automation systems, see the related story, this issue.)

by John Gatski
LAS VEGAS As digital technology improves, the number of professional source
products continues to proliferate at the NAB
spring conventions.
In 1992, scores of source equipment will
be on display, including both analog and an
ever-increasing inventory of digital products.
This digital equipment includes CD players,
recordable CDs, DAT recorder/players, and
computer disk-based record and replay
devices.
Featured in this latter category of computerbased source technology are such devices as
digital audio workstations and the so-called

AIPIP111.

11.

1

.1

The DD1000 magneto-optical
recorder from AKAI

"cart machine replacements"—systems that
store digital audio on Bernoulli disks or floppy
disks, and are configured to resemble cart

SEE Sp

r

t
t

li

The new carts?
Fidelipac's Dynamax DCR 1000 has
created a quite stir in the industry. The
recorder/player records digital audio on a
standard 3.5-inch computer floppy disk with

RU
Filer Window. This special
pop-up window gives you quick
access to PSAs, jingles,
promos and other fillers.

On-ecreen
traffic log display

Record Line. Shows
what DCS is ctrrently
recording.

Queue Window. Just clock
on a losong, to place
recordings in the queue
for playing.

• Flexible recording options - choose

Mas Gauge". Indicates
what percentage of
the system is available
for recording

stereo or mono, varying sample rates
and storage methods on acut-by-cut
basis.

The Play Line. Shows
what's currently playing
on-the-air,with a
counedown timer.

DESIGNED BY RADIO PEOPLE
FOR RADIO PEOPLE.
ADVANCED FEATURES
ENGRIEERS DEMAND_
• Digita/ Audio Editing. The

Computer Concepts is one company
you can count on—we've provided
automated business systems to the

quickest and most flexible real-time

radio industry for over seventeen years.

speed and precision of the Digital

editing function available makes

We know how radio stations work and

Commercial System (DCS) from

editing news stories and commercial

how to make them work more effi-

Computer Concepts.

cuts simple.

ciently. That's why the DCS interface

Replace the chaos of carts with the

By combining astandard indus-

• Satellite/Live-Assist Operation

trial-grade PC with an advanced

Total support, including automatic

stereo audio board, DCS lets you

back-rill of breaks.
•Support of multi-cut

program aday,

"carts"

aweekend,
even entire

-Complete audit of all

na 48

weeks!

DCS activity - airplay of

AUTOMATE

audio, relays, etc.

EVERYTHING, FROM

...PLUS FEATURES OTHERS

PRODUCTION TO BIWNG.

DON'T OFFER!

Production Studio. DCS simplifies

• Simultaneous Play/Record features.

board work and replaces the muddy

Handle three stereo sources simulta-

sound of analog tape with crisp CD

neously - overlap two spots for atight

sound quality.

segue, and record from another source

Control Room. No more manual logs!

at the same time.

DCS handles all your paperwork
automatically, posting acommercial's
actual airtime next to that listing.
And DCS interfaces with traffic!

is so easy to learn, so simple to use.
ASK ABOUT OUR AFFORDABLE
ENTRY-LEVEL SYSTEM.
To find out more about our entrylevel system, or to receive afree DCS
demo disk, call or FAX us today. You'll
soon see one thing very clearly. You
just can't manage as well
without us.
FREE UPDATED DEMO DISK!
(800) 255-6350
OR FAX (913) 541-0169

distortion
•No pre-allocation of disk space
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Reduce Your
Power Costs
by John Gatski
LAS VEGAS Radio stations
spend thousands of dollars ayear on
their power bills, but are they getting
the best rate possible?
How to get the most economical
electrical service is what Cost Analysis President Patrick O'Hare will be
discussing in his presentation during
the "Reducing Station Operating
Costs" session April 15, 1:30 p.m.,
at the Las Vegas Convention Center's
Room N105.
According to O'Hare, nearly 75
percent of American businesses ( including radio stations) are paying too
much for utilities—especially electricity.
"Utility suppliers do not automatically supply customers at the lowest
possible price:' O'Hare said. "It is
the company's responsibility to ensure they are purchasing all utilities
at the best possible terms."
His firm has advised businesses
for more than 12 years on where
overcharges are incurred on
utilities—through the incorrect submission of bills and non-application
of the best rates. The company is
headquartered in Sydney, Australia,
but has several offices in the U.S.,
including California and New York.
O'Hare said that radio stations,
like other businesses, need to be
aware of the rates, discounts, rebates,
incentives and special conditions that
often apply to large users.
Cost Analysis keeps acomprehensive computer data base on utility
costs and will advise aclient in its
negotiations with the power company
to get the lowest rate possible,
O'Hare explained.
To begin the service, aradio station must submit utility bill copies
from the past 12 months. The firm
then creates acomputer profile of the
station's utility consumption, from
which lower prices can be sought, he
said.
During the NAB session, O'Hare
will outline some of the techniques
and methods his company uses to
save clients money. One area, he
noted, is utility bills that are incorrect. " Mistakes can and frequently
occur on utility bills:' he said. "Cost
Analysis unique software enables it
to check every bill and to quickly uncover where the overcharges
OCCUr

•High quality data reduction, without

required.

variable sampling rates that allow different
quality levels and recording times. A 32 kHz
sampling rate allows more than five minutes
of stereo audio.
Another floppy disk-based recorder will
be on hand at the PEP booth. Like the
Fidelipac unit, it too records on 3.5-inch
disk. Further information was not available
at press time.
360 Systems will introduce several new

8375 MELROSE DR. LENEXA, KS 66214

The company claims that it saved
clients more than $4million in 1991.
If the service doesn't save aradio station on its power bill, Cost Analysis
does not get paid, O'Hare added.

Each Tiny Tape Logs
A Full Week of Audio.
ith analog cassettes o- reel- to- reels,
logging was a chore. With Eventide's
revolutionary VR240 Digital Broadcast
Logger, logging is a competitive weapon. Now you
car. store 168 hours of audio on a single DAT cassette. Record from 1to 24 channels simultaneously
on each tape. Find any audio segment on the tape
in under one m nute.

With analog tape, logging was expensive and inconve - ient. Now :he VR240's digital technology slashes
the cost of tape stock and eliminates the need fo
dedicated storage space. A week's worth of audio
fits in your shirt pocket. A yeas worth fits in a file
drawer w th plenty of room to spare. The VR240's
option& label printer clearly identifies each tape with
a time/date ano ID stamp.

With power anc speed like that, the VR240 can do
much more than just log yoJr own station. It's easy
to monitor the competition. Keep track of the new
songs in their playlist—and the new clients in thcir
stopsets. Use other channels to record police, fire
and aircraft frequencies to give your news department an extra edge.

We don't have to tell you that staying competitive
today means Lsing every advantage you can get.
Sc' what are you waiting for? Call your broadcast
distributor for more informatior on radio's newest
sezret weapon—the VR240 Digital Broadcast Logger
from Eventide.

Eventide®
VR240 Digital
Audio Logger
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You know us as #1in tra c & billing systems.
Now get to know us as #1in digital audio!
Introducing
Dig i
Corder
The RDS Digi-Corder is the
ideal replacement for outdated cartridge machines in
the production and control
mom. Register Data Systems'
13 years of experience in automated traffic and billing
systems has created adigital
audio storage and retrieval
system so easy to use that
operators can start using it
on sight, without extensive
training.
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Introducing
RDAS Phantom DAS Phantom is a comRplete automation system
which gives you total automation control. RDAS
Phantom gives you everything you need to record,
store and play back commercials, liners, jingles, IDs and
other program elements on
the hard disk of aPC. RDAS
Phantom provides all the
necessary system commands
to operate automatically with
satellite and network programming services and interfaces easily with your
traffic and billing system.

You can use Digi-Corder in
both live and live-assist
Digi-Corder on the air.
operations. It stores any
combination of commerRDAS Phantom audio is true CD quality, with 20kHz audio
cials, liners, jingles, PSAs, and other program elements and
response
in either mono or stereo. Storage time is limited only
plays them manually or automatically. Audio is instant-start,
by the size of the hard disk, with systems ranging from 100
and the Digi-Corder is both mono and stereo compatible.
minutes to over
hours. Easy to understand on-screen menus allow virtually unlimited control of multiple satellite or
The Digi-Corder interfaces easily with any of our traffic and
network inputs and unlimited voice inputs for each source.
billing systems. Now instant digital audio is as easy as pushVoices can be overlapped with satellite or network sources.
ing a button!

10

Special introductory offer for Radio World readers

$5,500

Every break automatically filled by the traffic system is timed
right to the second by RDAS Phantom. Audio cuts may be
timed to the second when recorded. RDAS Phantom can automatically record apre-timed source from any satellite or network, schedule it, and play it back at any desired time.

Includes this complete system:

Mini Tower 386 SX
100 megabyte hard disk
meg floppy drive
Color monitor
key enhanced keyboard
Storage time: up to
minutes in stereo
up to 2 1/2 hours in mono @ 10 kHz

3.5" 1.44
S-VGA 14"
101
50

Each program element is validated for logging and to prevent
airing out-of-date material. RDAS Phantom reports the exact date and time each spot ran to the traffic system for verified logging. Instant on-screen editing is possible for any last
minute changes to schedules.

@15

RDAS Phantom can record from any source, while simultaneously playing back. All while maintaining aconstant vigil
on the satellite program and reacting to any needed command.

kHz

RDAS Phantom gives you an arsenal of powerful programming features. If you can think of it, RDAS Phantom can
do it—automatically!

Get the complete story on Digi-Corder and RDAS Phantom today.
Call us toll-free, or circle the reader service number below this ad.
Distributed Exclusively by:

Cantifuntal elLeturnie.i. ColAntation_
P.O. Box 270879 Dallas, TX 75227-0879
® 214-381-7161 Fax: 214-381-4949

Soo Us at NAB Booth 2206 & 3418

REGISTER DATA SYSTEMS
1-800-521-5222
P.O. Box 1246, Perry, GA 31069
912-987-2501 FAX: 912-987-7595
Cirdo (44) On Reader Sonrko Card
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Achievement Honorees Discuss Radio
lb- continued from page 34

engineering. How did the system evolve?
Hammett: Our firm's work with computers
started in the middle 1960s. We have gone
from punch cards on rented mainframes to
our present local area network—a DEC

NAB S&T
Adds Staff
by

John Gatski

LAS VEGAS For the firt time in
several years, the NAB's Science and
Technology department is fully
staffed—which has made preparations
for the mammoth technical sessions at
the 1992 NAB convention and other
tasks much easier, according to NAB
Senior VP of S&T Michael Rau.
With the recent addition of former
WBAL engineer Andy Butler to the
staff, the NAB now has six full-time
engineers.
"We had been in a serious overworked, understaffed position for two
years," Rau said. "Now that we are at
full staff, we are able to handle our
workload."
Currently, the staff includes Kelly
Willams, John Marino, Ken Springer,
Lynn Claudy, Butler and Rau. All are
degreed engineers; Springer and
Claudy also hold master's degrees in
electrical engineering.
Besides the planning and coordination of the annual NAB show in Las
Vegas, which includes nearly aweek
of non-stop sessions from speakers all
over the world, the department also
will handle the high definition television (HDTV) conference, Radio Montreux this summer, and the fall NAB
radio show.
The Science and Technology department also provides expertise in the
area of FCC technical regulations, and
service to NAB members, Rau added.
Rau said the full staffing of the
department allows more time for planning of future projects. Currently, nonconference projects include finalizing
the Radio Data System (RDS) standard, and completion of tests to determine protection ratios for FM with an
in-band DAB system on the first or
second adjacent channel.
Rau said future projects for Science
and Technology will include research
on technologies to enable radio stations to take advantage of data service,
not just RDS, as away to enhance their
revenues.

RISC-based UNIX platform, acting as afile
and program server. Every engineer has a
Macintosh on the local area network. We also
use Macs for CAD work and reports.

Hammett. We recently developed a very
powerful program to predict VHF and UHF
coverage in the presence of terrain obstruction. Stations find the maps we produce very
helpful in choosing the best transmitter site
or designing abooster. We achieved better
accuracy because we could correlate the
results of many proposed propagation algorithms with our 30-year database of field
strength measurements.
Edison: Computers also have made RF radiation analysis much easier. For stations that
are trying to comply with FCC rules on RFR
exposure, we have written aprogram that calculates the power cutbacks required when a
worker has to climb atower. This program
is particularly effective for antenna farms.

RW: The role of engineers at radio stations
seems to be changing. No longer do all stations have an in-house engineer. Many
groups and individual stations use consultants. What kind of impact is this having on
station operations?
Edison: The continuing improvements in the
performance, reliability, and cost of radio
broadcasting equipment has sharpened the
lines of demarcation between operations.
equipment maintenance and the design/specification of broadcast electronic components
and systems. Many excellent board operators
know little about electronics, and many excellent repair technicians know little about the
subtleties of equipment and systems design.

Picture The Top Ten
Without Neumann

Hammett: As AM, FM and TV transmitter plants have become more reliable over
the years, areduction of in-house engineers
has been inevitable. We fear that economic
pressure will continue this trend, but we
do not expect it to have much impact on
the consulting work we do, which is in design and construction, rather than operations and maintenance.

This is
no
tirne to
overpay.
W CART 200C

The World's First Flutter Correction.
99 2
a

8to

The R&C,AKT 2000 in the only cart inacitine to incorporate
maim, Thin «nude-decode system needo apilot tone on ti
Playback, the pilot in FM demodulated to drive two dedivat
time delay inntinanini to achieee up to a51.» wow and flotte
l'or the fient time, eart wow and flutter te roducod oleuela
finent reel-towel remelt-an.

Active Phase Error Correction.
Thie nemenixating eircuitry detects uutotphase
10k/right audio compel:elate of any prorecorded cart
only cart machine matie that <ma &dreamt-fit* and
time delay networkii to iMrnee please error. Up to 90*
turrected in end time, ea the cart plays.
Listeners will immediately notice the cleaner and brigi
cart reproduced on an R.SCART Afi0.

It's impossible to think about top
recordings, performances, broadcasts or films
without Neumann microphones. For more than 60
years, studios have relied upon Neumann's unique
combination of classic engineering and advanced
technology. These are the microphones by which
all others are judged. Nothing else comes close.
When you are ready, the best awaits...
THE SOUND O F SUCCESS

See it in NAB Booth 1420
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RW: What are some ofthe new technologies
(DAB, RDS, improved antenna designs) that
radio engineers and engineering consultants
will face in the next 10 years?
Hammett: We are following DAB and have
been of some assistance to the NAB and to
USA Digital Radio. It is, of course, obvious
that the digital techniques will predominate
in the years ahead, and that is where young
engineers should seek to be proficient. However, we think the analog world is not going
to go away, and we expect to see afair amount
of activity in the consolidation of AM transmitting facilities by diplexing and by migration into the expanded bands.

Edison: Our first program was used to optimize directional antenna patterns for the
minimum number of towers and best coverage. Since 1968, all of our DA designs have
been optimized with the towers seldom in
straight lines anymore.
Later, we digitized the U.S. M3 ground
conductivity map to eliminate the need to
manually calculate field strengths using the
equivalent distance method. We sold that
database and the associated programs to the
FCC for them to use to check applications.

Digital Aural Program
Transmission System

NB

Another program for studying public RFR
exposure draws maps of ground-level power
flux densities.

In earlier days, all of these talents were
maintained in-house by each broadcaster.
Now the technology has progressed to the
point that the major emphasis is rightly
placed on the art and the economics of broadcasting. However, in my opinion, there will
always be aplace within our industry for
competent engineers, technicians, and operators to design, install, maintain, and operate the tools to communicate with the world's
listeners and viewers.

Neumann USA

Call or write for your free
copy of our microphone field guide.

6Vista Drive, PO Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371
Tel: 203.434.5220 • FAX: 203.434.3148
West Coast Tel: 818.780.1229 • FAX: 818.780.1259
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The Best Sounding Machine Made.
perk, audio quality is onaurod tin high speed amplifi
rmung with no bias trapri, an 12%394 hosed um
electronic inalanfm•. , •'•••`'

amp, and

Just call us.
1-800-523-2133
RaDIO SYSTEMS INC.
See us at NAB booth#

4826
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We're Off To See The Wizard!
...at the NAB Spring Show!
booth #5420
Prophet Systems, Inc. will be at the NAB Spring Show with aspecial preview of
The Wizard. The creators of Audio Prophet have taken the Audio Prophet System into
the next century and beyond! The much anticipated Wizard will offer unprecedented
production and playback capabilities:

U
T
o
M
A

i Real time digital editing.
I
Full production copy word processor.
I
Full 8r satellite automation, as well as live operation.
i 52 X 16 stereo audio cross-point switcher.
Up to 16 audio stations.
Full redundancy.
I
Up to 32 word processing/traffic stations.
Remote control operation.
Modem access.
Also on display will be

CD Automation
Another new product to the broadcast industry from Prophet Systems, Inc..
CD Automation:
1/ can be operated live or as awalk-away automation system.
is fully capable of functioning as astand-alone system, or it can be
coupled with the Audio Prophet Digital Broadcast System to allow
for voice tracking.

Prophet Systems, Inc.
Prophet Systems, Inc. is providing innovative ideas which are defining
the future of broadcasting for, at Prophet Systems, Inc., the future of digital
broadcasting is right now!

1-800-658-4403
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Computer Automation Technology Matures
by Alex Zavistovich
LAS VEGAS The fledgling technology
of hard disk storage for digital audio radio applications has come to afork in the road.
One of the branches combines digital audio workstations such as the Studer Dyaxis
or OtaniProDisk 464, and recorders like the
Fidelipac DCR 1000. This branch is most
closely related to production equipment or
source gear for radio broadcasting.
The second branch lies in automated station operation. This road embraces avariety
of devices. New hard disk systems allow for
the recording and playback of commercial
spots and songs in alive, live-assist or walkaway automation mode.
The result is almost complete integration
of all the day-to-day operations of atypical
radio station, plus some of the same editing
features available in digital audio workstations. All in asingle PC—or in some cases,
alocal area network of PC substations.
The most recent entrant in the race is Pacific Recorders & Engineering. The company is expected to introduce ahard disk system at the NAB convention this year.
I'M plans to display its expanded DigiCenter system. DigiCenter has five operating systems, including digital cartridge
machine, satellite automation control, live
assist capability, program automation and
interface to traffic/accounting/billing systems.
Broadcast Electronics will show two storage and automation devices the company first
unveiled at last year's NAB. The AudioVAULT digital audio storage device and the

CORE 2000 program automation system
each will be available for inspection at the BE
booth.
Arralcis Systems will show the Digilink,
which was introduced last year. The Digilink
is adigital audio cart recorder that provides
automation for satellite, CD and tape.
The Digilink will also be shown at the
Harris-Allied booth. Harris-Allied also intends to display the MacroMedia Audisk,
also adigital audio storage and automation
system for satellite music, live assist or any
combination.
Gentner Communications will show the
DAWN (Digital Audio Workstation Network). A LAN-based system, DAWN ties together the basic station operations of traffic
and billing with music and spot scheduling.
Not So Hard
Wheatstone's booth will feature the Not So
Hard Disk, astorage and retrieval system for
music and spots. The monitor and keyboard
can be located alongside the on-air console,
separate from the hard disk recorder.
Prophet Systems is expected to return with
its Audio Prophet CD automation system.
The Audio Prophet is designed for live or
walkaway operation, either as astand-alone
unit or interfaced with the Audio Prophet
Digital Broadcast System. The device works
with three 60-CD Sony CDK006 jukeboxes;
Music Librarian software is included.
Custom Business Systems Inc. (CBSI) will
introduce CBS! for Windows, which allows
multiple tasking in CBS! programs. Also
new is CustomNet, which provides consoli-

dated traffic/billing for multiple stations at
one location.
The Management will be showing several
established products, including the Digital
DJ audio hard disk and satellite controller;
EZ-Log, Simple Log and SuperLog traffic
systems and Digital DJ interface; and Music
Log, acomputer music selector that interfaces to the Digital DJ.
On hand from 13ASYS Automation Systems
will be avariety of integrated automation systems for radio, including newsroom computer systems, multichannel automation and
turnkey engineering and design services.
Exhibit plans from Rodman-Brown & Associates include the Desk Jockey digital automation system, aPC-based digital audio

automation system with 14-day walkaway
time and seven hours of stereo audio storage.
Desk Jockey Lite, a similar system with
scaled-back hardware, is also available. Both
of these devices will be displayed at the
Broadcasters General Store booth.
The TM Century booth will have on display the company's satellite commercial
player, ahard disk digital audio commercial
player for live radio, and computerized sixpack CD players with hard disk digital audio for spots. A computerized CD jukebox
with hard disk digital audio will also be featured.
Register Data Systems will show the RDAS digital automation system for record
and playback of spots, jingles, liners and IDs.
RDAS can be interfaced to satellite systems
as well as any of the five different
sales/traffic/billing/accounting systems
continued on page 44 10-
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Sierro Madre, California

DigiStor n Vdij-e-stor 1: a digital message storage
system ideally suited for radio and TV station " information lines," e.g., concert information, ski report,
sports, etc., and will store up to 4 minutes of audio
for automatic playback via a regular telephone line

Features:
M56/64 Kb/s
Switchable
Power Supply
II Portable or
Rack Mount
II1Comr plies with
CC f1G.722
M7.5 KHz Full Duplex Audio
BIdeal for Studio-to-Studio Links

OM%

COMREX DIGITAL CODECS provide wideband,
%rile
Comrex Digital
two-way audio to put listeners right at the scene for
Audio Excellence
sports, news, weather and more. The Comrex Codec
allows broadcasters to take advantage of the new digital
telephone services which are fast becoming an excellent low-cost
alternative to satellite links or dedicated lines.
Our codecs can be used with switched 56 Kb/s and 64 Kb/s
(ISDN) services as well as dedicated digital lines. The versatility
and intelligence built into the Codec assure compatibility with
virtually any digital telephone network, so all you have to do is
plug it in and turn it on.

(The message is stored in digital memory with battery
back-up) 2: DigiStor can be programmed to play the
message only once, or continuously until the caller
hangs up; there is no re- cue time- the caller always
hears the message from the beginning 3: records from
a microphone or from tape deck or studio
DIGITAL

Call the broadcast experts at Harris Allied for more
definition on the DigiStor by Henry Engineering.

Call or fax us for complete information plus our useful
notes on "How to Order and Use Digital Phone Service."

Heuzlnus

ALLIED

commr
Comrex Corporation
65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
800-237-1776 508-263-1800
Fax 508-635-0401

BROADCAST

u

Comrex (UK) Ltd.
75 The Grove, Ealing
London W5 5LL, UK
II81-579-9143 Fax 081-840-0018

r
-

EQUIPMENT

-u r

Fax ( 317) 966-0623 • In Canada ( 800) 268-6817
1992 Hams Allied
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Source Gear Develops High Profile
0- continued from page 36
upgrades for the DigiCart including the
Model DRC remote controller, data compression software allowing six times more
storage, a digital audio interface for
AES/EBU and SPIDF interfaces and Software Release 2.0 for video post production.
Denon will showcase the new DN-951FA
CD cart player, the upgraded version of the
DN-950FA.
Not all of the cart products to be displayed
are digital, however. Some are the tried and
true analog format, like those available from
Broadcast Electronics, Radio Systems or Pacific Recorders & Engineering. Each of those
companies will display its trusted cart machine lines at the show.
ITC will debut the Series 2cart machine
and introduce the DPR-612 digital program
repeater that allows quality storage of mono
programs.
Audio Dynamics plans to show its AD-401
retrofit board for the ITC Type-99 cart
machines. It features DNR noise reduction
and an exclusive equalizer design that boosts
frequency response. The company's other
products will include the AD-302 retrofit for
the ITC Delta Series.

Workstations
DigiDesign will debut its Sound Tools II,
astereo hard disk recorder/editors systems.
It features the Sound Design II audio editing
software, anew high speed sound accelerator and apro audio interface with four analog in/outs and two digital in/outs.

At the AKG booth, the DSE-7000 digital
audio workstation will be on display. The
DSE-7000 features eight-track multichannel
record capability, scrub wheel editing and
new software.
Bradley Broadcast also will show the AKG
DSE-7000 digital audio workstation; the
company also will introduce the Middle Atlantic Series of equipment racks.

The Mara ntz CD recorder brings this technology into amore affordable price range.
Otan Corporation will feature the ProDisk
464 digital audio workstation and the DDR10 digital two-track replacement.
Distributor Crouse-Kimsey will display
several digital audio lines including the Otani
Pro-Disk 464 multitrack digital recorder,
Otani DDR-10, and the Denon DN-970FA.
ASC Audio Video Corp. plans to show the
Virtual Recorder, a random access
player/recorder with re-writable optical disk.
It is controlled by RS-422, allowing it to

Join the L1915 Signature
Console Crowd

Over 1000 licensed U.S. radio stations
Hundreds of international stations
Hundreds of college stations
Discover why the LPB Signature may be radio's most popular console:
• an unparalleled record of reliability and longevity
• clearly labelled screw-terminal connections for painless installation
• modular electronics for easy maintenance
• superior RFI immunity
Signature's standard features set new standards of flexibility:
• 3inputs per channel • 2identical output buses
• remote starts
• tape outputs for each bus
• internal monitor, headphone • mono/stereo input switches
and cue speaker amps
( on stereo consoles)
Signature options add even more versatility:
• mix- minus plug-in module
(mounting kit for mono consoles)

interface with any existing edit controller,
according to the company.
New England Digital will highlight the
latest version of its MultiArc, aMacintoshbased audio editing software, as well as
demonstrations of the LucasArt SoundDroid.
Established products will include the New
England Digital audio workstations: PostPro
and Post Pro SD.

• mono mixdown plug-in module
for stereo consoles

Signature is available in asize to fit your station and your budget:
• stereo 6, 8, 10 or 12 channel • mono 6, 8or 10 channel
It's easy to join the LPB Signature Console Crowd—just call your broadcast
distributor. For full information and specifications, contact LPB.

Pacific Recorders & Engineering would
give advance details on the planned introduction of its new ADX digital audio production
system, but demonstrations are planned at its
booth, the company said.
Sentry Systems brings to the digital recording realm, the DS-1, an economical solution
for storage of commercials, jingles, liners,
etc., the company said.
Studer will introduce the new Dyaxis
the D820 DAT recorder, D740 CD recorder
and the Digital Cartridge Replacement Center. The Studer Dyaxis Lite, with its new hardware controller will also be shown, as will the
Dyaxis MacMix software upgrade. Also on
hand will be the Studer Digitec NUMISYS
digital audio cart replacement system.
Smart Broadcast will show its Smartcaster
digital audio system, the Smartcart digital
cart machine and its line of CD-based digital audio. Broadcast Supply West will feature
equipment lines from 360 Systems, Digital
Audio Labs and Studer.
WaveFrame will introduce time compression/expansion for the WaveFrame 1000, a

WIRELESS CABLE
• WIRELESS WITHIN STUDIES
• EARLY WARNING ( FLAG) DATA
• TERRAIN SHADOWING PLOTS
• POPULATION COUNTING1990 CENSUS (
With Ethnics
and Demographics)
• FULL CONTACT DATA (
Name,
Address & Telephone Number)
• TRANSMITTER-ANTENNA

(Manufacturer and Model Number)
• DIRECTORIES- STATE AND
REGIONAL
• ON-LINE REMOTE ACCESS

dataworàld
service
A

of OW,

RO. Box 30730, Bethesda, Maryland 20814
FAX ( 301) 656-5341

28 Bacton Hill Road • Frazer. PA 19355 USA • Tel 215-644-1123 • Fax .215-644-8651

(301) 652-8822

(800) 368-5754

digital mixer for the WaveFrame 400 and a
compact disc recording interface for the
WaveFrame 1000.
Siemens will have several new lines at its
NAB booth including Siemens audio
processing systems, the Mitsubishi X-880EX
digital audio multitrack recorder and Mitsubishi X-862E master recorder. The AMS
AudioFile PLUS 16 hard disk digital audio
recording and editing system will be shown
in a16-output version, along with the AMS
Logic 1console, designed to work integrally
with the AudioFile system.
From AKAI, new products will include
the DD1000 Version 2.0 software (for the
DD1000 magneto-optical disk recorder) with
compression/expansion capability and RS
422 machine control with DAT backup; and
the S1100 Version 2.0 software (for the S1100
digital sampler), that adds digital recording
directly to magneto-optical disks.
Corporate Computer Systems has announced the CDO-2000 digital MUSICAM
codec with AES/EBU input and output. The
CDQ-2000 MUSICAM codee and the Micro
line of mono codecs also will be on display.
Audio Processing Technology will introduce the DSM-100 two-channel duplex
system that utilizes apt-X 100 SCS100 and
SDS100 stereo encoder and decoder boards,
plus modem and telecom interfaces with
ISDN multiplexer. The unit is said to provide
full bandwidth audio transmission over single or multiple 56/64 kbps data lines.
CDs and DAT8
Harris-Allied will be showing the new
Maranta CDR600 stand-alone CD recorder
that will sell for less than $8,000. It represents
"a breakthrough in price/performance for
compact disc recording," according to the
company.
Broadcast Services will feature its full digital audio product line including digital cart
machines, CD players, digital audio work stations, and headphone amp for monitoring digital sources.
Sony will debut its PCM-7010 time code
DAT recorder and the DPS-M7 sonic modulator that features modulation-based effects,
advanced 20 bit, HDLC pulse D/A converters, 32-bit processing with 100-factory and
256 user preset capability. Other Sony
products on display will be the CDP-2700 CD
player, PCM 2300 and PCM 2700 DAT
recorders.
Alesis has announced it will display the
ADAT digital audio recorder, AI-1ADAT to
AES/EBU and SPDIF digital audio interface
with sample rate conversion, and Model 1622
mixer. Of particular interest is the ADAT
recorder, which allows eight-track digital audio recording on an S-VHS video tape format.
Look for Yamaha's new YPDR 601 professional CD recorder and its DMC 1000 alldigital, automated mixing console as well as
the PM 4000 console.
Radio Systems will have its RS-7000 DAT
machine, which is less expensive than the
RS-1000, but still offering exceptional performance for on-air and studio use.
Fostex will introduce the Fostex Model
PD-2, aportable timecode DAT recorder,
featuring internal generator for all four formats with jam sync capability and timecode
loop and output jacks, video sync and work
sync I/Os.
Panasonic will exhibit its well-established
lines of DAT recorders including the SV3900 computer controlled recorder, the SV3700 professional recorder and the SV-255
portable recorder.
Revox will show its new C221 professional
CD player as well as the C270, C274, C278
reel-to-reel recorders.
Besides its established line of turntable
equipment, including cartridges, mats,
continued on page 47 so-
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PURE EXCITEMENT.
1

I

It's louder and cleaner
" than the 8100A.
Bill Ruck, Engineering Manager,
KFOG, San Francisco.

Looks like you did
it again; what a
machine, and the
manual is great!

ll ...

t...oil

This is the most incredible
audio processor Ihave
ever heard!!
Ronald Sweatte, Engineering Manager,
KUBE, Seatde.

OPTIMOD FM

George Bisso, Director ot
Engineering, KMPS, Seattle.

Sounds so good
"
that the jocks
thought they were m
monitoring program.
k

Chip Morgan,
Chip Morgan Broadcast Engineering.

There are 8200 units in
WOK, New York and KPWR,
Los Angeles. Both have
exceeded our expectations. ;
Terry Grieger, Vice President of Engineering,
Emmis Broadcasting.

During evaluation, we had
it sounding like we
wanted in 10-12 minutes. 00
Jett Gulick, Chiet Engineer,
WNCI, Columbus, Ohio.

Stations around the country are taking advantage of the power, potential and
profitability of the OPTIMOD-FM 8200. Don't be the last in your market.
Call your dealer now to hear the power of OPTIMOD—in pure digital.

.+.D 1992 AKG Acoustics, Inc.
Urban and Optimod are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
rAKG is aregistered trademark of Akustische u. Kino-Gerâte Ges.m.b.H, Austria.

See Us tit NAB Booth 1421/22

orbon

A Division of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
1525 Alvarado Street, San Leandro, CA 94577 USA
Tel: ( 1) 513/351-3500 Fax: ( I) 510/351-0500
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sor. Each has fiber optic I/Os to keep information in the digital domain. The company also will show its full line of teleconferencing, pro audio and broadcast
products.
Audio Animation, makers of the
taneous effects processors, the MEQ 230
dual 1/3 octave precision equalizer, and the paragon-transmission digital audio processor, will introduce an FM stereo genera3630 RMS/peak dual channel comprestor card option for the device. The paragonsor/limiter with gate.
transmission also will be operating the new
Circuit Research Labs (CRL) will display the Amigo, alow-cost stereo process- Version 2.2 system software, including sixband parametric EQ and phase matrixing.
ing system with built-in stereo generator.
Also on hand will be CRL's complete line
Aphex Systems will show a host of its
of processing products for AM, FM and effects processors, such as the new Model
shortwave applications; the dynafex single- 400 Digicoder stereo generator and the
ended noise reduction system; aprogram9901 parametric EQ. Other products to be
displayed by Aphex include the 320 Commable four-band stereo processing system;
pellor compressor/leveler, the 720 Domiand aprogrammable mic processor.
A real-time event sequencer will also be nator H peak limiter, the 723 Dominator
II transmission limiter, and the 124A level
displayed by CRL.
matching interface.
New from Eventide is the BD1002 digiA real square wave
tal video delay, avideo/audio delay for obRadio Systems will introduce what they
scenity protection during live broadcasts.
say is the first broadcast audio processor
The H3000B UltraHarmonizer for broadincorporating Dolby "S"-type technology.
Dubbed the RS-SQUARED, the unit is a cast and post-production will also be on
stand-alone, encode-decode system for display, offering 70 broadcast presets.
broadcast noise reduction. It is designed to
Squashed and stretched
improve the noise performance of any
Symetrix will use the NAB convention
brand of cart machine, as well as other tape
sources and STL links. The RS-SQUARED to debut the 425 dual compressor/limiter/
also incorporates Radio Systems' single- expander. The 425 operates in stereo or
dual mono modes, employing downward
ended stereo phase correction.
Dolby Labs plans to display the Model expansion and compression with peak
limiting to guard against overload distorDP90, atwo-channel Dolby AC-1digital
tion. The company also plans to show the
encoder for point-to-multipoint and direct528 voice processor and 511A single-ended
to-consumer broadcast applications. The
noise reduction.
company also plans to show the
DP501/DP502 encoder/decoder units kn.its
Studio Technologies, Inc. will display
the Generation II stereo simulator and
AC-2digital audio coding process, as well
as the 430 series background noise supAN-2 stereo simulator, in addition to the
Mic-PreEminence two-channel micropressor system.
phone preamplifier for broadcast and
Gentner Communications will show the
recording applications.
Lazer 2.0 digital FM limiter/stereo genercontinued on page 55 00ator, and the Prizm 2.0 digital audio proces-

Analog Still Strong in Processing
by Alex Zavistovich
LAS VEGAS As with most categories
of equipment in broadcasting these days,
the digital craze has swept through the field
of audio processing. Despite this surge in
digitally-based products, however, anumber of manufacturers are showing processing equipment that operates in the analog
domain.
Following is an overview of products expected to be on hand, in both analog and
digital formats, in the categories of audio
processing, muting, switching, and amplification.
A European manufacturer, T.C. Electronic of Denmark, will display the M5000
digital audio mainframe, auser-expandable
digital signal processor. The M5000 uses
the company's DARCTM (digital audio
reverb co-processor) technology. Programs
include reverb, ambience and pitch shift effects. Standard interfaces include MIDI,
RAM card and SMPTE (in).
A lot is going on under the banner of
AKG Acoustics. BSS, Orban and dbx, each
adivision of AKG, have awide range of
new audio processing products.
BSS will unveil the FCS 928, adigitally
controlled parametric EQ system that displays both systems RIA and the computed
response curve of combined filters. The
company also will exhibit its complete line
of graphic and dynamic equalizers, limiters
and other signal processors.
Orban will show the new Orban 460

compressor/limiter. The product will be
displayed alongside the Orban 8200 FM
digital processor, Optimod-AM, -FM, and
-TV audio processing systems, and arange
of compressor/limiters, equalizers, and ink
processing.
As for dbx, the company will show its
Production, Performer and 900 Series signal processing equipment.
Under the umbrella
Another umbrella company, JBL, will
have product introductions from JBL
Professional, UREI and Audio/Digital.
JBL Professional, in addition to its line
of loudspeakers, monitors and power amplifiers, intends to feature the M44 fourchannel noise gate and the M712 twochannel gating compressor/limiter.
UREI will show the LA-10 single channel compressor/limiter, the LA-12 dual
channel compressor/limiter and the LA-22
dual channel parametric compressor/limiter/expander. Audio/Digital plans
to display the TC-4 broadcast digital
processor with 6.5 second profanity delay.
Siemens Audio, parent company to Neve
and AMS Professional Audio Products,
will show the AMS S-DMX dual-channel
digital delay, the AMS RMX-16 digital
reverb and the Neve HRC-1 digital stereo
high resolution A-D/D-A converter.
Alesis, acompany previously best known
for audio processing in the musical instrument and recording industries, will show
the Quadraverb and Midiverb III simul-

Computer Automation Matures
lb- continued from page 41

With the whole world turning
to Stereo, why in the world
broadcast in AM Mono?
Join the stereo world community with C-QUAM...
broadcasting in 17 countries (B), the national standard in 5 (S).
For details on the Motorola C-QUAM AM Stereo System,
call Don Wilson collect at 708/576-3592. Fax 708/576-5479.

Register Data has developed for broadcasters.
A new digital editing option has been added
to Computer Concepts Corporation's Digital
Commercial System (DCS). The system is a
PC-based product that allows digital recording to ahard disk, editing and on-the-air playback of astation's inventory of commercials,
liners, jingles and other spots. APT's apt-X
compression is available as an option.
Tennaplex Systems is marketing the Music Manager, aPC-based music storage and
scheduling system that can interface to traffic and accounting programs. The Music
Manager uses technology from Pristine Systems and Antex.
Pristine Systems will itself be exhibiting a
product at the NAB: the Pristine music
management and commercial control system
(Pristine MMCS). The MMCS is a PCbased scheduling and on-air playback controller utilizing CD and DAT players, hard
disk audio and relay-triggered sources.
New from Decision Inc. is Version 6.0 of

Digital Aural Program
Transmission System
See it in NAB Booth 1420

11/10TOROLA
C-OUAir SETTING TI« INDUSTRY STANDARD
C.OUPAP IS A REGISTERED TRADEYIAlfiX Of 1.10,090.A INC

See Us At NAB Beetle 4201
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the company's Broadcast System III, a
management information system for radio
and TV. The traffic, scheduling, logging,
sales and financial software can run on any
MS-DOS, OS/2 or UNIX, as well as new
models of the IBM RISC System 6000 computers.
Touch the music
Gefen Systems will display "Touch the
Music," apicture database background music system that employs atouchscreen and
100 CD changer. The CDJ Classic Pro Music System, abackground music system for
broadcast will also available, as will the
M&E organizer system and computer interface for the Panasonic SV 3900.
Sentry Systems will not be on the main
show floor, opting instead for asuite in the
Hilton next door. The company will unveil
the new DS-1digital audio recorder for storage of commercials, jingles and liners. Format Sentry PC-based automation system will
also be available.
Media Touch will display the MediaDisk
networked mass storage digital audio system,
which operates on aNovell network and uses
Dolby compression. The OmniPLAY automation/live assist system and the OpLOG
will also be on hand; all three can be integrated with MediaDISK digital audio.
Visitors to the Columbine Systems booth
can expect to see the Columbine Sales system, which provides spot and media
scheduling, logging and inventory management and sales analysis. Also, the Columbine Master control system automates the
operation of any size broadcast or cable television station.
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Imagine a digital audio workstation capable of handing the most demarding

broadcast production applications. Imagine automation features as powerful

as those found on the most sophisticated recording consoles. Imagine this

unparalleled level of performance being as intuitive and easy to use as a PR&E

console. Visit our booth at NAB ' 92 as we introduce the revolutionary new ADX

System and see how PR&E has taken digital audio into the next generation.

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporatimt
2070 Las Palmas [ rive
Carlsbad, CA 92009
619-438-3911

NAB ' 92 Booth 381:'

FAX 619-438-9277

DESIGNS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
See Us at NAB Booth 3812
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THE OPTIONS
GET EVE N BETTER
Series 2

The New Series 2 Offers Enhanced Features
Broadcasters Have Been Asking For:
For Demanding Production —
Dolby HX Pro Headroom Extension*,
Tape Timer, Cool Operation.
For Demanding Installations —
Heavy- Duty XLR's, Active Balanced
Inputs & Outputs, An Autorangino
Power Supply.
And Much More.
TM

Series 1
Since its introduction in 1990, the popular Series 1
has earned a reputation for Performance, Reliability, and Value.

VVh chever Option You Choose, Tha Quality and Features
Needed To Remain Competitive Are Assured.
And, Of Course, Both Series 1 & Series 2 Include The
Adoed Confidence Of ITC's 4 Year Limited Warranty.
An Industry Exclusive!

For More Information On ITC Products,
Cpritact These Authorized Distributors:
Audio Broadcast Group:

800-999-9281

Broadcast Services Company:

800-525-1037

Broadcast Supply West:

800-426-8434

Harris/Allied Broadcast Equipment:

800-622-0022

Norheast Broadcast Lab:

800-227-1093

Dolby HX Prontl Fieadroom Extension originatec by Bang & °User, and manufactured under license
from D,)1by Labo -atories Licensing Corporation

Since 1969, ITC has set the standarls for cartridge machine quality and performance,
providing over 70,000 machines to broadcasters worldwide.

International Tapetronics Corporation
P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, IL 61702-0241
TEL 800-447-0414; 309-828-1381
FAX: 309-828-1386
See Us at NAB Booth 1208
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Microphone Technology Is Picking Up
by Arthur Cole
LAS VEGAS The next generation of
microphones, monitors and headphones is
expected to debut at NAB with ahost of companies parading their latest wares.
Shure Bros. will show it FP410 portable automatic mixer as well as the VP64 ENG handheld mic. Also available will be the VP88 MS
stereo condenser, the Lseries wireless system
and the AMS automatic system.
beyerdynamic products will be out in
force, including the new MC833 stereo
ENG/EFP microphones as well as its MCE
52 and 53 miniature instrument mics for
wireless applications. Also, there will be the
DT2ll, 311 and 411 monitoring headphones.
Beyer's existing lines of microphones, headsets and related accessories will be available
as well.
Stereo mics
Siemens Audio Inc. will present the AMS
Soundfield Mk V microphone, acoincident
M/S stereo mic that uses the advanced Bformat. The AMS ST-250 portable M/S stereo mic also will be available.
Telex Communications Inc. will display its
new Micrornini series of lapel mics, as well
as the Microneck line of goosenecks. Also,
lightweight V-100 headsets and the FMR-100
wireless mic receiver will be available.
ElectroVoice will present arange of new
microphones and monitors. On the microphone side, the RE27N/D combines patented

High Profile
Source Gear
110- continued from page 42

preamps and headphones, Stanton Magnetics has announced it will introduce the
CD-22 professional CD player at NAB.
Tapes and accessories
audiopak plans to show its full line of
broadcast cartridges including the A-2, AA3, and AA-4. The latter is designed for
recording audio that has extended frequency response and expanded headroom.
DIC Digital's display will feature its standard line of DATs including the MQ Series,
aprofessional DAT cassette that has an extra two-minute capacity so test tones and
pre-roll ID's can be mastered without cutting into program time.
Accurate Sound Corp. will introduce the
AS-4000 standard cassette logger recorder
that allows 24 hour recording on one 90
minute cassette, and the AS-0100 tape handler reel to reel.
Garner Industries will show its new 682
Series of bulk degaussers for audio, video
and computers, and the established Eliminator 4000 degausser.
Research Technology International (RTI)
plans to have its full line of tape degaussers
as well, the company said.
Russco Electronics will show the MARK
VI turntable, the CD1000 CD adapter, and
its line of amps, preamps, mixers and distribution amps.
3M will unveil anew line of magnetic
film tape and show its line of professional
tape and accessories including the 3M 275
digital audio mastering tape, 3M PRO DAT
and 3M AUD DAT cassettes.
Redwood Marketing said it will display its
line of broadcast and studio audio consoles.

N/DYM and Variable-D technologies for
better high- and low-frequency quality The
RE38N/D puts the same N/DYM technology
into ahigh-performance dynamic cardioid.
The CP212 and 218 are miniature backelectret condenser mics designed for highquality broadcast.

EV's new CP212 mic, with gooseneck
Swintek Communications will present its
new wireless lapel and handheld mics for
UHF and VHF as well is its new VHF fullduplex intercoms. The company's existing
lines of wireless end clips for handhelds as
well as its four-channel wireless audio switch
and encrypted microphones will also be
available.
Up on wireless
Vega Wireless Systems will roll out its
IFB-4 wireless IFB/PL transmitter as well as
the new PL-2miniature belt-worn receivers.
The company will also display the UHF
"600 Series" wireless microphone system as
well as the "Q" Plus wireless intercom system.
Neumann will also be on hand, showing
its new vocal microphones, the KMS-140 and
the ICMS-150. The company will also display
its KMR81 and 82 shotguns and the RSM191
stereo shotgun.
Distributor Crouse-Kimzey Co. will present Audio Technica's AT 4033 microphone
along with numerous other offerings.
Tannoy/TGI North America will show
Bruel and Kjaer Series 4000 mics, including
ornni, hi-intensity omni and cardioid designs.

Tannoy's System 8NFM reference near field
studio monitor will be available as well.
AKG Acoustics Inc. will roll out its TriPower vocal and instrument mics, as well as
its C647 condenser gooseneck. AKG's existing line of mics, headphones, stands and accessories will also be on display.
Quested, adivision of AKG, will also be
on hand displaying its line of monitor
systems.
New mics
Meanwhile, Audio-Technica U.S. Inc. will
present ahost of new microphones, namely,
the AT831E remote-powered miniature cardioid condenser, the ATM63HE "Hi Energy"
hypercandioid dynamic ink and the AT4033
studio condenser. Also available will be the
CP8403 multiple mic stand clamp, as well as
the company's existing lines of condensers
and DAT recording mics.
Altec Lansing will be on hand showing
its 11674C automatic mic mixer, ahandsoff, gain sharing, multiple mic system. The
8553B tamper- proof, programmable
equalizer will also be available.
Crown International will show its CM230 tridundant microphone, which contains
three supercardioid capsules in a single
housing. Also on display will be the CM31 supercardioid condenser microphone
equipped with atubular power supply.
Crown also will show the SASS-P MK
II stereo condenser mic featuring the company's PZM technology, and the LM-300
gooseneck supercardioids with alow-cut
switch that reduces breath pops and handling noise.
Gotham Audio Corp. will highlight the
Microtech Gefell microphones for which
the company is the domestic distributor.
This includes the so-called "Perestroika"
microphone from East Germany.
Folding back
Studio Technologies Inc. will display its
new IFB Plus series, ahighly integrated,
two-channel interruptible fold-back system
for ENG and SNG trucks. Also, the company's Mic Pre-Eminence pre-amp will be
featured, as well as the AN-2, ISS and
Generation II stereo simulators.
From RTS comes a range of new
products, including the new V-Series headphones, the SSA324 system-to-system in-

BIG . . . RICH... FULL DIMENSION CONCERT SOUND
CP-2013
COMPROC
The CP2013 is the only composite processor
with a fast, peak responding AGC. Why? Because most AGC
amplifiers are too "envelope destructive" to be used in this
way.

The benefits?
• Incredible spatial effect due to enhanced L- R
• Eliminates excessive subsonic energy
• Much cleaner than conventional composite clippers
• 1.5dB louder, due to low second harminic clipper

terface, the SAP612 source assign panel,
the 2250 quad galvanic isolated buffer amp,
the TIF950 series telephone interface and
enhanced editing capabilities to its System
Management and IKP950 PCS production
control stations.
Systems Wireless Ltd. will show off its
System 800 UHF wireless intercom system
that features atone security circuit. The company will also feature the new Lectrosonics
DR195 diversity system that operates in either
VHF or UHF.
Sennheiser Electronic Corp. will unveil
its HMD20 supaural broadcast monitor
headphone and the HMD250 circumaural
studio monitor headphone. Existing products
continued on page 58 10-

Air Cooled
Dummy Loads
now in power
ratings of
5kVV, 10kVV,
15kVV, 25kVV,
35kVV, 50kW,
and 75k\N
with low VSVVR
that is stable
under power
with a
frequency range
of 60hz to
240Mhz.
QUIET
COMPACT
PORTABLE
•

-rage
iirdetege
Wi Me/

ALTRONIC
RESEARCH
INC.
CI For ( OMEGRLINE) RF
Coaxial Load Resistors
•

Other features include two composite outputs, and a

WATER AND AIR COOLED
MODELS FROM 5 to 200KVV
•

new zero phase shift pilot feed-through circuit requiring no
setup.

CALL TOLL FREE
1- 800- 482- LOAD

BIG SOUND . . .
MEANS BIG NUMBERS
CALL NOW ! ! !

HINIAT I
HINDES Jinc

42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277 • (203) 935-9066 • ( 203) 935-9242
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P.O. Box 249
Yel lville, AR 72687
(501)449-4093
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Tops
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ON ALL
THE CHARTS
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CHR. Country. Gold. AOR. A/C. Jazz.
Stations in every format have made the
Audiometrics CD10 CD Cart Machine one
of the most popular CD players in broadcasting.
That's probably because we designed
the CD10 after listening to our customers
talk about other CD players. So it has
something for everyone in the station.
Jocks love the familiar CD Cart system that makes playing a CD as easy as
slapping in atape cart. They also appreciate the CD1O's advanced linear tracking
system that cuts Start lag time to under
200 milliseconds, and the programmable
EOM ( End Of Message) indicator with 5to
35 seconds of "early warning" time.
Program Directors like the way CD Carts keep expensive disks

The cartridge port door that keeps dust and contamination

as safe as the original jewel box. Dust, ashes, coffee, chair rollers,

out of empty players got their attention too. But it's the

and other "gremlins" that can destroy the value of a music library

CD1O's rugged construction That really caught their eyes —

never get to do their dirty work. Another programming favorite is the

broadcast- ready XLR outputs and remote interface, three -

CD1O's unique Autolock feature that won't release the disk until the

across rack mount design, heavy aluminum deck plate,

music stops, no matter how hard an absent-minded DJ tugs on it.

edge- mounted circuit boards with extender cards.

Engineers have helped make the CD10 a hot seller

The second generation Audiometrics CD- 10 CD Cart Machine.

because it runs cooler than any other CD cart player. They

Advanced, broadcaster- designed features that set new standards

like the way we mounted the Sony optical pickup and track-

for skip-free reliability. For the best way to air CDs, there's only one

ing assembly on a heavy duty servo- driven hinged platform,

place to call: Harris Allied, the people who've sold more CD car-

eliminating spring clamps that lose strength with heavy use.

tridge players than all other dealers combined.

(
111
/
1 HARRIS
ALLIED
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
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-

Fax 317- 966-0623 • In Canada 800-268-6817
"Call me, I'm interested." Circle ( 30)

'Send me literature.'

Circle ( 175)
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Console Products Exhibit Variety
by Arthur Cole
LAS VEGAS Console manufacturers
will make a strong showing at the NAB
convention this year—a number of companies are introducing new product lines.
Some console manufacturers also build
studio furniture, and will also have that
equipment on display. For example,
Wheatstone's line of custom, pre-wired
studio furniture will be available at the
company's booth. Arrakis plans to display its Modulux, Modulux II, Supreme
Systems and Modulink furniture.
These and other companies are competing with the manufacturers of furniture only, who will market their product
at the convention.
Murphy Studio Furniture will again display its line of AvanteGarde and Elite
series furniture.
The Express Group will exhibit its 6000
and 5000 series furniture at the lit
booth, while the 5000 series will also
be shown at the Auditronics booth. The
company's 4000 series will be at the
Broadcast Electronics booth.
On

the

air

Whether for on-air, production, audiofor-video or multitrack recording applications, attendees at this year's NAB convention will see numerous console introductions, as well as established product lines from familiar companies.
Radio Systems plans to debut the RS-

24, a new console with 48 inputs, offering 24 linear faders for stereo or mono
sources. The company is also making
available a four-bus mix-minus card for
its console line.
Auditronics Inc. will introduce its new
850 Series audio console, designed to
work equally well as a sweetening console for workstations or as an on-air console. Signal processing and input preselection is physically above and electrically
in-line with each input module.
The company also will show its 210
on-air console and the 310 and 400 series production consoles. The 210 is available in four standard mainframe sizes
(six, 12, 18 and 24 dual input modules),
while the 310 and 400 each come in six
standard mainframe sizes ( 16, 24 and 32
input modules).
Wheatstone Corp. will feature its line
of on-air radio consoles, the A-20, A-32,
A-50 and A-500 boards; as well as stereo
production consoles, the SP-4, SP-5 and
SP-6; and the TV-600 for radio or TV
master control.
Fidelipac Corp. will introduce the MX
series modular console that features eight
to 12 mixers in both the rotary and slide
fader versions.
Broadcast Electronics Inc. will make
available its Air Trak 90 (AT-90) modular on-air console, first unveiled at last
year's National Religious Broadcasters
convention. The company will show its
line of transmitters and storage devices.

Audio Technologies Inc. (ATI) will
present its new six- and 12-channel onair boards and a new MXM dual mixminus add-on adapter for its Vanguard
consoles.
Arrakis Systems will provide its 150,
500, 2000, 2100, 5000, 10,000 and 12,000
series consoles.
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resistant Mariner on-air console, as well
as its Stereorack six-channel racicmount
console and the TR2 12-channel rackmount console.
New

consoles

Autourain Corp. will unveil two new
consoles: the PM 1644 with 16 channels
and 44 stereo inputs, and the Mini-Mix
8that offers eight channels and 16 stereo
inputs. Also at the show will be the AC8 eight-channel console.
Klark Teknik will exhibit its new Midas
XL3/16 broadcast console, the follow-up
to its Midas XL 88 mixer.
Meanwhile, Ward-Beck Systems Ltd.
will display its "R" series console.
Zero Stantron will make available its
new line of wood trimmed consoles and
the Epoch 2000 series of racks and consoles.
Siemens Audio Inc. will display the
new AMS Logic 2 console, the company's follow-up to the Logic 1. The Neve
66, 44 and VRP series consoles will also
be on hand.
The 850 Series console
Soundcraft will debut the BVE 100
is new from Auditronics.
audio-follow-video console as well as the
LPB Inc., meanwhile, will show its CiVienna and Europa stage production contation II audio board, as well as the Sigsoles. In addition, the company's SAC
nature II series console.
200 and Delta series consoles will be
On hand at the Winsted Corp. booth
available.
will be the System/90 post production
Yamaha Corp. of America will inconsole and the company's desktop troduce its PM 4000 audio mixing board
production workstation, which features a and will show its existing DMC 1000
recessed monitor. These products will be
digital, automated audio mixing board.
shown along with the company's estabAEQ (Aplicaciones Electronics Qualished products, the System/85 modular
sar, S.A.) will debut its new BC 1000
editing and post production console and
console and the System-3000 board. Its
space-saving videotape storage systems.
established BC-2000 board will also be
Logitek will have on hand its water available.

7.5kHz or 20kHz Digital Audio...
CCS has aCODEC for every need.
In 1989 CCS Audio Products set new standards for 7.5kHz digital audio CODECs with the Mirco56. Now CCS is
proud to introduce CDQ-2000, the world's first commercially available CD quality stereo MUSICAM Tm CODEO.
CDQ-2000 delivers high quality audio yet requires only 112Kbps of digital facility. This means stereo music can be
transmitted using as little as half the digital bandwidth of other competing systems. Furthermore, only CDQ-2000
offers you multi- rate flexibility between 112Kbps to 384Kbps, permitting connectivity between satellite services and
terrestrial digital telephone networks such
as ISDN, switched 56, or fractional Ti.
From 7.5kHz news feed to 20kHz
symphonic concerts, if you need
Crystal Clear Digital Audio"
come to GCS for the best.
Hear us at NAB 92 Booth 5108.

,c, ca

Clear

Oigita/

A Division of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc.
33 West Main Street Holmdel, N J 07733 U.S.A
908-946-3800 Fax: 908-946-7167

See Us At NAB Booth 5108/9
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Solid State RF Gear Excites Industry
LAS VEGAS At least 30 companies will
FM20000G and AM10000F model transmitbe exhibiting radio transmission equipment
ters.
QEI Corp. will exhibit its line of FM transat the NAB convention this year. Following
is just asample of what trade show attendees
mitters, ranging from 10 W to 35 kW. The
can expect to see in the way of AM and FM
transmitters feature all solid state or single
RF gear, including transmitters, exciters and
tube final amplifier design with automatic
related products.
power control, single phase power supplies;
Harris Allied will feature information on
acomplete spare parts kit is provided at no
its new line of high power DX Series digital
extra charge.
solid state medium wave transmitters, in 300,
International Broadcast Supply Inc. will be
600 750, and 1,000-plus kW models.
showing Italy's CTE equipment. Among the
According to the company, the models feanew offerings: a1000 W FM amplifier, VLture a "power block" architecture that com1000; KT-24 FM exciter; KT-3000 250 W
bines multiple 100 kW block modules in a FM transmitter; and S-500, a500 W solid
parallel/redundant configuration. The transstate FM amplifier. Established products on
display include the VL-5000, 5000 W solid
mitters also achieve typical overall efficiency
of 83 percent to 86 percent.
state linear amplifier FET devices; VL-30
FM exciter; S-22 FM exciter; RX-10 STL reHarris will also display established
ceiver (300-1000 MHz), and TX-02 SIL
products, such as the Harris Gates One,
transmitter.
Gates Five FA, and Harris DX10-1 kW and
5kW (frequency agile) polyphase PDM allThe Maine line
solid state medium wave transmitters.
Nautel Maine will introduce the AMPFET
The Harris booth will also have room for
AM transmitter with built-in C-Quam stereo,
the PT 5FM 5kW all solid state Platinum seas well as anew model AMPFET FM4, a4
ries FM transmitter, also available in 2, 4, 8,
kW transmitter. On display at the Nautel
and 10 kW models. The Harris HT 10FM and
booth will be the company's line of AMPHT 35FM, 10 kW and 35 kW single tube FM
transmitters also available in 3.5, 5, 7, 20, 25
FET solid state AM and FM transmitters.
Low power AM broadcast transmitters
and 30 kW models.
will be on display at the LPB booth. You can
CCA Electronics is bringing two new
check out the new ASE-2C-QUAM AM stetransmitters and one new exciter to the conreo exciter at the Delta Electronics booth.
vention. The company will display the FM
Broadcast Electronics will officially in35000G 35 kW single cabinet transmitter and
the FM 12000G 12 kW transmitter, as well
troduce the AM-5, 5500 W AM transmitter
at Las Vegas. BE also will display the AMas the FM 50G, a50 W FM exciter. On hand
1, and all of its FM transmitters. The new BE
as well will be the company's FM4000G,

P
OWER T
O
HE P
RESS.
T
Being the best in broadcast journalism means being the best equipped to gather information.
At apress conference, the task of physically gaining access to that information can become an
impossible feat for even the most seasoned pro. Whirlwind's PRESSPOWER active press box
provides the superior solution.
The PRESSPOWER takes two transformer isolated XLR micAine inputs and distributes them
to sixteen transformer isolated XLR outputs ( 12 mic/-50dB, 2-line/OdBV, 2-line/variable).
Enough so that everyone in the room can get aclean feed. Additionally, aheadphone output
is provided with alevel control, plus, to expedite setup, alkHz tone is available.
Powered by four 9V batteries or
AC ( 110/220), the PRESSPOWER
can be rack mounted or used
with the included carrying
case. This makes it ready to
go for any situation.
Whirlwind's affordable
PRESSPOWER gives you the
power to get the news...
not waste your time
figuring out how to.
Full line catalog available.
Call or write for aFREE copy.

The

whirlwind PRESSPOWER
Active Press Box

wHIRIMND MUSIC DIST. INC. •

100 BONtRT ST. • ROCHESTER. Nt I
L61 • TELEPHONE 716-663-8820 • EIS: 16-865-8930
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AM transmitters come with a built-in CQUAM exciter.
Continental Electronics Corp. plans to introduce new products at the NAB, but information on the products was unavailable at
press time. The company also will display
their complete line of AM and FM transmitters along with related broadcast equipment.
Energy-Onix will introduce a series of
solid state, 1000 to 10000 watt FM transmitters, named "The Legend Series," as well as
the new "SSTP" line of portable, solid state,
100, 300 and 500 watt FM broadcast transmitters and amplifiers and the SST-25, a25
watt frequency agile solid state exciter.
Established products on display include the
"MK"Series of single tube FM transmitters
featuring field proven zero bias grounded
grid design with zero bias HI MU triode PA
tubes, solid state drivers and IPAS. The company will also display its conventional high
level plate modulated AM broadcast transmitters with vacuum tube modulators and
PA, solid state RF and audio drivers.
BEXT Inc. display afull complement of
exciters and ahigh performance transmitter
at this year's NAB. The company will show
the P2/P10 programmable exciters ranging
from 1-10 watts of output power; the TEX 20,
aPLL programmable FM exciter with an adjustable 2-20 watts output; the PTX 30, a
programmable FM exciter with an adjustable 2-30 watts output, and the PTX 80, aPLL
programmable FM exciter with 5-80 watts
adjustable output power.
The company will also feature the HPTFM, one of afamily of transmitter/translators for 88-108 or 945-953 MHz.
Marti Electronics will display its RPT Series transmitters and other remote pickup
equipment.
Motorola will display its line of C-QUAM
AM stereo broadcast exciters and related
products.
TTC plans to display its digital-quality,
Model X FM exciter. The company also will
offer its tube-type FM transmitters (10 kW,
20 kW, and 25 kW), as well as 1W, 10 W,
100 W and 250 W translators, and its solid
state FET FM transmitters, in output powers
ranging from 1W to 8kW.
Goods and services
Engineers looking for power tubes for AM
and FM transmitters can check out the EEV
Inc. booth. The company's offerings will include the 15 kW tetrode-type 4CX15,000A,
the 35 kW tetrode-type 4CX35,000C and
CY1637/4CV100000C for higher power AM
transmitters.
Varian will display its EIMAC brand of
power grid tubes, including the high MU triodes and compact tetrodes for FM
broadcast-the 4CX20,000A, a power tetrode, will be shown as well.
Altronic Research Inc. will introduce an
expanded line of air-cooled dummy loads.
New product names and specs were not available at press time, but you can also check out
the established models on display: model
6725, a 25 kW air-cooled dummy load;
model 6705, a5kW air-colled dummy load;
model 640105, alow power static air-cooled
dummy load, and model 9725, a 25 kW
water-cooled dummy load.
Coaxial Dynamics will display its complete line of terminating loads: dry from 5W
to SOO W; liquid dielectric, 600 W to 10 kW,
and water-cooled and heat exchanger from
10 kW to 100 kW Coaxial will feature several
models of wattmeters and loads ranging from
0.1 W to 100 kW.
Richardson Electronics will introduce
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MMD FM broadcast modules, including 700
W, 300 Wand 150 W models, as well as the
Amperex 3-500Z, apower triode for AM
transmitters. Richardson will display its
power grid tubes and rectifiers for AM and
FM, and cavity amplifiers for AM and FM
applications, and klystrons and TWTs for
studio transmitter links, vacuum capacitors
and RF transistors.
Emcor Products/Crenlo Inc. plans to show
it modular lines of electronic enclosures,
EMI/RF shielded cabinetry, packaged
blowers, fan trays and fan panels.
SCA Data Systems will display aprototype
of the RD-57, combined Radio Data Systems
(RDS)/paging generator that offers nine RDS
functions and digital signal processing. Also

KW E-OIJAM STEREO
SOLID STATE
AM TRANSMITTER

1:1E

4411

BE's AM 1solid state AM transmitter
new is abroadcast monitor receiver to work
in conjunction with the "Music 4" system.
SCA Data Systems also will display established products including: "Music 4/Data 4"
four-channel audio and data system; PG 573, aphase lock paging generator, and 9600
bps subcarrier data system, with optional addressing and data security features, built-in
error detection and correction.
Rohde & Schwarz will display RDS encoders and decoders. TransAmerica International Broadcasting-OMB Americawill display radio links for FM, as well as
low and high power FM exciters and transmitters.
Scientific Atlanta will display its line of
analog and digital transmit and receive
products, including SEDATTm, Spectrum
Efficient Digital Audio Technology.
ComStream Corp. will display its full
line of network systems for satellite digital
audio distribution including the multirate,
multimode integrated receiver/decoder and
uplink electronics, along with the full
monitoring and control ComStream Audio
Network Management System.
The company's ABR200 receiver delivers
20 kHz CD-quality stereo audio in 128 kbps
(180 Hz), and can be configured over the air.
One to 50 audio channels can be operated
and controlled simultaneously, and the receiver features alow speed, asynchronous
data port and relay closures.
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STL, Remote & Telco: Loud and Clear
LAS VEGAS STL, telco and remote
equipment inanufricturers are sending out signals loud and clear: there'll be plenty of new
equipment to look over at this year's NAB.
Dolby Laboratories will bring along its
DSTL system, a950 MHz digital STL for
transmission of two audio and two auxiliary
channels in 250 kHz bandwidth. Dolby AC-2
coding is used in the STL.
TFT will debut its frequency synthesized
STL transmitter with built-in stereo generator, the 9200/9205 frequency synthesized
monaural STL transmitter and receiver, and
anew IF interface STL system.
Moseley Associates will feature the new
PCL 6060 STL for high RF environments;
FT1-3000 Digital Audio for Fractional Ti applications; and CDO 2000 Digital Audio-forVideo STLs.
Marti Electronics' booth will boast information on its STLs and remote pickup equipment, including the RPT series transmitters
and STL 10.
BEXT, Inc. promises upgrades in several
areas, including the addition of MOSFET
technology to its amplifiers.
Scala Electronic Corp. can provide you
with STL and RPU systems, professional antennas for off-air monitoring of FM signals,
FM boosters and translators, and general radio communications and telemetry systems.
QEI's exhibit plans include the CAT-Link
digital STL/TSL system, which utilizes DS-1
phone lines, fiber optics, 18 GHz or 23 GHz
microwave links.
Corporate Computer Systems/Audio Products Division will show the CDO-2000
Digital, a stereo MUSICAM codec with
AES/EBU digital input and output.
Burk Technology is adding to its remote
control systems with the introduction of the
AutoPilot, which permits fully automatic
transmitter operation when used in conjunction with aBurk ARC-16 remote control system.
Hallilcainen & Friends Inc. will bring out
its new DRC200 programmable multisite
transmitter control system, as well as the
TEL171 digital telemetry adaptor for the
Moseley TRC-15A.
Talk, talk, talk
Those lucky enough to have to deal with
telephone lines likely will find their lives have
been made alittle easier via afew developments from the telephone interface folks.
Telos Systems will show two advanced digital telephone hybrids. The Telos 100 DELTA
offers full duplex performance. All hybrid
functions, as well as dynamically controlled
AGC and equalization, are performed digitally, according to the company.
The Telos ONE plus ONE offers two digital hybrids in asingle rack unit. They can
be used individually or, using the internal
mix-minus matrix, as part of amulti-hybrid
system.
Also featuring Telos products will be
Broadcasters General Store.
Comrex Corp. will feature the Talk Console, a complete talk studio in one small
package, in addition to its digital audio
codees for 7.5 kHz, frequency extenders,
wireless cue system, telephone couplers and
hybrids.
RTS—A Telex Communications Product
will debut the TIF950 Series telephone interfaces, 11CP950PCS production control stations and its full line intercommunication
products.
In addition to its console products, Aplicaciones Electionicas Quasar, S.A. (AEQ) will

show its digital multiconference system
Systel-3000, which handles up to eight lines
in full-duplex configuration, and its telephone hybrid THOZ.
Seeing the light
ADC Telecommunications will showcase
its new line of American Lightwave System
fiber optic links, which feature analog and
digital transmission formats and can be used
for broadcast quality applications.
Lester Audio Labs will feature the new
DAS3000 fiber transmission system, which
passes AES/EBU at the output stage instead
of converting back to analog.

Intercom company Clear-Corn will display
the new PS-22: PS 454 power supplies for
party lines, and the CS-222: MS-222 twochannel master stations for party lines.
Vega will highlight its "Q" Plus wireless
intercom system and wireless microphone
systems.
Studio Technologies will introduce the 1FB
Plus Series, which provides a highly integrated, two-channel interrupted foldback
system for ENG and SNV trucks.
Gentner Communications Corp. will show
the new PeopleLink System One full duplex
teleconferencing system along with its complete line of teleconferencing, pro audio and

broadcast products.
Audio-Technica U.S. Inc., which will have
anumber of new microphone products, will
also exhibit the DT100 Digital Teleconferencing System.
Intraplex Inc. will introduce the Ti "Smart
Mux" for terrestrial and satellite transmission of network, fly-away, studio-to-studio,
simulcast and satellite transmission of digital program audio with remote control of
tranmission parameter. Other products on
display include the new TDM-163 11 multiplexer terminal and the TDM-165 Ti
drop/insert terminal, as well as the company's established products.

Introducing an
All Star Line-up!
Twenty-seven years ago, Russco Electronics began designing and building broadcast
turntables. We used good old-fashioned American ingenuity and became the industry
standard by building turntables better, stronger, quicker and quieter. Russco Electronics
continued to grow and add new products to the line-up.
Much has changed in the broadcast industry since 1965, from changes in technology to the
names of the players. We're proud of the fact that in 1992 we're still in the game...still
building turntables
still manufacturing state-of-the-art audio equipment....and still making " Made in the USA" products! Make room in your NAB schedule to stop by and see us.
For product information, contact Russco Sales at (
209) 291-5591.

Mark VI Turntables
The newest Russco Turntable! 3 speeds with digital
display showing actual RPM speed as adjusted.

Studio/Master 505S Audio Mixer
Compact. solid state stereo mixer with 5mixing channels. Fifth channel accepts one of five additional hilevel (balanced) inputs. Available in mono.

Studio Pro & Cue Master Turntable
The Industry Standard! Sturdy, reliable and built to last.
*
Monitor Amplifiers
Full power amplifiers available in 25 and 75 watts! Dual
channels with superior channel separation. low distortion at true wide band range.
HA20 Headphone Amplifier
Amplifies the level of your headphone! Can power any
unit from 8to 600 ohms using only asingle 9volt battery.

DA2816 Distribution Amplifier
Total of I
6channels fed from 2separate balanced inputs,
delivers apowerful I
8dBm into a600 ohms line.

Fidelity Pro Preamplifier
These tough phono preamps are the industry standard!
Stereo, balanced.

Telemote 321 Remote Mixer
Hassle-free remotes! Set up remotes where‘ er there
available telephone lines!

al e

CD100 Compact Di SC Adapter
Match up aconsumer-type CD player to abroadcast
console. Matches any high impedance output consumer
product to a600 ohm line, balanced or unbalanced.
IMD-24 Match Master
Allows you to match consumer-type equipment to your
studio equipment with 600 Ohm input or output lines.
Use anywhere AC power is available!
MLD-22 Preamp
Multi-purpose. self powered. dual-channel preamp capable of driving a600 ohm line toa maximum of 16dBm.
Multiple uses!
T212 TeleCoupler
Improve on-air voice and sound quality by interfacing
your standard telephone line and studio console.

ZRUSSCO
ELECTRONICS

5690 East Shields • Fresno, CA 93727 • ( 209) 291-5591
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THE DIGITAL AUDIO ADVANTAGE...
Introduced in April of last year, Digilink is adigital audio workstation that saves your station
money. There is no more routine maintenance, it has a15 year average life, and you have total
automation capability for nights... weekends... or whenever you need it. It comes complete in a
51/4" high, rack mounted cabinet that converts ordinary analog audio to CD quality digital audio
which is stored on acomputer hard drive. It does this just like you would store abusiness letter on
your home computer. Digilink can then call up and play any digital audio file in milliseconds off its
internal hard drive. Basically, you can think of Digilink as ahuge multideck cart machine or cart
carousel where you can line up and play thousands of carts or audio cuts sequentially. Asingle
Digilink can therefore replace all of your cart machines in production, On Air, or in automation.
Digilink is aperfect cart or reel machine replacement...
Digilink is the perfect replacement for magnetic tape based cart or reel machines. With Digilink,
you can replace your cart machines with CD quality digital audio that requires no calibration, no
maintenance, and the media has a15 year average life. You can replace your reel to reel
machines, razor blades, and tape with fast, nondestructive, CD quality, on screen waveform
editing. You can cue virtually instantaneously. Digilink even costs less than comparable analog
cart or reel machines. Digilink is the perfect audio record and play system for professional radio
broadcast applications.
Digilink performs ALL types of automation...
With Digilink you can operate fully live or mix various automation types into your daily
programming. You can store all of your audio on hard disk at an incredible price or you can use
hard disk for only commercial material recording. Digilink has an internal audio switcher with
machine logic control. Digilink therefore supports satellite automation, reel and DAT tape
automation, CD automation, and full hard disk automation all out of one compact box. Because
Digilink is acomputer, you can print out alog of what you have scheduled to play or print out a
log of what really did play. With Digilink, you can be live on the air with full CD quality audio or
program the system and walk away forever. Digilink even interfaces with all major traffic and
billing systems through aDigilink import-export routine.
Digilink is engineered and manufactured by Arrakis...
Digilink is not simply ahardware package assembled from parts built by other computer
manufacturers and run under our software. Arrakis is the only manufacturer to build nearly all
parts of the digital system in-house. We build our own Arrakis DSP board, SCSI board, l-0 board,
switcher board, cabinet, and cabling. Because Arrakis builds the system and doesn't simply mark
up someone elses hardware, Arrakis can offer you Digilink with broadcast features and
performance unmatched by anyone and at atruly remarkable price !!!

2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
minsmumwmazialueimmummiummummummuma
See Us at NAB Booth 1702
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at an incredible price. !!!!!1111!!!!!1
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whether you lease for
under $300 amonth or
buy, with Digilink you
can literally make
money by ...

under

$1 0,000

for aCOMPLETE 6hour stereo system

•
reducing maintenance,
'reducing staff demands,
'
improving On Air sound,
'improving Production,
and improving all areas of your
station performance !!!

FEATURES
1=1 Simultaneous record- play !!!
=1 Uncompressed CD quality audio
or mix 2:1 or 4:1 compression
=1 Use keyboard, mouse, trackball,
or even atouchscreen
=i Digital Waveform Editing
=I Mix mono and stereo files
Li
1
=1
1
=)
[Z]
1
=1
[Zi
=1
1
=1

Live Cart Machine replacement
Reel to Reel machine replacement
Satellite Automation
Tape Based Automation
CD Automation
Hard Disk Based Automation
Traffic and Billing Interface
supports digital networks

SPECIFICATIONS

all tests performed at 1:1 compression

Digi!al Signal Processing System (DSP)
Sampling System- 16 bit linear PCM, 2 channels
Sampling Rates- 44.1,32,22kHz, fixed filter on routing switcher
Compression- 0,2,4...adaptive differential PCM
Controller Floppy Disk- 3 1/2" 1.44M capacity, System Hard Disk- 40MB
Printer Support- IBM compatible, parallel port
Audio Performance- Digital Record playback
THD- . 008%, Dynamic Range >85dB,
Freq Response- (+)(-). 5dB 10Hz-15kHz
Physical Specifications
Dimensions- 19" Rack mounted- 19"W x 5 1/4" ( 3RU)H x 16"D
Weight- 60Ib's, Power- 110/220VAC, 50/60Hz, 100W
Auoio Performance- Routing Switcher
THD- . 005% typ, S/N < 100dB below +4dBm
Dynamic Range- > 120dB,
Freq. Response- (+)(-). 1dB 20Hz-20kHz

by ARRAKIS SYSTEMS inc.
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ALLIED
requests the pleasure of your golden ears
to audition
the astounding
DYNAMAX DCQ1000®

EQIE

Digital Cartridge Qecorder
Monday, the thirteenth of April at ten o'clock a.m.
thru
Thursday, the sixteenth of April at two o'clock p.m.
in
Las Vegas, NAB Booth #2218
P.(S.V.P.

Black Tie Optional
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Antenna Products Tower in Importance
LAS VEGAS Admittedly, the category
of antennas, towers and cable carries aless
glamorous aura than other broadcast gear
such as recording or processing. But the
best of studio gear would be useless without the antenna end of the RF system.
At the 1992 NAB radio exhibits, awide
range of antenna, tower and cable products
will be shown.
Satellite gear
For showgoers with satellite gear on their
shopping lists, Antenna Technology says it
will display an improved version of its
Simulsat multibeam antenna. According to
the company, the antenna can now receive
up to 35 C- and Ku-band satellites within
a 70 degree arc simultaneously. The an-

tennas are available in three-, five- and
seven-meter sizes.
Micro Communications will have its
latest gear on hand, including anew FM
all-band antenna, anew FM inter-digital
bandpass filter, and new 7/8-inch and 4
1/16-inch EIA coaxial transfer switches.
Will-Burt Co. will highlight anew lowprofile 12 VDC pan and tilt positioner with
variable speed. The positioner sits two
inches above mast height and offers
pendant-mounted controls for remote operation. Also on display from Will-Burt will
be anew mast extension warning kit.
The price Is right
New prices for "cost effective installations" will be announced at NAB by Stain-

less Inc., in addition to new tower designs
for guyed towers to 1,000 feet. Stainless
offers acomplete line of guyed and selfsupporting towers for broadcast, microwave
and communications applications.
Utility Tower Co. said it would bring to
NAB samples of tower sections for AM,
FM, TV, CATV, LPTV and microwave
communications.
Magnum Towers said it would be highlighting its line of radio and television
towers at this year's NAB.
Central Tower Inc. (CTI), designers,
fabricators and installers of both guyed and
self-supporting towers, promises it will be
on hand to discuss its line of "all-solid"
self-supporting towers (Series SS-STX).
FWT Inc. (Fort Worth Tower) says it will

Analog Still Strong in Processing Technology
continued from page 44
Somich Engineering will unveil the HPX
PRO high performance headphone amplifier, and also plans to exhibit the DBE-1000
dynamic baseband enhancer, the PL-1
Pilot-Lok stereo pilot protector, and the
OSC-1 overshoot clipper.
The Altec Lansing booth will have two
established audio products on hand: the
8553B tamper- proof programmable
equalizer for control rooms and studios,
and the 1674C automatic mic mixer.
While there will be no new products
from Midas, the company will nonetheless
display several established products, such
as the DN 300 series of graphic equalizers,
the DN 400 series of parametric equalizers,
the DN 500 series of dynamic processors
and the DN700 series of digital processors.
Cutting Edge Technologies, makers of
the Unity 2000 digital audio processor,
have anumber of upgrades planned to the
product. They include improved processing algorithms, built-in daypart scheduling
software, RS-232 compatibility and improved factory-installed format presets
(user-defined presets have been expanded
from four to 50).
Other Cutting Edge products—all of
which will be available for inspection at the
Broadcasters General Store booth—include
the Dividend composite filter and the Vigilante limiter.
A number of distributors will have their
own booths at the NAB convention, displaying and demonstrating products the companies distribute for other manufacturers.
Broadcasters General Store will have a
variety of processing products available, including the Tailor 10-band dynamic
equalizer, the CRL Audio Signature, the
full line of Cutting Edge products and the
Lazer and Prizm from Gentner.
Harris-Allied also will show arange of
products. The Optimod FM 8200 digital
FM processor, the Eventide H30000B
UltraHarmonizer and the Gentner Lazer
and Prizm are among the products to be
demonstrated at the Harris booth.
Routing, switching and amps
Benchmark Media Systems will introduce the RS-414, a four-in, four-out
mixing routing amplifier module for the
System 1000 modular audio processing and
distribution system. The RS-414 can be
operated from either the new RRC-16 remote router control station or by computer
control. The LLD-102 stereo long line
driver and the MP-Imic preamp module

are also expected at the Benchmark exhibit.
Henry Engineering plans to unveil the
TWINMIC dual stereo mic preamp and the
TWINMATCH dual stereo level converter.
The LOGICONVEFtTER studio equipment
control interface will also be available at
the Henry booth.
OpAmp Labs will introduce the Model
MS/8 x8/VSA stereo audio/video matrix
switcher; Any input can be assigned to one,
two or more outputs; all outputs are
buffered. The company' line of network
feed boxes, routing switchers and
amplifiers—audio, videa, VCA, mic line
and power amps—will be featured as well.
Sierra Automated Systems will offer its
AOC88, an eight-character alphanumeric
console-mounted control panel with eight
source-assignable hot punch push buttons
for use with the SAS 32000 routing
switcher. Also on display will be the DCA8digitally controlled audio input level amplifier. The SAS-32000 mixing and switching system and console-mount panels will
be featured, as well/
J.N.S. Electronics will show "The

FRAME," a modular system that allows
audio, RF and video capabilities within the
same rack frame. The ,company also intends to display its CD-quality audio routing switchers: the 9000 Series with up to
a120 x120 matrix and the 8300 Series, with
stereo to 100 inputs.
Datatek Corp. will show its D-890 digital audio distribution amplifier and the D891/D-892 digital audio DAC and ADC
converters. Audio and video distribution
amps and routing switchers also will be exhibited by Datatek.
Radio Design Labs will display its STA1M line amp, ST-SH1 headphone amp, STDA3 and STM-DA3 distribution amps,
STM-1 and STM-2 mic preamps, and the
rest of the company's line of amplifiers, dividers and attenuators. The ST-EQ3 threeband equalizer and the ST-CL1 compressor limiter is also slated to appear at the
Radio Design Labs booth.
ADM Systems will show its stereo and
mono audio distribution systems, as well
as its stereo audio console and postproduction audio console.

come to NAB to discuss its line of guyed
and self-supporting towers, turnkey installations, communications buildings, mobile
buildings, standby power systems and antenna mounts.
Dielectric Communications will be on
hand displaying its range of ring-style and
panel antennas, including a new TCBcavity-backed, circularly-polarized antenna
designed for single or multi-station use.
Comtech Antenna Systems unveiled
plans to introduce a 1.8 meter flyaway antenna system. The Ku-band device is a
multi-panel antenna on wheels and will be
available with transit cases for airline baggage checking.
Cable and line
If you happen to need flexible audio cable, Nema! Electronics will have some at
its booth, alongside its line of electronic cable, connectors, and patching products for
broadcast, audio, video, data and RF applications.
The Belden Division of Cooper Industries said it would have on hand new dualchannel audio cable in zipcord construction (#1504A) alongside Belden's series of
24 gauge multi- pair snake cables
(#1508A-#1519A).
Clark Wire and Cable plans to introduce
a mini microphone cable that, says the
company, is well suited to console wiring.
Also new will be aSuper-Flex RGS-type
triax cable that is available in five colors;
Neutrik audio connectors; and in-house termination services.
Among examples from its lineup of
1,000-plus products, Wireworks Corp.,
makers of industry standard, multi-pin audio cabling components, will announce that
it has established anew re-fit/repair department for cable investment protection.
Convention introductions from Canare
Cable include the BCJ-XJ-TR and BCJ-XPTR impedance transformers for digital
audio lines. The units convert AES/EBU
continued on page 58

the FLEXIBLE Rack FRAME
use it for PIE. (program input equipment) or ...
'the FRAME' from JNS offers over 20 solutions
to audio, video and RF needs, and does it all
in ONE frame. With the 8000 Series Rack

Frame monitoring, managing and/or controlling
are all in one small location. Coming in both
1and 3rack unit heights, it is perfect for studio,
transmitter, microwave sites, outside broadcast
vans, etc. With time and money stretched, the
logical solution is '
the FRAME'!
'the FRAME'is the only compact modular system available that offers
Stereo/Mono Audio Distribution
Audio Monitor Amplifiers
Stereo Validity Measurement
Off-air monitoring

Video Distribution ( NTSC/PAUHDTV)
Audio Failure Sensing
RF Demodulation
Auto & Manual PGM Changeover

JNS. located in both North America and
Australia. can provide many solutions.
Simply write. FAX or call our location nearest
you for information.

J.N.S. Electronics, Inc.

J.N.S. Electronic Ind.

P.O. Box 32550
San Jose, CA 95152
U.S.A.
408/729-3838 FAX 408/926-1003

P.O. Box 58
Rosanna, Vic. 3084
AUSTRALIA
(03) 439-1000 FAX (03) 431-1197
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INTELLIGENT DIGITAL REMOTE
CONTROL. The IT0177 from Hallikainen
&Friends, allows fully automatic operation
of aMoseley TRC-15 remote control equipped
with aTEL171 Digital Telemetry Adaptor.
The IT0177 plugs into the memory expansion port of aCommodore-64 personal
computer and to the TEL171 data
port. Automated transmitter site
control of the TRC-15 and access
to the meter reading displayed on the
TEL171 is by BASIC statements and functions built in to the IT0177. An "auto-boot"
feature allows the control program to re-load
and run in the event of apower failure. 2K
of nonvolatile memory saves information
from power loss. Make the intelligent choice
today based on time tested tradition.

/1

IT0177
PROGRAMMABLE

EXPANDABLE

HALLIKAINEN

AFFORDABLE

& FRIENDS

141 Suburban E4, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-7590 USA

805-541-0200

Introducing EG&G's New
FlashGuard TM 2000

WE'RE OUTSTANDING IN THE FIELD...

•High Quality Studio Furniture.
A breakthrough in obstruction lighting

•Modification & Repair of
Existing Studio Furniture.

This

new

omni-directional

FAA- approved

warning beacon is superior in every way. It
works more efficiently. Costs less to install
and operate. Consumes less power. Creates
less wind loading. And requires less main-

•Installation.

tenance.
It took a long time to improve on the Fresnel
lens beacon, but we've done it.

For Additional
Information Call:
VINCE HOLA
215-640-1229

713 learn more, call + 1-508-745-3200

ECHI1OLOGI,

4 Pennsylvania Ave
Malvern, PA 19355
215-640-1229
FAX: 215-640-5880

EGaG ELECTRO-OPTICS
35 Congress Street, Salem, Massachusetts 01970 U.S.A.
Tel: ( 508) 745-3200 • Fax: ( 508) 745-0894

READER SERVICE NO. 63

READER SERVICE NO. 142

READER SERVICE NO. 50
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DIELECTRIC...
your "RF Source."
* Antennas (TV & FM)

TAPECASTER
900 SERIES

RECORD AND PLAYBACK

* Transmission Line
& Waveguide
* Switches
* Filters
* Combiners
* Loads
With over 40 years of engineering and manufacturing excellence, Dielectric supplies stan-

RCI Systems. . . more than
just great plates & panels.

RCII

=ID
5615 Fishers Line
Rockville, MD 20852

dard and custom RF products built to last.
Call and let us help...

For more information, contact Tapecaster dealers or

SPECIALISTS LN DESIGN
AM) CREATION OF YOUR
CUSTOM AUDIO/VIDEO PRODUCT MIDS.

301-984-1800 • FAX 301-984-6175

DIELECTRIC COMMUNICATIONS GS

1-207-655-4555
Fax 207-655-7120

P.O. Box 949
Raymond, Maine 04071

READER SERVICE NO. 123

READER SERVICE NO. 105

SPEND $ 150 EVERY MONTH ON WIRE SERVICE PAPER AND RIBBONS

WireReady lets you plug your wire service(s) directly into any IBM compatible
XT/AT computer and cuts the paper bill by 90%. It saves you time and money.
WireReady automatically prints just what your staff needs. Imagine the
savings alone during nights and weekends. WireReady tracks all the news and
lets your staff read and edit stories right on the screen. They print only the ones
they need. WireReady lets your staff type their local news on the same
computer with full split-screen access. Too many other features to mention.
•Basic system for small AM news or FM music stations only $549.
•24 hour toll-free support and software upgrades only $ 149/year.
•No weekly fees, and no per-user charges. You own it for life!
•Runs AP, UPI, ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, NOAA,SPORTS and many others.
•WireReady SNAP and LAN multi-user systems for larger newsrooms.
•In use all over the USA. Call for references, info, or afree demo kit.

800 833-4459

WireReady Newswire Systems Inc.
Framingham, Massachusetts ( 508) 443-8181
READER SERVICE NO. 180

TAPECASTER
7174A Industrial Drive, Southaven, MS 38671 USA
Telephone: + 1-601-349-2881 FAX: + 1-601-349-2882
1-800-638-0977
READER SERVICE NO. 39

STOP WASTING PAPER
YOU

See our
new machines at
Booth 1620 and 3902 at the NAB Show!

ee,

ECONCO

Econco
REBUILT POWER TUBES

toe.
Approximately One Half
the Cost of New
3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Call for Our Price List
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave.
Phone: 916-662-7553

Woodland. CA 95695

Fax: 916-666-7760

Toll Free 800-532-6626

Telex: 176756

From Canada. 800-848-88.11
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Companies Provide Diverse Services
LAS VEGAS Product services play akey
role in keeping aradio station competitive,
and this year's NAB exhibit floor will host
asignificant number of important service
providers.
Among them will be weather services.
AccuWeather promises the new AccuCall
900# Service Bureau, which includes forecasts and current conditions for 2,000-plus
cities. In addition, stations receive their own
900 number and obtain access to the InstaSports scoreboard and sports information,
lottery results, horoscopes and more.
Alden Electronics and Zephyr Weather Information Service will display the Alden
WeatherWorks Display System. It features
color weather radar imagery from the National Weather Service NEXRAD program.
The system can provide weather charts, satellite and weather text information. All data
is provided by Zephyr Weather Information
Service.
And a-one and a-two ...
Music and sound effects libraries are a
must for any radio production studio, and this
year there will be anumber of new libraries
at NAB.
Sound Ideas will debut the General 6000
Series, consisting of more than 6,000 digital
sound effects on 40 compact discs. Two years
in the making, the library includes new and
expanded sound categories such as an extensive animal collection, transportation sound,
crowds, long ambience effects from around
the world, weather, aviation, military, foley
sounds and more. The collection also includes sounds produced by four awardwinning sound designers.
Valentino Inc. will exhibit new releases to
both its Production Music and Sound Effects
libraries. Currently, the Music Library consists of 60-plus CDs; the Sound Effects Library consists of more than 40 CDs.
ProMusic Inc. will highlight the Producers
Sound Effect Library, produced by the corn-

bined talent of renowned Hollywood sound
designers. The company says it will supply
new releases to the library on aregular basis.
Also expect new products from Capitol
Production Music (a division of Capitol
Records), whose offerings include the
Production Music Series, a60-CD production music library.
Associated Production Music will offer the
1CPM, Breton, Sonoton and Themes production music libraries, as well as the "Broadcast One" and Broadcast Two" packages.
The booth also will feature Sound FX—The
Library from KPM.
FirstCom will have on hand anumber of
its packages, including Sound Designer Library, which helps you score spots in
minutes; the Custom Production Library,
which enables you to create your own
production library; and Direct Results Radio,
which helps you develop effective, researchbased creative advertising campaigns.
On the promotional front, Communication
Graphics says it will now offer the services
of acreative artist to help you design anew
look or updated logo for your station.
For the birds
Satellite service providers also will maintain ahigh profile at the show. IDB Communications Group services include those for
network and cable sports, news, syndicated
and special event programming, and more.
IDB controls 20 transponders on five satellite.
National Supervisory Network will
demonstrate its new ABR200 Digital Audio
VSAT Network technology from ComStream, with live digital audio via satellite
from Colorado and other sites. The system
allows stations to feed group members, affiliates, translators, etc., nationwide in digital stereo, according to the company.
GE American Communications satellite
communications facilities include five Cband and two high-power Ku-band satellites

in addition to several interconnect facilities
with international satellites.
NPR Satellite Services offers awide range
of satellite interconnection services, including uplinking, downlinlcing and SCPC audio
channels.
Marketing services will also be found at
NAB. RPN Inc. will offer local retail mar-

Production music from Valentino, Inc.
keting programs for radio, including its
SMARTcash Retail Marketing System and
the Instant Auction System. A new product
from RPN will also be on display: acause
marketing program called Seed Money
CHALLENGE.
The Marketplace
Marketron will show its FirstRate system
for inventory and rate management. It combines the most accurate demand pricing with
Arbitron audience information for schedule
delivery and cost efficiencies. It automatically collects all pertinent information on a
spot-by-spot basis both in the past and in the
future.
Strata Marketing promises new products
at NAB, but couldn't give specifics as of press
time. The company provides computer software for qualitative and quantitative analysis.

Tapscan, Inc. will be on hand with its ratings analysis software and MusicScan music
scheduling software.
Software developments
DATAWORLD will highlight several new
offerings, including its collection of new AM
rules, 1990 Census data and zip code maps.
Other services of the company are comprehensive data bases and computational programs for AM, FM, TV, LPTV and wireless cable, directories, allocation and interference studies, population counting, FCC
flag service, terrain elevation retrieval, areato-locate studies, AM daytime and nighttime
channel studies and more.
Tennaplex Systems Ltd., best known for
its line of broadband panel antennas, combiners and filters, also has afourth generation antenna pattern PC computing program.
Communications Data Services, Inc. will
show its new Real World Propagation Workstation, Land Use and Land Cover data on
CD-ROM. It can also provide 1990 population data and 3Arc Second Terrain data on
CD-ROM, FCC and FAA data bases, and
on-line services.
A.F. Associates will be on the floor, ready
to discuss how it can help your station with
engineering and fabrication projects, either
in aturnkey or aconsulting capacity.
And for those of you who can't afford all
new equipment, GE Support Services/RCA
Broadcast will be on hand to discuss your
equipment refurbishing needs.
If you want to expand your knowledge
of new technologies and marketing techniques, you may want to stop by Focal
Press' booth. New books available from the
company include "The Art of Digital Audio" (second edition); "Broadcast Technology Worktext"; "Selling Radio Direct";
and "Practical Radio Promotions." New
videotapes to check out are "Basic Field
News Coverage" and " Behind the Scenes
at the Local News."
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CONSOLE UPGRADE
WI11101« ME BIG
$10,000
EXPENSE
5,000

NEW
CONSOLE

IVE eASSISTANT®
COST COMPARISON

The Ultimate Live Assist Controller /
A-7550...10 kHz to 1 GHz
PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

•
\NAB Booth # 5426

Synthesized tuning and phase locked frequency stabilization enable
accurate swept frequency measurements over calibrated span widths
from as wide as 100 MHz/div to as narrow as 1kHz/div. Astandard 300
Hz resolution bandwidth filter and peak hold mode provide NRSC
measurement capability. Other A-7550 features include:
a + 30 to - 120 dBm measurement range a DC operation from

Broadcasters General Store's Booth

z_

L=

12 to 30 volts (
Built-in battery optional) a Optional built-in
tracking generator a Optional built-in AM/FM/SSB receiver
a Optional IEEE-488 or RS-232 interfaces.

Broadcast Automation , Inc
,
\

onty

it:

Bleadcalt

For more information or ademonstration of the A-7550 contact

Oqutomaiion you neul to

4125 Keller Springs * 122

/4000\04

Dallas, TX 75244

#
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If you own one of these Harris Executive,
consoles and can't afford Diplomat, Ambassador,
anew console with President, Stereo
similar capabilities, BDI Statesman, Gatesway
has the answer. Our and Dualux II Consoles
updated electronics RCA Consoles
retrofits can make that McMartin Consoles
old workhorse sound like McCurdy Consoles
today's best!
If your console isn't listed - call us, we may be able to help.
Most retrofits are plug-in and ready to go with no hassle.
Atypical console can be upgraded for as little as $ 1,000!
Call today for details!

bdi

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

5Crestview Avenue
Peekskill, NY 10566
(914) 737-5032
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Innovation in Antennas, Towers and Cable
el- continued from page 55
signals from 110 ohms to 750 ohms, which
suits all professional DAT equipment. Also
new from the company will be the TS-4C
("The Stripper") coax cable stripper.
Audio Accessories will be showing its established lineup of audio jack panels and
jacks; pre-wired audio patch panels; patch
cords; patch cord holders; Polysand; video
panels; RS-422 patching; and &lac connectors and accessories.
Wiring and cable, patch bays and cable
reels also will be found at the booth of Connectronics Corp.
Gepco International will be introducing the
Series GEP-5524 low-cap 100 ohm digital au-

,n

4)

dio cable. Cable assemblies, breakout boxes,
custom panels, direct boxes and cable feelers
will also be displayed by the company.
Andrew Corp. will display its Heliax coaxial cables and waveguides; Macxline rigid
lines; and its Dryline Series. New Macxline
inner conductors will also be shown by the
company.
Cablewave Systems will show: new microwave parabolic antennas (6.875-7.125 GHz)
along with its fully established Flexwell foam
dielectric copper corrugated coaxial cable;
the Flexwell elliptical waveguide; RF connectors; rigid line and components; mounting hardware; FM antennas; and STL and
AML parabolic antennas.

s
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First Choice
Harris DX Series Digitally Modulated Solid State AM Transmitters
What makes DX Series transmitters the first choice of competitive AM
broadcasters around the world? Simplicity, reliability, ruggedness—and
significant performance breakthroughs in AM technology. No other AM
transmitter offers all these DX Series features:
•Patented Digital Modulation delivers
the strongest, cleanest AM signal yet:
Over 135% positive peak capability,
plus the lowest THD and IMD ever
•RF/AC ratio of 86% for lowest power
costs of any AM transmitter
•ColorStat' front panel signal flow
diagram with red/green LEDs shows
status at aglance
•Harris power supplies are designed
for continuous duty operation with
100% sine wave modulation

•Modular construction with readily
available FET output devices
•Bandpass filter and output matching
network for effective lightning
protection
•100% solid state design totally
eliminates tube replacement costs
and reduces maintenance costs
sharply
•Output impedance matching controls provide tuning flexibility for
non-standard or changing loads

AM stations around the world have already discovered the competitive
advantage of DX Series transmitters in 10, 25, 50 and 100 kW power levels*.
Isn't it time you did too? Call Harris Allied today at 800 622 0022 for more
information on digitally modulated DX Series AM transmitters.
*Contact us for appkations to 500 kW and beyond.
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ALLIED

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

800-622-G'022
Tel ( 217) 222-8290 • Fax ( 217) 224-2764 • Telex 650-374-2978 HARIS UR
©1992 Harris Corporation
See Us At NAB Booth 2218
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MYAT plans to show its established rigid
co-axial RF transmission line and components for radio and television.
Kintronic Labs plans to debut rapidly tunable AM/MW antenna matching networlcs, an
HF open-wire transmission line switch, an
HF balun, an HF open-wire feed line and an
HF feed-through panel.

March 25, 1992
Lightning Eliminators & Consultants will
show products that include dissipation array
systems for protection against lightning
strikes to towers, power lines and buildings;
rechargeable Chem-Rod grounding electrodes to minimize ground resistance through
continuous soil conditioning; and surge and
transient protectors to protect against power
surges, transients and RF bursts.

Lightning and lighting
All components of the company's Stati-Cat
lightning prevention system will turn up at the
NAB '92 booth of Cortana Systems.
Tuning in
Obstruction lighting manufacturer Flash
If all of this weren't enough, there is still
Technology Corp. of America will show: its
more new antenna fare to be had at the show.
FAA-approved FTB 205 and FTB 204 high
Jampro Antennas revealed its product inintensity aviation strobe obstruction lighting;
troductions would include: the JLST Series
of CP translator antennas; the JLHP Series the FTC 110N and 11OR controller; and the
FTB 301 AC-operated medium intensity and
of HP translator antennas; and aline of YAGI
FTB 339 DC-powered medium intensity
antennas.
A DIP-2FM antenna and YAGUI-900 anstrobe obstruction lights.
TWR Lighting reports it will show aviatenna will be on display at the booth of Intion obstruction lighting for towers, includternational Broadcast Supply.
LDL Communications will demonstrate a ing fixtures and kits, controllers, parts and
service, FAA-approved beacons, sidelights,
monitoring system for eight FM stations operand medium-intensity strobes.
ating into abroadband antenna/combiner sysMeanwhile, the crew at Lightning Master
tem manufactured by Alan Dick & Co. The
Corp. will be spotlighting several new
system, designed by LDL, monitors the
products. Highlights include Lightning MasSWRs and reflective powers for the complete
ter transient voltage surge suppression equipantenna system. LDL also says it will display
ment; AccuScan electrical environment moafill-size panel of ADC's low-windload FM
nitors; Ground Alert ground bed monitoring
CP antenna, which is awideband antenna
systems; and the Strobe Master strobe lightcapable of single-or multi-channel operation.
ing monitoring system.
Broadcast Microwave Services will have
And last—but by no means least—Hughey
a wide range of gear to show, including
& Phillips promised it would be showing its
microwave transmitters and receivers and anFAA-approved obstruction lighting; safety
tenna systems for portable and fixed applications; ground and airborne auto-tracking
climb devices; and remote monitoring of
tower lighting (with automatic reporting).
systems; antenna pedestals for central receive
towers; helicopter systems for ENG; lownoise amplifiers; diplexers and additional
microwave accessories.
Trompeter Electronics Inc. will display its
established line of patching products, including: standard and miniature patch jacks;
"normal through" jacks; paralleling jacks;
ow- continued from page 47
patch plugs; patch cords and cable asseminclude the MD441-U supercardioid dyblies. Also available will be the company's
namic microphone, the MKH4O-P48U3
50/75 ohm BNC connectors; the 20 Series
RF condenser
mic,
the
coax, wrench crimp connectors; and the 220 cardioid
MKE4032-P3 supercardioid back electret
Series tool crimp.
condenser mic and the HMD224 closed
Systems With Reliability reports it will
headphone/supercardioid dynamic microcome to NAB to exhibit its HP, LPTV and
phone boomset.
FM antennas.
JBL Profession will display apair of twoShively Labs will show its established line
way, console-top studio monitors, the 6-inch
of FM broadcast antennas and multi-station
Model 4206 and the 8-inch 4208. JBL will
combining systems. The company will also
also show its 4400 series studio monitor.
feature related gear such as rigid coaxial
transmission line, band-pass filters and presA host of others
surization equipment.
A variety of other microphone- and
New at the show from Electronics Remonitor-related accessories will likewise be
search Inc. (ERI) will be amedium-power
available.
FM panel antenna array. With reduced
Panasonic Professional Audio Systems
weight and wind load, the product is targeted
at medium and small radio markets. Another
(Ramsa) will provide the WS-A70 and WSA10 magnetically shielded monitor loudnew development from ERI will be alowpower modular FM combiner, which is a speakers along with its lines of power amps,
compact, enclosed unit that, when coupled
mixers and DAT recorders.
with the company's new medium-power
Wohler Technologies will unveil its new
panel antenna, is suited to moderate-power DAM-1desktop audio monitor that combines
astereo power amp, level metering and phase
master antenna systems.
indication with switching and/or mixing
Tennaplex Systems Ltd. will show broadcapabilities.
band panel antennas for television and FM
Alpha Audio Acoustics/Acoustical Soluradio; combiners and filters for transmitters;
tions Inc. will show its Sonex Alpha Pyramid
anew design of quarter-wave splitters; and
acoustical foam, as well as Soundtex and Alafourth-generation antenna pattern PC comphaSorb fiberglass panels.
puting program.
Amco Engineering Co. will be on hand
Gorman Redlich Manufacturing plans to
with its full line of monitoring cabinets and
show its established Model CM digital antenna monitor for AM directional arrays enclosures in 19-inch to 24-inch widths.
Wireworlcs Corp. will display its multipinwhere remote control is not required; the
based audio cabling components, featuring
Model CMR digital antenna monitor for AM
directional arrays, which will operate with Jenson microphone splitters.
Karl Heitz Inc. will bring out its line of
any remote control; the Model CRW
N.O.A.A. weather radio; and the Model
microphone fishpoles that extend up to 12
CEB emergency broadcast system encoder/
feet as well as clamp adapters to attach the
decoder.
fishpoles to tripods, monopods, etc.

Microphones
And Monitors
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Test, Measurement Products Proliferate
by Arthur Cole
LAS VEGAS Test and monitoring equipment will be in ample supply on the NAB
floor with nearly two dozen companies
displaying their latest monitors, clocks
and timers.
QEI plans to show its modulation monitor/test set, with a variety of test and
measurement features. One or two SCA
channel monitoring and VPDTO is available in the test sets, to enable the user
to measure accurately peaks of varying
lengths.
Belar Electronics Labs Inc. will show
its line of modulation and frequency monitors, including the FMM-2 modulation
monitor, the FMS-2 stereo monitor and
the AMM-4 and FMM-4 frequency monitors.
Modulation Sciences Inc. will have on
hand its ModMinder digital FM peak
deviation monitor. The company will also
show the ModMinder Remote and Advanced Remote and its StereoMaxx spatial image enlarger.
Tektronix will display its 760A stereo
audio monitor and the audio component
of its VM 700A video measurement set.
Desktop audio
Wohler Technologies will exhibit its
new DAM-1 desktop audio monitor, as
well as its TDM-1 time delay meter that
displays time delay, or phase shift at a
given frequency, between two audio channels.
Delta Electronics Inc. will show its line
of stereo monitors among displays of its
operating impedance bridges and NRSC
measurement equipment, including the
Splatter Monitor and stereo noise generator. Delta also will show its ASE-2AM
stereo exciter, which it describes as lowcost and high performance.
Inovonics will bring back "The Sentinel," an all-mode station monitor receiver with audio diagnostics. Inovonics
will also show "David," alow-cost FM
audio processor/stereo generator combination unit.
From Eventide Inc., there will be the
VR240 digital broadcast logger that can
record more than 252 hours on 24 channels on asingle 90-meter DAT cassette.
The device can be used to record your
own signal or that of competing stations.
Antenna monitors
Showing its line of antenna monitors
will be Gorman Redlich Manufacturing
Co. Featured at the booth will be the
CM digital antenna monitor in remote
and non-remote control versions.
Potomac Instruments Inc., will present
its 1900 series directional array antenna
monitors, as well as its line of audio
test systems and analyzers, field strength
meters and AM receivers.
At the Asalca/Shibasolcu booth, attendees will see the company's line of audio
analyzers, auto setup monitors and envelope delay measuring sets.
ESE will exhibit its new ES-236 digital audio DA and its ES-246 quad 1x6
DA with terminal black or XLR connectors. ESE will also have its ES-215 rackmounted audio level indicators for mono,
stereo or dual stereo.
Audio Precision will show its System
One portable measurement set, including
a DSP version and a dual domain ver-

sion. The company will also display its
Portable One Plus that features sweeps,
graphs and a printer port.
Portable options
Meanwhile, AVCOM of Virginia Inc.,
will present new options for the PSA65A portable spectrum analyzer: an AM
detector, an oscilloscope interface and the
RFP-24 pre-amp.
Amber Electro Design will debut its
model 7000 sine-wave generator that
offers ahost of new digital features, such
as arbitrary waveform generation and editing capabilities, 24-bit parallel output and

internal and external sync'd sampling
rates.
Meanwhile, Jensen lbols Inc. will present its Fluke Model 97 Scopemeter as
well as the established Fluke Model 87
digital meter.
Sescom Inc. will show its new line of
handheld test equipment as well as field
pro and audio SIPs.
Holaday Industries will debut a new
RÉ body current meter that incorporates
the latest ANSI RF exposure standards.
Also, Holaday will display its new broadband isotropic RF field strength meter
and three-axis ELF magnetic field

strength meter.
Dorrough Electronics will show its new
Model 380 loudness meter and will also
have on hand its established line of audio
meters and test sets.
T.C. Electronic of Denmark will display the TC8201 AES/EBU digital audio
interface test generator and analyzer.
Leitch Inc. will also be on hand displaying its line of amplifiers, sync and
test generators and clock systems.
To round things out, Radio Systems,
acompany best known for consoles and
cart machines, will present its new analog clock system.

TIME PROCESSOR
Control time and daypart process easily . . .

The Audio Signature Processing System With The Real Time Event Sequencer
When the Real Time Event Sequencer is combined with out popular Audio Signature processor,
the flexibility of the Audio Signature increases dramatically. The Real Time Event Sequencer
allows 26 different processing presets to be stored, and 200 time events over a7day clock. All of
the front panel controls of the Audio Signature are programmable from the event sequencer. In
addition, five remote terminal connections allow you to daypart from external contact closures
(i.e. console buss logic, cart machines, etc.). This system is anatural for stations that have many
varied programs - at last daypart processing is easy!

Real Time Sequencer
The Real Time Event Sequencer can control up to eight outputs (open collector contacts) and
store up to 200 events on a7day clock. Programming is done via afront panel keypad - the display
is an attractive back lit LCD display. The sequencer can be programmed to provide latching outputs, or half/one second closures. In addition the eight outputs can be binary encoded allowing
control of up to 255 addresses. The unit features ahigh accuracy crystal timebase and battery
backup for program memory. In addition, the Real Time Event Sequencer recognizes leap years
and can be programmed for daylight savings time operation. Have some lime you need to control?

THE
PROFESSIONAL'S
CHOICE
See Us At NAB Booth 4208

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
=

SYSTEMS '

1522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282-3192 U.S.A.
(800) 535-7648 (602) 438-0888 Fax 438-8227
Bulletin Board System (602) 438-0459 Telex: 350464
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The New Dynamax® CTR90 Series
Sounds as good as CD on the air

W

ith a -81 dB signal to noise ratio, the new
Dynamax CTR90 Series is the best piece of equipment that we have ever built. And, we're convinced,
the best cartridge machine ever built. What's more,
the CTR90 Series outperforms other ellements of
the broadcast chain, including typical STLs, exciters, transmitters, and even the best audiophile
quality receivers

In addition to Dolby HX ProTM Headroom Extension and DNR® Dynamic Noise Reduction, the
CTR90 Series provides many useful features including Extended Scale VU/PPM Metering, aReal
Time Minutes & Seconds Timer, Active Balanced

Inputs & Outputs, and both XLR and "D" type
Input/Output Connectors. All models are ruggedly
constructed to Dynamax standards, with toroïdal
transformer based powering, constant current solenoid drive, DC/PLL motor control, and an improvedi
high stability Head Bridge with non-interactive
adjustments.
And, believe it or not, the new and fully loaded
Dynamax CTR90 Series is about the same price as
our CTRIO Series, the most widely accepted cartridge machine worldwide for the past 4years. So,
if you want top value, and cartridge performance
comparable to CD, try the Dynamax CTR90.

Call your Dynamax Dealer or Fidelipac for acomplete CTR90 Series brochure.

eCtO

Fidelipac Corporation LI P.O. Box 808 Ii Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A. H TEL 609-235-3900

FAX 609-235-7779
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CTR90 Series Signal to Noise Ratio
-81 dB, "A" Weighted, referenced to 250 nWb/m, with DNR actii:y. - 70 dB, "
A" Weighted, referenced to 250 nVv'b/m, with DNR inactive.
Dolby HX Pro Headroom Extension originated by Bang & Olufsen and manufactured under license from Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
DNR is aregistered trademark of National Semiconductor Corporation under US. Patents 3,678,416 and 3,753,159.
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Radio Sessions Tailored Where We're Headed
For All Size Operators
NAB's Radio VP Lynn Christian Discusses
LMAs, the FM Freeze and the 1992 Convention

by Lucia Cobo

riety of sessions, all designed to address
varying needs and topics pertinent to all
LAS VEGAS The Radio Management
size radio stations and markets.
Conference at the NAB Spring Convention
This year's convention will mark the debegins on Sunday, April 12, and runs
but of the "Radio Table-Topic Luncheon."
through Thursday, April 16. Owners, operThe session (aworking lunch) will provide
ators and managers can choose from ava- managers an opportunity to mix lunch with
discussion on topics ranging from sales,
promotions and new revenue sources, to
Radio Management
cost-cutting and recruiting personnel. The
Conference
session will be formatted with separate tables for small market issues, and NAB raSchedule-at-a-Glance
dio board members will lead discussions
about successful concepts.
Sunday, April 12
Managers looking for new ways to deal
1:30 p.m. - Best of the Best Small
with the financial community can stop by
Market Promotions
the session, "How to Work Effectively with
1:30 p.m. - How to Work Effectively
Your Local Banker." Panelists will share
with Your Local Banker
advice and pointers on how to build a
3p.m. - Working Leaner Means
strong relationship with alocal banker. The
Greener
advice is designed to give attendees
3p.m. - Local Audience
Measurement Issues
pointers on how to develop and keep long4:30 p.m. - Radio Reception
term relationships with banks, especially
during times of financial duress.
Monday, April 13
Radio station owners and managers that
9a.m.
Sell to Car Dealers-Sell to
are having atough time collecting adverAnybody
tising bills can learn new approaches to the
9a.m. - Marketing with Local Recollection problem. "A Cache of Collecsearch
tion Ideas," will discuss motivational tac10:30 a.m.- Myths and Methods for
Managing
tics that tie sales compensation to collec10:30 a.m.- Multi-Media Marketing
tions as well as creative ways to show fast12:15 p.m. - All Industry Lunch
paying clients appreciation.
2:15 p.m. - Future of Advertising:
Cutting costs is one way to save money, but
Where will Madison Ave.
not necessarily the right way if you sacrifice
Spend Its Money?
quality. Managers can pick up pointers on
4p.m. - Programming and
specific ways to trim programming costs and
Production Exposition
streamline operations at the "Working
5:30 p.m. -Research Directors
Reception; International
Leaner Means Greener" session.
Reception
A key session for smaller radio stations
will be "Selling Without Numbers." The
Tuesday, April 14
panelists will discuss street-tested tech9a.m. - Sponsorship Proposals
niques that sell radio advertising without
Clinch the Deal
dominant ratings, signals or facilities. The
9a.m. - Off-Air Sports Marketing
session will teach you how to sell ideas, use
Can Make Money
10:30 a.m.- Dos and Taboos of Small
custom local research and quality.
Market Event Marketing
Small market radio managers and owners
10:30 a.m.- Parlaying National Sports
can also attend "The Do's and Taboos of
Events into Local Dollars
Small Market Event Marketing," asession
geared to novel ideas and tactics that can
Wednesday, April 15
be used to make astation's promotions and
12:15 p.m. - Radio Table-Topic Lunch
events more successful.
2:15 p.m. - What Our Clients Really
Successful small market promotions will
Think About Us
2:15 p.m. - A Cache of Collection Ideas
be discussed when winners of the NAB's
3:45 p.m. - Breaking the Mold
Best of the Best awards showcase the ideas
3:45 p.m. - How to Deal with
that gave them results.
Bankruptcy;
Managers can also select from sessions
Ham Radio Operators
targeted to specific sales areas, such as
Reception
"Sell to Car Dealers—Sell to Anybody,"
and "The Future of Advertising: Where
Thursday, April 16
will Madison Ave. Spend Its Money?" If
9a.m. - Selling without Numbers
9a.m. - Assessing Investment
you are shopping for programming ideas,
Opportunities and
the two-hour programming and production
International Media
exposition will provide acommon meeting
10:05 a.m.- Rise & Shine: Morning
ground for you to browse and syndicators
Programming for Profit
to sell.
10:30 a.m.- Database Marketing to Raise
Finally, the NAB will be offering, once
Revenues and Ratings
again,
sessions geared towards helping sta10:30 a.m.- American Broadcasters
tion capitalize on sports. Managers can
Answer Questions
11:10 a.m. - How to Do Effective
choose "Off-Air Sports Marketing Can
Research Around the World
Make Money," or " Parlaying National
Sports Events into Local Dollars."

Editor's note: Lynn A. Christian is
senior VP of radio for the National Association of Broadcasters, apost he has
held since May 1989. Christian brought
36 years of radio industry experience to
the job, from his start as on-air personality at KFRD (AM) Rosenburg, Texas,
to executive vice president of Century
Broadcasting Corp. Along the way,
Christian managed and put on the air
some of the country's leading stations:
KODA-AM-FM Houston, WP1X-FM
New York (now WQCD) and KMEL(FM)
San Francisco. Christian's work in developing the FM band earned him the
first individual award from the Armstrong Foundation at Columbia University in New York.
RW: Let's talk about the NAB convention. Coming from the broadcasting
trenches, as you have, and knowing
what an NAB convention was and what

it wasn't, is there anything that you have
done to give the convention your personal mark? How do you feel you've
improved the overall tenor of the convention?
Christian: You know, there is amisconception in the industry that the NAB
spring convention is atelevision conference. It is more atelevision exposition,
but not more a television conference.
Traditionally, there are more radio sessions than TV sessions at the spring
convention.
We do a variety of things. From
a conference standpoint, we feel that
we have really beefed up the show.
For example, we are working with the
legal department on the law and regulation conference, scheduled from noon
Tuesday, April 14, to noon Wednesday, April 15. All five FCC commissioners are going to be there.
continued on page 64 lb-
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Compatible Formats Are
The Secret to Happy LMAs
by Ed Shane
HOUSTON When Mother said, "Marriage has its ups and downs" there was no
way to know whether she was offering advice, caution, or philosophical resignation.
No way, that is, until we kids got into our own
marriages.
Mother's words ring especially true for radio today as more stations become "married"
through joint ventures. Radio's marriages are
often shotgun weddings, the result of convenience or need. Combinations of programming, sales or operations are attempts to survive hard times, to maximize the position of
adominant partner, or to minimize the weaknesses of alesser partner.
Local marketing agreements (and other
marriages like local sales agreements and
joint operating agreements) come at atime
when programming options are plentiful.

dl

A plethora of programming
Long-form satellite networks are the most
efficient means of adding programming to a
radio station. The two major music networks
offer formats as mainstream as country and
oldies, or as niche-oriented as Satellite Music Network's Z-Rock.
Local origination is more cost effective
with the use of digital studio equipment and
"jukebox" CD players. Because technology
has already made it possible, Ienvision banks
of "desk top radio stations" feeding LMA
programming to several stations at once.
Some competitive situations require fulltime live operations. It's the most costly option, but cannot be dismissed until astrategy
is established.
It's tempting to choose adelivery system
before choosing an LMA partner. Like marriage, however, that's dangerous. The effective LMA creates acombination that enhances each partner station. The ideal agreement broadens demographic impact and,
therefore, sales opportunities. LMA partners
should seek compatible, but not competitive
formats.

When you need a tower, and you need it installed, you need
ROHN. From design through installation, ROHN can direct
your project through completion.
And with installation by ROHN you can get ROHN's exclusive
20 year warranty, something no other tower company offers.
The ROHN Construction Group can provide your tower,
equipment shelter, site preparation work ( including roads) and
fnal installation using expert crews backed by 44 years of
industry experience.
Contact Rohn direct for more information on products and
services to help your business.

RO

P.O. Box 2000, Peoria, Illinois 61656
Phone: ( 309) 697-4400

FAX: ( 309) 697-5612
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Some happy couples
Ihippy LMA marriages are based on market dynamics and careful strategy. Here are
format combinations that most often create
asolid union:
•Country and CHR. CHR captures ademographic audience aged to about 34. Country
starts just above age 20 and attracts adults to
65. It's agreat sales combination with little
cume duplication.
• Country and Hot AC Another great sales
combination, but there is achance for some
cume duplication in the 25-39 bracket.
There's apsychographic difference in the two
audiences, and that's astrength that can be
sold to advertisers.
•Country and Urban. This combination
offers virtually no audience duplication. From
asales standpoint, there is areal numbers impact and abroad demographic spread.
•CHR and Soft AC This combination offers
another opportunity for abroad demographic
spread, especially since the combination can
be defined and marketed as "contemporary."
• CHR and Oldies. There's aclean break between the demographics here offering the opportunity for the CHR to add adults or for the
Oldies station to add Teens-to-34.
Good marriages can also be made by stations that are more closely aligned

demographically if the LMA strategy is to offer all the nuances of aparticular format.
Consider the following:
•AOR and heavy metal/hard rock. The hard
rock is confined to one station. The AOR format can be more broad-based, featuring lots
of classic rock. The end result is that you own
the rock image and the rock advertising
money in your market.
• Urban and Black AC Urban serves a
younger audience. Black listeners aged 2554 provide the core audience for Black AC

Ed Shane

formats such as SMN's "Touch." The combination offers the opportunity to tie up all
of amarket's dollars that are targeted to the
black consumer.
•Country and Traditional Country. This
combination is not as effective as the combinations just mentioned because Country
hasn't truly fragmented into distinct formats.
The strategy of this combination is to preempt anew Country entry into the market.
LMA ventures with high audience duplication may be in for arocky marriage. For
example:
•Country and Oldies. The 35-44 cell is the
most important cell for each format. Because
the psychographics of each format are remarkably similar, you can expect to share much of
the audience. That will hurt the sales effort.
• Country and Classic Rock. Each format
has strong male appeal and significant
strength 25-39. Expect to share alot of audience, especially in the Southeast, Midwest,
and Southwest.
•CHR and Hot AC. Of all the marriages I've
analyzed here, this may be the most dangerous liaison. For CHR to survive as aformat,
it must shift to serving an older audience.
This will make it collide head-on with the hot
AC audience.
The analogy to marriage is agood one, because stations that enter joint ventures are
structuring long relationships. They must
learn to live with Mother's "ups and downs."
A rule of thumb for approaching an LMA
or other agreement: Make sure it's more than
infatuation.
17100

Ed Shane is a broadcast adviser and
founder of Shane Media Services, which
provides management, programming, and
research consultation to radio. His second
radio book, Cutting Through: Strategies and
Tactics for Radio, is available now at
713-952-9221.
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Home Shopping for Radio Listeners?
by Bruce Ingram
CHICAGO Though it hardly qualifies
as awidespread trend, anumber of stations
in small and occasionally medium markets
have been returning to the tried and true
concept of the radio store, spreading out
their mats and hawking discounted wares
direct to their listeners.
"I think the return to this particular sales
strategy is fairly isolated," says Radio Advertising Bureau President Gary Fries. "It's part
of the overall problem of stations, particularly struggling stations, trying to come up
with creative ways of increasing revenue."
The radio store concept is nothing new, of
course, but in these tough economic times it
is exhibiting fresh appeal. And in some instances, it has been quite successful.
Everyone wins
Radio stations earn new revenues, advertisers increase their exposure while saving
money on spots and listeners save big on fast
food, tanning salons, restaurants, car washes,
furniture, fitness centers, just about anything
that can be hustled for aquick sale.
The basic idea is simple, although in actuality aradio store can be just as difficult
to run as any retail operation, requiring
tight inventory control and cash-handling
procedures.
Businesses supply the station with merchandise that can be sold at adiscount to
listeners. A fast-food restaurant, for instance,
might offer $500 worth of $5coupons, which
are sold on the air for $2.50 apiece.
The station keeps the cash and credits the
restaurant with $500 worth of on-air inventory. The station also talks about the restaurant in acasual, non-commercial way for as
long as the coupons hold out, describes its
menu, its amenities (if any), and even chats
with the manager and staff on the air.
"How can an advertiser say no to adeal
like that?" asks Tony Quartarone. Quartarone, a former program director for
WRKS-FM New York, bought 3000 W
WRKE(FM) Ocean View, Del. in 1989 and
has successfully implemented aone-hour
daily " Radio Store." He hosts the program
himself, generally featuring as many as 40
products per hour.
Following the leader
Quartarone's show is so successful, in fact,
that he says three other stations in his broadcast area have started up their own radio store
programs—including one that directly copies
his approach, which is to emphasize fun with
sponsors and listeners on the air.
"All of these guys told me Iwas nuts when
Ifirst went with this idea," Quartarone grumbles. "Now they're going after my audience."
Ideally, if aradio store show is entertaining enough, it can become popular enough
with listeners to be aviable programming option in its own right, as Quartarone discovered, not just extended commercial breaks.
Art Ortega, operations manager for news/
talk KQE0(AM), Albuquerque, N.M., and
co-host of the station's "Super Saver" radio
store says that after only six months, the program has achieved ratings parity with KQE0's
other programs. "It's definitely not atuneout," Ortega says. "A lot of people listen
without participating."
Just as Quartarone does in Delaware,
Ortega and his partner attempt to establish a
rapport with their listeners and develop relationships resulting in aregular cast of characters for the show.

For example, Sue Without Wheels.
"She's an older woman, she doesn't drive,
so she calls herself Sue Without Wheels:'
Ortega says with alaugh. "When she calls,
we say, 'Sue! Got any wheels yet?' and she
says, `Nope. Still looking.' The other customers call up and say, 'How's Sue? Any
wheels?"

cal comment, talking to just plain folks,"
he says. "It's what radio was meant to be—
atwo-way communication device."

I

that are news/talk stations or the stations
in small markets where it can help distinguish you from competitors."

"All of these guys told me Iwas nuts

when Ifirst went with this idea, now they're
going after my audience."

Having fun
Business considerations aside, Ortega,
who has been worked in radio for 20 years,
says the "Super Saver" program is more
fun than he has had on the air in along
time. "We make jokes, social and politi-

Even so, Ortega doubts the radio store's
viability for the majority of stations. "I'm
not sure this particular strategy is appropriate for 90 percent of the stations in
America," he says. "Maybe the 10 percent

Quartarone confirms that the Radio Store
concept was definitely agood way of setting himself apart from his Ocean View
competitors—until his competitors decided
continued on page 67 I.

GO ALL-DIGITAL.
NOW.
BP DIGITAL DELIVERYAND SENTRY SYSTEMS
ONLY BROADCAST PROGRAMMING OFFERS IT ALL...
FULLY- RESEARCHED
FORMAT CHOICES
BP mainstream and niche

PROVEN ALL-DIGITAL
CD TECHNOLOGY
Your BP Digital Delivery" format
is delivered on custom compact

formats, based on the latest
research, directed by the nation's

discs, the industry's most widely

most respected programming

used digital music source.

experts.

Use your present studio CD
players for live operation or
automate with Sentry Systems'
Format Sentry - ,one of the topselling controllers on the market.

AC
Soft AC
Country
CHR
Classic Rock
Adult Rock
Oldies
Urban
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Sentry Systems' hard disk audio
completes the package. providing
an all- digital local sound at a
surprisingly low cost.

ALL-LIVE OR ALL-DAY WALKAWAY
Operate live, with our song- by- song hour- by- hour
playlists, or automate your station for all the walkaway
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NAB VP Assesses Radio's Future
continued from page 61

We've also added things like the sports and
event marketing section, and the small market promotion idea exchange. This year we
are going to have "table-topic luncheons,"
where we have sections for people interested
in different aspects of the business: the future; LMAs; Spanish language radio; promotions; sales and marketing. This makes it
amore interactive conference.
In conjunction with that, on Thursday,
April 13, we will do two or three sessions on
the international arena. On Monday afternoon we are sharing sessions with television,
which is afollow-up to the futures conference
we had at the board meeting in Palm Springs.

NEW AM RULES
AMSTUDY

Overall, Ibelieve this year we will start to
see more large market stations come back to
the spring convention. ABC Radio's Satellite
Music Network will have a suite at this
convention—they've not had one for acouple of years.
In the past, many in the industry have felt
that radio should completely get out of this
show—that it should all be at the fall radio
show. Iwill tell you that when Ifirst got here,
Iwas headed in that direction.
But when Isaw how much the engineers
and the owner-operators got out of the show
and how they liked the Las Vegas show, I
changed my mind. We tend to get asomewhat different radio market than in the fall.
Ithink it is important that we continue to do
this show.
What we have really done with the spring
show—and this was John Abel's plan—is to
build aseries of conferences around agiant
exposition. Sort of like the sports "Super
Show" in Atlanta. We have BEA there with
its conference, the TVB there with its conference, the SBE there with its conference,
and HDTV World as well.

atremendous financial burden on stations—
to the degree that we are seeing radio station
sales at prices we never thought we'd see. On
the AM band, we are seeing alot of stations
going off the air.
If you really look at the number of radio
stations in our country, and look at the international situation—we are very saturated
with radio stations. Totally saturated, not just
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reregulation, would help considerably. Especially on the duopoly issue, which would
allow stations to own and operate more stations in amarket. Ido think that, somewhere
along the line, if a station can't make it,
maybe the frequency should be deleted.
It is avery complicated issue, and if Iwere
now where Iwas 20 or 30 years ago—
running stations and groups—Iwould look
around and say, "If !can't put together three
or four stations that Ican sell in combination,
I'm going to be in serious financial trouble
in the years to come."
And I'd either have to think about selling,

'ft ( DAB) is not as close
as we thought it was.
But NAB's putting the
discussion on the table
was very healthy because
we all had to stop
and think about the
future. Sure it was a

DAYTIME ALLOCATION STUDY
• Both Dataworld and FCC Databases
Studied
• Utilizes NEW ( Corrected)
Groundwave Curves
• NEW Adjacent Channel Protection
Ratios Employed

AMNIGHT
NIGHTTIME
INTERFERENCE STUDY
• Utilizes NEW FCC Skywave
Propagation with Greatly Improved
Accuracy
• Calculates Extent of Nighttime
Interference Received ( Detailed
Individual Night Limit)
• Provides Allowable Vertical
Radiation to All Pertinent Stations
(AM Night Permissible Radiation)
• Includes All Co- Channel and First
Adjacent Records

GWAVE
GROUNDWAVE ( Daytime)
COVERAGE CONTOUR STUDY
• Utilizes NEW ( Corrected)
Groundwave Curves

RW: Let me ask afew questions that will tap
into your solid experience as abroadcaster,
before you came to the NAB. The NAB is supporting an FMfreezefrom anumber ofdifferent standpoints, one of which is the perceived
oversaturation ofFM stations in avariety of
markets. From your background as abroadcaster, what is your opinion about that situation? Do you concur that it is an oversaturated market?
Christian: Yes. Ithink that the 80-90 addition of nearly 1,000 FM stations, conceptually, was correct at the time that they were
doing it. Idon't think that anyone realized the
economic impact that it would have. Most of
them came on-line at about the same time,
and because of the economic condition of the
country, the value of existing stations was
reduced.
And we just came off aperiod when alot
of people paid overinflated prices for radio
properties and are now carrying too much
debt. The combination of the two has created

Flexible FM Audio.
When it comes to the FM audio chain, no single product is
right for everyone. Take your pick from lnovonics' lineup of
best- value, best-quality system components. Use ours together, or ours with "theirs." We leave it up to you.
706 and 705 FM/FMXTN
STEREO GENERATORS

• Allows Input of Measured Soil
Conductivity Data
II Counts Population Within Coverage
Area Using 1980, 1986 and 1990
Census Data

Digital subcarrier and pilot generation. overshoot correction
and overmod protection — all built in. CBS /
FMX"'
system available as a low cost plug-in option.
250 PROGRAMMABLE
STEREO PROCESSOR

SKYWAVE
SKYWAVE ( Night) COVERAGE
CONTOUR STUDY
• All AM Nighttime Coverage
Contours Have Changed Size and
Shape
la Utilizes NEW FCC AM Skywave
Propagation Model
• Counts Population Within Contours
Using 1980, 1986 and 1990 Census

Data

datawopld
P.O. Box 30730, Bethesda, Maryland 20824
FAX (
301) 656-5341
(301) 652-8822

(800) 368-5754
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FM. You have to question the viability of the
industry with so many stations.
'Fo some degree, it reminds me of the way
the petroleum business was. A few years ago
in Los Angeles, almost every corner had four
gas stations; today, you go through five intersections and find one gas station with multiple pumps. It is abusiness that has just had
to weed itself out, because there just isn't
room for everyone. In our case, you can't
weed it out.
If the business goes under, the license goes
on. Somebody else takes it and they try it and
their business goes under. You have to take
alook at the overall picture and say, "How
many licenses can we aftbrd to have?"
Ithink that the freeze, in combination with

Gated AGC / 5- band Compressor , FM Limiter. Presettable
processing programs can be "called up" for format changes.
Optional RS- 232 bus for computer remote control.

-II-

255 TRIBAND/PWM
STEREO PROCESSOR

Fully gated AGC and 3- band Compressor , FM Limiter.
Widest range of user control over subjective parameters for
conservative to very aggressive results. Many unique features.
260 BASIC STEREO
AUDIO PROCESSOR
Gated AGC / Compressor / FM Limiter; ideal for educational
FM, TV audio, STL's, tape transfer, many other uses. Unbeatable value!
PERFORMANCE AND VALUE WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Inovonics Inc.

1305 Fair Avenue. Santa Cruz, CA 95060 U.S.A.
(408) 458-0552
FAX: (408) 458-0554
Circle (
78) On Reader t•ervice Card
See Us At NAB Booth 1418/1419/1420

or putting together some sort of acooperative venture with stations in similar condition
in that market. It is going to take some
reasonable people and some logical thinking
on the part of the commissioners and the
broadcasters for them to come together on
this.
RW: With the freeze, do you envision an
open-ended situation? Perhaps a better
question is, when would you expect the
thaw?
Christian: Ithink that Jeff Baumann could
probably better answer this. I've never
talked to him about it, but from my vista,
we want the freeze to stay in effect for quite
awhile.
Maybe, when the new regulations come
down, with the easing up from the FCC
that we expect, and by allowing more stations to be owned by one operator in a
market— perhaps there will come atime
when it could be lifted. A lot of it will have
to do with how the FCC acts.
RW: You mentioned LMAs. From your remarks, can we gather that you favor LMAs?
What do you think of their value to the industry?
Christian: Ithink that it really varies by
market. Ithink there are some markets
where LMAs would be sensible.
Ihave to wear two hats on this. Iam, by
nature, very conservative. My roots in radio were so founded in service that the
thought of owning a station and letting
someone else operate it would be difficult
for me personally.
But Iunderstand why station operators
today, in order to survive, have to do this.
So Iam compassionate about that.
Ihave this vision down the road—and I
don't know if the reps will get into this or
not—that there will be local sales organizations set up like the rep firms, but they
will represent the stations in their market
and sell them on a retail basis.
Ialso had a vision back in the '60s in
Houston, and I tried to put it together
continued on page 91
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How to Know When Your
Station Is Due for Repairs
by Jon Banks
ROCKVILLE, Md.

No station manager
wants to worry about engineering; the perfect
station would have aflawless technical operation. Maybe that's aquick job description for
your engineer . . . make sure the station is on
the air and sounds good, all the time.
But athousand things make it impossible.
Power failures, thunderstorms, equipment failures, human error, and acts of God lead the
list of problems. No radio station can keep its
listeners without areliable technical operation.
It's unrealistic to have triple backups for every system, or crack technicians on duty
around the clock. Of course, good management is amatter of achieving the most objectives with the least resources. You can't solve
all the problems, so just focus on the most important ones.
Assessing reliability

fin going to suggest amethod for analyzing the reliability of your station and finding
the weak links in your system. Your engineer
can use it to help you set priorities and justify
your spending plans.
Ask him to make alist of what can affect
your ability to stay on the air and sound
good—both individual things like failure of a
microwave antenna, and larger events like a
loss of the main transmitter site.
This takes some creative thinking, and the
first draft won't be complete. But his knowledge of the facility will help as he reviews the
problems that have come up in the past. Include equipment problems like transmitter
failure, coax failure, antenna failure; and system problems like apower failure at the transmitter, afire at astudio and atower collapse.
Consider problems that affect your revenue
stream, too: If you have special sponsored
programs (sports, traffic and weather reports,
remotes, etc.) consider what could go wrong
with them.
Develop spreadsheet
Your engineer can complete the analysis by
listing all those problems down the left hand
side of apage, and using another five columns
labeled: Severity, Interval, Duration, Cost of
Prevention, and Total Score. (See Figure 1.)
A value of one to five is assigned to each
spot on the grid, using the following guidelines:
• Severity:
I. Not apparent; backup as good as the main
2. Noticeable to acritical listener
3. Some degradation
4. Reduced power or coverage; poor audio
5. Station off the air or unlistenable
• Interval:
I. 10+ years between problems
2. Four to 10 years between problems
3. Two to four years between problems
4. One to two years between problems
5. Less than ayear between problems
• Duration:
I. Immediate, automatic backup
2. Manual switch to backup by regular operator
3. Fixed as soon as engineer gets to site
4. Up to aday to fix
5. More than aday to fix
BCost of prevention:
I. More than $50,000
2. $20,000 +
3. $5,000 +
4. $1,000 +

5. Less than $1,000
When the spreadsheet is completed, calculate the total scores. Multiply the four numbers in each row and enter the product in the
last column.
Severe problems that happen often, take
time to repair, and can be cheaply prevented
will have the highest scores. These are the
ones that should be your top priority. If the
results don't look right, go back and double
check the values entered in each column.
You should find at least ahalf dozen problems that stand out with very high scores;
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these are the ones to focus on. This analysis
should highlight some problems that you
didn't expect.
In the example shown, failure of the air stu-

standby, so its score is also low.
But both microwave systems use acommon
antenna, and failure of the antenna or coax
would be serious. It might be good to put a

Figure 1
Failure

Cost of
Severity Interval Duration Prevention Score

Air studio console
Electrical power at studio
Microwave SIL transmitter
SIL Antenna/Coax
Main FM Exciter

3
1
1
5
4

2
5
3
2
3

4
1
1
5
5

2
3
3
3
4

48
15
9
150
240

Reliability Spreadsheet
dio console scored low because the production studio can be used as abackup. A power
failure at the studio isn't serious because the
emergency generator will come on line automatically. The microwave transmitter has ahot

spare antenna up as astandby. And afailure
of the main FM exciter would force the
station to use the low power backup transmitter, reducing coverage; that pushes the
continued on page 66

CBSI's InterAcct accounting system delivers
everything we were promised. The installation
process was well-planned and coordinated.
Ourfinancial history was all pre-loadedfor us.
Our CBSI training specialist was extremely
competent. The changeover occurred without
any problems or delays.
"The InterAcct system has exceptionally strong
internal controlfeatures, the menus are logical
and easy to understand. The overall system is
extremelyfast and veryflexible.
"Using InterAcct, we reduced the time it takes
to process payables by several hours per week.
InterAcct is up and running successfully in all of
our locations.
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STATION SERVICES
News and Services for Business, Programming & Sales
American Urban
Radio Networks Formed

NEW YORK Sheridan Broadcasting Networks and the National
Black Network recently merged to
form the American Urban Radio
Networks, the largest radio network company targeted to Black
consumers. The company offers
five products, the American Urban
Radio Network, the STRZ Entertainment Network, the SBN Sports
Network, the Urban Public Affairs

Network and the SPM Urban Network. For more information contact Fred Mattingly at 212-714-1000,
or circle Reader Service Number
145.
Sports Collector
in New York
NEW YORK
The Sports Collector's Radio Show" signed
WGBB(AM) New York as an affiliate, marking the program's entry
into the nation's top market. The

hour-long program can be picked
up via satellite, Sundays 9-10 a.m.
EST.
The Sports Collector's Radio
Show is designed to examine different aspects of sports collecting, and
features call-in participation, advice and insight from collectors and
dealers of baseball cards and memorabilia. Each week, listeners can
call in to win autographed baseballs
and similar prizes.
The program is hosted by John

L. Raybin, publisher of "Baseball
Autograph News," and Jay Brustman, sports talk show host and attorney. For more information, call
Steve Bass at 800775TEAM, or
circle Reader Service Number
127.
New L.A. Service Offered
LOS ANGELES Creative Media Consultants has launched anew
venture in news and program
gathering from the entertainment

community. " L.A. Bureau"
promises to deliver high quality,
satellite-delivered audio interviews
with celebrities, film makers and
recording artists.
"L.A. Bureau" is a digitallyequipped studio that features digital lines to the satellite linkup, as
well as the "switched 56" digital
lines. For more information, contact Michael Binstock at 310-2042262, or circle Reader Service
Number 57
Women on the Radio

Operators trying to reach female listeners with topical issues, can turn
to the latest offering from the Independent Broadcasters Network
(IBN), "Woman to Woman." The
weekly, hour-long program, is
available via satellite, Wednesday
1-2 p.m., EST.
"Woman to Woman" touch on
topics as diverse as relationships,
career development, politics,
parenting, lifestyles, health, beauty
and fashion. For more information,
contact Steve Weigner at 813-5734402, or circle Reader Service
Number 86.
CLEARWATER, Fla.

• Preparing
For Repairs

NOMA
Ow You C
OUNT I
ROFITS.
MAXAGRID MEANS P
Radio stations around the world have discovered
aunique new way to maximize their yield—
MAXAGRID. Using your inventory, market revenues,
ratings data (if available), and aseries of individualized station factors, along with our proprietary
software, we create acustomized yield management
system. MAXAGRID generates important, predictive pricing information about your commercial
inventory to improve decision
making, and most importantly,
to improve yield.

The MAXAGRID yield management system
enables astation to help keep pace with the sales
activity in its market. Customized for every station,
the software uses aseries of calculations that allow
the station to produce arate card and rate for any
day or daypart in any given week.
Discover what other radio
stations have learned: MAXAGRID
means profits—whether you're
counting dollars, pounds, francs
or marks. Call or fax us today for
more information.

MAXAGRID.

MAXAGRID/UK

2139 Middle Head Road
Mosman. NSW 20148, Australia
02969-742'2- Fax: 02/960-2827

MAXAGRID/CANADA

Box 90(111. 1 ' xhndge,11ntersi
Canada 12 X' IKO
This 416852-9733 • Fax: 416852-5178

MAXAGRID/AUSTRALIA

2.139 Middle Head Road
Mosinan, NSW 2088, Australia
1bl: 02969-7422 • Fax: 02960-2827

MAXAGRID/USA

1350 Walnut Hill Lane, Suite 135
Las Colinas, TX 75038
214/550-0977 • Fax: 214/518-0935
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score up. A relatively inexpensive
exciter switch would give some
protection.
The spreadsheet is useful because it reduces these complex
technical problems to a single
number based on cost and
severity. All the problems are
compared side by side in aformat
that makes sense. You can use it
to justify your planned expenses
to higher management. They
don't need the technical details,
but they'll have confidence that
the analysis was done in aconsistent, logical way.
Reviewing this with your engineer and business manager will
help you agree on alist of priorities.
It'll let you plan facility improvements on atop-line basis, without
getting into the technical details.
Your engineer will appreciate you
focusing on these operational problems, and you'll be able to work off
the same list of priorities.
Your business manager will be
glad to have an objective way to
weight the cost of prevention
against the risk of failure.
There is another plus: This type
of analysis naturally leads to a
cooperative question, "How much
do we want to spend to prevent
problems?" This approach helps
you avoid aconfrontational discussion of whether you need to spend
any money at all.

MAXAGRID/NEW ZEALAND
2/139 Middle Head Road
Mosman, NSW 2088, Australia
'1bl: 02/969-7422 • Fax: 02/960-2827

Jon Banks is CE of WLTT(FM)
Bethesda, Md. (Washington, D.C.)
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Back to the Future: A
Return to Radio Stores
Pe' continued from page 63
to follow in his footsteps.
Regardless, he says the show has more than
fulfilled its purpose by establishing his credibility with advertisers and listeners in amarket where he was previously anew kid in the
neighborhood.

Breaking the rules
Quartarone was hesitant at first to employ
the radio store concept, because the notion
of interrupting his music format—ablend of
dance hits and tunes by the likes of Willie
Nelson and Kenny Rogers designed to appeal
to women—went directly against all he had
learned in his major market experience.
"I didn't think it would work to stop the
music for 60 minutes," he says. "In the major markets, you don't stop the music.
Period."
After considering the needs of his new
community, however, and his notion that few
things appeal to women more than shopping

gram apragmatic approach to local advertisers who do not have the time to consider
ratings and demographics. Suddenly, the
manager of the local fitness center was confronted with real flesh and blood human beings walking in his door because they had
heard about it on WRKE.
"It's agreat way for advertisers to size up
the demographics of the station," Quartarone
says. "They can see that this person is 38
years old, female, married, two kids, just the
kind of customer they want."

V(.'RKE Owner Tony Ouartarone

LOG 14 DAYS OF AUDIO
ON ONE DAT, PLAY IT BACK
WHILE STILL RECORDING!

I

for bargains, he decided to give it atry.
Immediately, Quartarone found the pro-

Radio Ends
The Year on
High Note
NEW YORK Once again, the radio
industry has shown itself to be more resilient than other media, according to
numbers released by the Radio Advertising Bureau. An optimistic tone was set
for 1992 with the industry showing amodest gain in December of 1991 versus

'East
sni East

gla

Midwest
D West

:st
Local Revenue
Dec. 1991 vs Dec. 1990

December 1990.
1991 defied all trends with a series of
positive- and negative-growth months.
Combined local and national spot sales
finished 1991 with adecrease of 3.1 per-

RCS TRACKER
The RCS TRACKER records up to 3 stations simultaneously,
and provides random access to any logged time segment even by phone - without interrupting the recording.
The RCS TRACKER consistently sounds better, costs less to operate,
and is easier to use than any other logging technology.
The RCS TRACKER is acomplete hardware- software system.

cent over 1990 revenue figures, while network revenue grew 1.6 percent over its
1990 figure. Local ad revenue declined
3.0 percent overall, while national was
down 3.3 percent.

—7

2 Overbill Road, Suite 100, Scarsdale, NY 10583
Voice ( 914) 723-8567
Fax ( 914) 723-6651
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The Auditronics 800
Clean Air Policy.
What we surround ourselves with says
a lot. The Auditronics 800 series says
you won't settle for anything less than
pure, seamless audio. More standard
features than the others. Tomorrow's
technology with the freedom to add
options. The 800 says you know that
when you own the best, the sky's the
limit. Write or call for afree brochure.

The Sound Of Perfection

OUDITRONICS
3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, TN 38118
901-362-1350, FAX: 901-365-8629
See Us At NAB ' 92 Booth 3902
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NAB ' 92 Exhibitor Directory

The 1992 NAB Erhibitor Directory is
alisting of information provided by exhibitors who responded to an RW NAB
questionnaire. Past and potential NAB
exhibitors were asked about new and established products scheduled to be
shown at NAB this year.
Questionnaires returned by the deadline are included here. N/A for booth
number means abooth assignment had
not yet been made.
Company

Booth

360 Systems
1018
Intro: Model DRC digital remote control for use with
DigiCart. Data compression software for DigiCart provides 6times more storage than normal recording. Digital audio interface for DigiCart provides AES/EBU and
SPD1F interfaces. Software release 2.0 for DigiCart provides video post production software features.
Also: AM- I6 series audio routing switchers: 16 x16
with remote control. "Permanent Playback" digital audio message players: EPROM-based players."DigiCart"
digital cart machine: CD-quality audio on removable
magnetic disks. Model HDS hard disk system provides
up to 50 hours of audio storage with DigiCart.
Contact: Robert Easton, Pres
18740 Oxnard St.
Tarzana. CA 91356
818-342-3127

AKG Acoustics
2800
Intro: Tri Power vocal and instrument microphones.
C647 condenser gooseneck microphone.
Also: Microphones, headphones, stands and accessories.
Contact: David Angress
1525 Alvarado St.
San Leandro, CA 94577

Alden Electronics Inc.
15104,
Intro: With Zephyr Weather Information Service, will feature Color Weather Radar Imagery from the National Weather
Service NEXRAD Program. It provides stations with lightning strike images, weather charts, satellite and weather text
information.
Meals Corp.
121:2
Intro: ADAT digital audio recorder, BRC full function remote controller, RMB 32 channel remote meter bridge, ATIADAT to AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital interface, AI-2ES
bus protocol interface. Quadraverb simultaneous effects
processor, Midiverb Ill simultaneous effects processor,
Microverb III digital reverb and delay. 1622 mixer. MEQ230
dual 1/3 octave precision equalizer. 3630 RMS/peak dual
channel compressor/limiter, and RA 100 reference amplifier.

Altec Lansing
19656
On Display: I674C automatic mic mixer system. 8553B
tamper-proof/programmable equalizer.
Amber Electro Design
4806,07
Intro: 7000 precision audio measurement system.
Also: Three series of low distortion audio signal generators.

Altronic Research Inc.
11129, 11130
Intro: Line of air-cooled dummy loads.
Also: Model 6725, 25kW air-cooled dummy load.
Model 6705. 5kW air-cooled dummy load. Model
640105, low power static air-cooled load. Model 9725.
25kW water-cooled dummy load.
Contact: Doug Starkey
P.O. Box 249
Yellville, AR 72687
501-449-4093

Andrew Corp.
16646
Intro: Macxline, inner conductors-only replacement systems.
Also: Heliax coaxial cables and waveguides. Macxline rigid
lines. Dryline series of pressurization equipment.

3M Magnetic Media Division
18012
Intro: 3M 393 and 395 Full Coast magnetic film.
Also: 3M 996, 226, 227, 806. 807, 808 and 809 audio
mastering tapes. 3M 275 digital audio mastering tape. 3M
PRO DAT. 3M AUD digital audio cassettes. 3M 8206, 8207
and 8614 audio logging tapes. 3M professional audio cassettes.
Line of audio and video accessory products.

AccuWeather Inc.
13727-13729
On Display: FeatureFone, avoice information system for
marketing information available by local telephone access 24
hours aday. AccuCall 900# Service Bureau includes AccuWeather for forecasts and current conditions. InstaSports for
sports information, lottery results, horoscopes and more.
Accurate Sound Corp.
2604
Intro: AS-4000 Philips cassette logger/recorder. AS-I00
tape handler reel-to-reel.
Also: AS-200A high speed audio tape duplicator. AS-6000
tape conditioner, audio and video reel to reel.
Acoustic Systems
1119
On Display: Prefabricated broadcast and recording studio.
Self-contained, pre-engineered constructed of steel panels
with custom finishes and isolated acoustical floors, sealed
doors, pre-wired electrical services and ventilation systems.
Eleven models or custom design. Can be constructed on-site
and moved/reinstalled.
ADC Telecommunications, Inc.
19652
Intro: American Lightwave System fiber optic links with
analog and digital transmission formats.
Also: Audio and video patching, termination, and distribution frame equipment. Audio and video components.
ADM Systems
18442
Intro: Post-production audio console.
Also: Stereo audio console. Stereo and monaural audio distribution systems. Stereo source selector. Bar graph metering system. Serial controlled interface.
AEQ
1300
Intro: BC101X1 broadcast console. SSR-I0 digital line identifier. Console for Systel-3000 control.
Also: BC-2000 broadcast mixing console. Digital multiconference system Systel 3000. Telephone hybrid TH02. MP10 broadcast mixer. Line terminal equipment. LE-01 line
equalizer. AM-01 amplified monitor. PS-01 power supply,
LA01 line amplifier.

A.F. Associates
19634
On Display: Turnkey systems, engineering and fabrication,
engineering consulting services.

We've chalked up more orders for our solid-state, FMS
Series Transmitters than any of our competitors!
Broadfasters all over the world ended their search for solid-

uji

state fM l'ransmItters with
to 8kW of power, after
discdvering that TIC has the only soliestate, broadband FM
Transmitter with field-proven, superior petformance.
Or did they choose TTC to get maximumefficiency,
reliabitityitransparent audio specifications and increased
immunity tb litihthitIg? Or vOns it TTC's exceptional value?
Whatever the reasons, they chase l*TC.
For more reasons on why the wprkl is buying from TTC and not the
competition, call Russ Erickson at TTC at 13031 665 8000.

TTC
J

(
SUIJ( I

•

031 6658000 Fax 3031 613 9900

Come see us at NAB booth 15725
AKAI/International Music Co.
1002
Intro: DDI000 Version 2.0 Software. SI100 Version 2.0 Software.
Also: DDI000 Magneto optical disk recorder. SI100 stereo digital sampler and SI100EEX expansion module. ADAM
digital multitrack tape recording system. SI000-series stereo
digital samplers.

Alpha Audio Acoustics
12901,02
Intro: Portable isolation booth.
Also: Sonex Pyramid acoustical foam. Soundtex. Sorb
fiberglass panels.
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AMCO Engineering Co.
16412
Intro: Monitoring systems/enclosures for broadcasting type
applications. Single/multibay consoles available. Vertical,
sloped front and low silhouette frames start as base units and
can be built-up. Treatments include wood, radius or traditional IF33 trim.
Also: Monitoring cabinets/enclosures for broadcasting type applications. 19"-24" widths and accessories: doors ( steel & plexiglass), drawers, shelves (pull-out. stationary modem), internal
Mitt Cooling devices including motorized impeller blowers.

Antenna Technology
13725-13726
Intro: Satellite earth stations and related electronic components with transmit and receive antenna sizes available from
0.8 m to 32 m, new and refurbished. Receivers, LNAs, LNBs,
jumpers, cables, connectors, heating systems, system design,
consultation and maintenance available.
Also: Simulsat multibeam antenna capable of receiving up to
35 C- and Ku-band satellites within a70 degree view area simultaneously. Available in 3, 5and 7meter equivalent sizes.

Aphex Systems
1902
Intro: 400 Digicoder stereo generator. 9901 parametric EQ.
Also: 320 Compellor compressor/leveler. 720 Dominator
II peak limiter. 723 Dominator Il transmission limiter. I24A
level matching interface.

FOR
THE

BEST

PERFORMANCES

Broadcasr Audio Consoles
Radio Automation
Audio Prccessor
• Audio Digital Sampler

AENT Research
Has Established

New Standards
In Broadcast Technology.

• Clock System
• Stereo Generarors
Stereo Decoders
Radio Dab System Generators
Telephone Interface System
See Us at NAB Booth 1000
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irrakis Systems Inc.
1702
Intro: Digilink. digital audio cart recorder.
Also: Audio consoles: 150/500/2000/2100/5000/10000/12000 series. Switchers: 1100 series. Furniture:
Modulux, Modulux II, Supreme. Systems: Modulink.
Contact: Mike Palmer. Pres
2619 Midpoint Dr.
Fort Collins, CO 80525
303-224-2248

ASACA/Shibasoku Corp. of America
15746
Intro: AAM-2(X) magneto-optical disk audio file. ADR6000 NTSC MD. disk recorder. ADS-330 NTSC MD. disk
still store w/RC33 remote control unit. CM203 20" high resolution auto setup monitor. CPI207 12 " high definition monitor. RM25AX ghost signal Generator. VBI6D2 serial digital
interface. VG922B closed caption encoder.
Also: Audio analyzers, auto set-up monitors, decoders, encoders. envelope delay measuring sets, erasable rewritable
magneto-optical disk audio tiles and still stores. GCR and
HDTV equipment, high resolution color monitors, signal and
sweep generators, video cart systems, and video noise meters.

ASC Audio Video Corp.
Intro: Virtual Recorder.
Also CASE editing controller.

\mho Animation Inc.
1624
Intro: paragon-transmission's FM stereo generator card option.
Also: paragon digital audio transmission processor. Verion 2.2 system software that has adigital 6- hand parametric
EQ, phase matrixing.

Audio Broadcast Group
Contact: Phyllis Freeman
2342 S. Division
Grand Rapids, MI 49507
616452-1596

42116

Audio Dynamics, Inc.
N/A
Intro: AD-40I retrofit board for ITC Type 99 cart
machines.
Also: AD-302 retrofit board for ITC Delta Series cart
machines. Contact: Steve Yates, Pres
137 W. Buckingham Circle, Ste B
Charlottesville, VA 22901
804-296-4111

11948,49

Associated Production Music
16422,23
On Display: KPM, Bruton, Sonoton. Themes production
music iihraries. " Broadcast I" and " Broadcast 2." APM
"Mini-Package." "The Best of the Best:*"Sound FX—The
Library" and " SEX" from KPM.
AT! (Audio Technologies Inc.)
12203
Intro: Vanguard 6- and 12-channel on-air hoard. MXM
Dual Mix-Minus add-on adapter for Vanguard consoles.
PB2X8 Press Box microphone distribution system.
HD1000 master headphone amplifier. HD100 single channel stereo headphone amplifier. Series of single and dual
channel line amplifierhuffer modules for DAI0000
modular amplifier systems.
Also: Micro-Amp and Encore Series of microphone.
line, turntable, distribution, power and 111F interface amplifiers with Emphasizer microphone processor. VU200VU1000 studio metering systems and Vanguard series onair consoles.
Contact: Ed Mullin
328 Maple Ave.
Horsham, PA 19044
215-443-0330

.Audi-Cord
3227
On Display: Mono or stereo cart recorders/players. using CMOS logic and available as dual record/play units
for simultaneous reocrod or cartridge copy.
Contact: Andy Rector
1845 W. Hovey Ave.
Normal, IL 61761
309-452-9461

Audio Accessories, Inc.
13744, 13844
On Display: Audio jack panels and jacks. prewired audio
patch panels, patch cords, patch cord holders, video panels.
RS-422 patching. Edac connectors and accessories.

Audit ronics
3902
Intro: Auditronics 850 console for workstation or onair capabilities.
Also: Auditronies 800, 400, 310 and 210 series.
Contact: Murray Shields. Dir of Sales & Mktg
3750 Old Getwell Rd
Memphis, TN 38l12
901-362-1350

.Audio Precisi llll
3900
Intro: Portable One Plus audio test set with sweeps. graphs
;Ind printer port.
Also: System One. System One+DSP, System One dual
domain.

Audio Processing Technology
N/A
Intro: DSMI00 two-channel duplex system, a selfcontained unit that utilizes apt-X 100 SCSI00 and SDS100
stereo encoder and decoder boards, plus RS-449/X21
modem/telecom interfaces and ISDN multiplexer.
DSMI00 transmits full bandwidth audio over single or
multiple 56/64 kbps data lines. An RS-232 port allows
up to 9.6 kbaud of auxiliary data to be added to datacompressed bitstream.
Also: apt-X 100 digital audio data compression system with an encode/decode process that reduces data
bandwidth of I6-bit PCM by afactor of four while retaining subjective performance of original input signal.
Available in form of aROM-masked AT&T DSP chip for
OEM applications plus PCB and self-powered systems.
Contact: Mike Smyth, US General Manager
6255 Sunset Blvd.. Ste 1026
Hollywood, CA 90028
213-463-2963

Audio-Video Engineering Co.
13720
On Display: Video Hum-Stop coils, Models HSC-I and
HSC-2.
Audio/Digital Inc. (a division of »IL)
On Display: TC-4 broadcast digital processor.

16236
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Audio Ser% ices Corp.
5112
Intro: DAT products: Fostex, Stella Vox. Sony, Panasonic. Sennheiser shotgun series. Infrared systems from
Sennheiser Lectrosonics. lime-code conversion for
NAGARA IV-S. Sounderaft, Mackie designs, CAD,
Nakamichi, URE1. dbx, Symetrix, Klark Teknik, Hailer. BSS. Lexicon. Aphex, Shure HTS, Otani, Carver
Pro, JBL, Auratone, Wohler Tech, Digitec, 360 Systems,
GW, Yamaha, Rane, Drawmer, AKG, Crest, QSC, Tannoy, Bose, Microtech.
Contact: Gwen Madrid, Dir of Mktg
10639 Riverside Dr.
N. Hollywood, CA 91602
818-980-9891

Audio-Technica US, Inc.

11906

Intro: PRO 88W wireless camcorder microphone system.
AT845R/RW & AT847R
remote-powered cardioid miniature condenser UniPoint microphones. AT835a line & gradient shotgun condenser microphone. MT83OR sub-miniature
omnidirectional condenser lavalier microphone. AT822
OnePoint X/Y stereo DAT recording microphone.
Also: AT83IR remote-powered miniature cardioid condenser microphone. ATM63FIE high-energy hypercardioid
dynamic microphone. AT4033 studio condenser microphone.
DT100 digital teleconferencing system. CP8403 multiple
microphone stand clamp.

audiopak, Inc.
2326,27
Intro: Compact cassette components.
Also: AA-3 and AA-4 broadcast tape cartridge,
Contact: Gordon Stafford. VP/Sales
P.O. Box 3100
Winchester, VA 22601
703-667-8125

,Lutogram Corp.
Intro: PM 1644 and MINI-MIX 8consoles.
Also: AC-8 consok.•.

Belar Electronics Laboratory
3920
Intro: AMMA-I AM Wizard.
Also: FMM-2 FM modulation monitor and FMS-2stereo
monitor. FMMA-I "The Wizard". RFA4frequency agile digital RF amplifier. PWM-I peak weighting module. AMM2B and AMM-3 AM modulation monitors. AMM-4 and
FMM-4A frequency monitors.
Benchmark Media Systems Inc.
11301
Intro: RS-414 mixing/routing amplifier module for System
1000. LLD- IO2 stereo long line driver. MP- Imie preamp
module.
Also: System 1000 modular audio processing and distribution system. MFIMicro Frame system. MPS-400/420
microphone preamplifiers.

beyerdynamic
12230
Intro: U700 Series UHF Lavalier and Hand Held Mic.
MC833 Stereo ENG/EFP Microphones. TEI70 Wireless
VHF Camera Mount Receiving System. DT211/311/411 series
of monitoring headphones. MCE 52 and 53 Miniature Instrument Mies for wireless applications.

Bradley Broadcast Sales
1024
Intro: Middle Atlantic Work Series equipment racks.
Also: AKG DSE 7000. Middle Atlantic rack accessory
product line. lelos full product line.

n
'
t
eDFIFFUZOW

VThe Ultimate
Mix of
Technology
with Art"

4527

AVCOM of Virginia, Inc.
12903
Intro: Options for PSA-65A that include AM detector.
oscilloscope interface and RFP-24 preamplifier.
Also: Portable spectrum analyzers: PSA-65A, PSA37D. PSA-35A. Postable test receiver: PTR-25A. Satellite receivers: video. SCPC and SCS. Microwave video
links: PSR-1000A and MVT-1000A and microwave accessories.
Contact: Charlie Odom
500 Southlake Blvd.
Richmond, VA 23236
804-794-2500

Performance
Tested
Quality
Materiafs
• • . •
Superior
Value

BASYS Automation Systems
18777
Intro: Archive II. full feature text storage and retrieval system, runs on a DEC RISC platform.
Also: D-Cart, anetworked digital audio recording, editing and playback system that interface to newsroom systems.
Newsroom Computer System that includes wire distribution,
reporter assignments, communications, script processing with
split screen editing and archiving.

What happens when you buy a " high performance"
product from alow performance company?

I

felectronics lasted forevei.
it wouldn't matter
where you bought
your next exciter,
amplifier,STL,
translator or
•
transmitter. Track
11****allie.
records of customer
frustration would be of no
concern as you simply chose the
box which suited you.

Since failures not only occur, they
usually take place at the worst possible time, it's agood idea to go into
the purchase knowing exactly what
the manufacturer will do if you need
help. Will they handle your need
themselves? Will they take action?
Will they follow up to see if you're
okay?
See Us At NAB Booth 3918

neering community.

At BEXT, customer
service is away of life. We

freely share our reference list so that
those whose experience with other
companies leads them to doubt our
claim can hear what a difference
BEXT has made in our customers'
lives. Beside our service, you'll hear
about the technical superiority and reliability that
have made our products
the growing choice of the engi-

..41 To find outwhat
-5 like to have arelationshipwith BEXT.
unchain that high
tech telephone system and call 619-2398462, or rev up the fax
machine and aim it at 619-239-8474.
We'll promptly return the complete
BEXT catalog of FM, UHF and VHF
equipment, with reference list.
And don' t
be surprised ifwe call to be
sure you got it.

-An

INTERNATIONAL SALES
Pan Technical Sales & Marketing
London, U.K. 44-71-247.6101
FAX 44-71-247-6104

M1I
I.

For Orders and Free
Application Assistance Call
Systems Development Group
1-800-221-8975

739 Fifth Avenue
San Diego, California 92101 USA
619-239-8462 FAX: 619-239-8474
Circle ( 62) On Reader Service Card
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BEXT Inc.
3918
Intro: Upgraded MOSFET technology for amplifiers.
Also: P2/P10, TEX 20, PTX 30, PTX 80 programmable FM exciters. P250, PJ 500-1, PI 500, T 2000, NS
1000S amplifiers. TC 280 UHF exciter. LC and SD SIL
composite aural STL system. HPT-FM transmitter/translator.
Contact: Michelle DeFazio. Sales Mgr
739 5th Ave., Ste 7A
San Diego, CA 92101
619-239-8462

Broadcast Electronics Inc.
2312
Intro: AM-5, 5500 W AM transmitter, with built-in
C-QUAM exciter.
Also: AM- I AM transmitter. FM transmitters.
Audio/VAULT digital audio storage device. CORE 2000
program automation. AT-90 modular on-air console.
Contact: Tim Bealor, Mgr/Trade Shows
4100 N. 24th St.
P.O. Box 3606
Quincy, IL 62301
217-224-9600

Radio World

Broadcast Microwave Services, Inc.
12301,02,03,04
On Display: Microwave transmitters, receivers and antenna
systems for portable and fixed applications. Ground and airborne autotracking systems. Antenna pedestals for central receiver towers. Helicopter systems for ENG, low noise amplifiers. diplexers and microwave accessories.

Broadcast Services/EME
1300
Intro: Digital audio products for broadcasters including
digital cart machines. CD players, digital audio workstations
and headphone amps for monitoring digital sources.
Contact: Keith Arnett, VP/Mktg
Reedy Creek Rd.
Four Oaks, NC 27524
703-635-1322

Broadcasting Systems, Inc.
3918
On Display: Line of TV 1-5 kW BEXT transmitters
with 2-year warranties.
Contact: Kenneth Casey
One W Lone Cactus Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85027
602-582-6550

Broadcasters General Store
5426
Intro: Rodman/Brown Desk Jockey & Desk Jockey
Lite, PC-based commerical/spot/liner control & storage
system w/VGA color graphics. D&F Industries ST-60,
low cost VTR controlerw/JOG for Sony. NC. Hitachi,
Ampex and Panasonic. Audio Dynamics AD-302, nr
retrofit card.
Also: Tailor equalizers, SMO 900 intelligent stereo
modulation optimizer. Cutting Edge Unity 2000, CRL
Audio Signature/event timer, Gentner Lazer/Prizm, lelos
digital phone hybrids/intercom link. Gentner digital
phone hybrid, Sine Systems MCS, Cellcast RBS-400.
Contact: David Kerstin
2480 SE 52nd St.
Ocala, FL 32671
904-622-9058

Bruel & Kjaer Instruments
4302
On Display: B&K 40(X) Series of studio microphones:
omni. hi- intensity and cardioid models.
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BSS, a division of AKG Acoustics
2800
Intro: FCS 928 digital controlled parametric equalization system featuring display of both systems RTA and
computed response curve of combined filters.
Also: Graphic and dynamic equalizer, limiters and
other specialized signal processors. Speaker system,
phase checker and mie splitters.
Contact: Jawxillion Loeb
1525 Alvarado St.
San Leandro, CA 94577
510-351-3500

Burk Technology
4812
Intro: AutoPilot, program switcher, six input stereo
switcher.
Also: it-8 and ARC-16 remote control systems.
Contact: Phil Halter, Sales Mgr
7 Lomar Park Dr.
Pepperell, MA 01463
508-433-8877

BSW (Broadcast Supply West)
1620
On Display: Audio equipment from 360 Systems. Digital
Audio Labs, Studer Dyaxis.

Cablewave Systems
1924
Intro: Microwave parabolic antennas, RF connectors
and Rigid Line expansion components.
Also: Flexwell coaxial cable, elliptical waveguide, RF
connectors, Rigid Line and components, mounting hardware. pressurization equipment and accessories. FM and
truncated antennas.
Contact: Krista Esposito, Mktg & Adv Admin
60 Dodge Ave.
New Haven, CT 06473
203-239-3311

Canare Cable Inc.
11121, 11122
Intro: BCJ-XJ-TR impedance transformers for digital audio lines that convert AES/EBU signals from 100 ohms to
750 ohms. TS-4C, "The Stripper," acoax cable stripper that
works in 15 seconds.
Also: Stan iQuad. L-4E6S. Microphone cable.
Capitol Production Music
4320
On Display: The Professional production music series, a
60 CD production music library, color-coded and grouped
by style. Contains every style and tempo in broadcast length
versions of corporate and industrial, rock. country. jazz, adult
contemporary, urban, classical, travel, holiday, comedy,
drama, musical effects and retrospective. Available in certain markets on exclusive basis.

CBSI (Custom Business Systems Inc.)
3908
Intro: CBS! For Windows for CBS! programs. CusromNet. Agency Management System.
Also: Classic and Elite traffic/billing systems. InterAcct general ledger. CustomMusic. CustomSales. Custornftemote.
Contact: Steve Kenagy
P.O. Box 67
Reedspart, OR 97467
800-547-3930

CCA Electronics, Inc.
2208
Intro: FM35000a 35 kW FM transmitter. FM120006.
12 kW FM transmitter. FM5OG 50 W FM exciter.
Also: FM4000G, 5kW FM transmitter. FM20000G.
22 kW FM transmitter. AM10000F. 10 kW AM transmitter. Stabiline voltage regulator.
Contact: John Binsfeld. VP/Sales & Mktg
360 Bohannon Rd.
Fairburn, GA 30213
404-964-3530

Central Tower, Inc.
2500,01,02
Intro: Self-supporting towers ( Series SS-STX) for large
heights and heavy loads, can handle heights over 500 feet.
Also: Designs and information on installing guyed and selfsupporting towers. Offer a "turnkey" communication construction package. Provide site prep work, in-house engineering, fabrication, foundation design & installation, tower erection, antenna installation and rebuilding or field tuning.

Circuit Research Labs (
CRL)
4208
Intro: Real-time event sequencer that controls up to
8outputs and stores 200 events over a7-day clock with
back-lit LCD display and battery backup. Amigo, stereo processing system with built-in stereo generator.
Also: Processing pmducts for AM, FM and shortwave applications. FM streeo and SCA generators. Dynafex singleended noise reduction systems. Programmable four-band stereo processing system. Prog,aminable microphone processor.
Contact: William Ammons, TV Products Mktg
2522 W Geneve Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85282
800-535-7648

Clear-Corn Systems
13706,07,08,09
Intro: PS-22, PS454 power supplies for party line, CS-222.
MS-222 2-channel master stations for party line.
Also: 2-, 4-, and 8-channel wired, wireless party line intercom with main stations. Belt packs, speaker stations, headsets.
Matris plus 50 x50 point to point digital intercom system. AMS
1021 single rack unit amplified stereo speaker system.

Circle ( 49) On Reader Service Card
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Clark Wire & Cable
11763,11863
Intro: Mini mie cable. Super-flex R659 triax cable.
Neutrik audio connectors. In-house termination services.
Two lines of ROB video snakes,
Also: Audio wire in various colors. Flat ribbon stereo
wire. 2-, 3- & 4-channel audio snakes. Microphone
snakes for remote applications. Microphone cable in nine
colors Video cables in 10 colors. ENO and production
cables.
Contact: Susan Clark, Pres
1801 Holste Rd.
Northbrook, IL 60062
708-272-9889

Coaxial Dynamics, Inc.
12905
On Display: Equipment for measurement and termination of
RF power and design of OEM RF filters, directional power detectors. and models of wattmeters and loads available for power
ranges from 0.1 W to 100.000 W. Terminating loads dry from
5W to 500 W. liquid dielectric 600 W to 10 kW. Water-cooled
and heat exchangers from 10 kW through 100 kW.
Columbine Systems Inc.
17019
Intro: Columbine master control automation system that
automates operation of any size broadcast/cable TV station.
Also: Spot and media scheduling, logging and inventory
management, sales analysis.
ComStream Corp.
5504
On Display: Networks Mr satellite digital audio distribution including integrated reciver/decoder. uplink electronic,,
and full monitoring and Audio Network Management System ( ANMS). ABR200 receiver.
Comark Communications Inc.
15733
On Display: UHF TV transmitters with advanced technology high power amplifiers and systems with klystrode.
ESC and klystron equipped transmitters through 280 kW.
diplexed or operated in full-time common amplification.
Coaxial and waveguide transmission systems and components
with turrike RF installation capability.

Communication Graphics
4318.19
Intro: Satin cloth concert patches.
Also: Manufacturer of screen printed decals, bumper
stickers, and pocket folders.
Contact: Donna Allbright. Sales Mgr.
313 N. Redbud
Broken Arrow, OK 74012
800-331-4438

Cooper Industries/Belden Div.
. 16225-29
On Display: 1504A dual channel audio cable in zip-cord
construction. 1508A- 1519A, series of 24 gauge cables, multipair snake cables.

Cooper Sound Systems
5214
Intro: 2-channel portable microphone preamp with internal batteries, 12 or 48 V. "T" power. balanced inputs and
outputs, compact, custom chassis. low noise and distortion.
M/S decoder and headphone amplifier with internal batteries, balanced inputs and outputs. compact. designed to be
attached to 2-channel mic.
Also: CS 106+1 16-channel audio mixer, aportable unit
that satisfies all location sound requirements with acommunications system. Also, an optional stereo input module with
M/S decoder and power supply, both for use with the CS
106+1 audio mixer.

Cream Corp.
4625
On Display: Components of Stati-Cat lightning prevention
system.

Crouse- Kimzey Co.
5410
Intro: Otani ProDisk 464. Ramsa WR 54416 16-channel
mixer. Broadcast Electronics AudioVAULT. Ramsa
WPI200 power amp. Sony DAT machine. Audio Technics AT4033 microphone. 360 Systems DigiCart.
Also: Otani DDR 10 2-track recorder/editor. Denon
DN970FA CD player. Furman power conditioners.
Contact: Doug Simpson. Sales
4108 Amon Carter Blvd.. Ste 202
Ft. Worth. TX 76155-2649
817-283-7700

Computer Concepts Corporation's
Digital Commercial System

Comrex Corp.
13101
Intro: Talk Console, complete talk studio in small package.
Also: Digital audio codes for 7.5 kHz, full duplex audio on 56/64 kbps telephone services. Frequency extenders for high quality audio on normal telephone lines.
Wireless cue system, telephone couplers and hybrids.
Contact: Lynn Distler. VP
65 Nonset Path
Acton, MA 01720
508-263-1800

Cmntech Antenna Systems, Inc.

12806,07

Intro: 1.8 meter flyaway multi-panel antenna
stem ni
wheels. Available with transit cases kin airline baoage checking. Offset feed design.
Alsa: Satellite antenna systems ranging in size from 2.4 to 7.3
meters. 3.8 meter is ideal for digital and analog SCPS reception.
Offset is most popular for SCPC transmit applications.
Connectronics Corp.
Intro: Wire & Cable. Patch Bays. Cable Reels.

13724

Continental Electronics Corp.
3418
On Display: AM & FM transmitterrs with related
broadcast equipment. Modulator.
Contact: Steve Claterbaugh, Adv & Sales Promo
P.O. Box 279879
Dallas, TX 75227
214-381-7161

110010.
25 HOURS
A DAY.
366 DAYS
AYEAR.

Corporate Computer Systems
5108
Intro: CDO-2000 digital stereo MUSICAM codee.
Also: Mono digital audio codee. Stereo MUSICAM
digital audio codee model CDQ-2000.
Contact: David Lin, Product Mgr
33 W Main St.
Holmdel, NJ 07733
908-946-3800

Communications Data Services
10449
Intro: Real-world propagation workstation, land use
and land cover data on CD-ROM.
Also: Real-world propagation studies. 1990 population
data on CD-ROM. 3AFC second terrain data on CDROM. FCC and FAA databases, online services.
Contact: Richard Biby, Pres
6105-E Arlington Blvd.
Falls Church, VA 22044
703-534-0034

Computer Concepts Corp.
4814
Intro: Digital editing option to Digital Commercial
System.
Also: Digital Commercial System. PC-based product
that combines digital audio board and software to allow
digital recording to hard disk, editing and instant on-theair playback o station's current inventory of audio commercials, liners, jingles.
Contact: Dana Cheney, Admin ASNI
8375 Melrose Dr.
Lenexa, KS 66214
913-541-0900
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Crown International Inc.
4818,4919
Intro: CM-230 tridundant microphone. CM-3I supercardioid electret condenser microphone. SASS- P MK II stereo
condenser microphone. LM-300 silent-operating dual gooseneck supercardioid microphone.

CTE International
5424
Intro: VL-1(XX1 FM amplifier 1000 W. KT-24 FM exciter. KT-3000 FM transmitter 250 W. S-500, 500 W FM
amplifier. DIP- 2 FM antenna. VAGI 900 antenna.
Also: FM braodcast equipment. VL-5000, 5W linear
amplifier FET devices. VL-30 FM exciter. S-22 FM exciter. RX-10 STL receiver 300-1000 MHz. TX-02 STL
transmitter 300-1000 MHz.
Contact: Jorge F3icocchi, Pres
2450 N Powerline Rd.. #I2
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
305-977-9111

Cutting Edge Technologies
5426
Intro: Dividend composite filter. Vigilante limiter.
Unity 2000 digital audio processor.
Contact: F. Joseph Foti
2501 W Third St.
Cleveland, OH 44113
216-241-3343

TASC_AM's industry-standard 122MKII has
alot to live up to.
Starting with its own reputation as the
hardest working professional cassette deck in
broadcasting.
No problem.
Because the 122MKII was designed from
Day One to withstand the ravages of people
who detest dead air as much as you do.
tts FG servo, direct-drive capstan motor
was designed to handle the kind of round-theclock cueing and rewinding that burns most
other motors out fast.
The unique Hysteresis Tension Servo
Control actually lets you adjust take-up, backtension and torque with open-reel precision. So
you maintain the same back-tension throughout the entire cassette, significantly reducing
wow and flutter and distortion.
And while relentless play tends to take its
toll on conventional tape heads, the 122MKII's
three cobalt amorphous heads are built for the
long run, delivering crisp, clean sound that's
enhanced even more by achoice of Dolby* B,
Cand HX-PRO.
But even all that's not all. Because the
122MKII also features front-panel bias and EQ,
+4 dBm XLR-balanced Ins and Outs and asuggested retail price of just $1,099.
For more on the broadcast deck built to
work like there's no tomorrow, every day, call or
write TASCAM.

TASCAM

d
dbx, a division of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
2800
On Display: dbx Production. Perlis-men and 900 Series signal processing equipment.
Contact: Judy Kuta. Mktg Admin Asst
1525 Alvarado St.
San Leandro, CA 94577
510-351-3500

©1991 TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. 213/726-0303.
*Dolby

Cand HX-PRO are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.

See Us At NAB Booth 12951
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Who's
running
the ship?

U

nattended
operation is
one way to keep your
station profitable, but
you still have to mind
the store.
The acclaimed Burk
Technology ARC- 16
Remote Control System
is the first step. You can
control transmitter and
studio from any phone.

Dataworld
1626
Intro: AM Rules. 1990 Census Data. Zip Code Maps.
Also: Databases and computational programs for AM.
FM, TV, LPTV and wireless cable. Directories, allocation and interference studies. Population counting. FCC
flag service. Terrain elevation retrieval. FM and TV areato-locate studies. AM daytime and nighttime channel
studies. Maps depicting zip codes, coverage, population
density. power density, terrain shadowing and received
signal level. 24-hour on-line remote access.
Contact: John Neff/Bob Richards, Sales
4827 Rugby Ave., Ste 200
Bethesda. MD 20814
800-368-5754

Datatek Corp.
13914
Intro: D-890 digital audio distribution amplifier. D-89I/D892 digital audio D/A and A/D converters.
Also: Audio and video distribution amplifiers and routing
switcher systems.
Decision, Inc.
Intro: Version 6.0 of Broadcast System III.
Also: Broadcast System Ill.

2100

Denon America Inc.
4909,10
Intro: DN-95IFA CD cart player.
Also: DN-950FA. DN-970FA production CD cart player.
DN-7700R CD recorder.

DIC Digital
18738
Intro: Betacam SP products for use in electronic news
gathering applications. 5, 10, IS. 20 and 30 minute cassettes.
Also: Digital audio tape products and 8mm video tape
products. MQ Series master quality professional DAT
cassette. Longer lengths have 2extra minutes so test tones
and pre-roll IDs can be inserted without cutting into program time.
Contact: Kevin Kennedy. Natl Mktg Mgr
222 Bridge Plaza South
Fort Lee. NJ 07024
201-224-9344

J

AutoPilot is break-through
computer software that
makes automatic operation
of your studio/transmitter
facility adream come truc.
Automatic power changes

Dolhs Laboratories Inc.
4514
Intro: DSTL system. SR Series. Model DP90.
Also: Models DP501/DP502. Model 422. Model SDU4. 430 Series. Model 363.
Contact: Allen Whitman
100 Potrero Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-558-0200

e
Editing Machines Corp.

Delta Electronics Inc.
2826
Intro: ASE-2 AM stereo exciter.
Also: AM stereo monitor, operating impedance bridges.
NRSC measurement equipment with splatter monitor and stereo noise generator.

But wait. There's more!

ntroducing AutoPilot'
from Burk Technology.

12063, 12163
Digidesign
Intro: Sound Tools II.
Also: Pro Tools.
Contact: Suz Howells. Product Mktg Mgr
1360 Willow Rd. #10I
Menlo Park. CA 94025
415-688-0600

Dielectric Communications
1708
Intro: Transmission line, switches, switch remote control panel, combiner, filter, pressurization equipment.
Also: Ring-style and panel antennas with TCB cavitybacked, circularly-polarized antenna designed for singleJmultistation use. Contact: Colleen Mitchell, Dir Mktg
Svcs
Tower Hill Rd.
Raymond, ME 04071
MX1-5854500

Dorrough Elect ronics
12206
Intro: Loudness meter Model 380 for console mounting.
Also: Audio meters. Stereo signal test set model 1200. Discriminative audio processor model 610-S.

ElectroVoice Bdcst. & Prod.
19656
Intro: 635A/B & RE5OB ENG/EFP mics.
Also: 635A, RE50, RE2Q RE27N/D and RE38N/D microphones.

Emcor Products/Crenlo Inc.
12833
Intro: Fan trays and fan panels.
Also: Modular lines of electronic enclosures. EMI/RFI
shielded cabinetry:. computer support furniture, packaged
blowers, fan trays and fan panels.

Energy-Onix
3604,3704
Intro: The Legend Series, FM broadcast transmitters.
SSTP line of FM broadcast transmitters and amplifiers.
SST-25 25 W frequency agile solid state exciter.
Also: MK series of single tube FM transmitters. High
level plate modulated AM broadcast transmitters.
Contact: Ernie Belanger, VP/Mktg & Sales
752 Warren St.
Hudson, NY 12534
518-828-1590

ERI Installations
1020
Intro: Medium-power FM panel antenna array for
small radio markets. Low power 'nodular FM combiner.
Also: Design. manufacture, installation of omni and
directional antennas, filters, combiners, multiplexers, and
towers for commercial broadcasting.
Contact: David Davies
108 Market St.
Newburgh, IN 47630
812-853-3318

Automatic site changes

RF RADIATION
PROTECTION

Automatic fault recovery
Automatic logging

Now your imagination is
the only limit.
The new FCC fine schedule
is imposing. Why risk abig
penalty when AutoPilot
can help you stay within
the rules?

Call us at 508-433-8877
or toll free at
1-800 255-8090
for more information
and aFREE DEMO.

Bum(
TECHNOLOGY

Circle (93) On Render Service Cord
See Us at NAB Booth 4812

COMPLY WITH RF GUIDELINES
USE HOLADAY INSTRUMENTS

NEW

Eventide Inc.
1421.22
Intro: VR240 digital broadcast logger.
Also: H3000B bmadcast/postproduction UltraHarmonizer. BD1002 digital video delay.
Contact: Gil Griffith, Natl Sales Mgr
One Alsan Way
Little Ferry, NJ 07643
202-641-1200

EEV, Inc.
17730
On Display: Power tubes for AM/FM transmitters including 15 kW Tetrode type 4CXI5,000A. 35 kW Tetrode type
4CX35.000C and CYI637/4CV100000C for higher power AM
transmitters.

Automatic pattern changes
Automatic power trim

16712

ESE
13701
Intro: ES-236 digital audio DA. ES-246 quad lx6 audio DA with terminal block or XLR connectors. ES-2I5
rackmounted audio level indicators. E-2695 SMPTE time
code to ESE time code converter. ES-2743A ESE time
code to SMPTE time code converter. ES-219 RS170A
black burst generator. ES-233 video fade-to-black interface.
Also: master clock systems, master tinter systems, digital clocks and timers, audio level and impedance interfaces, audio level indicators, audio and video distribution amplifiers, SMPTE time code generators, readers.
inserters, comparators and converters, audio and video
accessories.
Contact: Brian Way. Mktg Mgr
142 Sierra St.
El Segundo, CA 90245
310-322-2136

FROM HOLADAY

MODEL HI- 3012
RF BROADBAND SURVEY METER
FOR ELECTRIC & MAGNETIC FIELDS

MODEL HI- 3701

Feral Industries
16406
Intro: C- I00 time base corrector/synchronizer. Hamlet
waveform/vectorscope.
Also: YEM CVS-980 Scan Converter. Video International
DTC 1504. Feral Industries 6119 and 61I9Y/C production
switchers.

Fidelipac Corp.
1920
Intro: Dynamax DCR 1000 series digital audio cartridge using 3.5" disks as recording medium. Sampling
rate is front panel selectable. At asampling rate of 32
kHz, over 5 minutes of stereo audio may be recorded.
A 2-line by 24 character LCD functions as an electronic
cart label and astandard count-down timer display. Label information and cue tones are entered by plugging
acommon PC/AT keyboard into record module.
Also: MX series modular console that features 8-12
mixers in rotary and slide fader versions and will support up to 2 telco hybrids. Dynamos CTR-90 series
recorders, reproducers, erasers/splice detectors, Audiomax and Dynamax tape cartridges, storage systems,
alignment tapes, studio warning lights and bulk recording tape. Modular audio consoles for on-air and production studios.
Contact: John Tiedeck, Sales Mgr
97 Foster Rd.
Moorestown, NJ 08057
609-235-3900

FirstCom
4626,27
On Display: Direct Results Radio. Sound Designer Library.
Custom Production Library.
Flash Technology Corp. of America
1618
On Display: FTB 205 and FTB 204 High Intensity Aviation Strobe Obstruction Lighting, FTC I
ION and 110R Controller. FTB 301 AC Operated Medium Intensity and FTB
339 DC Powered Medium Intensity Strobe Obstruction
Lights.
Focal Press Broadcasting Pubs.
16768,69
Intro: Books: "The Broadcast Century." by Robert Hilliard
and Michael Keith. "The Art of Digital Audio," 2nd edition.
by John Watkinson. " Broadcast Technology Worktext," by
Samuel Ebersole. "Creative Radio Production," by Bruce Siegal. " Selling Radio Direct." by Keith. " Practical Radio Promotions," by Ted Roberts. Videotapes: "Basic Field News
Coverage." by Jim Handley and Lucas Williamson. "Behind
the Scenes at the Local News." by Robert Goald.
Also: Books: "The Radio Station," by Keith & Krouse.
"R-DAT." by John Watkinson. "Electronic Media Management." by Pringle/Starr/McCavitt. " Radio Production." by
Keith.
Fort Worth Tower Co Inc.
3224-3226
On Display: Guyed and self-supporting towers, turnkey
services and installation, communications and mobile buildings, standby power systems and antenna mounts.
Fostex Corp. of America
17428
Intro: Model PD-2. portable iimecode DAT recorder.
Also: G-Series multitrack recorders.

BODY CURRENT METER
FOR INDUCED & CONTACT RF CURRENT
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE

HOLADAY INDUSTRIES, INC.
14825 MARTIN DRIVE
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN 55344
ph. ( 612)934-4920
AT NAB SHOW, SEE BOOTH 11607
Circle ( 150) On Reader Service Cord

GE American Communications
13906
On Display: Satellite communication services to radio and
TV broadcasters for broadcast, syndication, satellite newsgathering, digital audio and SCPS network programming and
business video.
GE Support Services/RCA Broadcast
1326,27
On Display: Service support for RCA Broadcast Studio
transmission equipment and stage and studio lamps with genuine RCA pans. Services: Field maintenance service, parts
(35,000 inventory), technical assistance, manuals. training.
24-hour service.
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Garner Industries
13722,23
Intro: 682 Series bulk degau,ser, tor :Judi,. video and computer media. Garner Type II degausser for NSA-approved erasure of videocassettes and cartridges.
Also: Eliminator 4000 hulk tape degausser tbr erasure of
1500 Oersteds. Cassettes and C-fiemat reels.
Gefen Systems
5224.25
Intro: NSM-CD 3101 AC CD changer. Touch-the-Music
picture database background music system. CDJ Classic Pro
Music System, background music system for broadcast.
Also: M&E Organizer System. SFX and production music. Locator software. 60 & 100 CD changer. Panasonic
SV3900 computer interface.

Gentner Communications Corp.
1712
Intro: PeopleLink System One, full duplex teleconferencing system. Lam 2.0, digital FM limiter/stereo
generator. Prizm 2.0 digital audio processor.
Also: Teleconferencing, pro audio and broadcast
products.
Contact: Chuck Leonhardt, Dir of Mktg Comm
1825 Research Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
801-975-7200

Henry Engineering
5500
Intro: DIGISTOR digital message storage system that
stores up to 4 minutes of audio for automatic playback
via phone lines. TWINMIC dual ( stereo) microphone
preamp with mix capability. Can combine two mies into
asingle output.
Also: FAST TRAC automatic dubbing workstation.
MICROMIXER 4-channel line level mixer. NETCOMMANDER satellite programming control system. TWINMATCH dual stereo level converter. THE MATCHBOX
level and impedance converter. USDA 2x4 mini stereo
D.A. TELECART H automatic telecoupler. SUPERELAY studio control interface. LOGICONVERTER studio equipment control interface. MIXMINUS PLUS
broadcast hybrid interface.
Contact: Hank Landsberg, Owner
503 Key Vista Dr.
Sierra Madre, CA 91024
818-355-3656

Hughey & Phillips Inc.
5218,19
On Display: Obstruction lighting, safety -climb devices and
remote monitoring of tower lighting.

1
I
ar risAllied
2218
I
ntro: Marantz CDR600 CD recording and playback
system. Moseley DSP 6000 digital STL/TSL, AES/EBU
digital audio interface. DX transmitters, medium wave
in 300, 600, 750 and 1000+ kW.
Also: Medium wave. Platinum Series FM. and single
tube transmitters. Airakis Digilink, digital audio recording system. Eventide VR240 digital audio logger. MacroMedia AUDISK digital audio storage. AudioMetrics
CD cart machine. AKG DSE-7000 digital audio workstation and production system.
Contact: Martha Rapp. Mgr Mktg Comm
P.O. Box 4290
Quincy, IL 62305-4290
217-222-8200

•

1

Gorman-Redlich Mfg Co.
4224
On Display: Model CM digital antenna monitor. Model
CMR digital antenna monitor. Model CEB Emergenc)
Broadcast System entaxler-decoder.
Contact: James Gorman, owner
257 W Union St.
Athens, OH 45701
614-593-3150

:otham Audio Corp.
39116
Intro: SPOT 90 version 2.0 software. MicroTech Gefell
microphones.
Also: SPOT 90 compact disc production system. Harmonia Mundi Aeustica digital processors. Microtech Gefell
microphones. DSP Workbench FFT analyzer. CEDAR Audio, Audio+Design analog & digital processing.

The HI-3624 ELF magnetic field
meter from Holaday Industries

Iloladay Industries. Inc.
11607
Intro: RF body current meter to measure RFinduced
body currents in accordance with latest-revision of ANSI
RF exposure standard. Broadband isotropic RF field
strength meter to measure electric and magnetic fields
in accordance with "uncontrolled environment - levels
of revised ANSI RF exposure standard. 3-axis ELF magnetic field strength meter to measure 50/60 Hz magnetic
fields in accordance with proposed IEEE guidelines.
Also: Broadband isotropic RF field strength meters to
measure potentially 1111z:tattoos electric and magnetic fields in
vicinity of transmitting facilities. VLF and ELF field strength
meters to measure electric and magnetic fields at low frequencies. Datalogger to tee with field strength meters.
Contact: Burton Gran, Pres
14825 Martin Dr.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
6l2M34-4q20

IDB Communications Group. Inc.
15750
On Display: Transmission and distribution services for domestic/international radio. TV and data/voice communications.

International llipetnmics Corp. (ITC)
1208
Intro: Series 2audio tape and cart machine. DPR-612
digital program repeater with audio storage for monophonic programs (6or 1.2. depending on sampling rate)
of varying length.
Also: Series I and 99B Series audio tape cart
machines, ESL V eraser/splice locator, cart Il broadcast
cartridge, audio switcher system plus optional remote
controls. DigiCenter, adigital audio operating platform
with up to 5operating systems with digital cart machine.
satellite automation control, live assist capability, program automation and interface to traffic/accounting/billing systems.
Contact: Bruce Helling, Mktg Comms Mgr
2425 S Main St.
Bloomington, IL 61702
800-447-0414

•

Inovonics Inc.
1418,19,20
Intro: " The Sentinel," astation monitor receiver with
audio diagnostics permitting comparison between stations
in agiven market. " DAVID," an FM audio processor/stereo generator combination unit.
Also: PWM-based multiband audio processors for
AM, FM and TV broadcast. FM/FMX digital synthesis
stereo generators, magnetic recording. Electronics for
studio tape machines and mag-film recorders.
Contact: Jim Wood, Pres
1305 Fair Ave.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
408-458-0552

:epco International Inc.
12847.48.49
Intro: Series GEP-5524. 100 ohm digital audio cable. SEPVFM 807. miniature 75 ohm coaxial for ROB applications.
KGB 2000 series. 59 ,L1 size low loss coaxial for ROB applications. Direct box with ground left selection.
Also: Videotaudio cables, assemblies, breakout how., custom panels. direct boxes, cables reelers.

Hallikainen & Friends Inc.
2224,25
Intro: DRC200 programmable multisite transmitter
control system.
Also: TELI71 digital telemetry adaptor for Moseley
Tc-i5A. 110177 computer interface for TELI71. DRC190
programmable multisite transmitter control system. TVA
series rackmount audio mixers.
Contact: Harold Hallikainen, Pres
141 Suburban Rd.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-7590
805-541-0200

75

Intraplex Inc.
5206,07
Intro: TI "Smart MUX." TDM-163 TI Multiplexer
Terminal and TDM-165 TI drop/insert terminal.
Also: PT/PR-I50 stereo/dual program audio codee.
4500 MDAC digital audio codee. 3800 VRM variable
rate multiplexer.
Contact: Christine Doyle, Comma Dir
80 Taylor St.
Littleton, MA 01460
508-486-3722

J.N.S. Electronics Inc.
1418,19,20
Intro: D-MUX, digital program audio multiplexing
system for mono or stereo audio. RFM.8180, synthesized
FM receiver module. LM.8121, LED level meter module
Also: The " FRAME.- audio, RF and video capabilities within the same rack frame. CD quality audio routing switchers: 9000 series up to 120x120. 8300 series.
stereo to 100 inputs.
Contact: John E. Leonard, President
P.O. Box 32550
San Jose, CA 95152
408-729-3838

.1111. Professional
16236
Intro: Model 4206. 2-way. 6- inch console-top studio monitor. Model 4208, 2-way. 8- inch console-top studio monitor.
M644, 4-channel noise gate. M712. 2-channel gating compressor/I hinter.
Also: Control series loudspeakers. SR Series power amplifiers. 4400 Series studio monitors.

CCIA

... because you can't always trust your ears.
The Sentinel is a Station Monitor Receiver with all-mode
reception: NRSC AM/AM-Stereo, FM/FMXTm-Stereo and SCA.
But what's more important, The Sentinel has built-in diagnostics
that measure and display 12 separate parameters of the program
audio signal.
With 24 station presets and well-defined readouts, even nontechnical personnel can instantly compare their audio with anyone
else on the dial for Peak Modulation, Relative Loudness, Dynamic
Range, Spectral Profile and Stereo Image.

"Simplicity is the highest form of science."
-Albert Einstein

CCA Transmitters
P.O. Box 426
Fairburn, GA 30213
(404)964-3530 FAX (404)964-2222

The Sentinel: see what your ears have been missing!

Inovonics
1

Audio Recording,
Signal Processing and Instrumentation

1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060— CALL (408)458-0552 FAX 458-0554

See Us at NAB Booth 1418/1419/1420
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PRODUCTS 8t SERVICES SHOWCASE
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
NEW!!! from AVCOM
PSA-65A Portable Spectrum Analyzer &
SCPC-2000E Single Channel Per Carrier Receiver

WHY LEAVE
THEM IN THE
DARK. . .

tnet

•e
0 • •
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PSA-65A Portable Spectrum Analyzer - $2855
AVCOM's PSA-65A Portable Microwave Spectrum Analyzer covers a frequency range from less than 2MHz toi000 MHz. The broad frequency coverage
and high sensitivity of the PSA-65A make it ideal wherever alow cost, compact
spectrum analyzer is needed. The light weight, battery or line operated PSA-65A
Portable Spectrum Analyzer from AVCOM is the perfect instrument for field
testing of RF systems, classroom instruction, satellite system alignment, electronic countermeasures, cable TV maintenance, cellular and production use.

. . . when you can reach over
18,000 radio professionals
with your product showcase
ad? Gain valuable exposure
for your products or services
at minimal cost.

SCPC -2000E SCPC Satellite Receiver -$ 1875

AVCOM OF VIRGINIA
Bonging High Technology Dorm to Ime

• Two Stage Protection
• Silicon Avalanche Diodes
• Field Repairable
• 3Year Replacement
Warranty

A Silicon Avalanche based transient control
system with redundant back-up stage, nondegrading and extremely fast response time to
voltage transients makes this device critical in
ter control rooms, etc.

1-800-336-3045
or
FAX 1-703-998-2966

500 Southlake Blvd. Richmond, VA 23236 U.S.A.
Phone 804.794.2500 / Fax 804.794.8284

NORTHERN' TECHNOLOGIES, hIC
The Leader

818-994-6602 in CA
"Ask About our
Maintenance Company
Discount Program"

'

1-800-727-9119
..teJ Pl 4:B14:V1[4 4:

GENUINE
AMPEX
PARTS
800 553-8712

ln

15602 E. Marietta Lane, Spokane, WA 99216-1820

READER SERVICE NO. 48

"the ONLY authorized source"

TCS-SERIES

• Im=me • im:no •

protecting transmitters, rack equipment, mas-

For more information
Call Simone at

AVCOM's Single Channel Per Carrier Receiver, model SCPC-2000E. has
been developed for the reception of FM SCPC signals from satellites operating in
the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz band. The SCPC-2000E is acomplete receiver that can tune
up to 4specific crystal controlled audio or data channels from agiven transponder and adapt to avariety of de- emphasis requirements. The SCPC-2000E is
available in either wide or narrow band models and may be used with the SS1000
($1027) Slave for simultaneous reception of additional channels.

SUPERIOR TRANSIENT PROTECTION

['Ili 11:

sEE ceA
The CDS

eASSISTANT®
*se

REAL WORLD PROPAGATION?'
WORKSTATION

The Ultimate Live Assist Controller

debuts at NAB '92 Las Vegas. We can put the
most accurate sigrial strength prediction model
available at your fingertips. Visit us in booth
#10449. .. You can't lose.

Ma
• .. •

1111r •

•
\NAB Booth # 5426

Broadcasters General Store's Booth ; le

Broadcast Automation , Inc

Authorized sales and/or service for

I
...d, anty name In Broaden si cAniomailon you nee/ to et1044

,

\

4125 Keller Springs # 122
,e400\44
Dallas, TX 75244

OTARI, SONY, TEAC
Visit Us At NAB Booth #2600

101
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READER SERVICE NO. 152

READER SERVICE NO. 67

Upgrade Your Remote Broadcast Sound And Presence
Improve your station's sound and presence at your next remote broadcast with two products from Zercom Corp.: the MAX-Z remote broadcast
• 1111Bee
console and MAX-Z " Mini Studio."
The MAX-Z console provides MAXimum flexibility, utility and above
all, audio quality. Standard features include built-in rechargeable batteries and charger, clock, stopwatch/timer, VU meter, awide range of audio
inputs that will match almost anything, cue channel, phone line alarms,
and more.
The MAX-Z comes complete with its own custom-made carrying case,
and carries a two-year limited warranty.
Couple this versatile console with the MAX-Z " Mini Studio" and add
a touch of class to your remote broadcasts. The Mini Studio sets up in
less than five minutes and can accommodate your remote transmitter, console, monitor, power and mic cords, and much more. Mount your speakers behind the foam grills, plug in your monitor and you're set to go!
e
The truly portable Mini Studio is made of heavy gauge injection molded ABS plastic. It folds into acompact package that can be transported
MAX-Z " Mini Studio"
in the trunk or backseat of a car.
Call today for more details on how you can improve your sound
quality and station presence at your next remote broadcast with
Zercom's MAXZ console and MAX-Z " Mini Studio."

-r -' j

ZERCOM •

MAXZ

BOX 84, Merrifield, MN 56465
READER SERVICE NO. 121

•

Phone: 218-765-3151

Met

Digital automation that makes sense

From $275/month!*
For satellite and live-assist radio stations, the
Desk Jockey is the most feature-rich, easy-to-use
digital automation system available. The only system designed by former satellite format employees,
all Desk Jockeys include on-site installation and
training.
Look For Us

At

Broadcasters General Store

Booth #5426
NAB - Las Vegas
Rodrnan\Brown & Associates, Inc.
(7081983-0977
*Lease on a $ 10,995 system for 60 months. Other systems and
leasing plans available. Rates may vary.

READER SERVICE NO. 187
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James Grunder & Associates Inc.
16406
Intro: C-100 time base corrector/synchronizer. Hamlet
waveform/vectorscope.
Also: YEM CVS-980 scan converter. Video Intematioal
DTC 1504. Feral Industries 6119 and 61I9Y/C production
switchers.
Jampro Antennas Inc.
3824
Intro: JLST series of CP translator antennas. JLHP series
of HP translator antennas. YAGI antennas. JHD low-band
VHF dipole panel antenna. JUHD broadband UHF panel antenna.
Also: Circularly-polarized TV and FM broadcast antennas.

Imgitek
4820
Intro: Bright-VU LED audio meter.
Also: Mariner on-air console with modular water resistant design. Stereorack 6-channel rackmount console.
TR2 12-channel rackmount console. Pre- 10 10x2
switcher. Mon- 10 10x1 switcher with meter and monitor.
Contact: mg Borland. Pres
3320 Bering Dr.
Houston. TX 77057
800-231-5870

Jensen Tools Inc.
13426
Intro: Fluke Model 97 Scopemaster.
Also: JTK-5000 networking & computer maintenance kit.
Fluke Model 87 DMM digital meter. JTK-48 field engineer's
kit.
Marti Electronics
2624,25
On Display: Studio-Transmitter Links ( STLs) and remote
pickup ( RPU) equipment. RPT series transmitters.

77

Motorola C-QUANI Stereo
Intro: AMAX receiver demo.
Also: AM stereo broadcast equipment.
Contact: Donald Wilson, Mgr
1216 Remington Rd.
Schaumburg, IL 60173
708-576-3592

N/A

ogy from ComStream with live digital audio via satellite from Colorado and other locations.
Also: National off-premises control systems and services. Only FCC/FEMA legal system for full-walkawa
station operations.
Contact: Bill Sepmeier, Pres
PO Box 578
Avon, CO 81620
800-345-8728

Murphy Studio Furniture
1920
On Display: Avant-Garde and Elite Series Studio Furniture.
Contact: Dennis Murphy, Pres
4153 N Bonita St.
Spring Valley, CA 91977
619-698-4658

Klark-Teknik
Intro: Midas X13/16 broadcast console.
Also: Midas XL88.

Neumann
18169
Intro: KMS-140 and EMS- 150 vocalist microphones
Also: KMR8I short shotgun. KMR82 shotgun.
RSMI91 stereo shotgun.
Contact: Jeff Alexander, Product Mgr
6 Vista Dr.
Old Lyme. CT 06371
203-434-5220

Orban's OPTIMOD-FM 8200 digital audio processor

:%IYAT Inc.
5407.08.09
On Display: Co-axial RF transmission line and components for radio and TV.
Contact: Phillip Cindrich, Pres
1380 Chestnut St.
Norwood. NJ 07648
201-767-5380

N/A

LDL Communications Inc.
19258
Intro: Monitoring system for 8FM stations operating
into abroadband antenna/combiner system manufactured
by Alan Dick & Co., designed by LDL. monitors SWRs
and reflective powers for the complete antenna system.
Also: ADCs low windload FM CP antenna, awide.
hand antenna capable of single- or multichannel operation.
Contact: Lewis Page. NAB Coordinator
14440 Cherry Lane Ct.
Laurel. MD 20707
301-498-2200

LPB Inc.
1918
On Display: Citation II audio console. Signature III
audio console series. AM broadcast transmitters. Operating carrier current broadcast system. and Travelers Information System.
Contact: John Devecka, Sales Mgr
28 Bacton Hill Rd.
Frazer, PA 19355
215-644-1123

Leitch Inc.
19924
Intro: Distribution amp models UDA-680, VDA-68I, ADA885, VSE-6800. Clocks & timecode equipment including
DAC-50I2-24, ADC-5100 Series, UDT-570I, Oit5701.
Also: Distribution amplifiers. Sync and test generators.
Digital distribution systems. Clock system and timecode
equipment. Routing switchers.
Lester Audio Labs
4304
Intro: DAS3000 fiber transmission system, passes
AES/EBU.
Also: DAS 2000 fiber-optic transmission system.
Lightning Eliminators & Cons.
16206
On Display: Counseling in lightning prevention, grounding and power/signal line conditioning. Dissipation array systems to prevent lightning strikes to towers, power lines and
buildings. Chem- Rod grounding electrodes to minimize
ground resistance through continuous soil conditioning, high
performance surge and transient preventors to protect against
power surges, transients and RF bursts.
Lightning Master Corp.
11062
Intro: Lightning Master transient voltage surge suppression
equipment. CFI tower & site inspection services. AccuScan electrical environment monitors, ground alert ground bed monitoring systems. StrobeMaster strobe light monitoring system.
Also: Lightning Master structural lightning protection
products and systems including Underwriters Laboratorieslisted static dissipating air terminals.

Nautel Maine Inc.
4520
Intro: AMPFET AM transmitter with built-in CQUAM stereo. AMPFET FM4. 4kW FM transmitter.
Also: AM & FM transmitters.
Contact: Jorgen B. Jensen, Mgr Sales 8c Mktg
201 Target Industrial Circle
Bangor, ME 04401
207-947-8200

Nemal Electronics Inc.
N/A
Intro: Flexible audio cable.
Also: Electronic cable, connectors, patching products for
broadcast, audio, video, data and RF application,

Karl Heitz, Inc.
13731
On Display: 7microphone fishpoles with range from 11/2"
to 4 1/2", 2 1/2 to 12'. clamp adapter to attach fishpoles to
tripods, monopods.

Kintronic Laboratories. Inc.
4824
Intro: AM/MW antenna matching networks. HF open
wire transmission line switch. HF balun. HF open wire
feedline. HF feedthrough panel.
Also: AM/MW multiplexed antenna systems, antenna
tuning units for AM expanded band operation. AM aircooled dummy loads. AM/MW directional antenna phasing system. custom isolation unit for multiple-antenna
installation on AM tower. Open frame and vacuum RF
contactors. Rigid transmission line and accessories. RF
patch panels. Standard 19" equipment racks. Isocouplers.
Fixed and variable inductors. Meter jacks and plugs
Coaxial cable clamps. Static drain chokes. Lighting
chokes.
Contact: Thomas King, Pres
144 Pleasant Grove Rd.
Bluff City, TN 37618
615-878-3141

National Supervisory Network
5210
Intro: ABR200 digital audio VSAT network technol-

Magnum Towers Inc.

4321,22

Marketron
411
On Display: FirstRate, a system for inventory and rate
management that includes demand pricing, scheduling delivery and cost efficiencies. Designed to work on Marketron's
Traffic and Accounting systems. Traffic. Management and
Accounting for stations and networks. PC-based systems are
network compatible and available on Hewlett Packard
Minicomputers.

NPR Satellite Services, Inc.
N/A
On Display: Satellite services including interconnection,
uplinking, downlinking and SCPC audio channels. Service
to Galaxy and Satcom.

Midas
N/A
On Display: DN 300 series graphic equalizers. DN 400
series parametric equalizers. DN 500 series dynamic processors. DN 700 series digital processors.

Optical Disc Corp.
16781
On Display: LaserDisc recording systems and Recordable
Laser Videodiscs (RLVs) that are compatible with LaserVision or LaserDisc format consumer and industrial players.
Model 610A/620A videodisc recording systems.

re-optimize
with

LAZER

Media Touch Systems
5203
Intro: MediaDISK Mass Storage Digital Audio System, OmMPLAY station automation/live assist system, and OpLOG.

Micro Communications Inc.
19043
Intro: 7/8" EIA and 4 1/16" EIA coaxial transfer
switches. FM all-band antenna. FM interdigital bandpass
filter.
Also: 15/8" EIA, 3 1/8" EIA and 6 1/8" EIA coaxial
transfer switches, switching combiners, multistation combiners. Interference filters. Hybrid combiners. Directional couplers. High power isolators.
Contact: Jennie E. Allen, Inside Sales
P.O. Box 4365
Manchester, NH 03108-4365
603-624-4351

New England Digital
11629
Intro: MultiArc Macintoshbased audio editing software.
Also: PostPro SD digital audio workstations. DSP option
digital mixer and signal processor.

A

100% DSP Digital Limited/Stereo Generator

.4.,

Clean, Clear, Loud, and Legal

Precise, Absolute, Modulation Control

Suggested list Price $ 5,495.00

Modulation Sciences Inc.
5118,19
Intro: PROceiver, aural subearrier receiver.
Also: StereoMaxx spatial image enlarger. ModMinder
digital FM peak deviation monitor. ModMinder Remote
and Advanced Remote.
Contact: Eric Small, VP/Engineering
12A World's Fair Dr.
Somerset, NJ 08873
908-302-3090

Moseley Associates Inc.
3424
Intro: PCL 6060 STL for high RF environments. CDQ
2000 digital audio for video STLs. FFI 3000 digital audio for fractional TI applications. Digital stereo generator for DSP 6000.
Also: PCL 6000 synthesized studio to transmitter program link. PCL 606 studio to transmitter program link.
RPL 4000 remote programming link. DSP 6000 digital
audio transmission system. MRC 1620 and MRC 2remote control systems. TaskMaster and MasterController
software packages.
Contact: Jamal Hamdani, Exec VP
III Castilian Dr.
Santa Barbara, CA 93117
805-968-9621

Gentner
Gentner Broadcast Systems, 1825 Research Way, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84119
Tel ( 801) 975-7200, Fax ( 801) 977-0087

See Us at NAB Booth 1712
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Orban, a division of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
2800
Intro: Orban 460 compressor/limiter.
Also: Orban 8200 FM digital processor. Optimod-AM,
FM & TV audio processinf systems. FM & TV stereo
generators. Studio compressor/limiters, equalizers, deessers. Programmable microphone processor. Digital
sound editor.
Contact: Howard Mullinack
1525 Alvarado St.
San Leandro, CA 94577
510-351-3500

Otan iCorp.
2806
Intro: AL-662 and AL-632 audiotape loading systems,
adaptable for the DCC format. Upgrades and features
for the ProDisk 464. DTR-7 R-DAT, an inexpensive version of the DTR-90. DTR-90 R-DAT.
Contact: John Carey
378 Vintage Park Dr.
Foster City. CA 94404
415-341-5900

A
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OpAmp Labs, Inc.
18180
Intro: MS/8 x8/SA stereo audio/video matrix switcher. Any
input can he assigned to I, 2, more or all outputs, which are
buffered. Used for instructional, commercial and post
production.
Also: Network feed boxes, audio and video distribution systems. RGBS systems. Switchers: routing, matrix, monitoring, assigning. Amplifiers: audio. video. VCA, mie line and
power amps.

Panasonic Pro Audio Systems (Rama)
18019
Intro: WR-54400 Series 12, 16 and 24- input mixers.
WP-I000 Series class H power amplifiers.
Also: SV-3900 studio DAT with RS-422 control. SV3700 studio DAT recorder. SV-255 portable DAT. WSA70 and WS-A10. magnetically shielded monitor loudspeakers.
Contact: Steve Woolley
6550 Retail Ave.
Cypress, CA 90630
714-373-7277

See Us at NAB
Inside #2218
Outside #E101
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15901.02,03

PER Inc.

Pacific Recorders & Engineering (PR&E)
3812
Intro: ADX digital audio production system.
Also: Radiomixer air console, production mixer,
production console. BMX-111 major market air console.
Micromax broadcast cart machine. Dolby SR for carts.
Distribution amps, audio switchers and patchbays, studio systems design services, studio furniture, peripheral
products and accessories.
Contact: Mike Dosch, Mktg Mgr
2070 Las Palmas Dr.
Carlsbad, CA 92009
619-439-7426

Potomac Instruments
2626,27
Intro: 1900 Series directional array antenna monitors. AT51 audio test system. RC-I6+ automatic remote control system. SD-31/RX-3I frequency synthesizer & coherent detector. FIM-21/FIM-41 medium wave field strength meters. FIM71 VHF field strength meter. FIM-72 UHF field strength meter. MPC-II modulation and power controller. SMR-Il synthesized AM monitor receiver. QA- I00 program audio
analyzer. 1500-PC programmable transmitter controller with
DOS compatible software.
Pristine Systems
N/A
On Display: MMCS. Music Management and Commerical Control System.
Promusic Inc.
2601
Intro: Producer's Sound Effect Library, produced by sound
designers.
Also: Production music libraries, featuring more than 500
CDs. Licensing is available on needle-drop production planet
or customized annual license.

Prophet Systems Inc.
5420
Intro: Audio Prophet "Wizard," utilizing minimainframe for multitasking workings. Configurable to
run up to 80 audio terminals and 128 text terminals.
Also: Audio Prophet 10-track digital editing production
system with air unit for live, satellite, automation playback. CD automation system with music librarian/playlist
generator.
Contact: Ray Lockhart. Pres
113 W Fourth. Box 509
Ogallala, NE 69153
308-284-3007

QEI Corp.
4518
Intro: Variable peak duration test option ( VPTDO) for
691 modulation monitor and 695 FM exciter.
Also: CAT-LINK digital STUTSL. T-1 ( DS-I) talco lines. 23
GHz microsmc and Q-Chain direct digital input. 710 digital
slew generator with 24 bit Digital Signal PnacessingTM. QChain direct digital output for use with CAT-LINK.
Contact: William Hoelzel, Sr VP
One Airport Dr., P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
609-728-2020

Quested, a division of AKG Acoustics
On Display: Monitor systems. •
Contact: Judy Kuta. Mktg Admin Asst
1525 Alvarado St.
San Leandro, CA 94577
510-351-3500

2800

RRN Inc.
5227
On Display: Marketing programs for radio, television and
cable broadcasters. SMARTcashTM retail marketing system
which includes 69 Cent/DollarTM, DINER0facilTM, and Instant Auction System programs. Cause marketing program
titled Seed Money CHALLENGE. Flashtacts System creates
promotional database products which include RADIOMAP
and Restaurant Dining Guides.
RTI Research Technology International
On Display: Magnetic tape degaussers.

13746

RTS-A Telex Communications Product
15860
Intro: V-Series headphones. SSA 324 system-to-system
interFace. SAP 612 source assign panel. 2550 quad galvanic isolated buffer amplifiers. TIF950 series telephone
mterFaces. IKP950PCS production control stations.
Also: Intercommunication systems for teleproduction,
broadcast and film industries. Audio products.
Contact: Murray Porteous. Nail Sales Mgr, RIS Prods
2550 Hollywood Way. Ste 207
Burbank. CA 91505
818-566-6700

Radio Computing Service
1426.27
On Display: Selector: the music scheduling system:
Songtrack: the music research system; Music Base: the
song information system; Master Control: the paperless
studio; Prorate: magarate software for radio.
Intro: RECTracker: digital logging on dat tapes, multiple channel recording with simultanious playback, remote playback from touch-tone phones.
Contact: Lee Facto, VP/GM
2 Overhill Rd. #100
Scarsdale, NY 10583
914-723-8567

Radio Design Labs
5406
Intro: " Stick-On" series. ST-PA2 utility power amp. STPP 6audio power amp. ST-MLX3 mixer, STM-3 mic preamp.
ST-AMC3 active mie combiner. ST-VPI voice-over/paging
controller. ST-EQ3 3-band equalizer, ST-CLI compressor/limiter, ST-ACRIM audio controlled relay. ST-SSRI solid
state "relay."
Also: "Stick-On" series, STA-I electronic transformer pair,
STA-IM line amp. ST-SHI headphone amp. ST-MX3 and STMMX3 mixers, ST-DA3 and STM-DA3 distribution amps.
STM-I and STM-2 mie preamps, ST-MPA2 mic phantom
adapter. ST-PHI phono preamp. ST-VCAI voltage controlled
amp. ST-GCAI and ST-GCA2 gain control amps. ST-LCRI
and ST-LCR2 logic controlled relays. STD series
divider/combiners, SIP- Ivariable attenuator. STR-I9 rack
system. ACM 2 AM noise monitor.

DIGITAL ANTENNA
MONITORS
In Stock — Available for
Immediate Delivery

FM TRANSLATORS
•

. .

rm

Price USS2400.00

2 Towers

Will operate with any remote control equipment.

.

n
VOICE CUE

•

7.5 kHz

On Display in BOOTH #2218:
FAIRCHILD
MICRODYNE

Digital
SCPC

WEGENER...Sub-Carrier
TECTAN ... Agile Sub-Carrier

ANTENNA TECHNOLOGIES..

Dry Air Pump

COLORADO MAGNETICS. .. Switchers

We make payments easy— Buy or Lease!

1-1A.RIRIS
ALLIED
SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

Dui nr
nrnr
I- .Dor - 0 I Do
Fax ( 317) 962-8961 • In Canada ( 800) 268-6817

•

_
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"
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Price US$1780.00
2 Towers
For AM directionals with studio
located at transmitter site.
These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 50 or
better on phase) and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of these monitors is afactor of 10 more stable than instruments that measure
normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts are
rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In addition to the analog DC outputs for remote
control the Model CMR has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have dual protection.
Gas discharge tubes across the sample line terminations plus relay protection.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
257 W. Union St.

Athens OH 45701 USA

614-593-3150
FAX 614-592-3898
Circle (35) On Reader Service Card

INTERFERENCE SEARCHES based on
NEW rules lo lot ate a flannel
DETAILED INTERFERENCE studies
optimizing Site Location and Dires Urinal Antenna designs. Cal( ulates
allowed ERP on all 160 bearings
TERRAIN ELEVATION RETRIEVAL
determines HAAT tor 12 bearings ( every
30 degree.)
DISTANCE TO CONTOURS plots
projer led « werage
COVERAGE MAPS AND OVERLAYS
depit Is signal coverage and other
desired data
POPULATION COUNTING lo delermini , potential lisatining audience

datawoplt
AService of OW. Inc

P.O. Box 30730, Bethesda, Maryland 20814
FAX ( 301) 656-5341
(301) 652-8822

(800) 368-5754

Circle ( 69) On Reader Service Card
See Us at NAB Booth 1626
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Radio Systems Inc.
4826
Intro: RS Master Clock system, asynchronized clock
that allows the master driver to use as its reference, an
internal crystal, an external A/C line synch or any external
air
andIK
longor form
10K pulse.
programming
RS-700 DAT
from machine,
satellite feeds.
Mr It
has RS- I000 features such as remote control, balanced
audio, tight cueing. fast access, " next" and "last" features and more. Allows 32 kHz sampling with optional
"smart" rack mount that also provides large, illuminated
controls on a lower chassi
Also: RS series mixing consoles for air and production studios. RS-2000 audio cart machine with phase and
flutter correction. RS- I000 DAT machine.
Contact: Dan Braverman, Pres
P.O. Box 458
Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458
609-467-8000

ReVox
3406
Intro: C22I Professional CD Player.
Also: C270, C274 and C278 reel-to-reel recorders.
Contact: Sandra Hale, PR Mgr
1425 Elm Hill Pike
Nashville, TN 37210
615-254-5651

Redwood Marketing
N/A
On Display: EELA Audio Broadcast and Studio Products:
S2ŒA Reportophone field reporting unit: S50 Reportomix
field audio mixer; SI20 series audio production and ESAM
equipped edit suite consoles; SRM series on air broadcast
audio consoles, and 800 series broadcast and studio accessories. Perfectone Unimag 35/17.5/16 mm magnetic tape. Unimag 35/17.5/16 mm magnetic film recorders and dubbers and
Unitor high speed dubbing projectors.

Register Data Systems
2206
Intro: RDS DigiConier. adigital record/playback system for live and live-assist. RDAS Register, adigital automation system that has CD-quality digital audio record and playback for spots, jingles, liners, IDs with total automation and satellite interface. Both interface with
RDS traffic systems.
Also: Micro-computer business systems that have
sales/traffic/billing/accounting.
Contact: Thomas Mead, Mktg Coordinator
P.O. Box 980
Perry, GA 31069
800-521-5222

Richardson Electronics
12307,08,09
Intro: MMD FM broadcast modules. Amperex 3-500Z
power triode for AM transmitters.
Also: Power grid tubes/rectifiers for AM, FM, TV, SW.
Power grid tubes/planar triodes for UHF translators/transposers and transmitters. Cavity amplifiers for AM, FM, VHF,
and UHF applications. Klystrons and TWTs for studio transmitter links. Vacuum cap acitors. RF transistors.

Rodman-Brown & Associates Inc.
5426
On Display: Desk Jockey digital automation system.
PC/hard disk based digital audio automation. Hardware:
14 day walk away time. 7hours of stereo audio storage.
interfaces with any satellite service, live assist or both.
Systems include instillation/training for operators and
24 hours service, one year warranty. Desk Jockey Lite
available, same system with scaled down hardware.
Contact: Ted " Brown" Czarnecki. VP
1544 Lighthouse Dr,
Naperville, IL 60565
708-983-0977

Rohde & Schwarz
13918
On Display: Radio Data System (RDS) Encoders and
Decoders.
Rosco Laboratories Inc.
17453
Intro: Permacolor glass filters. Glass designer patterns for
high temperature applications or detailed custom design.
Also: Cinegel color correction filters. Roscolux color effects filters. Pin Connectors and panel mounts for electrical
power distribution. Ultimatte and Chroma Key Videopaints.
Fog/Smoke Simulation Systems. Studio Floor Tiles. " Lighting in the Real World" videotape.

Ruas«) Electronics Mfg Inc.
N/A
Intro: Mark VI turntable. MA75 75 W power amp,
MA25 25 W power amp, CD100 compact disk adapter.
HAIO and HA20 headphone amplifiers. Studio Master
studio mixer, Telemote 321 remote audio mixer, Fidelity Pro preamp, DA28116 distribution amp.
Contact: Vickey Turley
5690 E. Shields Ave.
Fresno, CA 93727
21)9-291-5591

SCA Data Systems Inc.
1326
Intro: RD-57 combined RBDS/paging generator.
Broadcast monitor receiver to work with Music 4system.
Also: 9600 bps subcarrier data system. Music 4/Data
4 four-channel audio and data system. PG 57-3 phaselocked paging generator.
Contact: Corinne Weber, Ops Mgr
225 Arizona Ave., Ste 350
Santa Monica. CA 90401
310-576-0655

Scala Electronic Corp.
15715
On Display: Antennas for off-air monitoring of FM signals, boosters and translators, STL and RPU systems, and
general radio communications and telemetry systems. Low
noise preamps for 450 MHz and 950 MI17 relay ,ystents.
Contact: Ellis Feinstein, Pres
P.O. Box 4580
Medford, OR 97501
503-779-6500
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Shively Labs
2102
On Display: FM broadcast antennas and multistation
combining systems. Rigid coaxial transmission line,
band-pass filters, pressmization equipment, isocouplers,
pattern studies.
Contact: Jonathan Clark, Mktg Mgr
19 Harrison Rd.
Bridgton, ME 04009
207-647-3327

Shure Brothers Inc.
11901
On Display: FP4I0 portable automatic mixer. VP64 ENG
Handheld Microphone. VP88 MS stereo condenser microphone. L Series Wireless Microphone Systems. AMS (Automatic Microphone System).
Siemens Audio Inc.
3400
Intro: AMS Logic 2, digital recording and mixing console.
Siemens integrated audio processing system, acustomized
mobile interface, including any combination of AMS and
Neve digital/analog signal processors. AMS SoundField Mk
V microphone, an advanced B-format, coincident and M/S
stereo microphone. Mitsubishi X-880EX multitrack digital
audio recorder with a18-bit A/D converter yielding true 16bit linear conversion and range. Mitsubishi X-8620E master
recorder with high-resolution HBC-20 converters for use with
X-86's 20-bit data bus.

Smarts Broadcast Systems
N/A
On Display: Smartcaster digital audio. Smancan digital cart machine. CD-based digital audio.
Contact: John Schad, Pres
Box 293
Emmetsburg, IA 50536
800-742-6278

Somich Engineering
N/A
Intro: HPX PRO high performance headphone amplifier.
Also: DBE-I000 dynamic baseband enhancer. PL-IPilotLok for stereo pilot. OSC-1 overshoot clipper.
Sony Professional Audio
11711 SS
Intro: PCM-7010 time code DAT recorder. PCM-3324S
DASH 24-channel multichannel recorder. WRT-830A electret condenser handheld transmitter.

Li

•

Sound Ideas
12906
Intro: General Series 6000 digital sound effects library.
Alscc General Series 1000 and 2000. Ambience Series
3000. Hollywood Series 4000. Wheels Series 5000. Lucasfilm Sound Effects Library. Production Music Library. Sampler Library.
Soundcraft
16236
Intro: BVF 100 audio follow video console. Vienna and
Europa Stage production consoles.
Also: SACal0 production and on-air console. Delta series
consoles with VSA 24 audio-for-video interface.
Stainless IneJS.G. Comm.
16519,20,21,22
Intro: Guyed tower designs up to 1000 feet.
Also: Guyed and self-supporting towers for broadcast,
microwave and communications applications including 50 feet
to 200t/ feet with elevators. Tbmkey installations, inspections,
maintenance. analysis and repairs.
Stanton Magnetics Inc.
3124
CEi 72 CD player.
Also: "%rumble cartridges, replacement styli, turntable
mats, preamplifier/equalizer, headphones, DJ starter kit, announcer/newscaster earphone, record care products. DJ
equipment cases.

T

he Lazer has delivered
us agrand slam. The GM
loves ir the PD loves it,
and our listeners love it.
We're the # 1FM again!"

Sennheiser Electronic Corp.
18160
Intro: MD422 upgrade of MD421-U, HMD25 supra-aural
broadcast monitor headphone, HMD250 circumaural studio
monitor headphone. MKH-MS system.
Also: MD441-U supercardioid dynamic microphone,
MKH4O-P48U3 cardioid RFcondenser microphone,
MKE4032-P3 supercardioid back electret condenser mie,
HMD224 closed headphone/supercardiod boomset, HD25
studio monitor headphone.
N/A

T

Shook Electronic Enterprises
N/A
Intro: Model 20-36 'TV production truck with air ride suspension, oak trim and stainless steel belly boxes.

Scientific-Atlanta Inc.
13929
On Display: Analog & digital transmit and receive products
for audio and data with SEDAT—spectrum efficient digital
audio technology.

Sentry Systems
Intro: DS- Idigital audio recorder.
Also: Format Sentry PC-Based Automation.

Ca4

Sierra Automated Systems
(SAS)
N/A
Intro: APC-88, eight-character
alphanumeric control panel with
eight-course assignable hot punch
push buttons for use with SAS
32000 series routing switcher.
DCA8 digitally controlled audio
input lead amplifier for use with
SAS 32000 series switching and
mixing system that allows remote
control in a control panel or
modem of audio levels for switched
paths.
Also: SAS 32000 mixing and
switching system. CPI-80 console
mount control panels. ANC-8alphanumeric control panels. ARC8 alpha XY control panels. GPI
1600 Sabro interface sequencer.
Contact: Al Salci, VP
2112 N Glenoaks Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91504
818-840-6749

Jeff Loughridge, Chief Eng,ireer WCDX, Richmond, VA
President, Audio Concepts and Engineering

Sescom kW.
16502
Intro: Books, ISO series, handheld test equipment. FieldPro and audio SIPS. 40-page catalog with engineering tech
topic,

SQUARED\
TECHNGCLIII.

SERVOCZ

2198 HUBBARD LANE
Grants Pass, OR 97527

503-471-2262
Equipment Repair and Calibration
We service most AM/FM broadcast monitors, remote
control systems, exciters, STL's, TSL's RPU's, Etc.

Give Us A Call
Check Our Rates

Gentner
Gentner Broadcast Systems, 1825 Research Way. Sal: Lake City. Utah. 84119
Tel ( 801) 975-7200, Fax ( 801) 977-0087

STL Loaner Program
Circle ( 174) On Reader Service Card

Soo Us of NAB Booth 1712

Circle ( 108) On Reader Service Card
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Strata Marketing
307
On Display: Computer software for qualitative and quantitative analysis. Presentations using Arbitran, Scarborough, Media Audit. Simmons, MA*RT. On-site customer service and
toll- free help from customer service representatives.

Studer ReVox America
3406
Intro: Dyaxis II. 0820 R-DAT recorder.
0740 CD recorder. 823 four-way active
loudspeaker. Digitee audio matrix switcher.
Digital cart replacement center. NUMISYS
automation system.
Also: A827 and A820 multitrack
recorders. 0820-48 digital recorder. A8074
with center track timecode. Mixing consoles. A730/A727 CD players. Dyaxis hard
disk digital recording and editing system.
Contact: Sandra Hale, PR Mgr
1425 Elm Hill Dr.
Nashville. TN 37210
615-254-5651

Symetrix Inc.
1424
Intro: 425 dual compressor/limiter/expander.
Also: 528 voice processor, 51IA single-ended
noise reduction.

Studio Technologies, Inc.
13407
Intro: IFB Plus series, atwo-channel interrupted fold-back (talent cueing) system for ENO
and SNG trucks. Model 2 Central Controller.
Model 22 Access Station and Model 32 Talent
Amp are components.
Also: Mic-PreEminence microphone preamp.
Iwo-channel. used in broadcasting and recording applications. AN-2. ISS and Generation II
stereo simulators for on-air broadcast, production and film and music recording.

Systems Wireless Ltd.
20136
Intro: Systm 800 UHF Wireless Intercom System. Lectrosonics DR195 Diversity System that
operates either VHF or UHF. Sony 800 Series
UHF wireless microphone system.
Also: Broadcast quality Vega wireless microphones with UHF diversity systems (handheld
and bodypack systems). Lectrosonics portable
camera-mounted CRI85 Series. Vega Q- Plus
wireless intercom system in conjunction with
Clear-Corn products, such as MS-8I2 and
mat x - plus systems.

Saintek Communications
13401,02
Intro: Wireless end cup for handheld microphone, turns any handheld mie into awireless.
UHF hill-duplex intercoms. Four-channel wireless audio switch, switch between four hard
wires. Encrypted microphones.
Also: Wireless lapel and hand-held microphones UHF and VHF. VHF full-duplex intercoms.

S.W.R. Inc.
15730
On Display: HP, LPTV and FM antennas.
Rigid coax/waveguide.

.
Open Architecture

The Digital STL Advantage
CD-Quality Audio
Higher System Gain
Constant SNR
No Crosstalk
No Background Noise
No Phase Distortion
Degradation- Free Multiple Hops

T.C. Electronic of Denmark
13704
Intro: M5000 digital audio mainframe.
DARC1)1 digital audio reverb co-processor.
Also: 1C8201 AES/EBU digital audio interface test generator and analyzer.
Contact: Edward Simeorte, GM
717 Lakefield Rd., Ste C
Westlake Village, CA 91361
805-373-1828

Tannoy's Studio Monitor series

ANALOG
DIO INS .

DIGITAL.

A Open and optimal partition
or source and channel coder

DIGITAL DATA

AES/EBU allows for
end-to-end digital connectivits

SOURCE
ENCODER

DIGITAL DATA
STREAM OUTS

DIGITAL
AUDIO OUTS

11N..LOG
AUDIO OUTS

SOURCE
DECODER

A new transmission technology
that has the power to deliver
CD-quality audio and solve your
STL problems.

COMPOSITE

25 dB higher system gain
translates into significant
savings on antenna and
transmissioit line costs.

Tannoy-TGI North America Inc.
4302
Intro: Bruel & Kjaer Series 4000 microphones. Omni. hi- intensity omni and cardioid
designs.
Also: System 8NFM reference near dield studio monitor.

Instant Pee ack

The DSP 6000 can operate
in existing FCC channel
allocations from 100 kHz to 500
kHz with existing analog radios.

DIGITAL
FREQUENCY

(
100 kHz

per dovislon)

D.STANCE ( MILES)

The Digital STL Saud
Introducing the first spectrum efficient CD-quality
digital STL system. The DSP 6000 Digital Transmission
System consists of the DSP 6000E source and channel
encoder and the DSP 6000D source and channel
decoder, and any Moseley digital-ready transmitter and
receiver. The encoder and decoder can also be easily
interfaced with any existing Moseley PCL 606/C or
PCL 6000 series STL. The system can convey up to
four 15 kHz CD-quality audio channels and two data
channels, and has abuilt-in V.35 modem interface for
Moseley
Associates
Incorporated
See Us at NAB Booth 3424

fractional Ti applications! The DSP 6000 source coder
is characterized by peak level preservation, low coding
delay (3.8 ms), excellent bit-error immunity, and
multiple encode/ decode capability. The channel coder
offers spectral efficiency, constant envelope, error
detection capahlity and perturbatibn tolerance.
The DSP 6000 System offers broadcasters the digital
transmission advantage, continuing the Moseley traditions of innovation, reliability, and most of all, value.
Call us for acolor brochure with all the facts.
111 Castillian Dr ve
Santa Barbara CA
93117-3093

TFT Inc.
2508
Intro: Frequency-synthesized STL transmitter with built-in stereo generator.
9200/9205 frequency synthesized monaural
STL transmitter and receiver. IF Interface
STL system.
Also:
8900
synchronous
FM
booster/reciter. EBS system with Model 886
and 887. 884 and 844A FM stereo modulation monitors with P.M.D.D. frequencyagile STL transmitters/receivers for composite, mono, and dual mono.
Contact: Darryl Parker, Dir of Mktg
3090 Oaktnead Village Dr.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
408-727-7272

Phone 805-968-9621
Fax 805-685-9638
Telex 658448
Cirde ( 165) On Reeder Service Card

TM Century, Inc.
2525
Intro: Satellite commercial player using
computerized hard disk digital audio
recorder/player. Hard disk digital audio
commercial player for live radio. Computerized 6-pack CD players with hard disk digital audio for spots.
Also: Computerized CD jukeboxes with
hard disk digital audio for commercials, jingles, liners.
Contact: Dave Scott, Chairman/CEO
14444 Beltwood Pkwy.
Dallas, TX 75244
800-937-2100

Tapscan
4325-27
On Display: Ratings analysis software, MusicScan music scheduling software.

TTC

15725

On Display: FET FM transmitters. IW
to 8kW. Model X FM exciter. High power
tube type FM transmitters, 10 kW-25 kW.
FM translators, IW-250 W.
Contact: Russ Erickson. Mgr/Radio Prods
650 S Taylor Ave.
Louisville, CO 80027
303-665-8000

TWR Lighting Inc.
5124
On Display: Aviation obstruction lighting
for towers. fixtures and kits, controllers,
parts and service. FAA-approved beacons.
sidelights and strobes.
Contact: Patrick Feller, GM
P.O. Box 55606
Houston, TX 77080
713-973-6904

Telos Systems
1024
Intro: Telos 100 Delta telephone hybrid. Telos
One Plus One offers two digital hybrids in one
system.
Also: Line of digital telephone interface
products: Telos One; Telos LINK; Telos Direct
Interface: Telas Key System Interface, and Call
Screen Manager.

The Not So Hard Disk
Everybody's been waiting and talking about
audio hard disks for years, and now there's abunch
of then—adapted PCs with QWERTY keyboards,
floppy drives and DOS operating systems...the ast
thirg you want the audio consae operal:or to deaI
with. Wheatstone's Not So Hard Disk gives your
oparator a simple and foolproof DISK CONTROL
PANEL, with a clear, bright CRT color d:splay that
is easy to understand. It eows a view of bcth
current and upcoming events. Familiar START!
STOP buttons interface directy to console channel

911

ON/OFF buttons_ Simply hit START on this panel
(or "ON" on your rrtxing console) and the selection
is initiated. No need to worry about the console
operator accessing the operating system and accidentally reformatting or erasing data. With the new
Wheatstone hard disk system you get all the security you're lookino for, including mirror drive back-up
and a separate production room record terminal;
ît even has networking capability.
So get the hard disk that's intuitive, familiar and
foolproof.
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6720 V.
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.
P.Parkway, Syracuse, NY .13211 ( 315-455-7740)
Circle ( Be) On Reader Service Curd

AHEADSET
THAT TOOK THIS
MANY YEARS TO
PERFECT, WILL
BE ACLASSIC
FOR YEARS
TO COME.

Get this new classic today
and avoid the rush.
No one knows exactly what makes
aproduct aclassic but everyone knows
which products qualify We do know
that "standards" of the industry always
excel in technical performance, comfort,
durability and appearance, so with these as
our criteria the VSeries
was designed to be
superior to any headset on the market. By
all accounts, after years
of development, we
succeeded.
Technically, the
VSeries specs are a
cut above the rest

Model V220 with
MB-11 Dynamic
Mc option.

But classics are created over time
by the people who use them, not by
manufacturers' claims, so let your own
ears confirm our data. The revolutionary
floating earcup conforms to any head
shape or size for amore comfortable
fit. But, of course, you'll realize that after
one of those long, grueling production
days. We know the materials and workmanship are second to none, but only
time can tell about its durability However, when enough time has passed
to be afair test, the VSeries will already
be aclassic.
For complete details about the unique
VSeries modular ordering concept,
outstanding specs and the comfortable

Earcup fits any
head shape or size.

new earcup design write to Telex
Communications, 9600 Aldrich Av. So.,
Minneapolis, MN 55420,
(612) 887-5550.
©1991 Telex Communications, Inc.
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Radio World

Tektronix Inc.
18032
Intro: VM700A, Option 21 automated camera measurement
set. VS2I0 NTSC video synchronizer.
Also: VM700A video measurement set. TSG-100 series of test
signal generators. 760A stereo audio monitor. TsG-1001
programmable generator. TSG-1050, 1125, 1250 HDTV generators. SPGI000 wry sync generator. 2467BHD oscilloscope.
1730HD waveform monitor. Serial digital video interface option.
Avanzar Video System. Synchronizers, generators, component/composite waveform monitors and vectorscope systems.

The Express Group
1208, 2312, 3902
On Display: Series 6000 and 5000 at ITC booth 1208.
Series 4000 furniture at BE booth 2312. Series 5000 furniture at Auditronies booth 3902.
Contact: Byron Andrus
3518 3rd Ave.
San Diego, CA 92103
619-298-2834

Varian Power Grid & X-Ray Tube Products
12451
On Display: Eimac power grid tubes. 40(20, 000A, and
power tet rode.

The Management
N/A
On Display: Digital DJ, digital audio hard disk and
satellite controller. EZ-Log, Simple-Log and Super- Log
traffic systems. Music Log, computer music selection.
Contact: Peter Charlton. Pics
P.O. Box 1-36457
Ft Worth, TX 76136
817-625-9761

Vega Wireless
19656
Intro: RMT-I0 wireless IFB transmitter. PL-2 2-channel
mini bodypack IFB receiver. AX-20 Professional studio wireless microphone system.
Also: UHF "600" series wireless microphone system. "Q"
Plus wireless intercom system.

Trompeter Electronics Inc.
12801,02
On Display: Patching products for re-routing of RF and video
signals, standard and miniature patch jacks. "normal through"
jacks, paralleling jacks, patch plugs, patch cords and cable assemblies. 50/75 ohm BNC connectors. 20 series coax. Wrench Crimp.

Ward-Beck Systems Ltd.
12501
On Display: D82I2 distribution amplifier systems,
MicroCOMM II digitally controlled programmable communications system, R series radio consoles. ST series stereo
television audio consoles.

Yamaha International Corp.
13746,13846
Intro: PM4000 audio mixing console.
Also: YPDR601 Professional CD recorder. DMCI000 digital audio mixing console.

WaveFrame Corp.
12463
Intro: Time compression/expansion for WaveFrame 1000.
Digital mixer for WaveFrame 400. CD recording interface
for WaveFrame 1000.
Also: WaveFrame 400 and 1000.

Zero Stantron
N/A
Intro: Wood-trimmed consoles. Epoch 2000 racks and consoles series.
Also: Racks, consoles, accessories.

Also: Audio consoles': radio on-air ( A-20, A-32, A50, A-500) stereo production ( SP-4, SP5, SP-6), radio
and TV master control (TV-600). Digital audio hard disk
storage/playback system. Signal processing equipment
(compressor-limiters, parametric and graphic equalizers,
electronic crossovers, distribution amps. line selectors).
Intercom system, studio furniture ( stock, custom, pre wired and tested).
Contact: Kelly Major, Asst Mktg Dir
6720 V.I.P. Pkwy.
Syracuse, NY 13211
315-455-7740

TFT 9160/9167 monaural STL

Tennaplex Systems Ltd.
15715
On Display: Broadband panel antennas for TV and
FM. Combiners and filters for transmitters. Wave splitters. Non- inductive coaxial bullets for high power. Antenna pattern computing program.

Will-Burt Co.
16636,37
Intro: Low profile 12 VDC pan and tilt positioner with variable speed, and sits two inches above mast height. Pendant
mounted controls for remote operation. Mast extension warning kit.
Also: Pneumatic telescoping masts to position antennas,
sensors or cameras up to 134 feet. Standard duty mast models
for mobile radio remotes or testing up to 34 feet. Heavy duty
mast models for cameras, sensors or mobile ENG and SNV
remotes up to 58 feet.

UREI, a division of 3BL
16236
Intro: LA- I0 single channel compressoolimiter. LA- I2 dual
channel compressor/limiter. LA-22 dual channel parametric
compressor/limiter/expander.

Winsted Corp.
13122
Intro: System/90 post production console. Desktop production workstation with recessed monitor.
Also: System/85 modular editing and post production consoles. Space saving video tape storage systems.

Utility Tower Company
2824
On Display: Samples of tower sections for AM, FM, TV,
ciev. LPTV and microwave communications.

Valentino Music And Sound Effects
12208,09
Intro: New releases to production music and sound effects
libraries, plus " Mini" sound effects library.
Also: Two music and effects libraries for radio production.
Music consists of 60+ CDs and sound effects consists of 40+
CDs.

Don't let their
size fool you.
STEREO
HEADPHONE
AMPLIFIERS

Wireworks Corp.
14044
Intro: Refit/repair departm.
ent to protect existing cabling
investments. We inspect, repair, and test cable assemblies or
refit them with new Wireworlcs industry standard connector
assemblies.
Also: Wireworlcs microphone multicable components
group: multipin-based audio cabling components, 3-50 channels. Multiboxes, multitrunk extension cables, multitail fanouts, transformer isolated microphone splitters.

Transamerica International Broadcasting
2506
On Display: Radiolinlcs for FM. FM exciters/transmitters,
low and high power. TV exciters/transmitters, low and
medium power. TV microwave antennas. FM/TV antennas.

Wheatstone Corp.
5000
Intro: TV600S console with busminus IFB system,
event computer, source displays above each fader, eightinput Smart Select pre-selector overbridge, two stereo
and two mono master outputs, mono or stereo subgroupmg.

Telex Communications Inc.
15860
Intro: MicroMini series of miniature electret lapel
soies. Microneck series of gooseneck microphones. V118) series professional headsets. FMR-l00 wireless mie
receiver. Economic cassette tape duplicators.
Also: Microphones, wireless microphone systems.
headsets, monitor camels, intercoms and audio tape
duplicators.
Contact: Ronald Taylor, Mgr/Adv & Mktg Svcs
9600 Aldrich Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN 55420
612-884-5041

83

Wohler Technologies
20176,77
Intro: TDM-I time delay meter module. DAM- Idesktop
audio monitor.
Also: MSM multi source metering series. ARS series routing switchers. AMP- IA. AMP-2 speaker systems.

MICROAMP SERIES

4111e

STEREO
HEADPHONE

,disCROAMP SERIES
MICROPHONE

STEREO

HD100

HOmoo
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—

HEADPHONE OUTPUTS --

R
PAN

111111,

This is
no
time to
overpay.
llSeries Cons°

An exceptional array of
standard features.
Two inputs per channel
Three output busses: Program.
Audition, and Mono
▪ Full DC control
a Penny & Giles faders
Full VU. metering
s Peak LED indicators
• Event timer — with automatic
and manual modes
Digital clock (on 18 channel
model)
• Full remote control
â Superb audio specifications
• Mic, line, or consumer level
signal on any input
a Mid-stage channel patch points
Complete monitor section
• Heavy duty cue and headphone
amplifiers
« Internal talkback system
Two year warranty, with next
business-day

1e>"

CALL OR WRITE NOW FOR
FREE DETAILED BROCHURE.

HD- 1000 MASTER
HD- 100
•Drives Four Independent Headsets
•Drives Single Headset
•High Output for 8to 600 ohm Headsets
•High Output for 8to 600 ohm Headsets
•Stereo Balanced Line Inputs
•Panned Microphone Input for Announcements
•Stereo Balanced Line Inputs
•Loop-thru Inputs Feed Multiple Positions
•Stereo or Left Only-Mono Output
•AC Powered, Compact
•Balanced Line Out to HD- 100
•Ideal for Offices and Study Carrells
•Half Rack or Desk Mount

AUDIO

See Us at NAB Booth 12203/04

1-800-523-2133
Ra13111 SYSTEMS INC.
Sœ us at NAB booth# 4826

TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Just call us.

328 Maple Ave. Horsham, PA 19044,

USA

(215) 443-0330 FAX: ( 215) 443-039
Circle ( 194) On Reader Service Card

Circle (158) On Reader Service Card
See Us at NAB Booth 4826

SMALL STATION

PLANA

THE MICROWAVE
PATH TO PROFITS

Dafo
Deo e

TRYING TO GO IT ALONE
COULD MEAN GOING DARK

A single Marti STL-10 Transmitter delivers mono programming to transmitter sites
up to 40 miles from the main station. (Two Sn 10s required for stereo programming.)

LOCAL NETWORKS:

Satellde Siation
Commundy A

In the 90s, many rural and semirural
communities have become too small to
support atypical radio station staff—
or the typical station's debt load. For
proof, just look at the growing number
of small market stations going dark.
That's too bad, because these communities still need and deserve the
benefits local radio can provide—

Satelide Stouon
In ( ommundy

Teel Present Station

services such as local news, weather alerts, school closings ,community events, etc. But how can a
station survive and generate aprofit when its market can no longer support an independent operation?

Soellde Slow
(
ommtnly

Two-way interactive microwave technology gives you full control of satellite
programming without the need to duplicate office, engineering and air stall.

NETWORKING IS MORE THAN
SIMULCASTING

NETWORKING BRINGS OVERHEAD
IN LINE WITH REVENUES

Satellite local stations use the central station's office
and administrative services and much of its
programming. But satellites have to be more than just
simulcast " repeaters." Local content in the form of
news, sports and talk programs is the key to ongoing
community and advertiser support.

The key to small station survival and profitability is efficient operations— doing more with less and
with fewer people. One viable station can provide organizational support and even much of the programming for several " satellite" stations that would otherwise have shut down. Since satellite
stations need only asalesperson or salesperson/announcer, they can contribute profits to the whole
system at realistic revenue levels. At the same time, satellite stations contribute to the life of their
communities with improved programming that builds listener support and advertiser satisfaction.

MICROWAVE
SIL/ICR SYSTEMS
DO THE JOB AT LOW COST
Modern microwave SIL (Studio/
Transmitter Links) and ICR ( Inter-City
Relay) systems use reliable, proven
technology to provide versatile
communications capabilities at low
cost. Interactive technology from

Marli's R-10 Receiver — engineered to work with the STL-10 in 950 MHz
microwave STL and ICR linkups.

HARRIS ALLIED
HAS THE RESOURCES

manufacturers like Marti Electronics can
carry programming, transmitter control
and telemetry signals, even EBS tests.
Two-way links let you " backhaul" local programming from satellite communities for rebroadcast
from the central station, so you retain 100% control at all times. You can even eliminate phone
charges between networked stations with multiplexed two-way voice and data channels that let you
run contests or call- in shows and traffic spots from the central station.

TO MAKE PLAN A WORK

Marti subcarrier generators and demodulators provide transmitter remote control as

well as intercom functions between stations on the network.

The Great Depression of the 1930s was adifficult time
for many, yet fortunes were made by creative business
people throughout the years. The more than 250 dark
radio stations now waiting to be turned into " satellite"
profit centers in local networks are just such an opportunity. Harris Allied product experts will help you
engineer adeal that can literally " pay for itself."

Don't wait to put PLAN A to work for you. See us at NAB Las Vegas Booth 2218.

Hpuzuzus

_ALLIED
BROADCAST
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Fax (317) 966-0623 • In Canada (800) 268-6817
1992 Harns Alhed

"Call me, I'm interested." Circle ( 16)

"Send me literature." Circle ( 130)
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

AMPLIFIERS

Fire & Safety Protection

•kx..

Want to Sell

AC • Grounding • Bonding • Lightning Protection

HPX high-pert headphone amp for monitoring, processing, setup, 0-C & maint checks,
stereo, balanced instrumentation inputs, rack
mountable. JSomich, 216-561-1919.

The Specialists in Lightning Grounding Protection
•Inspections
•Oversee construction to correct AC and DC grounding

McMartin MS-252 audio, 25 W, 2mic inputs,
1line input, 4.8 ohm & 70 Voutputs, $200/130.
161 Glaser, MRG Prod Assoc, 95 Colony Dr,
Nolbrook NY 11741. 516-447-1941.

•Install ground fields

Call Mike Koski for details ... . 218-624-0836

Edcor PA-50 single chnl 51
4 " rack mount au/
dio, excel cond, $135. Gary, 602-258-6161.

Kintronics lsocoupler 103.7 MHz. $ 1000. S
Southern, WCIR, Box 1037, Beaver WV 25813.
304-252-6452.

Perma Power S-102 w/S1420 batt holder, monile/portable PA unit, 12W out. SS excel cond.
$100. RSumner, CAVU, 3322 Applegate Ct,
Annandale VA 22003 703-560-0233.

Tower, 350' w/24" face whights & beacon, 7
yrs old. C Shank, KSKU, 106 N Main St,
Hutchinson KS 67501. 3116-665-5758.

Audionics 100+100 W per, sihmr, rack mount
w/handles, $100; Soundcraftsman CX4100 2
band 1
/-octive preamp, black, 19" rack
2
mount, will trade for tube gear, $200, all in gd
cond. RGlenn, 813-634-1940.

Monopole, 102'. free to good home, avail 3/1,
you take down. BEngblade, WKLA, Ludington MI. 616-843-3438.

RCA BTE-15A w/2 SCA generators, extender
board & book. 503-774-0459.

Rohn (
5) 20' 65q sections, $400 ea; approx
180' of HJ7-50A coax whype-N conn, $6/ft,
add $150 for conn. Robert, 817-566-5036.

Crown D-75 gd cond, limited use, $275. Davis, MCP, 1504 Sunset, Newberry SC 29108.
803-276-0639.

Andrews (
50) insulated line hangers; PhelpsDodge CFM LP2 2-bay circ polar w/radomes,
tuned to 105.5. BWalters, WASE, POB 2087,
Elizabethtown KY 42702. 502-769-1055.

Crown Micro-Tech 1200 320 Wichnl 8ohms,
495 Wichnl 4ohms, 700 Wichnl 2ohms, 1315
W 4ohm bridge mono, new w/balance xterable warranty. BFisher, KPOK, 122 SMain St,
Bowman ND 58623. 701-523-3883.

Jampro 2-element custom-built directional
panel, tuned at 93.9 MHz, never used, BO.
BKingman, KRLT, Box 15460, SLake Tahoe,
SLake Tahoe CA 96151. 916-541-6681.
Bdct Feedllne 400' guyed, 20x12' bldg &
17 acres. DSchroeder, KOSU, 302 Paul Miller Bldg, Stillwater OK 74078. 405-744-6352.
ERI 2-bay Rototiller tuned to 101.7, 6yrs old,
360' 15/8 Andrew line, $2500. CMaley, KSIB,
Box 426, Creston IA 50801. 515-782-2155.
Andrew 87G-83799 (
2) 15/8" heliax, EIA
flanges, gas blocking, new, $200 ea. BBrewer,
KOKL, 410 W 6, Okmulgee OK 74447. 918-7565400.
Rohn 55-G 310' wilightning pkg & guy wire, 5
yrs old, $9000. BWilliams, WBLG, 948 Fairview
Ave, Bowling Green KY 42101. 502-843-0107.

ICE KRACKERS, INC.

Auditronics AUD-1100DAGLC (
20) in 2AUD1100-MF 10-input mainframes w/AUD-PS60
BM external pwr supply, $1200. BLord, Lord
Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042.
206-631-2374.

Inexpensive permanent protection of guy wire
anchor hardware from guy wire ice slides.
Average cost $400 for 400-foot tower.
ICE KRACKERS sized by guy wire diameter.
All sizes available.
273 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703
(800) 747-8921 or at WSSU-FM (217) 786-6516
Ask for Jim Newbanks

Auditronics AUD-1000DAGLC (
20) in 2Auditron ics AUD-100-MF 10 input mainframes
w/external per supply, 51290+s/h. B Lord,
Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 28th St, Kent WA
98042. 206-631-2374.

Circle ( 75) On Reader Service Card

RCA, Altec tube mic pre's & tube amps &
mixers; Langevin AM-16's, sale or trade. Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099 (evenings before
10PM EST).

Harris/Gates FMC-4A 4-bay FM, circ polar,
tuned to 97.7, excel cond, $1500, FOB Clinton IA. BDieckman, KCLN, 1853 442nd Ave,
Clinton IA 52732. 319-243-1390.

Want to Buy

Dielectric 50000 3 1/8", 4port motorized
coaxial xfer switch, excel cond whocal control panel, $2800. RSharkey, WAMO, 411 7th
Ave, Pittsburgh PA 15219. 412-456-4070.

ATI DA416 (
1) Quad 1x4 distribution amp in
gd cond. CKnerr, KCNA, 139 SE JSt, Grands
Pass OR 97526 503-474-7564.

Shively 6813 bay whadomes, new, tuned to
96.1, $6500. DMagnum, WBOG, 1021 NSuperior Ave #5, Tomah WI 54660. 608-3729600.

ANTENNAS & TOWERS
Want to Sell

Shively 6810 6-bay w/2 1/
2 yr old deicer, BO;
Cablewave 250 pt 31
2 "
/
xmission line w/o connectors, (2) 500' runs of 7/8 xmission line. B
Newman, KEFX, 913-661-0101.

Andrew 3" Heliax 300'; various connectors,
BO; Phelps Dodge HPCFM 66-bay FM on
93.1, $4500. S King, KIXZ, 1703 Avondale,
Amarillo TX 79116. 806-355-9777.

20' sections (18), very sturdy, 18" face wt1 good,
1rebuildable beacon, conduit, base insulators,
guy wire, BO. LTschirharl, KWK, POB 681321,
San Antonio TX 78268. 512-599-6511.

Anixter parabolic TRF 6020; P942, both $80
ea. SSouthern, WCIR, Box 1037, Beaver WV
25813. 304-252-6452.

Scala HDCA10 (
4) 10-element Vagis tuned to
102.3 gd cond, $150 ea/4 section Rohn 25,
$50/section: Andrew 4 lengths of 1/
2"foam
Heliax, $250 all. D Rose, KAM, POB 3939,
Kingman AZ 86402. 602-753-2537.
UTC type 480/340 190-meter; 370'15/8 air dielectric coax, BO. BLeggett, KRVE, POB 68.
Denham Springs LA 70727. 504-665-5154.
Andrew HJ8-50B 800' cf 3" Heliax, $15.000. T
Sinner, KSTX, 8401 Data Point Dr, San Antonio
TX 78229. 512-271-9600.
Cortana folded unipole, upper skirt;
27 1
/"x26 1
2
4 "
/
square shaped tower bracket for
Rohn 25; 30½"x89½" Lshaped tower bracket; 7e 5/8" Heliax; 141' 5/8" Heliax; various 27
pair multi-cable shielded. under 30'; punch
blocks & jack panels. AGarza, KIXY, 2824 Sherwood Way. San Angelo TX 76902. 915-949-2112
ext 20.

CSP phasor built for 5kW day/1 kW night; DA25ber array on 1410 kHz; Potomac Instruments
AM-19D phase monitor for 5ber array, BO. L
Fuss, WDTL, POB 159, Fayetteville GA 30214.
404-460-6159.
Shively 2-bay whadomes, used only 7wks,
tuned to 961, $6500. DMagnum. 608-372-9600.

RF Coils, Contactors,

'IC'S, Hot Line Jacks,
Complete Phasors:

GELECO
Electronics, Ltd.
2 Iliorililitt(

1
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Ph: 1-416-421-5631
Fax: 1-416-421-3880
Want to Buy
100-145' guyed/unguyed tower, minimum size
like Rohn 25G. MBohn, WLIO. Box 1689, Lima
OH 45802. 419-229-7091.
Any antenna tuned to 100.1 MHz, 1/2 bays. D
Reynolds, WGFM, 1356 Mackinaw Ave, Cheboygan MI 49721. 616-627-2341.
Antenna in gd cond 1005 freq, need by 3/92.
D Rogers, 10(AX, POB 465, St James MN
56081. 507-375-3386.
300-350' tower, used. LTrammell, WV/NT, POB
1828, Dothan AL 36302. 205-792-2161.
Xmission line 400' of 31/8"; 300' of 1
/
2"
of 7/8",
various lengths. RDees, KARX. 3507-A Van Tassel, Amarillo TX 79121. 806.355-4554.
450'w/36-48" face, lights, guys, pref located in
SW. RSmmons, Austin Bdc1g, POB 50124, Austin TX 78763 512-476-5200.
400-500'; 8-bay FM or near 999 MHz. JSummers, KMZU, 102 N Mason, Carrollton MO
6463a 816-542-0404.
Han, W, 50-18r0'; 15/8", 300'; 3"Aarger, 40)500: JPowley, WIIM, 1536 Logan Ave, Altoona
PA 16602. 814-944-8571.
LAPP 9861 AM base insulator, gd castings. D
Mance, WTOJ, 199 Wealtha Ave, Watertown NY
13601. 315-782-1240.
UHF TV w/Scala parapanels & sc-8, Bogner B
Series or LPS Thomas UHF panels, tuneable
to chnls 31/40148; Rohn #80 tower sections; GE
UHF TV for parts, 100 W driver & 30/55/110 kW
amps. JPowley, WIIM, 1536 Logan Ave, Altoona PA 16602. 814-944-8571.

Comex TLX, low hag est, $750; PLX, port low
freq ext. $500; Telex 3+1 tape duplicator. $300.
RMeadows, Durham Bulls, POB 597, Durham
NC 27702. 919-688-8211.

SMC 452 stereo Carousels (
2) plus MEI Satmaster 1000 event programmer, cables. manuals, $1700+s/h. RKerbway, WTNI, 609 Main St,
Mt Hope WV 25880. 304-877-5592.

Radio Systems CP-15 (
12)couplers, excel cond,
wired w/6' 3phase cable & 3phase disc plug,
$90 ea. RRossman, 814-865-9568.

SMC 35ORS Carousels, $250 ea; Ampro
CT4500, $250; Infoton Encode computer. $100:
SMC racks, $75; Schafer 903 parts/boards;
SMC DP2 Instacan interface, $200; Scully 270s
(4) for parts. $400; SMC 250 Carousel & extra
boards, $150. DRose, KAAA, POB 3939, Kingman AZ 86402. 602-753-2537.

Want to Buy
Orton 222 stereo enhancer. M Friend, WTJV,
Box 711 Newcomb Hall Sta, Centreville VA
22994. 703-924-0885.
Ampex 350 & 351 electronics. Wayne Gunn,
POB 2902. Palm Springs CA 9226a 619-320(1728 or FAX 619-320-2454.
AMCO 10 or 20 position stereo audio/video
switch boxes. TKV. 301-445-5450.
Ham radio operators looking for surplus audio
processors. mixers & mice as well as other inexpensive gear that could help bdct engrs play
radio at home among enthusiasts for vintage
AM. Please write w/offerings. WA3VJB, Box 73,
West Friendship MD 21794-0073.

AUTOMATION EQUIP
Want to Sell
Schafer 901 w/4 SMC 250 Carousels, 1SMC
350 Carousel, 1SMC 250 Carousel (parts), 3
racks, 3ITC WP mono cart machs, $5000. S
Southern, WCIR, Box 1037, Beaver WV 25813
304-252-6452.
°tart ARS-1000 (
2) tape transports w/tone
decoder. $650 ea. SYON, me, 1703 Avondale,
Amarillo TX 79116. 806-355-9777.
IGM Go-Cart 24 stereo Carousles (2) & an IGM
EC automation controller, never used, wired for
220V/50 Hz, BO including height. FHirschmann, BCI-Rundfunkberatung, Reichsealdstr,
52-8501. 0-911-50 00 35, FAX 9-911-500 96 52.

Value, Economy & Quality...
TASCAM BR-20 Reel
• Heavy Metal Construction
3 Motor, 3 Head Design
Digital Timer
Autolocate Function
Balanced Inputs & Outputs
Pitch Control
Microprocessor Control Technology

-le

List Price $2,399
Price Too Low To Print!

THE SMART CHOICE!

+EHALL

Electronics

1305-F Seminole Trail
Charlottesville, VA. 22901
(
804) 974-6466

Mastercard & Visa Welcome
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Want to Sell
dbx 155 (
2) 4-chnl type 1noise reduction, $200
ea/8375 both; AKG BX-5 dual spring revert),
$150. PCibley, Cibley Music, 138 E38th St, NY
NY 10016. 212-986-2219.

••
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S300
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144 POINT PATCH BAYS
brokers of tine and coarse used equipment
audio village
619/320-0728
ATI Emphasizer vgc. $525 CCrouse, 48 Cedar St, Dedham MA 02026. 617-461-2699.
Burwen TNE 7000 looks gd, working when removed from svc, $50+0. DMoore, WDUZ, Box
310, Green Bay WI 54305. 414-468-4100.
Rane HC 6headphone amp 235; PE15 equalizer 235; Alexis Microlimiter, $100; Symetrix 517A
noise red unit, $425; dbx 224 XDS type 2noise
red unit, $150; (2) Furman PB40 patchbays.
$85ka. JRipley, KOF10, POB 2485 ThCities WA
99302. 509-547-9791.
Orban 111B stereo reverb, clean, $400. PWolf,
813-574-5548.
Bunven 1000 Dynamic Noise Filter, gd cond,
$350. DDavid, KMBA. 5000 Marble Ave NE, Albuquerque NM 87110. 505-262-1866.

35ORS Carousel, $400. Kelly, 503-933-2217.
Otan iARS 1000 (
5) w/manuals, clean & well
maint. $800 ea; IGM 48 tray stereo Instacarts (2).
1needs capstan motor, $2500, other $3000:
IGM Go-Carl 24 re/manuals, 1yr old, $2000. T
Teagarden, KELI, Box 3834, San Angelo TX
76902. 915-655-5483.
Harris SC-90 (
2) auto controllers, one removed
from svc, one for parts w/books, cables & 733
ARS system, $995. RRedmond, VVWSC, 217
Dix Ave, Glens Falls NY 12801. 518-798-1031.
Cones DS-25-3, 25 Hz sensor, 6-chnl, $536; CG25R, 25 Hz goner, both rack mount. JBlodgett,
WGTF, 308 Westgate Pkwy, Dothan AL 36303.
205-794-4770.
MW Persons programmer easy open, set up
re/manuals & cables, compatible Wall reel decks.
$650. PWolf, 813-574-5548.
InstaCart (
2) 48-cart 1.6M, excel cond,
$3500/80. RCan 509-925-1488.

Want to Buy
CD juke box & multiple CD plyrs. JStromquist,
WNCB, 2828 Piedmont Ave, Duluth MN 55811.
218-722-3017.
Wegener 1801/1601 systems. Kelly, 503-9332217.

Cones CG-25 tone goner w/manual, $225. M
Meyer, KLOP, Box 70. Madison MN 56256 612598-7301.

Old Data Microline 182 printer; sehal data card
for SMC. DRose. /MA, POB 3939. Kingman
AZ 86402. 602-753-2537.

Schafer 903-E w/(4) Revox A-77s, (2) Audiofile
2-AS, Extel logger, I/O cards & cables for studio/net, ITC/UMC carts, spare parts, manuals,
stereo, working, $4000/B0. BKingman, KRLT,
Box 15460, SLake Tahoe CA 96151. 916-5416681.

SMC Mini-Pro, very gd cond. JTorsitano. KNIS.
6363 Hwy 50 E. Carson City NV 89701. 702-8835647.

SMC ESP-28000-event prgrm mem, 600 time
command mem, 20 stereo inputs, 6prgrm remote, 8prgrm ext. 2remote keyboards w/monitors & cables, (6)352 stereo car, (5) Otan ARA
1000, SMC 722 PB, $7000. FTroiani, WMRF,
12 1/
2 EMarket, Lewistown PA 17044. 717-2486757.
Format Sentry FS-120 IGM Go Cart 24 w/Goldstar PC wikeytoard, Pana IC<-P1092 multi-mode
printer, (3) ITC single play cart machs 1RIP, 2
play only. CJenkins, POB 1897, Louisville KY
40201. 502-587-0970.
Instacart machines (
2)48-hole w/Sentry firing
and IBM-PC software. 503-774-0459.

AUDIO PRODUCTION

Jones Sat Audio net commander, $650. ANeri,
WGTK. Box 590. Middlebury VT 05753 802388-4101

IGM (
5) Go Carl, (24) stereo, 4 Otan ARS
1COODC P/B, (3) Fidelipac stereo cart P/B, auto
sed, cue & load, excel cond. $19500. BWalters,
WASE, POB 2087, Elizabethtown KY 42702.
502-769-1055.
MW Persons 3-A Programmer re/unto sequential rotation of up to 4sources, excel cond
w/manual, $600; Microprobe Electronics 24 Station/8 source controller, need rpr or good for
parts wlremote control switch pad. $150. R
Chambers. KSUE, 916-257-2121.
MW Persons Programmer 3A live assist tape
controller w/auto sequence option, excel cond,
$706. MPersons, KLOH, Hwy 30 W, Pipestone
MN 56164. 218-829-1326.

CAMERAS (VIDEO)
Want to Sell
Shintron FP157 w/remote unit, 20-100 Fulinon
zoom, $200. JBaltar, ME Reel Video, 67 Green
St, August ME 04330. 207-623-1941.
RCA TK45 studio, lenses, CCU, cables. JPanza, LZZS, Box 9847, Kansas City Y064134. 816767-1118,

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
BE Spotmaster 505C mono.works.S100+UPS.
L Spivey. WLLS. Hwy 231 S. Hartford KY
42347502-298-3268.
8E5310 stereo ter amp w/aux tones, gd cond,
$800. RCowell. KNTR, POB 308, Ferndale WA
98248. 206-384-5117.
Pacific Recorder Micromax mint cond, stereo
in rack mountable pairs, $3000 pr/(6( $5500. K
Rosato. Sound Bdctg, 303 Webster Ave, New
Rochelle NY 10801. 914-235-5939.
Tapecaster X7OORPS $
695; (2) X700PS, $495
ea, both in very gd cond. DA Ishkanian, 132 Arbor Oak Dr, Ashland VA 23C05. 894-752-6942.
BE 210ORPS stereo RIP. $775 Gary, 602-2586161

DYNAMAX CTR10
NEW REFURB SERVICE
Includes
DC
Motor
installation
and
renewed warrantee, plus introductory bonus.
Call Fidelipac for details.

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC "
Fidelipac Corporation
RO. Box 808 • Moorestown, NJ 08057 • USA
TEL: 609-235-3900 • FAX: 609-235-7779
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CARTS ... WTS
Scully 8300 3-deck tape reproducer, audio
switcher, reload indicator, 150 Hz sec cue
tone, $250. Jaye, Nimbus Prods, POB 5903,
Takoma Park MD 20911 301-507-3358.
Gates Criterion R/P, $150; Tapecaster 700P,
$75. SSouthern, WCIR, Box 1037, Beaver WV
25813. 304-252-6452.
Tapecaster 700 R/P gd cond, $300; (2) 700P,
needs work, $100 ea. THopkins, Alexandra
Comms, 580 Roger Rd, Walla Walla WA
99362. 509-529-7094.
RCA rack mount bdct cart PIB & separate record unit, $75+/sh. Ronnie, Super Sonics, 1401
NE 159th St, N Miami FL 33162. 305-9492040.
LTC WP (
2), $350 ea. Kelly, 503-933-2217.
Dynamax CIA II (4), work great. JEck, KSAJ,
POB 69, Abilene KS 67410 913-263-1560.
ITC 3D (
2) motors wlnew bearings, works gd,
$100 ea; mono, $550; SMC stereo deck, $150:
Tapecaster 700-P mono, $100, rblt audio & cue
cards in all; Gates Critireon 80 compact, $75;
LEL splice finder, $30; BE winder wIcounter,
$75; Spotmaster winder w/o case, $40. J
Casey, Casey Bdct Engrg, 3706 Vold Ct, Eau
Claire WI 54701. 715-835-7347.
BE 2100 RIP mono w/tones, $550. R Redmond, WWSC, 217 Dix Ave. Glens Falls NY
12801. 518-798-1031.
Tapecaster 70ORP mono R/P w/manual, gd
cond, $250. DDavis, KMBA, 5000 Marble Ave
NE, Albuquerque NM 87110. 505-262-1866.
ITC 3D triple-deck mono; Harris 90-3 tripledeck stereo; IGM 92A stereo; Cordel CT-101PBmono; ITC PDII mono; (2) Gates CPR mono w/rec amp. JSummers, KMZU, 102 NMason, Carrollton MO 64633. 816-542-0404.
Want to Buy
Collins dual RIP suc manual, any cond; Ampro R/P wIrapid cue. JPanza, LZZS, Box
9847. Kansas City MO 64134. 816-767-1118.
Fidelipac Dynamax CTR123 R/P, gd cond.
JTorsitano, KNIS, 6363 Hwy 50 E. Carson City NV 89701. 702-883-5647.

CASSETTE 8, REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS
Want to Sell
MarantzJSuperscope PMD220 3
head cassette, works well, $80+s/h. RZimmer, Snd
Enhc, 2430 N Dodge 9N0134, Tucson AZ
85716. 603-326-2080.
Telex 6120 XLP high-spd cans duplicator,
master w/3 slaves & ved mod, used less than
100 hrs, $5000; rrc 850 stereo R-RRP $1750.
S Southern, WCIR, Box 1037, Beaver WV
25811 304-252-6452.

Tascam 428 Vs" stereo mastering recorder,
balanced I/O, 2 hrs use, rackmount,
$20001130. M Ravain, Trinity Christian Music,
POB 2479, Flagler Beach FL 32136. 904-4393671.

Otani MX50508011-4 4-Irk, rack mount, gd
cond, $900; Revox A77 thl" stereo. factory
Dolby, fair cond w/manual, $175. PThompson, Moonlight Sound. 4763 Weld County Rd
#32, Longmont CO 80504. 303-535-4748.

Tascam 348 4-Irk wldbx, rack mount, $1825.
J Ripley, KORD, POB 2485, TriCities WA
99302. 509-547-9791.

Tascam 48 8-trk, new, excel work cond w/dbx
&remote, $2200. Ken, 419-243-1000.

Otani MX-5050 MKIII-4 in gd physical/elect
cond in roll around cabinet. JGlass, WROK,
3901 Brendenwood Rd, Rockford IL 61107.
Crown 6CSX Y2-Irk 10.5", tube elect, works
well, clean w/case & manual $250/130 R
Glenn, 813-634-1940.

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT
All tape and film formats
30 years experience
•

•

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067
708-358-4622
Revox A77 1
4 -trk in walnut case, very gd
/
cond, $570; Uher CR240 portable prof wIALC,
monitor line adapt, leather case, access, excel cond, $650/130. JPaul, 2800 3rd St. San
Francisco CA 94107. 415-821-6464.
Revox A-77 gd cond, 1
4 -trk, $250. M Turner,
/
WYIC, 7641 Camberwood Dr, Indianapolis IN
46268. 317-872-3004.
Otani MX5050 MK111-8 8-Irk, less than 2yrs
old, in roll stand, $3500. EKain, WWL, 1450
Poydras St, New Orleans LA 70112. 504-5932105.
Otani ARS-1000 (4) 2-chni, 1
4 -trkl 1
/
/
2-trk w/25
Hz tone sensor & cue tone relay w/adjustable delay & manuals, excel cond, $1100 ea.
R Chambers, KSUE, 916-257-2121.
BE Spotmaster 2000 (
3) mono P/Bs, $30013.
BWalters, WASE, POB 2087, Elizabethtown
KY 42702. 502-769-1055.
3M M7916 16-Irk 2" master recorder, gd cond.
great sound, $7000; M-79-8 8-trk 1". MCogan,
Bay Records, 1741 Alcatraz, Berkeley CA
94703. 510-428-2002.
Realistic SCT-74 stereo dual deck, play/no
record, $40+UPS. LSpivey, WLLS, Hwy 231
S. Hartford KY 42347.502-298-3268.
EXPERT REVOX REPAIRS
re.;:
IM TECHNICAL ARTS
. . j W. #5
(615; -

Ampex AG-440C-2 2-chnl, 75", P/B only,
$1000. AGarza, Foster Comms, 2824 Sherwood Way, San Angelo TX 76902. 915-9492112.

Scully MS-280-2 console, P/B & RwIremote
$400 ea+s/h. DVernier, KUNI, Univ of No IA
Cedar Falls IA 50614. 319-273-6400.

Dictaphone 1" 40Irk loggers mounted in
rack w/limeldate gener/reader. gd cond.
$1875 Gary, 602-258-6161.

Otani ARS 1000 DC R-As (4), 2 chnl
reproducer, 1/4" 1/2 trk w/25Hz tone sensor
& cuetone relays w/adjustable delay, excel
cond. $1130 each. RChambers. 916-257-2121.

LONG LIFE

Scully 286B (
2) 1/
4"mono w/manuals, 1for
use, 1parts, BO+slh. DMoore, WDUZ, Box
310. Green Bay WI 54305. 414-468-4100.

REPLACEMENT
MAGNETIC
TAPE HEADS
Test Tapes. Degaussers,
Gauges. Cleaners, Swabs,
Lapping Films. Splice Bars/Tabs
and Demagnetizers

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
1131 Virginia Ave

Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 866-8434
Tandberg 641X 1
4 -trk rarely used, BO. SWin/
throp, Winthrop Prods, 156 W 94th St, NY NY
10025. 212-662-8685.
Ampex MM1200, 8-trk remote AL control box,
$4500; 354 stereo in metal cabinet, $495;
PR10-2 stereo w/354 elecs, $295; 440 transports reconditioned bearings, brakes, $395;
motors parts 8 & 16-trk heads. JPrice, Price's
Recording Studio, 2651 Globe Ave, Dallas TX
75228. 214-321-6576.
Nagra 1NO3 use for cinema, TV & radio,
singleIrk recorder, XLR input, signal to noise
ratio, use for bdctg, $950; 41V-D, use for music, TV & film, full trk. Neopilot sync system,
XLR inputs, use for bdctg, $1500. Jaye, Nimbus Prods, POB 5903, Takoma Park MD
20913. 301-507-3358.
Revox All less RIP heads, 33/
4/7 1
/
2ips, poor
cosmetics but good parts, $125+s/h. DDintent ass. 206-784-4803.
MCI 110B used parts in gd working cond, motors, set transport cards w/micro, complete audio drawers. MShea, Precision, POB 721 NY
NY 10276. 212-989-2684.

Otani MX-70 16-trk 1", mint cond, $10500. W
Gunn, POE1 2902, Palm Springs CA 92263.
619-320-0728.
3M M79 24-trk, excel cond, $9950. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA 92263. 619-321)0728.
Marantz/Superscope PMD-220 $80+ s/h R
Zimmer, 602-236-2080.

Tascam 32 2Irk. 10 1/
2"reel, 7.5/15 ips R/P
wIremote & svc manual, excel cond. $950. M
Friend, WTJV Box 711 Newcomb Hall Sta,
Centreville VA 22904. 703-924-0885.
Otani ARS-1000 stereo, used only as backup, $900; Tascam 32, 10 1/
2"reels, little use,
$950. PWolf, 813-574-5548.
Tascam 112, $311; 32 (2), $837 ea, all need
work. JBlodgett, WGTF, 308 Westgate Pkwy,
Dothan AL 36303. 205-794-4770.
MCI 110 A&B 2-Irk wispare elect drawers,
transport cards, head stacks, pwr supplies,
working. M Shea, Precision Recording, POB
723, NY NY 10276. 212-989-2684.
Ampex 351 (
2) tubetype; Revox All (2) R/P
for parts; Revox PR99 PIB only for parts; Sony Tapecorder TC-766-2 R/P w/remote; Audiotronics 132 multitrack, multi-head large reel
mach wlcarry case. A Garza. KIXY, 2824
Sherwood Way, San Angelo TX 76902. 915949-2112 ext 20.
Tascam 38 (2) 8-trk, mint cond, $1750/$1250.
R Messick, 407-686-9505 0318.
MCI 110 motors reel & capstan, complete audio drawers, xport PC boards, head stacks,
microproc boards. M Shea, Precision Rec,
POB 723, NY NY 10276. 212-989-2684.
Technics RS1500 2-Irk, $985: Sony/MCI
JH110C on roll around metal cabinet,
$2500+s/h, both excel cond. JGelo, 813-6426899.

2-Irk I/2" head stack for Ampex AIR 100; Stellams large reel adapters for SP-7. Bob, 212219-3671.
Technics M85 MKIlfor part, specifically capstan motor. T Melbourne, WNAA, NC A&T
Univ, Greensboro NC 27411. 919-334-7936.

MCI capstan motors any cond. electronics,
decks, boards. proc & display boards, heads,
Scully electronics. JPrice 214-321-6576.
Scully '100' recorders, record/play amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads. Sequoia Electronics, 1131 Virginia Ave, Campbell CA 95008.
408-866-8434.
MCl/Sony capstan & reel motors, any cond.,
recdg heads. most mfgs. machines, new,
used. Relapped then sold. Amp Services, 224
Datura St No 614, W Palm Beach FL 33401.
800-826-0601, in FL 305-659-4805.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors, machine parts, or
electronic parts. Call 818-907-5161.

CD's

Denon 950FA working when removed from
suc. $700/B0. RRogers, KSKG, 1217 SSanta Fe, Salina KS 67401, 913-825.4631.

Ramko DC12 for parts. TMelbourne, WNAA,
NC A&T Univ, Greensboro NC 27411. 919-3347936.

Gates Producer 4-chnl, mono board, $100.
MMeyer, KLOP, Box 70, Madison MN 56256.
612-598-7301.

Gates/Harris Gatesway 80 8-chnl mono,
clean, gd cond, $1000. LNixon, Classic City
Prods, 1094 Baxter St. Athens GA 30606. 404613-6724.

Panasonic WR-450 6-chnl 31
2 "rack mount
/
mixer wloscillaton speaker & talkback, excel
cond. $325: Edcor AM-400 auto mic mixer, 4
separate/adjustable voice activated chnls.
Gary, 602-258-6161.

Russco 505 5-chnl mono, like new. $750 R
Cowell, KNTR, POB 308, Ferndale WA 98248.
206-384-5117.
Allen-Heath-Brenell Scepter rackmount
12 x2x 1. 4aunes, 8returns. balanced I/O withred outs, separate pwr supply, quiet, $1750.
M Ravain, Trinity Christian Music, POB 2479,
Flagler Beach FL 32136. 904-439-3671.

Audltronics 200 series (
1) stereo input, fair
cond. $100; (
2) microphone input, gd cond,
$175 ea; (1) mono line input, gd cond, $150;
(3) stereo line output, $175 ea/$950 all. M
Guthrie, 813-287-1047.

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements

THE SOURCE

... Canada, Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands,
Ye 01' Forty-Eight ...

CALL US FOR ALL
YOUR NEW BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT NEEDS
Toll free:

RADIO! The beat goes on!

800-HOT-AMFM

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

(800-468-2636)
305-651-5752
FAX:

305-654-1386

tops in broadcast equipment

18620 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami FL 33179
1„eCTREX

1-800-955-6800

COMPANY

ask for

Kathleen

SPENCER

CORNELL-DUBILIER

MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

BROADCAST

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Supplying Radio Stations
Nationwide. Call us for
SAVINGS and SERVICE

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420

CALL 602-242-2211
FAX 843-2860
Serving Radio Since 1979

PHONE: 703-998-7600

reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

RadinWerld.
5827 Columbia Pike, Ste 310
Falls Church, VA 22041

Want to Sell

Tandy 2000 wicolor mon, 10 meg ext hd, 2
51
/"internal drives, BO+s/h. R Kerbway,
4
VVTNI, 609 Main St, Mt Hope WV 25880. 304877-5592.
Wang w/Control Data printer. BO. M Martindale. KVON, 1124 Foster Rd, Napa CA 945589611. 707-252-1440.
Wang CPU VP-2Micro 3-port print, 4-port
RS232, MW-0300 cards, Magna disk drive
backup, 40 meg hd, 3terminals. modems.
BO. CMellon, WILI, Box 496, Willimantic CT
06226.

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Custom prod/news w/50A circuitry. 7stereo
chnls, extra large Gates-type knobs & patpiales for rotary controls. 38" x8" x12", stereo E0, $495. Davis, MCP 1504 Sunset. Newberry SC 29108. 803-276-0639.

FAX: 703-998-2966

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager. to

COMPUTERS

Ampex AG-440B-8 1", gd cond, in console
w/remote & manuals, SIL alignment tape,
take-up reel, $3000. G Falk, Falk Rcrdg Studio, 7914 Fi3genbush Ln, Louisville KY 40228.
502-239-1010.

Revox All (
2) wood cases, $300 ea; (1) rack
mount, $200: (1) for parts, $75. Kelly, 503-9332217.

Ramko SC-5M 4-chnl mono board, $300; DC5MS 12-chnl stereo %iv/digital switching & light
emitting meters. $600. both excel cond
w/manuals. RChambers, 916-257-2121.

Numark CD-5020 dual rack mountable, $995
Steve. RF1SC, 1201 SSharp St, Baltimore MD
21230. 800-547-2346.

Victor IBM 40-MB hd dry, 51
/
4 drive, 640k
RAM, green mon w/software, $350 + s/h. JAllen. 805-253-1277.

Ampex AG-440 stereo, gd cond. $300. J
Summers, KMZU, 102 N Mason, Carrollton
MO 64631 816-542-0404.

Ramko SC-5M 4-chnl mono, great for prod,
$300; DC-5M5 12-chnl stereo wkligital switching & light emitting meters, $600. both in excel cond w/manuals. R Chambers, KSUE,
916-257-2121.

Harris Mono 5excel cond, $500. BWalters,
WASE, POB 2087, Elizabethtown KY 42702.
502-769-1055.

Want to Sell
Technics SLP 720 piyr, $200 ea; 1200 plyr,
$700. SSouthern, WCIR, Box 1037, Beaver
WV 25813. 304-252-6452.

Tascam 35-2B, $500; 32-2B, $300, both V2trk 1
/"open reel. DGaydos, NYU, 721 Broad4
way 11th Flr, NY NY loon 212-998-1665.

Magnecord PT-6 & others, recorders/transports/amps/ tube equip, BO. LDupree KSYL
1115 Texas Ave. Alexandria LA 71301. 318-4870347.

Shure SR101 series 2 audio. 8 input,
$125+UPS; Ampex 6 input mike mixer,
$125+UPS. LSpivey, WLLS, Hwy 231 S, Hartford KY 42347. 502-298-3268.

Sparta A-15 5-pot board, mint cond, $300;
turntables & turn. will separate/package + s/h.
Ronnie, Super Sonics, 1401 NE 159th St. N
Miami FL 33162. 305-949-2040.

Eventide H949 Harmonizer, $500; Gates ME
1mod enhancer. $100. SSouthern, WCIR,
Box 1037, Beaver WV 25318. 304-252-6452.

Otan l
MX50508112, very gd cond. JTorsitano,
KNIS, 6363 Hwy 50 E, Carson City NV 89701.
702-883-5647.

Tandy WP-2port w1128K RAM, WP-DUET
software & cable for use w/Macintosh, $450.
FBeacham, Beacham Prods, 163 Amsterdam
Ave, NY NY loom 212-873-9349.

Scully 100-16 w/8-trk heads, $2903. W Gunn,
POB 2902. Palm Springs CA 92261 619-3200728.

Shure SR101 Series 2port audio mixer. SS,
8-chnl mixerlpreamp wIreverb, rack mount in
port case, excel cond w/manual, $395. R
Sumner. CAVU, 3322 Applegate Cl, Annandale VA 22003. 703-560-0233.

Want to Buy

Revox All (2), $350 ea; PR-99 (1), $750; Ampex AIR-700, $750, all in gd shape. JCasey,
Casey Bdct Engrg, 3706 Vold CI, Eau Claire
WI 54701. 715-835-7347.

Scully 270 (5) some work, $550/60. M Kastier, KAVVZ. 241 Main Ave. Twin Falls ID 83303.
208-733-3133,

March 25, 1992

Select from these categories for best ad positioni ng:
Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production (Other)
Automation Equip.
Brokers
Cameras (Video)
Cart Machines
Cassette & R-R Recorders
CATV-MATV Equip.
CD's
CD Players
Computers

Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Furniture
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Movie Production Equip.
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Satellite
Software
Stations

Stereo Generators
Switchers (Video)
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductible Equip
Test Equipment
Transmitters/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
TV Film Equip.
Video Production Equip.
Video Tape Recorders
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

Display Rates for Classified Advertising Effective January 1, 1991
1-9 col inch (per inch)
10-19 col inch ( per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

lx

3x

fix

12x

$55
50
90
60

53
48
85
55
$1.50 per word
$10 additional

50
45
80
50

45
40
75
45

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns xinches) by the desired rate schedule
for your per unit cost. Example: a 3" ad at the lx rate is $165, at the 3x rate $ 159, at the 6x rate $150,
,at the 12x rate $ 147, etc.
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ACTION- GRAM
Equipment Listings
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for all broadcast and pro-sound end users. Simply send your listings to us, following the example below.
Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings to
the address below. Thank you.
Please print and include all information:

Contact Name:
Title

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio
World FREE each month. 1 YES
1 . NO
Signature

Company/Station

Date

Please circle only one entry for each category:

Address:

I. Type of Firm

City

State

Zip

Phone Number:
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and
other organizations who are not
legitimate end users can participate

D. Combination AM/FM station

F.

A. Commercial AM station

G. TV station/teleprod
H. Consultant/id engineer

C. Educational FM station

I.

Mfg, distributor or dealer

in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad list-

E. Network/group owner

J.

Other

ings & display advertising are available on aper word or per inch basis.
Call 1-800-336-3045 for details.

A. Ownership

D.

Programming/production

B. General management

E.

News operations

C. Engineering

F

Other

WTS: 7

WTB: .—

II. Job Function

1036 William Hilton Pkwy
Ste 200F
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers
FCC Applications, Design
& Field Engineering

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Broadcast Engineering Software

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike #

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

800

Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660

(414) 242-6000

800-523-3117

(803) 785-4445

Member AFCCE

Consulting Communications
Engineers
• FCC Data Bases
• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTY

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 Member AFCCE

• FCC Applications & Field Engineering

Brief Description:

MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING
Rural & Remote Site
Field Engineering

Broadcast Engineering

BROADCAST coNsuLTANTs
AND ENGINEERS

._ Model #:

PC — SOFTWARE
AM FM TV Search Programs
Contour Mapping — STL Paths
RF HAZ —
POP Count
FAA Tower — Draw Tower

*Teletech,inc.

Category:

Make:

BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.

Recording studio

facility
B. Commercial FM station

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.

• Frequency Searches & Coordination
• Tower Erection & Maintenance
• Facilit> Design & Construction
CONTACT:

Kenneth W Hoehn
23400 Michigan Ave
Dearborn. MI 48124

IT

50 Park Ave.

Doug Vernier
Broadcast Consultant
160(1 Picturesque Dr
Cedar Falls, IA 50613

Claremont, NH 03743

603/542-6784

800- 743- DOUG

Lahm, Soffit & Cavell, Inc.

T.Z. Sawver
Technical Consultants

1-800-255-AM DA
AM Directional Antenna Proofs
AM-FM-TV-LPTV
FCC Applications & Exhibits
Station Inspections

Consulting Engineers
• Interference Resolution
• Coverage hnprovement
• RF Hazard Studies
• Custom Software
• AM Antenna bnbrovement
• Fortner ( lzief Engineers
• Suburban Wasitington Based
3975 University Dr.. Suite #450
Fairfax. Virginia 22030
Phone 703-591-01 10
Fax 703-591-0115

6204 Highland Drive
Chevy Chase. MD 20815-6610
Telefax 301-913-5799

(313) 562-6873

eetetia‘eiee

Price:

You've

Huntsville Antenna
Engineering

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Communications Engineers

THE CARD!

WTS:

WTB:

Harlin ti‘.teins Engineering

Category:

Make:

For all your Engineering Needs"
AM - FM - TV - Tronslotors - LPTV
FCC Applications - Design - Installation

Model It:

Coll, fox, or write today!

There is hope for AM radio!
AM station unipolc antennas with
circular polarization & beam tilt.
Broadband your present
AM tower Series R shunt fed.

205-353-6747

(800) 551-1667

Brief Description:

lax: (
702) 898-8731

Kenneth Casey

9289 Roaming. - Lou Vegas, NV 89120

Consulting Radio Engineer

.Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDSATFS/OFS)
•Envircnmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work • Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
(301) 921-0115 Fax:(301) 590-9757
Member AFCCE

Price:

1990 POPULATION
WTS: _

WTB: _.

Model #:

Our 1990 POPULATION COUNT for PC program utilizes the most
recently published census data required for FCC filings for the next
decade. Call today for more Information. We also offer

_

•Real World Propagation*. Studies
•On-Line Services
•3Second Terrain Data on CD-ROM
•FCC, AM, FM & TV Databases

Brief Description:

Richard L. & Richard P. Biby,
Principals

[I]ii Communications Data Services, Inc.
Illi1R-1 .\ rlingtiiii Ill, il • Iall. I. Fiord, VA 23044
1
7,,, ' ,4-0 1,-( -1 • istitii 441-0111-1

BROADCAST
DESIGN &
CONSTRUCTION,

Price:

INC.

• R.F. Systems

WTB: .7,

Make:

• Soundproof/Acoustical

Category*

• Custom Cabinetry

Model #:

Brief Description:

900 329-8080

CONIREX 3XP/3XR
3- line frequency extension system
equipment also rented. Call Dwigh,

703-998-7600

PO Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041

FAX: 703-998-2966

208-385-0896

2400 baud, 6 min.

(313) 465-3226

MARTI and TET-8888 RP('

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

Todd Callahan
5913 Bermuda Dr.
Boise ID 83709

Thousands of items on line.
List yours for sale. 90 day
listings. Instant success.
avg. call. $ 99 min.

GENTNER EFT-3000

*Closing for listings is the first and third Fridays for the next month's issue.
All listings are run for 2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

INTERSTATE
TOWER SERVICE

DataBank
Computer Classifieds

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

50-80(N) fit audio response from
iiiur next remote tor much less than
TELCO loop> hy renting the:

Price:

Maintenance ez Repair

•BUY • SELL • RADIO • TV •

• Facility Relocation

WTS: H

RADIO t9t TV
Painting, Lighting,

Category: _

Make:

COUNT for PC

WELLER AUDIO-VISI 1M.
ENGINEERING
410-252-8351

,5xyllun r
Satellite Transmission System
Design/Implementation
ComStream Manufacturer's
Representative
3003 North Snelling Ave.
St. Paul, Minnesota 55113
612-631-5047
Fax: 612-631-5010

Don't
gamble
with your
advertising dollars.
Advertise in Raab World
and reach 18,000 +
subscribers. Call
1-800-336-3045 today!

Contact Radio World Newspaper for ovailobilities.
P.O. Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041

88
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Radio World

CONSOLES .. VVTS
Russco 505M 5pot mono, gd cond, $500:
Sparta A-20 8pot mono, $200; BE 4M50, 5
pot mono. $200. SMinshall, KFIV. POB 3408,
Modesto CA 95353. 209-545-5585.
Audio Technic,a AT4462 stereo field prod mixer. vgc wlmanual, $575. CCrouse, 48 Cedar
St, Dedham MA 02026. 617-461-2699.
Interface 16 x8. to 24 inputs, very gd cond,
little use w/manual, $1000/130. Bob, 212-2193670.
Studiomaster series 36mono x6stereo x4
subs x2mains, excel prod board. $2995. J
Ripley, KORD, P013 2485, TriCities WA
99302. 509-547-9791.
Ramsa 8616 mainframe, pwr supply, 4mono input mods, 6stereo input mods. LR output, 2yrs old. $5000t130. DReynolds. WGFM.
1356 Mackinaw Ave, Cheboygan MI 49721.
616-627-2341.
Ampro AC8D mono, 32 inputs, 8mixers, 2
prog outputs. for parts. BO. AMcDonald. Audio Services, POB 160175, Altamonte Springs
FL 32716.
Biamp Legend 20x16, like new w/outboard
pis & manual, $4000. GFalk, Falk Rcrdg Studio. 7914 Fegenbush Ln, Louisville KY 40228
502-239-1010.
BE 4M50 4-chnl mono. gd cond. $500: Howe
Tech 10-k 16-chnt 24 mainframe, extras, BO;
Ram/ro DC-12 11-chnl mono, needs control cables, BO. M Martindale, KVON, 1124 Foster
Rd, Napa CA 94558-9611. 707-252-1440.
Harris Stereo 80 audio 8-chnl board, needs
work. $500. CMaley, KSIEI, Box 426, Creston
IA 50801. 515-782-2155.

McMartin B501 5 pot mono. $500: Howe
7500 12-chnl side faders, remote starts
w/books & custom copy stand. $2500: LPB
Monogram 8-chnl slide fader stereo, remote
starts & books, $1500, all clean. RRedmond.
WWSC, 217 Dix Ave, Glens Falls NY 12801
518-798-1031,

MCI 428 28x24, 336 pl patchbay, prod desk.
$7500. W Gunn, POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 619-320-0728.
Sparta A.2013 22 in/2 out. mono wIpwr supply. gd cond for news/prod. BO. JViolant',
WSJR, 5600 City Ave, Philadelphie PA 19131.
215-660-1082.
Tascam MI24 24 x4x2mixer sound reinforcement/studio use, $1500. RMessick, 407686-9505 0318.
Yamaha M916 16 x4, $1500. DGaydos, NYU,
721 Broadway 11th Flr, NY NY mu 212-9981665.
Shure M67, gd cond. $50. JCasey, Casey
Bdct Engrg, 3706 Vold Ct. Eau Claire WI
54701. 715-835-7347.
Harris Stereo-5. AGarza, KIXY, 2824 Sherwood Way, San Angelo TX 76902. 915-9492112 ext 20.

Altec 604E JBL horns & drivers. 15" bass
crossover. JPrice, 214-321-6576.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Collins/Autogram IC-10 10-chnl, refurbished,
excel cond. $3500. BElliott. WRFX, 915 E4th
St, Charlotte NC 28205. 704-338-9970.

Want to Sell

EQUIPMENT FINANCING

AUDITRONICS 501 recording console. Great
production board. 18 inputs. 16 buss out.
$2800. Boynton Studio Inc. 607-263-5695.

"LOANS BY PHONE"

QUANTUM Series 22 console. 14 input maintrame loaded with 6inputs: 4mono, 2stereo.
also with master and monitor modules. This
console is like new in factory carton. $1995,
Boynton Studio Inc 607-263-5695.
Want to Buy
Tube & remote mixers RCKWEICollins.
OP5/6/7 & 220. BDavies, Virgo Prods. 5548
Elmer Ave. NHollywood CA 91601. 818-7619831.

• NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED
FOR TRANSACTIONS UNDER
$35.000
• NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
• $2.000 to $200,000
• NO DOWN PAYMENT
• SALE- LEASEBACK
EQUIPMENT FOR WORKING
CAPITAL
WE DO START UP BUSINESS
TO APPLY OR REQUEST ADDITIONAL
NFORMATION CONTACT MARK WILSON
ZAre

Quantum Series 22 modules: 0M-2202. OM.
2205, 0M-2206, will buy mods/22 working
consoles. BGeyer. 606-473-7377.

U
- NZ

(800) 275-0185
FAX: (214) 235-5452

FURNITURE

2446.8 outs, will repair. JPrice. 214-3216576.

Want to Sell

RCA BC.713 w/ or w/out plug-ins. Robert
WFRA, POB 908, Franklin PA 16323. 814-4322188.
Langevin AM4A w/documents. JGangwer.
942 32nd St. Richmond CA 94804. 415-6442363.

DISCO & SOUND
EQUIPMENT

Sparten Centurion Il 12-pot stereo. $1000. J
Summers. KMZU. 102 NMason, Carrollton
MO 64633. 816-542-0404.
Wheatstone A.500 11-input mods, 2 mic
mods, like new, $8000: BE Mono 4. 2moo old.
$850: Autogram AC6. pgm, aud, gd cond,
$3500; kilogram AC8 (2) gd cond. $4500 ea;
Howe Tech Series 9000 wtspare parts & otra
pwr supply, clean. $5000. PWolf, 813-5745548.

Want to Buy

Inovonics 250 5-band, set up for AM, can be
converted to FM. $2000: Inovonics 215 limitermono, $100; Optimod 8000 FM stereo gen &
proc. $1200. S Minshall. KFIV, POB 3408,
Modesto CA 95353. 209-545-5585.

AKG BX-5 dual spring reverb. $125: dbx 155
(2) 4-chnl encode/decode noise reduction.
S250 ea/$450 both. PCibley. Cibley Music.
138 E38th St. NY NY 10016. 212-986-2219.

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

1 kW FM
2.5 kW FM

1978 Collins 831C2
1978 CCA 250OR

10 kW FM

1972 Collins 830F1

20 kW FM

1973 RCA BTF 20E1

Volumax 4000A for parts, $300: Orban 245E
stereo synthesizer. $200: Harris MSP90 AM
peak limiter. $300. Kelly. 503-933-2217.

Want to Buy
Orban Optimod 9100 A/B mono/stereo with
NRSC. T McGinley, WPGC, 6301 Ivy Ln,
Greenbelt MD 20778. 301-441-3500.
UREI BL40 schematic/manual to repair. will
pay+postage. EPatrucci, WBCB, 200 Magn
14
o
9
li o
a.Dr, Fairless Hills PA 19054. 215-949-

Optimod FM 8100/8000 gd cond. NE preferred. PGalasso, WJLK, 605 Madison Ave,
Asbury Park NJ 07712. 908-774-7700.

1 kW AM

1986 Cont. 314R1

1 kW AM

1974 Harris BC1H1

1 kW AM

1978 Harris MW1A

2.5 kW AM

1982 CCA 2500

2.5 kW AM

1976 McMartin BA2.5K

5 kW AM

1973 Harris BC5HA

5 kW AM

ElectroVoice 671 dynamic cardioid dual Z.
new. $50. RSumner, CAVU, 3322 Applegate
Ct. Annandale VA 22003. 703-560-0233
Shure SM-81 (
4) matched cardioid studio condenser, never used. $1000 set/$275 ea. MRavain, Trinity Christian Music, POB 2479, Flagler Beach FL 32136. 904-439-3671.
RCA ribbon & others. BDavies, Virgo Prods,
5548 Elmer Ave. NHollywood CA 91601. 818761-9831.
Beyer M500 cardiod ribbon, $250. PCibley,
Cibley Music. 138 E38th St, NY NY 10016.
212-986-2219.
Beyer M.500 cardioid ribbon. $250. PCibley,
Cibley Music. 138 E38th St. NY NY 10016.
212-986-2219.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
Ford radio AM/FM, no cass, never uses, tactory connectors, $50 + UPS; VTC (1) CG-104,
(2) CG-44. NOS chokes in orig cartons.
$100 + UPS; GE variable AC xformer NOS,
$30+ UPS. LSpivey. WLLS, Hwy 231 S. Hartford KY 42347. 502-298-3268.
Gates cabinet 7' w/patch bay & rear door, excel cond. RRaines, Dixie Sound, 1002 Fulton Dr, Corinth MS 38824. 601-287-3116.
Scully capstan (
2) motors. rebuilt, $50 ea. M
Meyer, KLOP, Box 70, Madison MN 56256.
612-598-7301.
GE 117KVA xformer, 3PH. dry. 230VD, in cabinet, new, $500: 6KVA xformer, 3PH, dry, 23CIV,
1820/3150Y sec. new. $200. SMinshall, KFIV,
POB 3408, Modesto CA 95353. 209-545-5585.

Sennheiser MD-211U (
3) dynamic, omnidirectional, mint cond. $840. R Grotke, Cornell
Univ, 159 Sapsucker Woods, Ithaca NY
14850. 607-254-2409.

Triad HS-29 xformer audio interstage; HS56V
xformer line to line. AGrundy. Inst of Audio
Rsrch, 64 Univserity Pl. NY NY Iowa 212677-7580.

Beyer M160 (
3) dual ribbon hyper-cardioid,
$120 ea; AKG D200E (2) dynamic cardioid,
$45 ea. PThompson, Moonlight Sound. 4763
Weld County Rd #32, Longmont CO 80504.
303-535-4748.

Bud PA 3101 (
20) rack panels new in paper,
3/16" thick. 1
4 "
/
3
x19". $110 Davis, MCP. 1504
Sunset, Newberry SC 29108. 803-276-0639.

Telefunken U-47, Neumann U-67, KM54
mint; RCA ribbon mics (2) KU3A's 10,0001. (3)
77-DX, (1) 44-BX, (2) BK-5; Altec tube mics
M-11, M-20. M-30: 639 film version mic ect.
Trade or sale. Tracy Eaves. 615-821-6099
(evenings before 10PM EST).

Single rack stereo, like D-60, $100/less. P
Wells, KJOY. 625 Broadway, San Diego CA
92101. 619-238-1037.
PA Equip Rider, vol Imanual, $60: RCA PA
&BC sales catalog, 47-50s, $20. BWoolf, Audio Reco Sys. 3986 Edidin Dr, Jacksonville
FL 32211. 904-744-1661.

Mics; desk mies (hi2), EV-Shure mie stands,
also baby booms (3): tubes, new (32) RCA.
GE, Sylvania: Sams tube sub books #8 & rr
6: RCA tube manual: Sony head demagnetizer (new); Jack femal connectors: EV 502 transformer prinIsec. Mr. Oliver. 212-874-7660.

Phasemaster T-10000 rotary phase converter. excel cond. D Murray. WKLT, 745 S
Garfield, Traverse City MI 49684. 616-9470003.

Want to Buy

COMREX
RENTALS

RCA 44S/77S/WE 639S & other ribbons.
working or not. BDavies, Virgo Prods, 5548
Elmer Ave. NHollywood CA 91601. 818-7619831.

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
RCA 44 & 44 Ir. SK 76. all in gd cond. R
Raines. Dixie Sound. 1002 Fulton Dr. Corinth
MS 38824. 601-287-3116.
Sennheiser MKH 40 (
2) cardioid, digital rec
series. $850 ea; (2) AKG 451 EB cardioid wt20
dB pads, $375 ea. THoffman, Sonic Booms,
29589 Serenity Way, Wilsonville OR 97070.
503-682-6988.
Atlas (
3) metal stands for desk in black,
$10+UPS. LSpivey. WLLS. Hwy 231 S. Hartford KY 42347.502-298-3268.

1, 2 and 3- Line Extenders
Switched 56 Systems
Call Steve Kirsch for details

Sennheiser MKE 2002 at gd price. F
Beacham, Beacham Prods, 163 Amsterdam
Ave, NY NY 10023. 212-873-9349.

Silver Lake Audio
(516) 623-6114

Western ElectroAcoustic Labs condenser
mic complement (pwr supply) #120A. R
Robinson, TNA, 10 George St. Wallingford CT
06492. 203-269-4465.

Star printers; Demi 10X; NX-1000, NP10, $50
ea: phone system w/20 phones. 8lines, rotary dial, BO. JSummers, KMZU, 102 NMason, Carrollton MO 64633. 816-542-0404.

RCA, Neumann, WE & all other vintage mies,
parts, flags & stands. R Van Dyke, Caffrey
House. 2Squires Ave. EOuogue NY 11942,
516-728-9835.

Extel 1AF11R printer wIstand & book: Smith
&Corona 101 Universel Tractor feed. AGarza. KIXY, 2824 Sherwood Way, San Angelo
TX 76902. 915-949-2112 ext 20.

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER

We buy Optimod

Allied 615HC speaker 15" w/horn driver &
attenuator, new cone & diaphragm, $150. J
Price, 214-321-6576.

1964 Gates FM1C

DAP 310 w/CRL NRSC unit. $400: Gates Solid Statesman AGC & limiter units. $50: dbx
224 & 224x units (4), $200 ea: dbx 140A unit.
$200. JCasey, Casey Bdct Engrg. 3706 Vold
Ct. Eau Claire WI 54701. 715-835-7347.

8000A's and 8100A's
414-482-2638

TRANSCOM CORP.

1 kW FM

Harris MSD10 (
2) triband AGC processors.
$250/both. KSmith, WNCG. 510 NMain St.
CLyde OH 43410. 419-547-8792.

to Sell

CBS Labs FM Volumax 411 stereo peak controller, works OK. BO. A McDonald, Audio
Services, POB 160175, Altamonte Springs FL
32716.

Dolby 361 (
4) noise reduction units, $550 ea.
W Gunn. POE12902. Palm Springs CA 92263.
619-320-0728.

Inovonics MAP II AM proc, working when removed. $300. JSummers. KMZU, 102 NMason. Carrollton MO 64633. 816-542-0404.

Aphex Compellor 103A aural exciter. Kelly,
503-933-2217.

Valley People 440 compressor, very gd cond,
$350/80. KFitzgerald, WKGB, 495 Court St,
Binghamton NY 13094. 607-723-2925.

Shure Vocal Master 2-6' columns, 2-3'
monitors+PA head w/6-chnl inputs, old but
reliable, BO. SWinthrop. Winthrop Prods, 156
W 94th St, NY NY 10025. 212-662-8685,

Optimod 9100A excel cond w/NRSC. factory refurbished. $4200. TCrockett, Hot Tracks
Rcrdg Svcs, POB 10501, Blacksburg VA
24062. 703-953-0222.

LIMITERS

Wilkinson LGC-1 AGC unit, mono w/manual, $200+UPS, BE AM 400 compressor. mono w/manual. $200+UPS. LSpivey, WLLS.
Hwy 231 S, Hartford KY 42347.502-298-3268.

Lexicon 200 (
2) stereo digital reverbs, new,
XLR I/O, programmable parameters &
presets, $1900 ea/$3600 both. M Ravain, Trinity Christian Music, POB 2479. Flagler Bch FL
32136. 904-439-3671.

Gentner RCF.1 for Optimod 8100A w/Audio
Prisms, $100. D Reynolds, WGFM, 1356
Mackinaw Ave. Cheboygan MI 49721. 616-6272341.

Fairchild 670 stereo & other tube proc gear
used w/mastering discs. KGutzke, Custom
Recording, 7134 15th Ave S. Minneapolis MN
55423. 612-866-6183.

Modulation Sciences CL803 composite clipper, $600: CRL FM-4w/(1) SPP800, (2) SEP400As. ( 1) SMP-800. $1200. BBailey, KIZN,
401 Idaho St, Boise ID 83702. 208-343-5991.

EEV Delta•Max processor controlled speaker systems, 2pairs w/2" compression driver,
1pair 12", 1pair 15", dedicated processors,
EP-4 cabline & I/O panel for amp rack,
$7000/will separate. M Ravain, Trinity Christian Music, POB 2479, Flagler Beach FL
32136. 904-439-3671.

CBS Volumax stereo 411. $225; (2) 410. $130
ea. KLa Rue, KSTN. 2171 Ralph, Stockton
CA 95206. 209-948-5786.

2 8" x3' 10" x2' 5" high steel desk; (5) beige
formica & wood R-Rstands for Revox PR99:
inlay w/bordering 12x8' 10" air rug: 9' 8" x7'
7" white air rug; Carrier 16k BTU refng A/C.
240 VAC. A Garza, KIXY, 2824 Sherwood
Way, San Angelo TX 76902. 915-949-2112 ext
20.

Want

Want to Sell

March 25, 1992

World

AM- FM- TV

Leaders in rebuilt transmitters!

TRANSMITTERS, FM ANTENNAS

TRANSMITTERS are
available:
•Tuned & Tested on YOUR
Frequency
•Guaranteed
•Parts and technical support
with every purchase
• Expedited Service Available
TRADE INS GLADLY
ACCEPTED '
See your
transmitter WORKING in
our showroom BEFORE
you take it home!
NO ONE ELSE
OFFERS YOU MORE

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER
Corporate Office

1972 CCA AM5000D

5046 Smoral Rd.
Syracuse, NY 13031

5 kW AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

PHONE (
315) 488-1269

10 kW AM

1972 RCA BTA 10U

FAX (
315) 488-1365

50 kW AM

1977 CCA AM50000D

1077 Rydal Road #101
Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

STL'S

I,
hh1ii

ARMSTRONG SOUTHWEST
Phone
512-599-0789
Fax 512-599-0799
San

Antonio,

TX

Iii

ARMSTRONG INTERNATIONAL
HABLO ESPANOL
Phone
305-471-1175
FAX 305.471-1182
Miam iFL

ARMSTRONG SOUTHEAST
Phone 615-822-0258
FAX 815-828-0082
Hendersonville, TN.

BEE

March 25, 1992

We Have Access To
NEW & USED
•Towers • Antennas
•STL's • Transmitters
•Transmission Line • Exciters
•Financing Available • and lots more
Let us be your one-stop shopping. We have
used towers and ALL your AM needs.
a riagajeonsliliganfiglaj

Sony SRF-A1 & A100 AM/FM stereo Walkmans, port radios, new, $100/A-1, $120/A-100.
CFox, WOLF, 4853 Manor Hill Dr, Syracuse
NY 13215.
Maxon CP-0510 VHF port. 5W, 4-chnl, 144174 MHz, new batt, chrgr & manual, leather
swivel case, mint cond, $1501B0. CStahuke,
1951 N Meridian Rd #84, Tallahassee FL
32303. 904-385-0718.

DEALER PRICES
on Antenna Specialists two-way
antennas & filters. Reduced E.F.
Johnson prices. TransceiversVHF: $349; UHF: $379.
DEREMER RADIO
800-676-5439

REMOTE &

512-892-1126 Fax: 512-892-3959

MICROWAVE EQUIP

Cinle ( 107) On Reader Service Card
MISCELLANEOUS ... WTS
WE patch panels (6), no cords, tip, ring,
sleeve type, $35 ea+s/h. RKerbway, WTNI,
609 Main St, Mt Hope WV 25880. 364-8775592.
Harris 994-8524-001 30 amp RF contactor,
$150. GJablonski, WHMI, POB 935, Howell
MI 48844. 517-546-0860.

Want to Buy

McMartin TBM-2000B SCA; BFM-1531R SCA
gener, both 67 kHz, $250 ea; TBM-3700 FM
mono mod, $300. JSummers, KMZU, 102 N
Mason, Carrollton MO 64633. 816-542-0404.
TFT EBS rblt, gd cond, decode unit, set up
for 94.1 MHz, $400. JCasey, Casey Bdct
Engrg, 3706 Vold Ct. Eau Claire WI 54701.
715-835-7347.
TFT 760 EBS gen card, $150: Gates M02639
AM mod. $ 100. Kelly, 503-933-2217.

GE-Talaris P,5155 manual. Jaye, Nimbus
Prods, POB S03, Takoma Park MD 20913.
301-507-3356.

Want to Buy

NP1 battery charger in gd cond at reasonable price. M Glaser, 516-447-1041.

Any older McMartin mod monitors. C
Goodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

Realistic SA-200A right chnl vol control, slide
type for SA-2000 (31-1985); stereo amp Radio Shack part #P-1632, mfg part #28200025
(250K/Bx2). RKerbway, WTNI, 609 Main St
Mt Hope WV 25880. 304-877-5592.
Older journals audio/bdct engrg, on disc
from 40s-60a KGutzke, Custom Recording,
7134 15th Ave S, Minneapolis MN 55423. 612866-6183.
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP bebop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid. BRose,
Program Redgs, 228 East 10th, NYNY
10003. 212-674-3060.
UTC linear standard transformers LS40,
LS58, LS73. LS74, others. Mark Van Roojen,
POB 83836, Lincoln NE 68501. 402-438-3724.

MONITORS
Want to Sell
TFT modulation monitors: model 724 & 734
stereo, $500. AM model 753, $400. RChambers. 916-257-2121
BE MA-1 AM stereo, $850; Kahn stereo,
$1000. SMinshall, KFIV, POB 3408, Modesto
CA 95353. 209-545-5585.
TFT 724 á734 stereo modulation, $500; AM
75.0 $400. RChambers, KSUE, 916-257-2121.

MOVIE PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell
Cinema Products GSMO 16mm reflex, Ang
15-150 zoom, butts, chrgrs, 2mugs, handgrip
&shoulder pod. Zero case, excel cond w/manual, $4995. RSumner, CAVU, 3322 Applegate
Ct, Annandale VA 22003. 703-560-0233.

Want to Sell
Cehtury Video (2) ABC Talkradio decoders,
$150 ea. G Jacques, KSUN, 714 N 3rd St,
Phoenix AZ 85004. 602-252-0030.
Comma Box model PTLX, asking $2000/B0.
Call Lisa at 714-495-2471.

708-513-1386

Spilsbury IMIS mobile phone, new, $1000;
IMTS/ cellular combo mobile phone, gd cond,
$1500. BWilliams, WBLG, 948 Fairview Ave,
Bowling Green KY 42101. 502-843-0107.

Wegener,
Fairchild
Scientific
Microdyne

Symetrix TI-101 hybrid to interface audio
equip & telephone, gd cond, $350. RCowell.
KNTR, POB 308, Ferndale WA 98248. 206384-5117.
Moseley 505C ro
-Jr only. 946.0. $625: system.
$2300. SMinshall, KFIV, POB 3408, Modesto
CA 95353. 209-545-5585.
Symetrix Ti 101 clean w/manuals, working
when removed from svc, $150+s/h. DMoore,
WDUZ, Box 310, Green Bay WI 54305. 414468-4100.

Gentner VRC or Sine Systems. Kelly, 503933-2217.

SATELLITE

Want to Sell

Schafer TC300/SC300 wireline remote control unit, needs minor repair w/manual, $75;
Moseley TRC-15AR remote control unit, 26
kHz, control subcarrier, subaudible metering
return, gd cond, $450. DDavis, KMBA, 5000
Marble Ave NE. Albuquerque NM 87110. 505262-1866.
Macom 4' dish, 23 GHz, will trade for 2' dish.
DSolinske. WSUN, 877 Exec Ctr Dr, St Pete
FL 33702. 813-576-1073.
TFT 761-C digital, $1200. Kelly. 503-933-2217.

Drake SA24 stereo adap, $165. JBlodgett,
WGTF, 308 Westgate Pkwy, Dothan AL 36303.
205-794-4770.
Wegener 1600 mainframe rcvr for Unistar
country, excel cond. $200 + s/h. R Kerbway.
WTNI, 609 Main St, Mt Hope WV 25880. 304877-5592.
Laux system w/(2) 8705 audio terminais, Laux
LNA LC0106, 70 MHz Laux downverter. 2runs
of 25-30' Coax. 9' parabolic dish for 4GHz
wlbooks. AGarza, KIXY, 2824 Sherwood Way.
San Angelo TX 76902. 915-949-2112 ext 20.

Micro-Phase MP 20305 will rec 73.80.
TN/SC/AL radio ntwk. KThompson, WWIC,
815 W Willow, Scottsboro AL 35768. 205-5742198.

We Need Inventory!

WE SAVE YOU
THOUSANDS
ON A NEW UNIT!
*30 DAY
GUARANTEE!
*CASH FOR
YOUR USED
RECEIVER!

SOFTWARE &
DATABASES
Want to Sell

POWERFUL PC SOFTWARE
COUNTPOP 1990 US Census
hnd coverage area population

INTERCHK (FCC's FMOVER)
Uses graphics to displax Scrvice
Interterence contours over CS map

QCHANNEL & FCC FM database
r
•-\ 1channe' search program
SEARCHFM & FCC FM database
Deluxe graphics over Map.

Replacements or
Low Noise Upgrades

Moise et / 00M

CONTOUR (wINGIX interface)
Microdyne 1100-TDC Ku band tracking down
coy, Aus $1800; 1000-SCM (2) 7.5 kHz SCPC
modulators. Aus $2000 ea: 1100-PCDR (4)
SCPC demodulators, Aus $800 ea; 1100- DS
(RI) SCPC modem xmaircw, Aus $2000;
Miteq U-9256 freq agile up cony, Aus $10000;
MCL 15260 Ku band, 300 W, IWT amp & pwr
supply, Ale $
20000; all 5yrs old, you pay s/h.
ETedesco, First Radio Ltd, 201 Tynte St, N
Adelaide S.A., 5006, Australia, FAX 011-618264-2031.

800-624-6599

Prodelin Irntr dish w/Harris mdl 6550. B
Walters, WASE, POB 2087, Elizabethtown KY
42702. 502-769-1055.
Monroe 5002 remote for Fairchild Dart 384
rcvr wAransponder selection by telephone,
VGC w/manual, $300. DNiccum, KCKN, POB
670, Roswell NM 88202. 505-622-6450.

Comtech Unistar AC format rcvr, avail new
w/net controller, $1500; Wegener Unistar oldies chnl rcvr, avail 5/1. BWilliams. WBLG,
948 Fairview Ave, Bowling Green KY 42101.
502-843-0107.

Want to Buy

We support
most formats.

(719) 634-6319 MDT
(719) 635-8151 Fax

LNAs Ett LNBs
C / Ku Band

89

Macon VR3X rcvr, $300. Kelly, 503-933-2217.

8-5

Wescom 791B 2-4-wire telco hybrids, 60 db,
long bal, $50 ea; ADS 109H repeat colis, $8
ea, both w/prints. RWeaver, 919-552-9357.
Micro Dynamics TC8 extra-clean w/radio
modules w/manuals, 51200 + slh. D Moore,
WDUZ, Box 310, Green Bay WI 54305. 414468-4100.

Adcom
DART
Atlanta
& Others

Spare Cards
Satcue 400's

Moseley PCL-606/C RX/TX combo, gd cond,
any 950 MHz chnl/TX/RX separaiely. T
McGinley, WPGC, 6301 Ivy Ln, Greenbelt MD
20770. 301-441-3332.

Wegener STS-RX 1602 mainframe w/working pwr sply w/1639-14 card, $100; Macom
MA-1001 rcvr, $50. M Meyer, KLOP, Box 70,
Madison MN 56256. 612-598-7301,

Gates RCD-10 (2) remote control units, need
sortie work. $50 both. JSummers, KMZU, 102
N Mason, Carrollton MO 64633. 816-5420404.

RRADCO GROUP

We Buy & Sell
Used Satellite
Receivers:

Want to Buy

Symetrix TI-101 telephone interface, $349.
Steve, RRSC, 1201 SSharp St. Baltimore MD
21230. 800-547-2346.

Want to Sell

AM STEREO RECEIVERS

Systems

Micro Control DLC-9/DLT-9 9-chnl remote
wlsingle pair line. $1000. CMaley. KSIB, Box
426, Creston IA 50801. 515-782-2155.

EQUIPMENT

TFT 7610-C studio & xmtr, 7yrs old. gd cond,
$1495. CMellon, WILI, Box 496, Willimantic
CT 06226.

Portable, HomelStudio, Auto

Satellite

TFT 7700 dual composite STL, 2TX & RX,
gd cond, $2500/130; TFT 8600 SIL dual mono systems (2). never used. BO. TTucker.
Desert West, POB 36717, Tucson AZ 85740.
602-797-1008.

Marti SIL8xmtr & R-200 rcvr both FCC
type-rated, excel cond wfmanuals, $4250. R
Chambers, KSUE, 916-257-2121.

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS

SCA decoder, high quality micro-miniature
67/92 kHz, prewired & ready to install, $15. D
Jackway, Backgrnd Music Eng, 5742 Fairoak,
Springfield MO 65810. 417-881-1846.

Marti 406-512 MHz single section cavity,
resonator 450 band, never used, $100; Motorola UHF Maur 450, 0-10 W, mobile, air traffic w/mic, single freq, $350; Moseley MRC1600, clean, spare parts. STL-TSL set up,
$1300; Marti RPT-30 (2), UNE CR10, w/ants,
1w/code identifier, $1350 ea: Regency Iranscom, dual freq w/mic, 0-15 W, mobile, traffic, 450 MHz, $150/BO; Burk TC-8. set up for
SIL, SCA w/SCA rcvr. $1200; TFT 7700B. 16
W SIL, new, $4500. PWolf, 813-574-5548.

Micro Controls DLC-9 (2). 1set up. 1telco,
$600 ea. JCasey, Casey Bdct Engrg, 3706
Vold Ct. Eau Claire WI 54701. 715-835-7347.

Joe McClish, Corpus Christi, TX

Mon- Fri - 8am EST to 5pm Pacific

Radio World

Satcus 400, $175. J Casey, Casey Bdct
Engrg, 3706 Vold Ct, Eau Claire WI 54701.
715-835-7347.
Microdyne 1100 rcvr, demod, gd cond, freq
agile, SCPC, $1500. PWolf, 813-574-5548.

Flexible FCC contour generating program

PLOTPATH-STL program
Graphic design of STi , v.tems

PLOTCOMM for HP plotters
Proressional contour plotting program

SEARCHAM -

SEARCHTV

FAATOWER-RF HAZ-Plot Tower
AM, FM & TV databases & more
ihend tor oil sottware lii & descriptionsi

DOUG VERNIER

Broadcast Consultant
INN)

1)r.

ode

SfInGt

800-743- DOUG
Circle (3) On Reeder Service Card

FM BROADCASTERS!!
We can meet all your
FM transmitter needs!!
SOLID STATE- LOW POWER
Amplifiers and transmitters are available at the popular
levels of 20, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 watts. All units are
broadbanded and designed for local and remote operation.

ZERO BIAS GROUNDED GRID TRANSMITTERS
SINGLE TUBE- MEDIUM POWER
Offered at 1.5, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5 and 12KW. These transmitters
include a broadbanded solid state IPA, which can be used

Heavy Duty Replacement Transformers,
DC Filter chokes and capacitors for AM
& FM transmitters manufactured by:
AEL, CCA, CSI, COLLINS, CONTEL,
CONTINENTAL, BAUER, GATES, GE,
HARRIS, ITA, McMARTIN, RAYTHEON,
RCA, SINGER, SINTRONIX, WILKINSON.
Many other models also available.
FAST Delivery
and FREE
Technical
Support.
5869 WAYCROSS AVENUE
EL PASO, TEXAS 79924
(915) 751-2300
TELEX: 76-3861 PWDCO
FAX: ( 915) 751-0768
Circle ( 141) on Reader Service Card

as emergency transmitters and a single zero biased
grounded grid triode in their PA.

TWO TUBE - HIGH POWER
These transmitters utilize two grounded grid triodes and are
available at standard outputs of 15, 22, 25, 30, 40 and 50KW.

"The Transmitter People"

A. Energenix
752 Warren Street, Hudson, New York 12534
(518) 828-1690 FAX (518) 828-8476
A Wise Enterprise

Circle (98) on Reader Service Card
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Radio World

SOFTWARE ... WTS
-ATTENTIONBeat the FM FREEZE Read accurate
economical AM / FM rTV databases on
MICROFICHE. Xlators. RCAMSLs. more.
• FICHE READERS---only 5195 iii 5,29/92
•QUALITY NAME- BRAND EQUIPMENT
•For more information woe or ca::

TDK'S NEW SM CASSETTES:
"IT'S ABOUT TIME"
*TDK.I'X,'411=1

RTW MICROGRAPHICS
717-597-5131
Circle ( 9) On Reader Service Card

STATIONS
Want to Sell
Complete bdct facility for talk. news & music. late/high quality equip. 14 .x30'. 2-axle mobile studio, less than 5yrs old w/ a/c & restroom. 503-774-0459.
250 W AM daytime (
2): ( 1) 1kW/500 W AM
daytime; (2) 3kW FM unitd: (1) 6kW FM; ( 1)
LFTV. JCrawley, POB 185, Campbellsville KY
42718. 502-465-8884.

•Now available in 10, 20, 30 and 60 minute lengths.
•Superior high bias cassette for studio and demo
recordings.
•Uses top-quality SA tape pancake for low noise
and wide dynamic range.
•Ask for our new A/V catalog

Class CFM 10 kW AM, Miles City MT top audience share, regional signals. mint equip.
$595000. P Baillon, KMCM. 1218 Pioneer
Bldg, St Paul MN 55101. 612-222-5555.
250 W AM daytimer nonDA. only in county.
$10000+ monthly xmtr site lease. DCarmine,
WKKM. POB 549. Harrison MI 48625. 517539-7105.
AM/FM in MI 5acres witwr. FM ant, xmtr bldg.
G Kauffman. 319-243-1390.
Radio broadcasting station in Santiago,
Dominican Republic. 930 kHz AM, 5000 W.
modern equipment in excel cond, prestige
since 1953. For information use the public fax
.809-583-8464 and direct inquiries to Sr.
Rogue Candelano Llenas.
AM stereo 1000 W, great oppor for owner/operator, in Pueblo CO. good mkt. 24 hrs
w/new equip. $179000. GErway. KRRU. 3450
Martinique Terr, Stuart FL 34997. 407-2836871.
ESTATE SALE - Northern Florida FM upgradeable to C-2. Must sell not to settle estate, $295,000 or best offer (Terms available).
Also have Virginia AM/FM, Illinois FM and
Coastal CR 804-525-0900.

fJ SONOCRAFT
575 Eighth Avenue

TV CPs, problem ones OK. exper bdcter can
build immed, send details w/price. JPowley,
WIIM, 1536 Logan Ave, Altoona PA 16602.
814-944-8571.
TEAMCO is buying radio media in SW U.S.
Our funding allows for spending 50-35K apurchase and we are looking to buy small stations in CO, NM, CA, UT, NV or AZ. All of our
investors have cash & financing and are looking for deals. Prefer stations w/land & currently operating but our interests are not limited.
Let us hear from you: Ray Herald, Tieman Engineering, PO Box 472, Hermosa Beach CA
90254.
Interested in all SICK PUPPIES...on or off
the air. No down/low payments. 512-490-7489.

STEREO GENERATORS
Want to Sell
BE FS30 gd cond w/manual, $1800. BBailey,
KIZN. 401 Idaho St, Boise ID 83702. 208-3435991.
BE AX-10 AM. $2500; Kahn stereo/Powerside,
$5600; Moseley SCG-9, FM, $625; Moseley
SCD-9. composite demodulator, $625; Motorola AM pkg, BE exciter & monitor, Inovonics
250 proc. $4800. SMinshall, KFIV. POB 3408,
Modesto CA 95353. 209-545-5585.
DB Digit 58 uses sweet switching left to right
for lowered harmonic distortion, 1% 15 kHz
filters Allen, 404-325-7847.

SINITCHERS ( VIDEO)
Want to Buy
AMCO 10 or 20 position stereo audio/video
switch boxes. TKV, 301-445-5450.

TAPES/CARTS

& REELS

Want to Sell
Albums (
400) 40's & 50's gospel & country,
BO. DMorris, WKUN, 204 W Spring St, Monroe GA 30655. 404-267-6558/2035.
Libraries (
2), AC on CD and cart & country
on CD Goldiscs & Scotchcart II's, 6mou old.
$4100; Fidelipac FID-MR200 200-slot mobile
rack. $150: 280 country carts. $2ea. 6Lord,
Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St. Kent WA
98042. 206-631-2374.
Libraries of 1000+ 15 ips R- Rprod music,
all different, on LP/CD. Ronnie, Super Sonics.
1401 NE 159th St, N Miami FL 33162. 305949-2040.
AgtaPEM 469 (
6) 2" reels & boxes, unused,
$100 ea. Bob, 212-219-3671.

Fax: 212-564-9488

New York, NY 10018

Cinle (45) On Reader Service Card
Scotchcart.11 NAB Type AA 1000 carts of
various 3-10 min lengths, new, $ 1500/52 ea.
FTroiani, WMRF, 12 1/
2 EMarket, Lewistown
PA 17044. 717-248-6757.

NCE FM needs equip donations, all kinds, will
pay slh. TLawson, New NCE, RI1Box 808, Duff
TN 37779. 615-566-6428.

Fidelipac carts (
80) large w/5-15 min tape, excel cond. $175 all+ s/h. Davis. MPL, 1504
Sunset, Newberry SC 29108. 803-276-0639.

Eng student desiring donation of old bdct equip
(anything)in repairable cond, will pay all shipping charges. EE student at Purdue. CGill. POEI
371. Indianapolis IN 46206. 317-923-2800.

Scotchart Ils (
650) of various lengths. C/W &
AC songs, $2ea + sal BLord, Lord Bdctg, 13313
SE 28th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.

Monte Vista Christian School, would appreciate any donations of used TV broadcast equipment. TQuinn, 408-475-0421

WE'RE

1-800-245-6000

1IN DAT TAPE, OVER 35 DIFFERENT KINDS!

1-800-DAT-TAPE OUR 17TH YEAR
SONY PRO
D, COP
Di 90P

Want to Buy

Tel: 800-274-7666

D,

,20P

NOBODY BEATS US IN SERVICE. SELECTION. AND PRICE
nne
DENON
BASF
899

088 . 60

699

999

DAR 120

849

8200.1

effloi
,4rD'

1099

569

DAT 120

649

OCTAVE AUDIO

49

or I20Abum 1199
DI 608

699

D, 90R

799

D' ' 208

849

VISA MC
NO EXTRA
CHARGE

89

%Ell 20

89

%Ell 30

TAPE 1
WORLD"'

SONY

799

%Ell ID

99

%Ell 60

09

%Ell 90

1 19

NO CASE OR
LABELS

20

%El

20
Ax 412-283-8298

We WA Beet Any Pace dew Told Order Inducing AS Shipping lb
dendenq Charges., 1°. e95 StePPId9 Arty Size Ordet- COD Add 3.90
An Tends Haw US Warranties Parcel Pod S/14 CM
TAPE WORLD

220 SPRING, ST.

BOA 161

NI- F 800-5 00
412 283-8621
800 245.601X1

BUTLER, PA 16003-0361

WE ALSO STOCK OVER 400 AUDIO & VIDEO TAPES

o

Cirde ( 176) On Reader Service Card
Scotch NAB-AA all sizes, 1-4 yrs old, $2.50 ea,
ITC-99 & Delta R/P, 4-7 yrs old, gd cond, $500$3500. CMellon, WILI, Box 496, Willimantic CT
06226.
TimeIde Oldies 50s160s, over 900 on CD, will
trade for C&W odies, S500. BCar, WRED, POB
6. Perrysburg OH 43552. 419-837-9696.
Music
sec w/2 complete
format
libraries + recording equip. tremendous potential, great price. JGelo, 813-642-6899.
Used mostly Gold Mastercarts. Dynamax & Red
Mastercarts, (3) 70$, (40) 100s. (20) 2.5s, (5)
longer lengthS, lightly used, dean, erased, cued
to splice, $120. M Friend. WTJV. Box 711 Newcomb Hall Sta, Centreville VA 22904. 703-924°885.
Beautiful music library, 60'sTO'sJearly 80's, any
format. JGlogowski, 7210 Wind Dale St, Houston TX 77040. 713-466-0221
AC Music Library w/2290 songs, 93 Goldiscs
&230 misc. $5100+s/h. BLord, Lord Bdctg.
13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-6312374.
Want to Buy
We pay 50,-$100 for 45 rpm records from 50s
&60s, sleeved in nice cond. BBerry, lCaravan
Bdctg. 13 Montgomery Ave, Conroe TX 77384
409-273-2801

Are you considering making aTax Deductible Donation? Then please, make your donations of funds, or any broadcast equipment
to, The Broadcast Training School For The
Underprivileged. We need your help. Contact
FSmith, President. B.T.S.U., 615-624-7126.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Leader LCG-400 bar & pulse test goner,
$1750/130; VII mdl 536 bar dot goner.
$200/B0; Lenco PFM-3006 locking gener
w/modules PSS-302 pwr supply, PSG-310
locking ref. PCB-320 bar gener. PBB-312 delta. PRC-365 proc amp, full & split bars: HP400E/EL audio AC voltmeter, $350/60; HP652A. $800/60; Tektronix oscilloscopes
475/475A, $1500 ea/BO: 468 storage scope.
$2000/60; 4656, $850/60. M Glaser, MRG
Prod Assoc, 95 Colony Dr, Holbrook NY 11741.
516-447-1041.

RADIO
RESOURCES
We can ',aye you
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$“$$$$$$$
on your nest equipment
of supply purchase
Ask fin- our current list of
quality pre-owned equipment

TAX DEDUCT EQUIP

Equipment available to rent
.
filr a day or a month

Indian educational FM station needs equip to
train future broadcasters, will pay eh. RTohe,
KGHR. POB 160, Tuba City AZ 86045. 602-2836271.

• Field strength meters
•Audio test system
• Impede-flee bridge
•Telephone frequency
extender
•Spectrum Analyzer

Educ radio/TV needs any equip, espec cart, IT.
stereo R-R, working, receiptishpg provided. K
West, SRSU, Dept Fine Arts, Alpine TX 79832.
915-837-8219.
Radio/TV Course needs NV tape decks, editors 8/or studio N cameras, any appreciated.
will pay sill Tom, Radio/TV Instructors, Jackson
Hole HS, POB 568, Jackson WY 83001. 307733-7475.

1-800- 54- RADIO
1-800-547-2346
FAX

1-301-783-4635
9am-6priri EST

Circle ( 12) on

Reader Service Card

March 25, 1992

TTC XL10-FM2 (
2) translators, dual 10 W outputs, like new cond, $2500 ea. TTucker. Desert West. POB 36717, Tucson AZ 85740. 602797-1008.

B&B AM2B Phasescope, checks headroom.
6mas old. $675. BLord, Lord Bdctg, 13313
SE 208th St. Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.

Rotron Centrimax for CCAJCS1 FM, price includes s/h. $675. LSpivey. WLLS. Hwy 231
S. Hartford KY 42347. 502-298-3268.

Delta Elec RG-113 rcegener. $2000: 01E3-1
REK impedance bridge. $2000: Gates 10 kW
50 ohm AM dummy load, $1700: HP 206A signal goner. S300: HP 332A distortion analyzer. $930: Potomac Instr FIM-41 field intensity
mtr, $2500; Tektronix T922 15 MHz dual trace
oscilloscope, $900. AGarza, Foster Comms.
2824 Sherwood Way, San Angelo TX 76902.
915-949-2112.

Continental 510 exciter like new, $700. F
Troiani, WMRF. 12 1/
2 EMarket. Lewistown PA
17044. 717-248-6757.

Goldline TS-1 RMX audio test set, rack
mountable. $149: Potomac FM-72 UHF field
strength meter. $5895. Steve, RRSC, 1201 S
Sharp St. Baltimore MD 21230. 800-547-2346.
Heathkit ET-3100 Electronic Design Experimenter. gd for teaching/learning basics,
$50+UPS: Phone Patch HD 1515. $20.1 pay
s/h: Deviation Meter SM-4180. $100+UPS:
Frequency Counter 16-1103 81
/ digit count2
er, gd to 500 MHz w/manual. $75+ UPS; HP
200AB audio oscillator, works well,
5100 + UPS: HP 3306 distortion meter, works
well. $100+ UPS: Tektronix 503 oscilliscope,
gd audio scope, no probes. $100+ UPS: Precision/Paco Signal Gener E-200-C. 560 + UPS:
Lil Bity Tester. transistor. SCR. TRIAC tester,
mint cond & free meter case, $25. Ipay Sih:
SA-6electric desolder sucker & PC BH-50 circuit board holder. $50 both. I
pay slh. all VGC
w/manual. LSpivey, WLLS, Hwy 231 S, Hartford KY 42347. 502-298-3268.
Tektronix 535A w/2 type-CA plug-in units
w/type 202-2 scope cart, $200; 575 (2) curve
tracer. 2nd for parts. $200+s/h: General Radio 1932A noise distortion mtr, $150+s/h, all
in gd cond. SChism, WMBI, 820 NLaSalle,
Chicago IL 60610. 312-329-4068.
Bruel & Kjaer 2033 high res FFT sound &
vibration analyzer. 0-20 kHz. 11 baseband
ranges. amplitude of 40 dB. 80 dB & linear.
$4995; Bird 6154 dummy load w/wattmeter,
150 W. 25-1000 MHz, $335: Bird 43/4275-100
RF wattmeterNanable sampler. 20-1000 MHz,
1kW, needs element. $225; Tektronix 529
188D TV waveform mon, response to 8MHz.
multi-standard version, PAL frame selector.
$525: Philips PM3266 oscilloscope, port xfer
storage, 100 MHz. dual trace, $1995: HP
200CD audio gen. 5 Hz-600 kHz. at 600
ohms, all in excel cond w/manual. RSumner,
CAVU, 3322 Applegate Ct, Annandale VA
22001 703-560-0233.
Potomac FIM-21 540-1600 kHz signal
strength meter, mint cond. $2000/60. AMorris, KSWM. 126 S Jefferson, Aurora CO
65605. 417-678-0416.
POTOMAC FIM-41 field strength meter,
$2200: POTOMAC AM-19D five-tower digital
antenna monitor. $2000: TEKTRONIX 1420
NTSC vectorscope w/case, $1500: HEWLETTPACKARD 7470A digital plotter, $400. All excellent condition. L. Morton, 805-733-4275.
Patch bays (4) ADC single inputs (24) rack
mount; Dynakit pre-amp PAS 2; manuals for
Ampex recorders 601. 351, 350 also for
Gotham PBF 150 W amp & Neuman lathe 131
disc cutter; Ampex mixer MX-35. Mr. Oliver,
212-874-7660.
Want to Buy
Dir LA3S mdl FL-4manual for flutter meter
D Dintenfass, 206-784-4803.

Harris FM-2.5K Transmitter.
Like new 1980's vintage.
Won't last long. 816-635-5959

WHY PAY
NEW PRICES?
Leasing Available on
L',ed Broadcast Equipment

414-482-2638

TRANSMITTERS
FM

1972 CCA

2.5

kW

FM

1977

Harris 2.5H

3

kW

FM

1968

Harris

5

kW

FM

1969 Visual

5

kW

FM

1977

Exciters: 0E1675 FM, gd cond, $700; Harris
MX-15, excel cond. $3000, both on 92.3 w/no
manual. BBailey, KIZN. 401 Idaho St, Boise
ID 83702. 208-343-5991.
Gates BC1G tuned to 1400 kHz, badly
damaged, good for parts. you transport, BO.
GJacques, KSUN, 714 N3rd St, Phoenix AZ
85004. 602-252-0030.

3H
5KB

RCA 5E2

10

kW

FM

20

kW

FM

1976 CCA 10000DS
1972 RCA 20E1

25

kW

FM

1974 AEL 25KE

1

kVV AM

1978

Harris

2.5

kW AM

1988

Nautel

MW- 1A
Amfet 2.5

PMA Marketing, Inc.

- Transmitting

414-482-2638
Gates BC5P2 5kW, very gd cond: CCA 2.5
kW now in use on 1040 kHz. VBaker, Base
Communications. 201 Progress St, Blacksburg VA 24060. 703-552-4252
Gates BC5-P 5000 W AM tuned to 1470 kHz,
$5000: Phelps Dodge 5-bay circ polarized FM
tuned to 1017, $2000. SSouthern, WCIR. Box
1037. Beaver WV 25813. 304-252-6452.

STILL USING A
TUBE EXCITER?

Upgrade it with solid-state technology
on a single 3x5 PC board

for

only $ 189.95

Savings to You"

FAX 414-483-1980
RECTIFIERS: molded replacements and open
assemblies available. Upgrade kits for older
transmitters. DEALERS WELCOME. Repairs
on open assemblies. Plastics Technology Inc.
295-633-6277 or FAX 205-633-3203.

50

kW AM Transmitters

(Two) Continental 317C transmitters
in good condition! Will be checked
on your frequency before shipment!
$65,000.00 each . some spare
parts also available! Call 806-3725130 for specific information! Transmitters available April 1992.

MODEL PLFm too

JT Communications

579 N E 44th Ave Ocala FL 32671
904-236-0744
Nautel 1kW tuned to 1450, new w/accessones. $ 17,500. TWayne, KSGI. Box 1450, St
George, UT 84771. 801-628-1000.

Used Transmission Line, many sizes &
lengths, many like new. 816-635-5959.
Dummy Load, 20 kW electro air cooled AM
or FM in excel cond. Goodrich Ent Inc, 11435
Manderson St, Omaha NE 68164. 402-4931886.
Want to Buy

Elcom 690 exciter. 6yrs old, $1550. PPosen, KEZN, 72-915 Parkview Dr, Palm Desert
CA. 619-340-9383.

Harris MS/MX-15 for backup, must be repairable: 8000A Optimod. CScott. WKYU. Western KY Univ, Bowling Green KY 42101.

CCA FM 1000DS replaced due to pwr upgrade, great cond. you pick up, $1000. DHull,
KWBR, 3195 McMillan Rd, San Luis Obispo
CA 93401. 805-541-8878.

20,000 W FM any corn esp CSI/CCA. D
Smith, WFCB, 45 W Main St, Chilliothe OH
45606. 614-773-3000.

RF

Coils,

Contactors,

Xi's, Hot Line Jacks,
Complete Phasors:

GELECO
Electronics,

Ltd.

2 Thorliclitk. l'k. 1)r U.28
lbronto. Ont N1411 1112

-

Fax:

/960 -

1-416-421-5631
1-416-421-3880

CSI 3000E FM, excel cond. DSmith, WFCB,
45 W Main St, Chillicothe OH 45606. 614-7733000.
Continental 27.5 kW FM, excel cond, 5yrs
old, 532.000. KStone, 512-345-9300.
RCA Varian-Beverly MCS-402 freq 2150, 80
hrs use, needs tube, comes w/Andrew 21502163 vert polar. $1000. BBarrett, KZPI, POB
2207, Deming NM 88031. 505-546-0944.
Nautel 1kW. 1450 kHz crystal, new w/access,
$17,500. Ted, 801-752-7000.

Bauer 707 IkW AM tuned to 900 kHz, 3pwr
levels. LRixman, WFIA, 304 PO Alley, Louisville KY 40202. 502-583-4811.

1000DS

kW

FOR DETAILS

Collins 300„.I. 250 W AM. $600; 550A 500 W
AM, $600; RCA BTA-5H 5000 W AM. $900.
all need minor rpr. KHill, WONG, POB 1151,
Madison MS 39110. 601-856-5444.

Power Pak SMX-40 synthes 40W. 88-108 MHz,
gd cond. slot). JSands. KMMK. 225 Seahawk
St, Las Vegas NV 89128. 702-254-5645.

1.0

Ph:
Harris Allied FM 3.5K 85 mdl tuned to 104.9
MHz, lactory refurb. nominal use. cash & carry. $22500 neg. BThornton. KNTL, 405-7891140.

Harris H3 FM. TE3exciter, w/spare parts,
$8000. C Maley. KSIB, Box 426, Creston IA
50801. 515-782-2155.

RCA BTA-5H 5kW rig complete. whole/parts.
JCole. WBTM, Danville VA 804-797-3918.

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell

Delta C-Ouam stereo clean w/Delta mon,
$5000. Harris FM 2.5K, clean w/spare parts
&tubes, on air w/MX-15, $15,000. PWolf, 813574-5548.

Versa Count FM schematic . mdl 322, old
where plug in freq determining cards do not
have switches. JB Crawley, WLBN, POB 185.
Campbellsville KY 42719. 502-465-8884.

NEW 3 kW
FM transmitters
for under $ 14,000.
Call for details
Bill Hoffman

518-583-9490
RCA BTF 20E 20 kW FM. gd cond in CA.
$10,000/60. M Jones, 314-431-1216.

500 W FM (
1) stereo or (2) 5000 W FM stereo. LMaierhofer, VITGC, 101 Armory Blvd,
Lewisburg PA 17837. 717-523-3271.

WE BUY
MOSELEY PCL-303, 505, & 606's
414-482-2638
Jones/Tepco singleldual 10 W. JStromquist.
WNCB. 2828 Piedmont Ave, Duluth MN
55811. 218-722-3017.
manuals for GATT/5070-72/3632 attenuator;
PWA 5070-72/3632 UHF amp. Jaye, Nimbus
Prods, POB 5903, Takoma Park MD 20911
301-507-3358.
10/20 kW excel cond, need by 3/92. DRogers,
KXAX, POB 465, St James MN 56081. 507375-3386.
LPB/other 25+ W carrier current. FVobbe,
WLIO, Box 1689, Lima OH 45802. 419-2297091.

USED TV
TRANSMITTERS,
antennas, cable,
rigid line, etc.
one watt to 110 kW.
Fair market price paid.
BUY - SELL
BROADCASTING SYSTEMS
602-582-6550
FAX: 602-582-8229
Kenneth Casey
Low priced, working 1-5 kW FM w/or w/o ant
near 93.1 MHz, prefer midwest location. J
Phillips, WBUK, POE3 1484. Lima OH 45802.
419-222-1075.
60/100 W AM used only, able to tune. F
Smith, 615-624-7126.
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model, exciter
or stereo modules Goodrich Ent., 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

BEE
NAB's Christian Stresses
The Need for Innovation
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TRANSMITTERS . . . VVTB
FM exciter in gd condition, frequency agile if
available for commercial broadcast use, civil
defense application. Richard Greco, 619-2739347.

TUBES
Want to Sell

Want to Buy
Hi-fl tubes in box will pay cash; McIntosh, Mc
30/40/60/75/240/275, C11/22 (pre), $100-$2000.
RGlenn, 813-634-1940.
Receiving tube remover/puller, spongy material, used by TV svc techs. NKratz, 1112 Evelyn Ave, Albany CA 94706. 510-525-4995.
RCA 8501 & GE GL-6183 (6942). JPowley,
WIIM, 1536 Logan Ave, Altoona PA 16602. 814944-8571.

3CX1500A7, 4CX5000A, 614613, 4CX250B.
4CX3000A & more. We carry large inventory
all major brands. Eimac, Amperes. RCA. etc.
Call Stew 1-800-842-1489.

ECONCO
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately 7
/
2 the
Cost of New

Call for Our Price List

800-532-6626
916-662-7553
FAX 916-666-7760
Circle ( 7) On Reader Service Card

Rec-O-Kut, Shure 16" tone arm. JPanza,
LZZS, Box 9847, Kansas Crty MO 64134. 816767-1118.
Fairchild tonearms, stereo carts, any cond.
SM-1/2, XP-4/232/F-7 & arms 202/500/2802/SA-16 á 12. D Bisbee, 685 S Roys Ave.
Columbus OH 43204. 614-279-6163.
Educ station needs 78 rpm cheap, will pay
s/h. AHagler, KMUD, 973 Redwood Dr, Garberville CA 95440. 707-923-2513.

TURNTABLES
Want to Sell
Spans (2) 3-spd, ea w/2 tone arms, $150
both+slh. Ronnie, Super Songs, 1401 NE
159th St, NMiami FL 33162. 305-949-2040.
Russco Cue Master ( 1) pr w/tone
arms/cartridges, $195. Davis, MCP, 1504 Sunset, Newberry SC 2910& 803-276-0639.
Collins 12' (2) 3-spd, for parts, BO. A
McDonald, Audio Services, POB 160175, Altamonte Springs FL 32716.
Gates 3-spd manual xcription, menuals/partsiwiring instructions for compensation
switch. LVan Luven, 60 Rochelle St, Rochester NY 14612.
CIRK 12C; Russco Cue-Master, both no tone
arms. AGarza, KIXY, 2824 Sherwood Way,
San Angelo TX 76902. 915-949-2112 ext 20
Harris CE11201 (2)fair cond, $25 ea. KSmith,
WNCG, 510 NMain St, Clyde OH 43410. 419547-8792.

Beyer headset; audio generator, 1E22
(Lafayette). Sencore translator tester (portable); Cannon plugs, male & female 3prong
(new); new & used cable w/Cannons or without. Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660.

Technics SP-15 w/Audio-Technica tonearms,
$350. PWolf, 813-574-5548.

MADISON: Meters, tubes, transformers - Call.
MANY HARD TO FIND ITEMS, Antiques.
Madison Electronics, 1-800-231-3057 or 1-713729-7300.

Svc manuals/parts for Grey viscous damped
&regular tone arm, 16" transcription unit, circa
1948-1955. LVan Laven, 60 Rochelle St, Rochester NY 14612.

FOR SALE: R.F. tubes & transistors. Eimac,
RCA, Amperes, Motorola, Texas Instruments.
4CX15000A, 4CX3000A, 8877, 4CX1000A,
4CX5000A. Call: 201-839-3360, FAX: 201-8395926.

RCA Presto & other disc recorders & assoc
equip, blanks, needles, pre-recorded 16" transcriptions, acetate/pressed. BDavies, Virgo
Prods, 5548 Elmer Ave, N Hollywood CA
91601. 818-761-9831.

Want to Buy

Bell & Howell 500 & 1500 series 16mm projs,
1auto feed, 2manual feed, gd working order,
$300 ea/$750 all. Katherine, 703-549-4424.

VIDEO PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell
Adda VW-3synchronizer w/manuals; Harris
550-VT dig TBC, both $900 ea/BO. MGlaser,
MRG Prod Assoc, 95 Colony Dr, Holbrook NY
11741. 516-447-1041.
Want to Buy
Sony RN 580. Also AMCO 10 or 20 position
stereo audio/video switch boxes TIN. 301-4455450.
VIDEO TAPE
RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Panasonic AG-1950 VHS in perfect cond, less
than 50 hrs w/operation & sec manual. RLarson, Larson Prods, 3Braden St, Presque Isle
ME 04769. 207-764-3770.
NEC 3/
4"
UMatic time lapse, $350+s/h. JBaltar, ME Reel Video, 67 Green St, Augusta ME
04330. 207-623-1941.
NEC VCR variable spd /
4 "U-Matic, $400. J
3
Baltar, ME Reel Video, Augusta ME 04330.
207-623-1941.

NEW PRODUCT?
Consider BEA For Your
Engineering Support
Product
Turn aprototype into
aproduct
• Assemble/test
prototypes & beta runs
•Technical documentation

Sustaining

Application

BEA 408-356-4230
•Customer support • Sales support

BROADCAST ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES. INC

EMPLOYMENT
To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers,
write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, Ann POSITIONS WANTED
C&W music TV/Radio personality has 50+
138 radio shows what' C&W celebrities + other
C&W shows produced. H Sudzin, 2Maplehurst Ln, Piscataway NJ 08854. 908-271-8244.
Prod/Ann 16 yrs exper, AOR/CHR-Irg mkt &
network, BNBS degree. Steve, 919-739-4643
after 5pm.

CE wklual EE/bus educ & 5yrs exper seeks
radio/TV pos in NE major mkt, gd people skills
&gd learner. DSparano, 518-355-9612.
AM/FM deal, revitalizing, loyal, listener keeping, exper DJ/PD seeks pos in EC/SE OH,
sales, FTImin wage/30 day trial, AC/MOR/oldies, extensive library. LBrandt, 7038 Wes Ct,
Newcomerstown OH 43832. 614-498-8507.

Production whiz expel.
,
West Coast air talent
seeks CA job. AJay, 4949 Snyder Ln #78, Robnerf Pk CA 94928, 707-585-7571.

NYC afternoon-drive talk show prod, 6yrs exper, writer, editor, flexible, current events knowledge, music bckgrnd. NY-metro area. Robert,
212-863-0745.

Adult communicator exper, friendly, highly
motivated w/great prod skills seeks stable opportunity, solid ainvork, team plyr, AC/oldies or
country. Dave, 712-262-7954.

Energetic gospel 0.1 w/5 yrs exper looking for
new station & challenges in TN/KY. Mike, 615847-9019.

Gen/Sta/Ops Mgr avail, minor sales, personality/straight announcing & promos, motivated young airman, prefer SE, all considered.
John, POB 2551, Newman GA 30264.

DJ/Trainee/Vol all formats. PT/FT.
AZ/CO/AUCA, 5yrs exper, some prod work. J
Roberts/J Benjamin, 602-942-1514.

Exper AM personality looking for long term
relationship, team plyr, no ego problems always give 250%. Mike, 414-426-0541.
Exper PD medium market seeks AOR/classic
rock station, nearly 10 yrs on-air, let me work
for you! Mark, 209-544-1597.
Classical announcer, exceptionally
knowledgeable, exper, prod, news ácoPywriiing, any shift, prefer NY/LA. Bob, 516-7585641.
Chief Engineer w/18 yrs exper in high power
FM, AM directional & audio. Professional individual wlexceptional references seeks position. Reply to: Radio World, POB 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041. Ann: Box #RW-03-25-1.

HELP WANTED
Chief Engineer for six station group in SE
Alaska. Salary DOE. Resume to KJNO, 3161
Channel Drive, Juneau, Alaska 99801. do
Steve Thyner, GM, 907-586-3630 or FAX 907463-3685.
Chief Engineer for six station group in SE
Alaska. Salary DOE. Resume to KJNO, 3161
Channel Drive, Juneau, Alaska 99801. do
Steve Rhyner, GM, 907-586-3630 or FAX 907463-3685.

less innovation in the last 10 years
than I saw in the previous 10 years.
I'm not sure what the reason is
for that. You could say that part of
it is ratings, part of it is consultants,
part of it is the record industry, part
of it is banking and financial pressure.
It is not due to a lack of talent. There
is probably more talent out there today
than ever.
Ithink it goes back to the owners and
operators. Ithink they have become much
more tuned to trying to be like their competitor than trying to be something different.
And it is prevalent at the advertising
level. It starts with the agencies. If
RW: What else do you see ahead for you walk in with a pitch for a new
the industry, in terms of the way radio
format in the market, they want to
will be run in years to come?
know, "Who are you going to sound
Christian: What it comes down to is
like?"
that everyone will be assigned a piece
I feel that there is going to have to
of spectrum space and you will do with
be some real innovation. If you look at
it what you will. You will be doing
the ideas that are more successful, the
radio, video and data transmission and
new concepts tend to be non-musicvarious digital audio services.
driven.
We all jumped up and down when
I think people are getting bored of
we heard about DAB (digital audio going around the dial and getting four
broadcasting). It is not as close as
AC- and five country-formatted stations.
we thought it was. But NAB's putting
There are so many stations, yet in many
the discussion on the table was very
cases, only six or seven choices of prodhealthy because we all had to stop and
uct in a market. So listeners are tuning
think about the future. Sure it was a out.
giant debate, but it was healthy for the
Part of the problem is the music indusindustry.
try. The recording industry has not been
My overall vision is that the technolturning out as good a product as it did
ogy is there. There will always be audio before. So we constantly recycle. Classic
services. We are not positive how or what
rock, oldies, AC-there is aconstant recythe distribution system will be-but there
cling of product.
will always be a major distribution sysThere has to be some pressure from
tem. And it will get into the homes, the
broadcasters and programmers saying,
autos and the portables.
"hey, this is the kind of product and inFrom where I sit, the real need is
novation I need."
product. Who is going to fill the pipeInnovative programming comes from inlines? Who is going to come up with
novative management. And that is where
the ideas? And I have seen less and
radio's future will be.
lb- continued from page 64

TV FILM EQUIP

Want to Sell
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PROGRAM DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR: For
radio production house focusing on West Indian format, develops, writes and researches
proposals for radio programs; determines
feasilibity, length & time of broadcasts. Selects
specific topics according to the station's
needs. Originates, coordinates and approves
ideas for new international features, confers
with station directors to purchase programming & solve productions problems. Utilizes
knowledge in preparing special features for
the West Indies community. Supervises seven employees, 40 hrs. wk.: 9-5; $20,000 yr. Requires MS. in Mass Communication plus 2yrs
experience in same job or 2yrs as Producer/Director. Excellent writing and communication skills. Exp. must involve production of
specific West Indian features. Resume only to
Job Service of Florida, 701 SW 27 Avenue, Miami FL 33135-3014. Ref. Job Order • FL
0561065.

ENGINEER
WHIS-FM is accepting applications for Broadcast Engineer
Minimum 5years experience required. Ilarris XMTRS experience and SBE Certification a
plus. ! lands on position dealing
with all levels of maintenance,
planning, studio construction
and restoration. Send resumes to:
T.A. Hay
WHFS Radio
8201 Corporate Dr., Ste 550
Landover, MD 20785
N() PHONE CALLS PLEASE
E.O.E.

with a group of FM stations. Icouldn't
sell them on it because of competitive
jealousies. The idea was that we build
one communications center, and share all
the non-confidential operations.
It would have cut back on the costs,
and it would have been better for the
advertising agencies. The stations would
have all been located together, all the
studios in one complex, sharing a lot
of the technical work. With computers,
satellite dishes and digital equipment,
it will happen. It didn't happen in
the '60s, but I think it will start to
happen by the end of the '90s.

Revenues on the Increase
continued from page 67

Local and national spot revenue for the
month of December 1991 posted a slight
gain-the first increase since July 1991.
Network revenue was up 0.6 percent for
December 1991 as well.
As individual categories, local ad revenue for December posted adecrease of 0.5
percent, and national ad revenue recovered
1.9 percent after aNovember 1991 decrease
of 7.7 percent.
National revenue in the Southeast and
Midwest posted gains of 8percent and 11.3
percent, respectively, for the month of December, following November declines of
roughly 4 percent in both regions. The

.

*v.4•1

er.

National Revenue
Dec. 1991 vs Dec. 1990

Southwest recovered from aNovember decrease of 12.5 percent to post a3.7 percent
increase in December.
The Eastern region of the U.S. continues
to suffer the brunt of the recession, with
local revenue down 4.4 percent and national down 5.2 percent for the year 1991.
All figures are based on the index of
revenue pool results compiled by the RAB
and network revenues reported by the Radio Network Association (RNA). The accounting firms of Miller Kaplan Arase &
Co. and Hungerford Aldrin Nichols &
Carter provide the local and national spot
revenue data on the 100 markets the RAB
uses to calculate its revenue index. Network
revenues are reported by RNA members.

The Most Widely
Used Headphones.
As abroadcast professional, you need to listen
to the audio— not the headphones. You want
to feel the emotion and excitement exactly
the way your audience does. [ hat's why so
many broadcast
professionals
rely on AKG
headphones.
It's no wonder
that the 1990
and 1991
Billboard
surveys of U.S.
studios found
that AKG headphones are the "# 1Most
Widely Used Studio Headphones."
Made in Vienna, AKG headphones
are the product of Austria's musical
heritage. Our engineers have
designed their pure love of music
into the best headphones in the
pro market.
If you're not using our headphones
now, try apair on— and you'll hear
why we're # 1.

AKG Acoustics, Inc.
1525 Alvarado Street
San Leandro, California 94577 USA
Tel: ( 1) 510/351-3500
Fax: ( 1) 510/351 0500
© 1991 AKG Acoustics, Inc AKG is aregistered trademark
of Akustische U. Kino-Gerete Ges.m.b.H, Austria.
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Tape Recorders, Microphones & Monitors
TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

On Track with Studer A807 Series
by Sandra Hale
Adv./Public Relations Manager
Studer Revox America
NASHVILLE After years of application research and extensive production development, Studer generated the A807 family of two-and four-track recorders.
Primarily designed to accommodate
broadcasters, the A807 two-track recorder
offers what we feel is an excellent
cost/performance ratio.
In addition to the digitally controlled analog technology and the rugged mechanical
assemblies, Studer's A807 is easy to operate
and features comprehensive remote capabilities. For high-quality audio, the A807 decks
incorporate Dolby HX Pro and amorphous
metal heads that deliver awider frequency
response than was previously possible in analog recording.
An overview of A807 features include:
a compact ergonomic design, optional
SMPTE center track time code, a maximum reel diameter of 11.1 inch (282 mm),
three tape speeds (3.75/7.5/15 ips), amaximum spooling speed of approximately 10
m/s, a reduced spooling speed of 5 m/s,
braking time from maximum spooling
speed
of about
three
seconds,

and shuttle
cuing.

operation

with

one-hand

Transport system
The tape transport consists of two rugged six-pole asynchronous AC spooling
motors and abrushless, Hall DC capstan
motor.
Sophisticated servo technology and the

The A807 two-track
recorder offers what
we feel is an
excellent cost/
performance ratio.
use of amicroprocessor for control functions are the key to the simple yet efficient
tape transport design. Both spooling motors are equipped with one tacho sensor
each that continuously supplies the processor with information on the left guide roller
to measure speed and direction of the tape
motion.
The processor analyzes this information
and automatically computes the diameter

of the loaded reels. Because this data can
be used to control the torque of the righthand spooling motor, the traditional tape
tension sensor of the right side is no longer
required. The elimination of this sensor,
plus corresponding guide rollers, offers significant benefits in editing operations, because it no longer is necessary to thread
tape around these rollers.
For optimum torque control, the A807
features an active three-phase control for
the spooling motor. The frequency of the
rotating field is readjusted as afunction of
speed, resulting in amuch more efficient
design that is capable of higher motor
speeds and consequently higher spooling
speeds.
Electronically reversed
The rotating field can be electronically
reversed, allowing stepless control of the
motors in either direction. The motor output stages are, of course, switched in order to achieve high efficiency combined
with low heat dissipation. The spooling
motors are similar to DC motors, however,
they offer several advantages: no brushes,

Studer's A807 two-track recorder
was designed with broadcasters in mind.

rugged long service life, no maintenance,
no torque pulsation and low noise.
DOD

For information, contact Joe Bean,
Studer's Southeastern regional manager, at
615-254-5651; fax: 615-256-7619; or circle
Reader Service 20.

TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

EV Updates with RE27N/D Mic
by Rick Sanchez
Broadcast Products Manager
Electro Voice Inc.
EL MONTE, Calif. The ElectroVoice
model RE27N/D is aprofessional-quality

The Electro Voice Model RE27N/D
Variable- D dynamic cardioid microphone

dynamic cardioid microphone designed for
broadcast production announce and voiceover, high-quality recording and sound
reinforcement applications.
The microphone, an update of the industry standard RE20, utilizes arevolutionary
neodymium alloy magnet and areinforced
diaphragm dome, which offers increased
sensitivity (up to 6 dB more output), un-

distorted output at high sound pressure levels
and an extended high-frequency response.
The RE27N/D's dynamic transducer
offers superior sensitivity, transient response
and noise rejection, providing asignal-tonoise ratio comparable to condenser cardioid microphones. Further reducing noise is
ahumbucking coil.
The mic offers acontinuously VariableD design, which reduces bass boosting
"proximity effect" to maintain auniform
low-frequency response, either up close or
at adistance. Two bass rolloff switches offer asharp low-frequency cut at 200 Hz or
agentle rolloff. A third switch reduces the
high-frequency treble boost if desired.
The microphone's cardioid polar pattern
offers the greatest rejection at 180 degrees
off-axis, ensuring increased gain-beforefeedback. An integral blast and wind filter covers each acoustic opening of the
microphone, allowing close-talk situations
without worry of "P" pops, breath sounds
or excessive sibilance.
Part of the filter also shock mounts the
internal microphone transducer, reducing
transfer of vibration from external sources.
This, along with rugged exterior steel casing, allows the RE27N/D to withstand the
rigors of professional use.
The RE27N/D has afrequency response
of 45 Hz to 20,000 Hz, with impedance at 150
Ohms (balanced). The list price is $625.
CHID

For information on the ElectroVoice
RE27N/D, contact Rick Sanchez at 800877-1771; fax: 818-444-1342; or circle
Reader Service 89.

• Plug connection
on the backside with
Soldering-, BNC,
Krone- Punch- Down-,
Wrap-, Molex- connections

Industriestrasse 6
CH- 4562 Biberist
I Switzerland

rTel.: + 41-65-31

GHIELMETTI

11 11
Fax: + 41 65-32 34 27
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OPTIMUM OPTICAL

D740 DIGITAL CD RECORDER
OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE. With

plete music libraries and more.

the same compact disc, and the

Studer's D740 Compact Disc

For archiving tasks, the D740

D740 CDRs may be played back on

Recorder, custom CDs can now

offers the highest quality digital

any standard professional or con-

be produced conveniently in-

audio on avirtually nondestruc-

sumer deck.

house for demos, sound effects,

tive medium that takes up very

studio refs, masters, jingles, com-

little inventory space.

QUALITY.

Featuring the latest optical technol-

I
NNONATIVE DESIGN. Studer's

ogy, Studer's D740 delivers the leg-

D740 combines acomplete read/

endary audio quality you've come

write unit, converters, encoder,

to expect. And as always, you'll get

decoder and subcode generator

the complete service and on-line

in asingle, die-cast aluminum

support from Studer's team of pro-

chassis. No additional hardware,

fessional audio technicians to keep

PCs or filters are needed for oper-

your facility up and running. To

ation. The D740's innovative for-

find out more about the D740 CD

mat capabilities allow recordings

Digital Recorder, call the Studer

of varying lengths to be put on

office nearest you.

Studer Revox America, Inc. • 1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville, TN 37210 • Tel: 615/254-5651 • Fax: 615/256-7619
Studer Revox Canada Ltd., Toronto 416/510-1347
New York 212/255-4462 • Los Angeles 818/780-4234
©1992 Studer Revox America,

OUTSTANDING AUDIO

sTuDER

Inc

See Us at NAB Reath 3406
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Shure Talks Up VP64 Handheld Microphone
by Mark Brunner
Marketing Communications
Coordinator
Shure Brothers Inc.
EVANSTON, Ill. Shure's VP64 omnidirectional handheld microphone is
rapidly becoming a microphone of
choice for field production in broadcast
arenas.
Specifically designed for interviewing,
the VP64 was painstakingly engineered to
incorporate asignificant number of features
useful to electronic newsgathering professionals.
Those who watched the CBS broadcast
of Superbowl XXVI in January saw and

heard this microphone in action. The VP64
was used for both the play-by-play and
color announcers, as well as by those
reporting from locations around the Metrodome.
Additionally, the VP64 is being used by
radio field crews throughout the world in
locker rooms, press conferences and on the
street.
All traditional benefits
The VP64 provides all the traditional
benefits of an omnidirectional microphone,
such as pickup of sound from all directions
and an absence of proximity effect (low frequency boost) when used close up. However, the VP64 does not suffer from col-

TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

AKG Mies Ideal for On-Air
by David Angress
VP Sales and Marketing
AKG Acoustics Inc.

SAN LEANDRO, Calif. For years,
AKG Acoustics has been aleader in micro-

AKG Acoustics C414 multi- pattern
transformerless condenser microphone

phones for professional studios. This
popularity is due largely to the C414.
Its dual classic one-inch, gold-sputtered
large diaphragms and variety of switchable polar patterns, pre-attenuation settings
and rolloff curves make the C414 aflexible on-air mic or production tool. The
C414's transparency and clarity allow the
unique characteristics of the radio voice to
cut through everything else, giving the station apowerful identity.
The two newest models, the C414 B/ULS
and C414 B/TL, are ideal for on-air personalities, analog production environments
or the latest in digital recording. Extremely
low self-noise, coupled with exceptionally
high overload points guarantee dynamic
range specs of more than 126 dB, achieved
with all output loads.
AKG, which is well-established in R&D,
advanced technology and design capabilities, exerted special care at the design stage
of these microphones, which has resulted
in very flat on-axis and smooth off-axis frequency response curves, with no variance
in sensitivity.
The transformerless TL version is
recommended for demanding applications
requiring ultra-low distortion at the highest
SPLs and complete linearity of phase and
frequency response in the low bass and upper harmonic regions.
With a frequency range of 20 Hz to
20,000 Hz, the C414 offers switchable polar patterns, including cardioid, hypercardioid, omnidirectional and figure eight.
There is switchable pre-attentuation to — 10
dB or —20 dB.
o n
For information, contact David Angress
at AKG Acoustics: 415-351-3500; fax: 415351-0500; or circle Reader Service 96.

oration (shifts in frequency response) if the
sound source is off-axis, aproblem often
encountered with earlier omnidirectional
microphones.
Its 50 to 12,000 Hz frequency response
is shaped with amoderate upper midrange
presence rise to maximize crispness and
clarity of the voice, while the low-end rolloff minimizes boominess and background
rumbling noise.
In addition, the VP64 cartridge utilizes a neodymium magnet, which
produces a higher output than previous
Shure omnidirectional models and a 6
dB boost over similar models from other
companies. It also features effective internal shock mounting for reduced handling noise, an integrated pop filter to
suppress explosive breath sounds and a
black polyurethane finish that is resistant
to chips and scratches.

field interviewing microphone, Shure engineers wanted to be certain that this element was sufficiently addressed.
What may be most impressive to potential users, however, is the fact that the VP64
provides these features and benefits at a
price that undercuts other field interview-

A survivor

But ahigh-output microphone with exThe VP64 omnidirectional
cellent sound means nothing if it cannot
dynamic ENO mic has a handle
survive the daily equipment abuse that
on broadcast field production.
comes with field reporting. For this
reason, durability testing during the
ing microphone models. The user net price
VP64's development went beyond the
is $135, which includes afoam windscreen
standard battery of Shure quality assurand stand adapter.
ance tests. In addition, the microphone
ODD
is put through a cycle of environmental
For information on the VP64, contact
extremes to ensure its success regardless
Chris Potter, professional products market
of climate.
specialist at Shure Brothers: 708-866-220;
As equipment ruggedness is arguably the fax: 708-866-2279; or circle Reader Servmost important characteristic to users of a ice 2.

S
EE DOLBY'S DS
TL,
RADIO'S FIRST
TOTALLY DIGITAL
950 MHz Srrumo
TRANSMITTER LINK
ATNU
BOOTH #4514

AS- 101
Audio Switcher
10 stereo in
1stereo out

F'.0. Box 1342 BellIngham, WA 98227
(206) 734-4323 ( 206) 676-4822 ( FAX)

•
•
•
•

Illuminuated and legenciable control buttons
Instant or overlap switching
Front panel accessible level controls
Options include: RS- 232 interface, remot
control, relay- follow- switch outputs
Network proven quality and reliability!

Conex ElectroSystems, Inc
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Telex V-Series Makes Remotes Feel Like Home
by Tom Mac Donald
News Reporter/Remote Engineer
VVVVDB ( FM)
PHILADELPHIA Remotes are always
acompromise
I've heard that sentiment time and time
again from both program directors and engineers. Well, with the new V-Series headsets from Telex, remotes might just get a
lot better.
Having worked on both sides—as aremote
engineer and news reporter on remotes—I've
either heard the complaints or made them:
"I can't hear the studio," "the microphone
sounds like two tin cans and string," "this
headphone hurts my head," etc.

— The Industry Source for
Manufacturer, Supplier,
NAB and FCC Phone Listings, as well as Product
Information, Company
Profiles, Buyers Guide
Reprints, RW's 1991
Editorial Index, Reference
Material, and More...

phones is asnap with just asmall DIN-type
Working at atalk station like WWDB,
connector.
you do alot of remotes. In the past year,
Since I've had the V-220, just about
I've traveled from Israel to Disney World,
and even done the live broadcast of a everyone in the building has wanted to try
the headphones out, so they've taken quite
funeral from inside acathedral.
abeating. From the most petite woman to
We've tried just about every headset on
the market and had just about given up on
using them for remote broadcasts until we
heard about the new V-Series from Telex.
Something different
When our V-220 arrived, we knew it was
something different. The headphones have
asleek, futuristic look that is something
right out of Buck Rogers. And the set performs even better than it looks, with the
best isolation I've ever experienced in a
headphone.
On election night, Itook the V-220 out
of the headquarters of the victor in the
mayoral race. In aroom with more than a
thousand people packed in, the headphone
was so good that all Icould hear was the
cues from the radio station and the mix
provided from the mult box.
Frequency response is excellent-10 Hz
to 20 Hz better than the competitors we've
tried. The dynamic mic is rated at 50 Hz
to 15 kHz. There also is an electret microphone available that can be phantom
powered, if that is what you need.
Standardize facilities
The V-Series from Telex is designed to
standardize all the headphones in abroadcast
facility. Its modular design lets you order just
what you need—be it one-ear or two-ear,
with microphone or without—so you can use
it everywhere you need agood headphone.
Telex also offers modular cordsets to fit
every need, whether you want it wired or
just tinned ends, with an on-off switch or
acough button or just straight through to
an XLR or other connector.
The cordsets also are interchangeable, so
you can have several and change them, depending on your application. For that matter, if you really want to, changing micro-

"Like something from Buck Rogers,"
the Telex V-220

the burliest man, everyone has told me how
much they like the headset and in some
cases, even agreed to wear aheadset on a
remote when they refused to do so previously.
If you're looking for aheadset with superb isolation that can make any remote
easier, from sportscasting to talk show to
news reporting, or even as areplacement
for studio headphones, the V-Series from
Telex is your answer.
Remote broadcasting has gotten just abit
easier and is less of acompromise, thanks
to Telex.
[1EIL
For information on the VSeries, contact
Ron Taylor at Telex: 612-884-4051; fax: 612884-0043; or circle Reader Service 133.
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Business ... TTC joined forces
itli Iur broadcast equipment
dealers who will represent its FM
product line. Mark Bradford of
Crouse-Kimzey in Fort Worth,
Texas, will represent the line in
Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and
Arkansas.
Kathleen Karas of
Crouse-Kimzey in Annapolis, Md.,
will represent TTC in South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia,
Maryland, Delaware, D.C., Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Connecticut
and New York. Don Denver of
DENCO in Bellevue, Neb., will
represent TTC in Nebraska, Kansas,
Missouri, Iowa, North Dakota and
South Dakota. Mike Cruz of Barrett Associates in Oceanside,
Calif., will represent the company
in Southern California, Arizona and
U.S.-based export areas.
Crouse-Kimzey also has joined
the Audio Animation distributor
network, and will stock and sell the
company's paragon digital audio
transmission processor.

The Eela Audio S 20 Reportophone, the ' Swiss Army Knife' of
reporters, which enables good quality contributions to be sent to
the studio via public telephone lines now appears in a new version.
The S 20 is a mixer primarily designed for field use coupled to telephone
lines and has inputs for microphone and tape/line plus dedicated signal compression and filtering facilities.

NOW AVAILABLE!!
To order, send $ 14.95 to:
Radio World, P.O. Box 1214
Falls Church, VA 22041

US Sales 1-800-486-0074

eela audio

Parmentierweg 3, 5657 EH EINDHOVEN ( Airport), Tel. 31 40 510484. Fax 31 40 570482
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People ... Glen Clark, founder
and former president of Texar,
joined CCA Electronics in January
as VP of engineering. Clark's technical background includes development of the Audio Prism digital
processor.
Mike Smyth was named U.S. operations manager for Audio Processing Technology. Based in Los Angeles, he will oversee contact with
customers of the apt-X 100 system
and the upcoming 4:1 digital audio
data compression processes.

S20A: New version
Eela Audio ReportophoneR

The new model, the S 20A, has the following additional features:
-Pushbutton dialling with tone or pulse systems.
-Powering from internal batteries or mains via adaptor supplied.
-An extra output for recording the contribution with balance
control for setting the mix of ' phone and mixer signal.

k4H,
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Peavey Dual Cassette
Offers Multiple Options WHY
el?E

by Sharon Wiese
Advertising Manager
Peavey Electronics
MERIDIAN, Miss. The Peavey Electronics DPS-1000 Digital Production System may appear at first glance to be little
more than a dual cassette machine with
mixing capability. Closer inspection, however, reveals much more.
A Motorola 56000 DSP chip combined
with a 16 bit delta-sigma, over-sampled
A/D converter provide full bandwidth studio quality to several digital signal manipulations. The DPS-1000 is adistant cousin
of the popular sing-along or "Karaoke"
(Japanese for " empty orchestra")
machines.
Two rear-panel XLR connectors provide
low-noise, low-Z microphone inputs with
switchable phantom power capability. Front
panel high-Z inputs bypass the rear inputs
for flexibility of microphone choice or possible input of an instrument or sub-mix.

(teE

mono with the left and right out of phase
causes the center information to disappear,
while the full left or full right information
remains intact.
Removing lead vocal
Since most solo vocalists are panned
near center, this simple technique is pretty
effective at removing much of the lead
vocal. When first called up, the Vocal
Eliminator goes into asetup mode where
the bass tone control actually tunes for

The DPS is pretty
much a full-blown

e t2E

(QE

( QE

e QE

( QE

e QEaQE

QEI?

24 Hours.

Power Up.

Our 24 hour
service hotline
number is
609-72E-2020.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all
—
the facts on QEI
"New Reliables" FM transmitters
from 1kw to 30 kw.

( QE

With our FMQ
3.5/5/10 kW or 20/30 kW
FM transmitters, you
can upgrade power in
the field.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on 0E1 " New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

recording studio
No Extras.

in four rack
spaces.

center position of the vocalist and the
Independent gain control
treble tone control tunes for minute time
Mix level pots control the gain of each
delay differences between the left and
microphone independently. Bass and treright channels.
ble tone controls provide equalization to
Once the vocal has been tuned as low as
the vocal only. Sixteen-bit digital studio
it gets, another push of the mode button
quality effects provide simultaneous, inlocks in the tuning and returns the tone condependently adjustable chorus, echo and
trols to normal function.
reverb.
The DSP converts the mono signal miA digital vocal enhancer with enable
nus vocal back to stereo for best presentaswitch also is provided. A rear-panel TRS
tion. The ability of even this extremely
insert jack allows processing of just the
powerful DSP to remove vocals depends
solely on how the original song was recorded.
Multiple vocalists or
doubled vocals panned
off-center will not cancel out. You will, however get passable results
with many solo artists
and avoid several months
or more waiting for obscure titles. Add alittle
reverb to your own vocal
and whatever was left
over is effectively hidThere's much more than meets the eye
den.
to the Peavey DPS-1000 Digital Production System.
As long as we have the
vocal with an external compressor or any
music in the digital domain, apitch shift
other outboard processor you might dealgorithm allows you to shift the instrumensire.
tal up or down to match your vocal range.
Similar controls on the music side of the
A control also varies the playback speed
front panel provide music-only bass and
of one deck to get different tempos than
treble equalization, as well as mix and masoriginally recorded.
ter level.
So, you've finally got the song you want
A selector switch allows you to choose
at the pitch and tempo you want, what'sone of four different audio inputs: Tape 1,
his-name's vocal is down in the dirt and
Tape 2, CD or Aux. Since many preyou've got enough reverb and chorus on
recorded sing-along tapes record the vocal
your mic to make Elvis jealous. Now pop
on one track and background music on the
in ablank tape and hit the record button
other, the mode switch allows you to togon transport two. Cut your demo, mail it
gle between two multiplex modes: "Left
off and become a star.
only" or " Right only"; a normal mode,
The other 99.99 percent of us will use
which is stereo-in, stereo-out; and avocal
the DPS-1000 for basic production tasks,
elimination mode. In the vocal elimination
like recording parody songs while the origimode, as well as the two multiplex modes,
nal is still charting, making inspirational
the internal DSP runs a stereo synthesis
tapes for business purposes and numerous
routine that converts the monophonic sigother applications. The DPS is pretty much
nal to a believable pseudo-stereo.
afull-blown recording studio in four rack
For music too new to have background
spaces.
tracks, the vocal eliminator attempts to reEO
move the vocal from normal recordings. As
For information on the Peavey Elecyou may have learned quite accidentally the
tronics DSP-1000, contact Ernie Lansford
last time your phono cartridge was mis- at 601-483-5365; fax: 601-484-4278; or cirwired, playing back astereo recording in
cle Reader Service 5

Less is More.

I
I

never charge you extra
We
for single phase power. Not
on our FMQ 10000 or our
FMQ 20000B—not even on
our 30 k FMQ 30000B.

Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on QEI " New Reliables"
FM transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

Free.

All of ()El's FM
transmitters have
no plate blockers
or sliding contacts.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all
the facts on QEI
"New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

The Longest.

Our FREE spares kits
BE include every solid
state component of the
-,
transmitter, exciter
and remote control.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on QEI " New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.
Single Phase 30 kW.
Our new FMQ
30000B is the only
30 kW transmitter
available with
asingle phase
power supply.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for
all the facts on QEI "New Reliables"
FM transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

Iii

Our PA tube
warranty is the
longest in the
business —

15,000 hours.

Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on 0E1 " New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.
Built-in Backup.

OEI's constant 50 Ohm
interstaçe impedance
lets you bypass the IPA
or PA in the unlikely
event of aproblem.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on QEI " New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

0E1 DORF ORATION
ONE AIRPORT DRIVE • P.O. BO) D • WILLIAMSTOWN. N.J. 08094
TEL ( 800) 334-9154 • ( 609) 7 8-2020 • FAX ( 609) 629-1751

Q
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See Us at NAB Booth 4518
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Beyerdynamic Stays Ahead of Trends
audio sophistication increased, microphones that had traditionally been
designed for recording studio applications
began to find their way into the radio
station studio.
FARMINGDALE, N.Y. Historically,
Several of these included large dion-air radio personnel have relied upon a
aphragm, multipattern condenser models.
Recently, new trends have been emerging within the radio station studio environment to upgrade even more, based on the
desire to improve the "sonic personality"
of specific radio personalities and/or to
provide the on-air talent with unprecedented physical freedom in the studio without sacrificing either speech/vocal
quality or monitoring capabilities.
by Mike Solomon
Market Development Manager
Beyerdynamic

Transient response
Several new products have answered
these needs with the Beyer Broadcastgroup
Series. The new M 59 is, at first glance,
aconventional-looking vocal microphone;
however, it incorporates low-mass, large diaphragm technology that helps yield fast
transient response at aprice that would not
terrorize any station's accounting department.
The M 59's EnhancedField Magnet
technology is designed to withstand the
critical demands of in-studio or on-location
speech or interviews. The mic's low mass,
large diaphragm Macrolon element and
hypercardioid polar pattern provide the fast
transient response, along with high output,

Beyerdynamic's D 159
group of dynamic moving coil or dynamic
ribbon-type microphones to communicate
with their audience.
As time progressed and the level of

MAKE YOUR JINGLES

AND YOUR SPOTS

high sensitivity and excellent offaxis rejection.
Each M 59 incorporates asophisticated
internal shockmounting system designed
to reduce stand, boom or handheld noise,
plus the microphone contains an internal
multistage blast filter to reduce undesirable wind or pop.
The M 59 lists for
$399.
Head-worn gear
Beyer also has introduced new headworn studio-quality
mics either with or
without monitoring
headphones.
The
HM 560 head-worn
microphone incorporates a new high
SPL-capability version of the classic M
500's dynamic ribbon
transducer. The HM
560 is designed to
handle the demands
of close-talking high
SPL assignments,
Beyerdynamic's
M 59 Microphone
while providing highquality off-axis rejection in a comfortable, lightweight headband.
The HM 560 can be interfaced directly
into the audio chain, or it can be interfaced
with body pack wireless transmitters, permitting more freedom of movement. The
list price is $379.

Model CRW

dt

of Applied Recording Arts and Sciences
Comprehensive Certificate Programs in
Audio Recording Techniques, Electronic Music/MIDI
and Music Business
Learn console and tape machine operation,
digital editing, signal processors, voice-over production,
microphone techniques, mixing and more at one of
the East Coast's largest 4-studio music recording facilities.
Call ( 301) 230-9100 for a FREE Brochure.

-eMb- e

-

4M11-

RECORDING

STUDIOS

5609 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20852

The DT 158 lists for $479. the DT 159
for $539.
These head-worn microphones and
headsets provide comfort, isolation and
distinguished monitoring capability with
avocal-quality microphone, which allows
the mic to move when your talent moves.
Each of the microphone's transducers will

Another level
The new DE 158 and DT 159 take the
HM 560's vocal-quality head-worn format to another level by attaching its boom
to either single closed ear (D158) or dual
closed ear (DT159) monitoring headphones. The dual ear DT 159 can be
set up for mono, stereo or split feed.

WEATHER
RADIO

Omega Studios' School

Beyerdynamic's HM 560

W
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•

Price S540.00
Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB
quieting. All 3frequencies. Alert tone
demutes receiver, closes relay and
gates audio to 600 ohm rear terminals.
Another set of rear terminals has continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double
conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in first I.F., ceramic filter in second
I.F. Dual gate MOS FET front end. 50
ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel
(j25 kHz) down to 70 dB. 19" rack
mount, 31/
2"H, all metal enclosure. In
stock—available for immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO

The Omega Studios' School is Approved by the Maryland Higher Education
Commission and is Approved for Veterans' Training.

257 W. Union St. • Athens OH 45701
614-593-3150 • FAX 614-592-3898
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Beyerdynamic's DT 158
provide superb vocal-quality frequency response.
no
fin- information on the Beyer Broadcastgroup Series of mics, contact Mike Solomon at 516-293-3200; fax: 516-293-3288;
or circle Reader Service 13.

AEV
a leading Italian and European
manufacturer of audio broadcasting
equipment, particularly aimed at FM
radio studios, is looking for dealers
willing to market its products all over
the US territory.

J
AEV Snc
1
JV via Saviolo, 1/E
1-40017 Le Budric di Persiceto, Italy
tel. + 39-51-950249 + 39-51-950350
fax + 39-51-950201
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MANGER ENGINEERING, Inc.

STEREO PERFORMANCE METER

Serving the broadcasting industry
for over 40 years!
• Satellite Programming
Systems
III Music Systems
▪ Live Assist
Programming
• Cart Recorders/Players

•
6.1

,▪
ZCarousels®
SMC/Otari ARS-1000
Players
NI Otani Production
Recorders
NI CD Live Assist
Systems
IN Audi- Cord Recorders/
Players

Pr.

40

SIPM- 1

Measure the actuar stereo content of the music
you are transmitting and also the stereo separation capability of your multiplexer and transmitter
with real program aucio. Since actual program audio is used as a signal source instead of " test
tones", these measurements can be made during
the day. Also observe the stereo performance of
your competitors by connecting the SPM-1 to your
monitor receiver.
This is an entirely new stereo testing technology,
never before available from any other manufacturer. It is not a simple L- R meter. It really does
measure the amount of stereo present in a
program.
Be the first in your Market to know just how much
stereo you and your competitors actually transmit.

Beau is the original manufacturer of many of
the capstan drive motors currently used in tape
and cartridge machines and can repair or replace
their own motors as will as those of most others.
The company is also asupplier to many original
equipment manufacturers and produces alarge
variety of AC. Motors, Torque motors, and D.C.
Brushless motors.

BEAU MOTORS DIVISION
Manger Engineering, Incorporated
Bethmour Road, Bethany, Conn. 06525
Plant: 79 Rossotto Drive, Hamden, Conn. 06514
203-288-9351

FM SYSTEMS, INC.
3877 South Main St.
Santa Ana, CA 92707

SONO-MAG CORPORATION
1833 Hovey Ave, Normal, IL 61761-4394
FAX 309-452-2521
Phone 309-452-5313

DRIVE MOTORS

STEREO SEP.R.RTION l,a DECIIIELS

PHONE: 800-235-6960; 714-979-3355 or FAX:714-979-0913
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Louder Cleaner Audio
Great Soun(l!

Great Price!

The CDS
REAL WORLD PROPAGATION'
WORKSTATION
deouts at NAB '92 Las Vegas. We can put the
most accurate signal strength prediction model
available at your fingertips. Visit us in booth
#10449. .. You can't lose.

UNLEASH YOUR ITC
If you own an ITC Delta
or Type 99, Audio
Dynamics retrofit cards
can upgrade your existing cart machines to an
unprecedented level of
cartridge audio
performance.

6.0 read) , now!

• DNR"

$1,795.00 I.ist
6001

•An innovative split equalization network delivers
a playback frequency response of 32Hz-16KHz
±0.7 dB.

5426

• Full drop- in compatibility.

Reserve a trial

Communications Data
I

II

Reserve a FREE demo today.

Broadcasters General Store
1-904-622-9058

Services, Inc.
6105-E Arlington Blvd.
Falls Church, VA 22044
(800) 441-0034
FAX (703) 534-7884

__ealifomia Digital
/ 805-523-23/0
Low cost upgrade for existing users avaialable

(804) 296-4111

/D
DNR

Audio
137
Dynamics scuh.

W. Buckingham Circle,

a
i
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rloBttesville,

s.i rogisterod trademark of National
under US
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If you haven't tried this pre- amp,
you don't know how good your
microphones can sound.

Dynamic Noise Reduction provides up

to 14 dB of non- encoded noise reduction.

VA 22901

Semiconductor Corporation

Patents 3.678.416 and 3753.159

READER SERVICE NO. 43

A DELINEATING THE NEW STANDARD A

If you read ads for microphone pre-amps
you'll find they all, regardless of price,
promise the same things: low distortion, low noise,
and great noise rejection.
PROMISES... PROMISES
Sontec promises you something better.
Install our MPA-1 pre-amp. If it's not cleaner and
more transparent than what you're now using,
just return it for credit. Now that is a promise!

Sontec Electronics
Audio Drive, Goldbond VA 24094 USA
703-626-7256 FAX: 703-626-7257
READER SERVICE NO. 198

A AVANT-GARDE SERIES A
MODULAR FLEXIBILITY WITH A CUSTOM FIT
WE OFFER A CHOICE OF FIVE ELEGANT LINES OF STUDIO FURNTIURE
A

4153 N. BOMTA STREET

A

SPRING VALLEY, CA 91977

A

TEL 16191 698-4658
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STUDIO FURNITURE
A

FAX 16191 698-1268
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Otari Adds Features to MX-5050s

BUYERS BRIEF

chronizer compatibility and better remote
capability.
While the BIII stands upright in acompact housing, the Mark IV Series is configured as a table-top, console-mounted
machine. The machines are ideal for and
already widely utilized in the radio production and audio post production fields.
It's the kind of machine we think you can

KITCHENER, Ontario Bruel
& Kjaer of Denmark has introduced
the WA0609 Acoustic Pressure
Equalization (APE) attachment for
its 4003 and 4006 Series low-noise
omnidirectional microphones.
The attachment functions as both
aspatial and spectral equalizer. It is
apassive acoustic processor, which
employs diffraction to modify the
sound field near the microphone diaphragm, thus changing the microphone's frequency and polar response.
When outfitted with the 50 mm
spherical rigid APE adapter, the onaxis frequency response of the 4003
and 4006 mics is increased in the frequency range of 2 to 5 kHz, while
sounds originating offaxis encounter pronounced low-pass filtering.
The result is an increased fronttorear hemisphere sound reception for
frequencies above 1kHz, transforming the omnidirectional 4003 and
4006 microphones into quasidirectionals with exceptional directivity characteristics and high frequency response.
Improved "reach" is adirect function of the microphone's directivity
increasing with frequency. The
WA0609 APE attachment provides
increased directivity at frequencies
above 1 kHz, which enhances the
S/N ratio of sound sources received
on-axis.
Fullness of sound is preserved
and the rendering of delicate
transients is unimpeded by the
APE.
For information on the Bruel &
Kjaer WA0609 unidirectional APE
attachment, contact Bill Calma at the
company's exclusive U.S. distributor,
Tannoy/TGI North America, at 519745-1158; fax: 519-745-2364; or circle Reader Service 8.

and the Mark IV Series, available in two,
four and eight-track configurations (fourand eight-track versions are on halfinch
tape.
Building on a design formula already
FOSTER CITY, Calif. Otani, manufactime tested and proven in the marketturer of the legendary MX-5050 B-II and
place, Otani engineers have equipped the
Mark III tape machines, has developed the
next generation of MX-5050 recorders, a MX-5050 Series tape machine with an
array of performance improvement and
family of rugged, reliable, broadcastfeatures, including improved high frequality tape machines with added features
quency response, better signal-to-noise raand higher levels of performance.
more sophisticated,
advanced
The fourth and newest generation of MX- tio,
microprocessor controls, gapless and
5050 tape machines includes the MX5050
seamless punch in/out (GSPIPO) on the
BM quarterinch, twotrack stereo tape maMark IV4 and MarkIV-8, chase synchine, the BQ-III quarter- inch, four-track,
by John Carey
VP of Sales and Marketing
Otan iCorp.

We're looking
for
a few
good consoles

Otari's new MX- 5050 family includes
the Mark IV Series, the BO-Ill and B-III.
put your trust in. It's rugged and reliable,
with great sound, improved performance
and new features.
Improvements also have been made on
the popular and affordable MX-50 II
quarter-inch, two-track tape machine, a
high-quality but cost efficient workhorse
for production and broadcast applications,
minus afew bells and whistles.
New features include a built-in cue
speaker with headphone amp, level control
and channel select switches, enabling the
operator/editor to utilize the MX50 II as
acompletely self-contained unit.
ono
For information on the MX-5050 Series and
other Otani products, contact John Carey
at Otani Corp. at 415-341-5900; fax: 415341-7200; or circle Reader Service 146.

ELECTRO IMPULSE LAB., INC.

And...
We have several ITC 99B Reproducer Cart Machines: all
in good shape and ready to move.

AIR COOLED, LIQUID DIELECTRIC
RF DUMMY LOADS
+lb

Not to mention...

I

More cartridges than we can count:
yours for the asking and about a buck or two each.

Pick up the phone...
Chuck and Darrin are waiting to make you some great
deals.

CFFN-3000
ALWAYS IN STOCK

1
71

HAIED
Ftnis
.41_L

EQUIPMENT

LOADS FROM 500 WATTS TO 500 KW
ELECTRO IMPULSE LAB., INC.

EXCHANGE

1805 CORLIES AVENUE, PO BOX 278
IMPULSE, INC.

1- 7_101=

-

1— I II

Fax (317) 966-6321
1992 Harres Alhed

NEPTUNE, NJ 07754-0228
FAX: 908-776-6793
PHONE: 908-776-5800
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

KiVIS 140/150•. At Close Range
by Jeff Alexander
Product Manager
Neumann USA

STOW, Ohio Audio-Technica's AT822
OnePoint X/Y stereo condenser microphone is specially designed for DAT and
high-quality cassette recording.
The AT822 is equipped with a pair of
wide-range, closely matched cardioid
(unidirectional) condenser elements, optimally positioned and uniform enough in
response that the AT822 fully reproduces
the spatial impact and natural response
across an arc of 170 degrees.
The stereo elements' low-mass diaphragms offer superb transient response
and 101 dB dynamic range. Frequency
response is flat from 30 Hz to 20 kHz,
with maximum input SPL rated at 125
dB.
The AT822 terminates its standard cord
with two mini plugs threaded inside a
pair of quarter-inch phone plug adapters.
Also included is amic cable terminating
in a single stereo mini plug, compatible
with acommon input format for portable
semi-pro and consumer stereo DAT
recorders.
The AT822 includes aswitchable lowcut filter, windscreen and camera show
mount adapter. It operates on astandard 1.5
V AA battery. Current demands are low
enough that battery life exceeds 1,000 hours
with normal intermittent use.
User net cost is $299.
For information, contact Garry Elliott at
Audio-Technica U.S.: 216-686-2600; fax:
216-686-0719; or circle Reader Service 24.

CALABASAS, Calif. Saki Magnetics
has introduced a complete professional
maintenance service for analog audio magnetic recording heads of any size, material,
format or manufacture.
Upon receipt, Saki will provide a free
head evaluation and recommendation,
provide needed maintenance and guarantee reshipment within 24 hours or
less.
Using state-of-the-art technology, Salci's
staff brings more than 40 years of experience to the task of restoring each head
to original performance specifications.
Services include afull relap/recontour/polish and test, edge slotting, grounding and
base plate rebuilding. Base plate disassembly, reassembly and precision digital optical alignment are included at no additional
charge.
Full relap services are priced as low as
$40 for quarter-inch heads, and same-day
service is available from Saki's California
headquarters by special request.
Saki also offers ferrite replacement
playback heads for Studer and Otani
decks. Saki heads are priced at $695 each
for Model 1-80-QC and $535 each for
Models 710, 720 and 721 cassette decks.
The Otani DP1610 replacement head is
$695 each.
For information, contact Trevor Boyer
at Saki Magnetics: 818-880-4054; fax:
818-880-6242; or circle Reader Service
125.

OLD LYME, Conn. Neumann has introduced two variations of the KM100
Series—the KMS 140 and KMS 150. These
are specially designed for applications as
handheld microphones, as used for alive
stage performance by vocal soloists.
The KMS 140 has a cardioid capsule
characteristic; the KMS 1.50 is hypercardioid. The capsules are interchangeable. Primary features of the microphones are: fast
transient response, as only possible with
atrue condenser microphone; true transparent sound with specifically tailored frequency response; virtually pop-proof performance, thus no need for an additional
windscreen; tightly controlled polar patterns over the entire frequency range; and
effective suppression of handling noise.
These microphones use aspecial acoustic filter and transformerless circuitry. Even
loud explosive sounds do not cause overloading. Pop stability is excellent and sibilant sounds reproduce naturally.
Although the acoustic filter effectively
suppresses interference caused by explosive
sounds, the distinctive directional characteristic of the capsules is maintained all the
way down to the bass region. This provides
these mics with ahigh degree of stability
against feedback when used in alive performance.
With two easily operated recessed
switches, sensitivity can be reduced by
10 dB and a high-pass filter switched in
to match the vocal characteristic of the
performer at the preferred pick-up distance.
The KMS-140 and KMS 150 both come
with an acoustic attachment to slip over the
capsule inside the head grille. This provides
some additional high frequency boost for extra brilliance of program material in the upper frequency range.
The microphone housing is constructed
from thick-walled brass material and milled

from asingle piece. It is robust and free from
any self-induced resonances. An internal
multistage suspension decouples the housing
from the capsule. Handling noise and other
outside interference are effectively suppressed.
These microphones have proven to be ideal
for broadcast applications where they must
handle the demands of wide dynamic range
from continually changing talents, consistently producing a superior transparent
sound.
ODD
For information, contact JeffAlexander at
Neumann USA: 203-434-5220; fax: 203434-3148; or circle Reader Service 65.

This is
no
tirne to
overpay.
S-DAT 70
— Broadcast Standard Remote Control.
and Drawer Open controls are all brougl
pull-to-ground contacts. Lamp drivers an
Ameno
_Armor

User-Programmable Logic Functions
End-of-Cut Relay Closure RS-DATm.
message closures for automatic next evert

Digital Aural Program Transmission

Tape Auto-Cue on Insertion Tapes cut'
automatically after insertion.

The audio STL solution for radio or television in the ' 90s and beyond is digital transmission. And linear digital
gives the best results.

Drawer Open On Cut End Dip switch
signaling the operator to change tapes.

At NAB 92 we are announcing the linear J.N.S. digital program multiplexing system - D-Mux! Simply use
D-Mux with its companion digit& SIL, digital telephone lines ( Ti, ISDN, partials, etc.), fiber optics or even
twisted pairs to enter the digital age. D-Mux gives mono and stereo performance of:

Cue to Next Cut on Cut End The RScut option automatically fast forwards t
start command.

Stereo crosstalk
Noise floor

95 dB
100 dB

Distortion

<

0.008%

Frequency Response +

0.15 dB

Re-Cue to Cut Beginning Progranunie
beginning of the cut to facilitate special o
One Button Network Record The RS-»
with networkfarmats. One closure to the

Audio frequency responses from 3 kHz to 15 kHz are supported. Because D-Mux is modular, it can be
configured to meet almost any configuration (equirement. With a Ti circuit, two 15 kHz, one 7.5 kHz and
two 3 kHz audio : ircuits to the transmitter, ani the same returning are easy. Or, D-Mux can be configured
for only one-way operation, if needed. Even add data. D-Mux is a linear multiplexing system utilizing full
16- bit technology to convey program audio via almost any digital transmission system.

Just call us.

See D-Mux duriig NAB in Booth 1420, or contact our nearest location for further details.

J.N.S. Electronics, Inc.

J.N.S. Electronic Ind.

P.O. Box 32550
San Jose, CA 95152
U.S.A.
408/729-3838 FAX 408/926-1003

P.O. Box 58
Rosanna, Vic. 3084
AUSTRALIA
(03) 439-1000 FAX (03) 431-1197
Circle ( 178) On Reader Service Card
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1-800-523-2133
us

amm

«3010 SYSTEMS iNc.
at NAB booth# 4826
Circle ( 33) On Reader Service Cord
See Us at NAB Booth 4826

MARKETPLACE
Radio World's Marketplace is a compendium of new and recently introduced radio broadcast products.
this integrated system includes aMacintosh
computer, Dyaxis remote controller, large internal disk drive and Dyaxis audio processor.
Dyaxis Iis apure, two-channel stereo
editor and production tool designed for
complete integration with Studer's D740
CD recorder and D780 R-DAT. Utilizing
Studer Editech's exclusive MacMix software, Dyaxis Ifeatures automated real-time
EQ and level control.
The top-ofthe-line Dyaxis II digital audio workstation is a modular multitrack
system allowing real-time multichannel
capabilities. Dyaxis II is the first system in
its class to offer real-time crossfades in all
editing and recording modes and real-time
digital mixing and processing power in a
modular, multitrack package.
For information on Studer products, contact Joe Bean, southeastern regional manager, at 615-254-5651; fax: 615-256-7619; or
circle Reader Service 54.

Studer Dyaxis
Based on the wide range of digital editing and recording applications, Studer
offers three Dyaxis systems: Dyaxis Lite,
Dyaxis Iand Dyaxis II. Each can be upgraded and expanded.
Dyaxis Lite fills the need for alow-cost,
user-friendly digital editing system for broadcast applications. Based on the operating principles found in conventional tape machines,
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board, VGA color monitor, two modified
Sony Beta VCRs, 340 MB hard drive, 1.2
MB floppy disk, modem, uninterruptable
power supply (UPS), two printers, audio
fading/switching, network control, external
device controller and all required software.
For information, contact Jim Hansen or
Dean Cull at Schafer Digital, adivision of
Hansen Digital Technologies: 916-6463444; fax: 916-646-3493; or circle Reader
Service 116.
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DiglSat NI Automation
The Schafer Digital DigiSat II satellite
automation system is arack-mounted, prewired system ( including the equipment
rack) that utilizes an IBM-compatible AT
computer.
It features an eight-second time adjustment that places the station's commercials
into the network "window" with digital
precision. The system features is aminimum of nine hours of CD-quality stereo
audio. DigiSat II can be used both on-air
and in the production studio.
Standard equipment also includes key-
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Ten Years and the DigiStor
Henry Engineering celebrates 10 years
of service to the broadcast industry with
introduction of the DigiStor, adigital message unit for radio station " information
lines," such as concert information, ski
reports, sports scores, etc.
DigiStor will store up to four minutes of
audio for automatic playback via aregular
telephone line. The message is stored in
digital memory with battery back-up.
DigiStor can be programmed to play the
message only once or continuously until
the caller hangs up.
There is no re-cue time—the caller always
hears the message from the beginning.
DigiStor also can be used as astand-alone
digital record/playback unit (not connected
to aphone line) for utility applications, such
as amessage repeater, sound effects, etc.
Play, stop and record functions are remote controllable; and battery backup prevents memory loss during AC failure. List
price is $350.
For information, contact Hank Landsberg
at Henry Engineering: 818-355-3656; fax:
818-355-0077; or circle Reader Service 88.
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The Closer You Get...
W EM EAN IT— we really DO provide the quality.
performance. technical support. and innovation we
promise'
Our model A-500 is a thoroughly engineered on- air
console: it delivers the level of performance your clients
now expect. and DAB demands. All components are
selected for long life— gold bus connectors. gold I0
connectors, all gold contact switches. gas- filled relays.
triple burned- in integrated circuits. solid state ON OFF
lamps. and precision laminated Lexan control surfaces
for a lasting. wearproof finish. And we back that up
with a 3- year parts and labor warranty. complete with

factory support from a technically competent and
responsive staff.
We've also handled your special requirements as
well with a super family of accessories, including a
choice of three different telephone modules, an
intercom module. an off-line mixer module for your
remote feeds. talent control stations. accessory panels.
failsafe power supplies, and auto cart and CD
sequencing options.
So take a close look: we've got the quality, we've
got the innovations, and you've got our commitment to
top-notch support.

Ir

The Better We Look!

A-500
6720 V.I.P. Parkway. Syracuse. NY. 13211 ( tel 315-455-7740 fax 315-454-8104)
See Us at NOB Booth 5000
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SVVheotrtone®Corporation

The New Wheatstone
Production Air Console

In Fact, a Whole New Console Family...
These consoles give you full multitrack production
capability while at the same time providing familiar
program and audition busing so your production room
can double as a back-up on- air facility. They free up
your primary Air studio for routine calibration and
maintenance sessions. They are a perfect solution for
complex talk or news formats.
Beyond its on- air capability the SP- 4 is a powerful
production console offered in 2. 4 and 8- track formats.
Production crews will love the smooth sounding
equalization, the auxiliary send buses. and. of course.
the full on- air type machine and console logic. There's
also plenty of room for those special functions: like a
phone module that can handle multiple callers, yet

doesn't tie up your line inputs: an intercom module that
lets you communicate with other Wheatstone consoles
and rackmount locations throughout your facility: plus a
studio control module. line preselectors. tape controllers.
and automatic timers.
And, of course. there's the componentry: all gold
contact switches for the ultimate in reliability, gold bus
connectors, gold I/O connectors. solid state on off lamps.
and triple burned- in ICs. Naturally. each console is also
triple- tested
The fact is. VVheatstone's got the features. the
componentry. the reliability, the performance and the
reputation you can depend on.
Call us.

SP- 44/4-Track
6720 V.I.P. Parkway. Syracuse. N Y. 13211 ( tel 315-455-7740
See Us at NAB Booth 5000
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